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Both the ONPR and the History Division allowed us to shape and define the history and to interpret the facts as we saw them, providing us with suggestions for clarification. The only constraints were the length of the manuscript and the amount of time and resources we could expend. The information we uncovered could have allowed for a much more detailed and lengthy treatment, but we believe we have captured here the central story of the birth, life, and death of American weapons-material production reactors.

The reader will find this work, as any study of modern American governmental operations, crowded with acronyms whose presence tends to frustrate those unfamiliar with them, but without which the work would be longer. We have included as part of the front matter a complete listing of the acronyms we have used. In addition, we have provided a number of tools in the appendices which may prove useful. Appendix A is a summary of the lives of the production reactor "families," whose letter designations are sometimes confusing. A reference to this brief set of biographical sketches of each of the families may help place the reactors in context. The chronology, Appendix B, may also be useful in placing events bearing on the reactors against contemporary world and national events. Appendix C is a timeline which shows the life spans of the reactors in contrast to each other and to a few major events. Endnotes showing sources for each chapter follow the appendices. Our bibliographic note and bibliography give further information about the sources we have used. Two short monographs prepared by Rodney Carlisle for the Office of New Production Reactors provided material on risk assessment and on the political issues of the 1980s, which we have incorporated in this work.

As in any work over a period of time, the authors owe a series of intellectual debts to a wide range of people who assisted in the research and who provided readings of part or
all of the manuscript. In our case, that debt was compounded by the fact that we worked through History Associates Incorporated, which brings a team approach to its tasks, and through the Department of Energy. Within HAI we had able research assistance from Kathryn Norseth, Teresa Lucas, Michelle Hanson, Adam Hornbuckle, Laurie Kehl, Jim Gilchrist, Jonathan Koenig, Greg Wright, and Eric Golightly. James Lide not only provided research but prepared an early draft of some materials incorporated in chapter 8. Readings and suggestions from Ruth Dudgeon, Ruth Harris, Brian Martin, and Richard Hewlett led to direct improvements; production work by Gail Mathews and Darlene Wilt put the manuscript in final form. Our research at a number of facilities was assisted by the depth of knowledge of the archivists, including Marjorie Ciarlante at the National Archives in Washington, D.C.; Dr. Michael Nash, Marjorie McMinch, and Lynn Catenease at the Hagley Museum; Flo Ungefug at the Records Holding Area of the Hanford Operations Office in Richland Washington; Terri Traub at the Hanford Public Reading Room; and Dr. Roger Anders at the Department of Energy in Germantown, Maryland. At the Department of Energy, readings and comments by Drs. B. Franklin Cooling, Roger Anders, and Terrence Fehner of the History Division sharpened and corrected a number of points in the manuscript. Readings and suggestions from Ruth Dudgeon, Ruth Harris, Brian Martin, and Richard Hewlett led to direct improvements; production work by Gail Mathews and Darlene Wilt put the manuscript in final form. Our research at a number of facilities was assisted by the depth of knowledge of the archivists, including Marjorie Ciarlante at the National Archives in Washington, D.C.; Dr. Michael Nash, Marjorie McMinch, and Lynn Catenease at the Hagley Museum; Flo Ungefug at the Records Holding Area of the Hanford Operations Office in Richland Washington; Terri Traub at the Hanford Public Reading Room; and Dr. Roger Anders at the Department of Energy in Germantown, Maryland. At the Department of Energy, readings and comments by Drs. B. Franklin Cooling, Roger Anders, and Terrence Fehner of the History Division sharpened and corrected a number of points in the manuscript. Jane Register and Rich Goorevich facilitated our access to personnel and files at the ONPR. We extend our thanks to all of these folk.

In the Francis Parkman tradition, we also had the unique opportunity to tour three Hanford production reactors and gain immeasurable insight from seeing the control rooms, reactor faces, and other equipment. We thank Mike Berriochoa for arranging the tour, Don Lewis for sharing his experiences in operating B reactor during World War II, and Herb Debban for showing us the remarkable differences between the earlier Hanford reactors and the N.

As to our co-authorship, a few words are appropriate. Although common in many disciplines, a team approach and co-authorship is relatively rare in the historical profession. We used this situation to advantage, trading ideas on how to interpret the sources and develop themes. Dr. Rodney Carlisle took the lead in writing on this project, and Ms. Joan Zenzen supervised the various research assistants, organized the voluminous files collected, and directly authored two chapters of the final manuscript. In addition, she made editorial improvements on the whole book. Thus, the final product is our joint responsibility. The patience of our spouses, Loretta and Stuart, reached heroic proportions.
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# ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A&amp;E</td>
<td>Architectural and Engineering (firm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acc.</td>
<td>Accession</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACRS</td>
<td>Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AEC</td>
<td>Atomic Energy Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BORAX</td>
<td>BOiling water ReActor--eXperimental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEGA</td>
<td>Combustion Engineering-General Atomics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP</td>
<td>Chicago Pile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSSAP</td>
<td>Concept and Site Selection Advisory Panel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOE</td>
<td>Department of Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DP</td>
<td>Defense Programs (office within DOE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPR</td>
<td>Dual Purpose Reactor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPW</td>
<td>Du Pont--Wilmington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EIS</td>
<td>Environmental Impact Statement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERAB</td>
<td>Energy Research Advisory Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERDA</td>
<td>Energy Research and Development Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFTF</td>
<td>Fast Flux Test Facility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFTR</td>
<td>Fast Flux Test Reactor (also: Fast Fuel Test Reactor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAC</td>
<td>General Advisory Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GE</td>
<td>General Electric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOCO</td>
<td>Government-Owned Contractor-Operated (facility)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acronym</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTGR</td>
<td>High Temperature Gas-cooled Reactor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HW</td>
<td>Heavy Water (deuterium)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HWCTR</td>
<td>Heavy Water Components Test Reactor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HWR</td>
<td>Heavy Water (-cooled and -moderated) Reactor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INEL</td>
<td>Idaho National Experimental Laboratory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JCAE</td>
<td>Joint Committee on Atomic Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LMFBR</td>
<td>Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTHWR</td>
<td>Low Temperature Heavy Water (-cooled and -moderated) Reactor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWR</td>
<td>Light Water (-cooled and -moderated) Reactor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MED</td>
<td>Manhattan Engineer District</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Met Lab</td>
<td>Metallurgical Laboratory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHTGR</td>
<td>Modular High Temperature Gas-cooled Reactor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIRV</td>
<td>Multiple Independently-targeted Reentry Vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLC</td>
<td>Military Liaison Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWe</td>
<td>Megawatts-electric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWth</td>
<td>Megawatts-thermal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NARA</td>
<td>National Archives and Records Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAS</td>
<td>National Academy of Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA</td>
<td>National Aeronautics and Space Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEPA</td>
<td>National Environmental Policy Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIF</td>
<td>Naval Industrial Funding</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Abbreviations and Acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NPR</td>
<td>New Production Reactor(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONPR</td>
<td>Office of New Production Reactors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSRD</td>
<td>Office of Scientific Research and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-9</td>
<td>&quot;Product 9&quot; code name for Heavy Water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRA</td>
<td>Probabilistic Risk Assessment (or Analysis)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pu</td>
<td>Plutonium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAMI</td>
<td>Repairability, Accessibility, Maintainability, Inspectability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RBMK</td>
<td>[Acronym from Russian: graphite-moderated steam-generating reactor at Chernobyl]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNR</td>
<td>Replacement &quot;N&quot; Reactor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RG</td>
<td>Record Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROD</td>
<td>Record of Decision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSC</td>
<td>Reactor Safeguards Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SALT</td>
<td>Strategic Arms Limitation Treaty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SET</td>
<td>Site Evaluation Team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNAP</td>
<td>Space Nuclear Auxiliary Power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRS</td>
<td>Savannah River Site</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>START</td>
<td>STrategic Arms Reduction Treaty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRIDEC</td>
<td>Tri-cities Industrial Development Economic Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TVA</td>
<td>Tennessee Valley Authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
<td>Uranium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WNP</td>
<td>Washington Nuclear Power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acronym</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WPA</td>
<td>Works Progress Administration (Works Projects Administration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WPPSS</td>
<td>Washington Public Power Supply System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZEPhR</td>
<td>Zero Electric Power Heavy water Reactor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Introduction

BEGINNINGS AND ENDINGS

The names still echo, heralding the dawn of the atomic age in the summer of 1945: Trinity, Hiroshima, Nagasaki.

The bomb at Hiroshima was fueled with uranium-235, a rare isotope refined out of natural uranium in massive plants at Oak Ridge, Tennessee. But the Trinity test at Alamogordo, New Mexico, and the bomb over Nagasaki derived their power from the fission of plutonium. All of that plutonium was the product of three reactors built for the express purpose of weapons work at Hanford, Washington. Plutonium was a manmade element; it came from that special class of nuclear reactors made to produce it, production reactors.

The three production reactors were not the very first nuclear reactors ever built in the United States. They had been preceded by an experimental reactor at the University of Chicago. Enrico Fermi built that first reactor, Chicago Pile Number One, or CP-1, to demonstrate that a chain reaction could be sustained and controlled. It was followed by X-10 at Oak Ridge, a larger reactor intended to be intermediate in size between CP-1 and the production reactors. The production reactors at Hanford were built next, three great factories laboring for months to produce the few pounds of plutonium required for the Trinity test and "Fat Man" weapon.

This book will focus on the lineage of America's production reactors, those three at Hanford and their descendants, the reactors behind America's nuclear weapons. The work will take only occasional sideways glances at the collateral lines of descent, the "reactor cousins" designed for experimental purposes, ship propulsion, and electric power generation. Over the decades from 1942 through 1992, fourteen American production reactors made enough plutonium to fuel a formidable arsenal of more than twenty thousand weapons. In the last years of that period, planners, nuclear engineers, and managers struggled over designs for the next generation of production reactors.

The story of fourteen individual machines and of the planning effort to replace them might appear relatively narrow. Yet these machines lay at the heart of the nation's nuclear weapons complex. The story of these machines is the story of arming the "winning weapon," supplying the nuclear arms race.

The weapons complex spread out from the reactors across the United States. Plutonium made in the reactors had to be separated and refined, transported to laboratories and factories, and machined, shaped, and transformed into weapons. The complex was a vast array of industrial sites, institutions, and manpower established during the war to produce the only two nuclear weapons ever fired in anger. This complex would survive, expand, and evolve for fifty years, bearing the imprint of its first hurried assemblage.

Surrounded at first by the heavy curtain of secrecy, the weapons complex developed a corporate culture of its own. It was a culture formed under the Manhattan Engineer District and modified in the period 1946-1975 under the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC).
In later years, that corporate culture continued to develop its own unique characteristics under the short-lived Energy Research and Development Administration and, after 1977, inside the Department of Energy.

To discuss the technology of reactors requires familiarity with the vocabulary used to define their types and to describe their operation. All nuclear reactors built during World War II and later bear a family resemblance, though they each have individual features which differentiate one from another. The range of alternate choices for some design features are dictated by the laws of nuclear physics. From the beginning, several technical alternatives faced those who attempted to harness nuclear fission chain reactions. One was the question of what material to use to slow down or moderate the speed of neutrons. During the war, American and Canadian physicists made their choice from two elements low on the periodic table: carbon and hydrogen. All of the first American reactors at Chicago, Oak Ridge, and Hanford used carbon in the form of graphite blocks, chosen because of its ready availability in industrial quantities. A World War II reactor in Canada (NRX) used an isotope of hydrogen, deuterium in oxide form, or "heavy water."

The hydrogen in regular water could also provide a moderator, and later reactors of various functions followed one of the three evolutionary lineages with regard to moderators: graphite, heavy water, or light water. Scientists eventually explored more exotic moderators, including beryllium. In the extended genus of reactor species, however, such offshoot lines had few surviving individual descendants by the 1990s.

Another technical choice concerned the question of how to cool a reactor. CP-1 and X-10 were air-cooled; the Hanford reactors were cooled by water from the Columbia River, which flowed past the reactor site. Later reactor designers experimented with other gasses besides air, such as helium and CO₂, and liquids, including molten sodium and molten salt.

Nuclear physics provided a range of alternatives for moderator and coolant; further choices had to be made in fuel composition and shape, control mechanisms, safety procedures, shielding, and even such a basic element as reactor location. Each production reactor was a particular piece of machinery designed from choices presented not only by physics but by practical considerations of timing, function, and resources. Hierarchies of decision makers would make policy and select choices which would lead to a particular arrangement and design in a particular time and place. Since production reactors were at the heart of American national defense and nuclear weapon manufacturing for some fifty years, the hierarchy stretched down from the president of the United States through the nuclear weapons complex in a bureaucratic structure whose shape and culture itself evolved and changed through the period of the reactors' life spans.

To follow the technical story of the fourteen production reactors requires an understanding not only of the science and technology but of that culture which spawned and sheltered the reactors. National political leaders shaped the policy choices which in turn led to the technology choices, making decisions against a background of international issues of war and peace and domestic issues of economy and politics. Nuclear engineers, a new profession, would implement such policy decisions as when to open new reactors, when to close old ones, when and how to plan the next generation of them, and where to place that next generation. In the process of implementation, they would build
machines that bore a family resemblance, one to another, but whose individual characteristics were frequently unique.

As time went on, those technicians who had developed experience with a particular combination of moderator and coolant, together with the institutions or corporations through which they worked, developed pride and confidence in their own technologies and became advocates of their particular combination. At many branching points in the ancestry of nuclear reactors where decisions had to be made about the shape and location of future reactors, there is what we have called a "technopolitical" controversy between advocates of particular conceptual designs. As great prestige and profit might attach to a military or government decision, corporations and large clusters of experts often formed quite well-defined factions in the arena of technopolitics.

During World War II American nuclear technopolitics was played out on a constricted stage in the Manhattan Engineer District, a forum isolated from other political worlds by the walls of security. Similar walls remained around the classified decisions taken in the postwar years by the Atomic Energy Commission, the congressional Joint Committee on Atomic Energy which reviewed reactor information sometimes in closed sessions, and conclaves of specialists, all cleared and sworn to secrecy. A few years later, the politics of technology moved into wider fora, with some analogous struggles conducted in the press and in national politics.

During the Manhattan District and early Atomic Energy Commission period, rather clear-cut material factors shaped the issue of where to locate a reactor. The first planners could dispassionately review the availability of labor (including scientists, engineers, and construction workers), availability of land in sufficient quantities to provide physical safety and military security, and availability of electric power and cooling water. Later, the issue of exactly where to build a reactor became exposed to public view and was, like the choice of technology, a matter of controversy.

The men and women who designed and built the new class of devices, nuclear reactors, were trained in a variety of backgrounds and eventually emerged as a new profession. Theoretical nuclear physicists, who had never before built anything larger than laboratory equipment, developed the conception of the first production reactors. Those physicists literally turned their own hands to the massive construction tasks of building CP-1 and then used that experience for X-10 and the Hanford reactors. The physicists learned skills from carpenters and plumbers and cooperated with corporate chemical engineers and army construction engineers. Out of this sudden blending of methods, the project created the new profession of nuclear engineering. Nuclear engineering would evolve, drawing methods and ideas both from chemical and electrical engineering--two disciplines with different approaches, ways of thinking, and sometimes conflicting conceptions of design method. As the profession matured, methods of making technical choices changed.

Production reactors were born in the service of war, and decisions as to how many more would be built continued to reflect international affairs. As tensions mounted between the United States and the Soviet Union in the late 1940s in what came to be called the Cold War, the president and his advisors relied on the nuclear weapon as the
centerpiece of the United States defense and diplomatic policy. To build and maintain a stock of atomic weapons required more plutonium-producing reactors.

After the Soviet Union detonated its first nuclear device in 1949, the United States sought to maintain its nuclear weapons superiority in two ways: vastly increasing its production of fission weapons and moving to the design and construction of the "super," or hydrogen, bomb. Reactors were needed to produce both more plutonium and tritium, a key ingredient in boosting the fission charge to start the fusion reaction in the hydrogen weapon, or to increase the yield of fission weapons. The escalated arms race required even more production reactors, and by 1955 the Atomic Energy Commission had added eight, including five moderated with heavy water at a site on the Savannah River in South Carolina. The Commission brought one more graphite reactor at Hanford into production in 1964.

As soon as all fourteen reactors were operating, weapons planners recognized that the earliest reactors, built hastily during the war, had become increasingly risky. Furthermore, the nation's supply of plutonium was more than adequate for current and projected weapons. During the 1960s the AEC ordered the closure, one by one, of most of the reactors. Each closure resulted in laying off hundreds of employees. Contractors, local merchants, politicians, union leaders, and self-appointed advocates of those dismissed employees fought to keep the reactors operating as long as feasible. The pain of closure, rather than the benefit or risk of continued operation, was one of the first issues to force the technopolitics of production reactors out from behind the walls of secrecy into the open world of media and congressional debate.

By the early 1970s the cousins of the production reactors, nuclear reactors built for the peacetime purpose of generating electrical power, encountered organized political resistance, at first on a local and regional basis. By the mid-1970s a more broadly based and popular antinuclear movement drew support; some decisions to build power reactors encountered opposition and even angry protest. Accidents, media interest, and growing public information about the nature of reactor risk meant that siting and technical choices for both commercial power reactors and production reactors could no longer be made outside the public's view, particularly in the United States and Britain.

The issue of where to site a commercial reactor often ran into the "Not-in-my-backyard," or "NIMBY," reaction, dependent upon the relations between the utility and its neighbors and consumers. Some commercial reactors stirred very little opposition; on others, advocates and opponents struggled over issues of safety, risk, employment, economy, and arms and disarmament. Pollution of waterways, threats of airborne radioactive emissions, impact of waste handling and ordinary construction activity upon endangered species--such issues affected the choice of site and design for some of the commercial reactors and drew attention to similar concerns for production reactors.

When in the 1980s political leaders sought to replace the first generation of production reactors, their tentative recommendations on location and technology generated stormy public controversy, awakening echoes of the prior experience with power reactors. By that decade, the technopolitics of production reactors was far from simple, reflecting an intricate tangle of interest groups, organizations, localities, corporations, and partisan politics and a
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cross-current of issues ranging over the environment, war and peace, foreign policy, and domestic economics.

Replacing the original reactors when they reached the end of their lives became urgent if a supply of strategic materials was to be assured. The life spans of the fourteen production reactors constructed in the United States were governed by factors similar to, but independent of, those governing the life of commercial power reactors. Reactors in the commercial world were estimated in the 1960s and 1970s to have a potential life expectancy of about forty years; as it turned out, those estimates were optimistic, and several power reactors were shut down and decommissioned earlier than the anticipated life span as maintenance and safety dictated. Though the decisions regarding safety, design, and location of the weapons complex reactors had been hidden from public scrutiny, the original fourteen production reactors had their own controversial records of incidents, cracked pipes, unanticipated breakdowns, specific mechanical problems, and expensive repairs. The average life span of all the production reactors turned out to be about twenty-one years, not forty.

For weapons dependent upon the boost of tritium, a supply of that isotope would be essential. Once production stopped, the short, 12.3-year half-life of tritium would begin an automatic, nature-driven decline in the supply of that material at the rate of 5.5 percent per year. Since tritium had become essential to the modern American nuclear arsenal, failure to produce it could ultimately lead to a form of gradual unilateral disarmament by attrition. By the early 1980s, the impending closure of the last remaining production reactors presented a threat to national security.

American nuclear policymakers faced a complex decision. How should they address the anticipated shortfall of tritium? Should the nation undertake the vast expense necessary to build another production reactor? If so, should planners follow an innovative or a well-tried design? Where to site the next generation of production reactors, which technology to plan, and when to build became matters of protracted debate. Articulate advocates argued for one or another site or concept; consortiums of corporations devoted to different reactor types fought for the prize; competing representatives and senators spoke out with force for constituents whose fortunes and neighborhoods would be heavily affected. For nearly a decade, it appeared that the process of democratic debate would prevent action.

A new production reactor would require a project as complex, as expensive, and as demanding of new management approaches as Polaris, which produced submarine-launched ballistic missiles or Apollo, which put Americans on the surface of the moon. To some, it appeared that the deadlocked debate over the next generation of production reactors demonstrated that the American polity could no longer take on an engineering challenge of such a scale. Although the Manhattan Engineer District successfully and expeditiously supervised the 1942-43 choices of site, concept, machinery, and contractor, changed conditions by the 1980s seemed to immobilize those charged with making analogous choices.

In an attempt to sort through the technical decisions in an objective, nonpolitical procedure, the Department of Energy mounted a concerted planning effort. A specially
assembled office gathered all the information and sifted through it under rigorous objective standards, fair to all parties and designed to protect the public interest. Yet, as the planning proceeded, outside events put production reactors themselves on the endangered species list.

To many observers through the Cold War period, it seemed that technology itself drove the arms race. The competition between the Soviet Union and the United States to increase the number, effectiveness, and deliverability of nuclear weapons appeared to derive from the nature of technical advance itself and served as a haunting reminder of how machines themselves had come to dominate human affairs.

The end of the Cold War and its impact on weapons policy suggested that the machines and weapons were, after all, only tools of policy, not the drivers of that policy. Under the arms control treaties negotiated with the Soviet Union and later confirmed by Russia after the dissolution of the Soviet Union, the disarmament imposed by diplomats overtook the pending disarmament by tritium half-life. Perhaps the new generation of reactors would not be needed so soon.

However, nuclear fears died hard. With the advances of technology, the engineering and construction of nuclear weapons facilities had spread to new nations throughout the world in a "proliferation" of weapons technology. Quite a list of nations either developed nuclear weapons or moved close to the nuclear threshold. By the early 1990s the nuclear club included the United States, Great Britain, France, Israel, China, India, and possibly four states of the former Soviet Union: Russia, Belarus, Ukraine, and Kazakhstan. Threshold powers were found around the globe: Iran, Iraq, Pakistan, North Korea in Asia; Brazil and Argentina in South America; the Republic of South Africa and Libya in Africa. Indeed, South Africa admitted to having built six nuclear weapons and then claimed to have abandoned the project. Analysts suspected some of the other threshold powers of covert possession of the bomb. Canada, Japan, and several powers in Europe had the technical capacity to move to the threshold but had resolved not to pursue weapons design and production. Despite the apparent end of the Cold War, the realities of nuclear proliferation suggested a possible continued need for tritium production in the United States. The decay of tritium would eventually force the retirement of some weapons, and American weapons capacity would remain a concern in a world of multiple nuclear threats, as it had in the days of the Soviet-American Cold War.

But in one sense, the first fourteen production reactors and the effort to replace them became history with the end of the Cold War. This book is intended to capture that history.
Chapter One
MANHATTAN ENGINEER DISTRICT:
SETTING UP

WAR MENU SCHEDULES

The story of the design and construction of the first production reactors to make plutonium for atomic bombs in World War II is remarkable partly because of the speed with which the massive project was completed: from conception to production took less than two years; within another year, the weapons had been designed, tested, and delivered. Early in 1942 physicists concluded that plutonium might be produced in sufficient quantities for nuclear weapons in industrial-scale nuclear reactors and began to consider the various designs of such devices. In December 1942 Enrico Fermi achieved the first self-sustaining nuclear chain reaction in the reactor later known as CP-1. Within two months a contractor had been chosen and a site had been selected at Hanford, Washington, for the production reactors; construction began by mid-1943. The contractor built three reactors and placed them all in operation by February 1945. Hanford-produced plutonium was in the first nuclear explosion at Trinity on 16 July 1945 and in the weapon exploded over Nagasaki on 9 August 1945.

Over the same years, the United States launched fifty million tons of merchant shipping, built over three hundred thousand aircraft, and successfully developed synthetic rubber, radar, proximity fuzes, the bazooka, barrage rockets, the "wonder drugs" sulfa and penicillin, and new pesticides. The speed and magnitude of American construction of nuclear weapons and the production facilities behind them in World War II is part of that remarkable and concerted effort to enlist science, engineering, industry, and labor in the war effort. As memoirs and published diaries recounted the wartime achievements, a growing body of literature focused on the personalities, the force of driving leadership, and the creation of new management structures. Applied science won the war; science had been converted to ships, airplanes, rockets, and bombs through successful leadership.1

Scholars have amplified and refined the nuclear weapons side of this story in the decades since the war. Richard Hewlett and Oscar Anderson in The New World, 1939-1946 (1962), described administrative, technical, and management decisions which led to the bomb. Vincent Jones in Manhattan: The Army and the Atomic Bomb (1985) and Richard Rhodes in The Making of the Atomic Bomb (1986) made solid contributions to understanding the organization of the nuclear effort. Such works detail the lives of the men and the nature of the structure established by Gen. Leslie Groves in the Manhattan Engineer District (MED) to convert nuclear science into nuclear weapons.2

Looking closely at the production reactor side of this story of wartime mobilization from the perspective of the 1990s prompts several new questions. In the light of later management concerns about nuclear reactors, both for weapons material production and
for power generation, it is natural to ask how that wartime generation dealt so quickly with issues which in later decades would take far longer to resolve. By the 1980s a set of intricate, often time-consuming, procedures had evolved around each of the issues. Fifty years of experience with the technology has yielded progress in design techniques, in materials sciences, in fundamental knowledge of nuclear processes, and in management structure. Despite the progress, what took two years in the 1940s would take at least ten years in the 1980s and 1990s, perhaps longer.

At one level, the reason is simple. War compresses research and development time. In 1942, part of the speed derived from the fear that Hitler's Germany would develop the nuclear weapon first. But some of the issues, no matter how pressing the need, could not be ignored; steps and stages in the complex process had to be taken, not eliminated. Even in the urgency of a wartime arms race, General Groves, who commanded the Manhattan Engineer District from 1942 through 1946, had to make the decision we now call site selection. In one way or another, Groves drove the project through the steps a later generation would categorize as conceptual design, design review, contractor selection, safety analysis, and risk assessment. Groves and his associates evaluated and mitigated the environmental impact of reactors. While none of these stages were described in such bureaucratic language in the 1940s, the same stages which would require years to complete in peacetime were accomplished in weeks or months in 1943 and 1944.

THE MED CULTURE

An understanding of how the culture of the weapons complex developed gives a needed perspective to the technology itself. The background makes more clear how particular groups, acting under particular cultural values, made specific choices about the design of production reactors.\(^3\)

Over and over, particular arrangements which Groves and his team worked out provided the organizational seeds from which a whole forest of practices and procedures later grew. Put another way, Groves established what eventually became the unique organizational culture of the nuclear weapons complex. There were several characteristics of that culture that persisted long after Groves made the initial decisions. For one, a number of laboratories, administered by universities, were scattered across the country, usually headed by a prominent and established physicist. Industrial parts of the complex, also scattered around the nation, were administered under contract by major manufacturing corporations under the direction of corporate-employed engineer-administrators. Each of the locations was subject to military rules of security, with armed guards checking identification and traffic; information was shared on a need-to-know basis. In later decades that organizational structure and culture would resist, and sometimes grudgingly adapt to, the changed political requirements of civilian administration, détente, participatory government, and popular environmental concerns. But the basic patterns persisted.

The way of doing business which Groves established was efficient partly because it did not require outside participation. In the interest of keeping secret from the enemy the very
fact that the United States had decided to pursue the possibility of atomic weapons, all of the structures, both physical and organizational, were created without publicity and without congressional knowledge. In later years, with the cloak of secrecy partially removed, the culture would alter under new policy environments.

The culture survived and evolved under the successor agencies which later managed the nuclear establishment: the Atomic Energy Commission, 1946-74, the Energy Research and Development Administration, 1975-77, and, finally, the Department of Energy. The organizational culture bore the mark of the 1940s in a series of compromises between academics and private industry, between scientists and engineers, between civilians and military men. But secrecy was so thorough that, before 1945, no compromises were required with Congress or with the general public; those adjustments would be made by the successor agencies.4

Through the changes in administration, the organizational culture and system established by Groves continued to reflect many of his arrangements and decisions. One of the most striking characteristics of the nuclear establishment since the Second World War has been the peacetime use of industrial contractors to operate large government-owned laboratories and industrial facilities. The government-owned, contractor-operated (GOCO) establishments at Hanford, Washington, and at Oak Ridge, Tennessee, were later supplemented by others at Albuquerque, Amarillo, Portsmouth, Paducah, and elsewhere. The direct MED-operated laboratory at Los Alamos was operated on contract by the University of California; Chicago’s Metallurgical Laboratory, after some evolution, emerged as Argonne National Laboratory, under the administration of the University of Chicago. Other universities, either singly or in consortiums, operated later laboratories such as Brookhaven and Lawrence Livermore.

Before the MED created new patterns, most peacetime scientific and technical research and industrial enterprises for the military had been operated under older, traditional arrangements: government-owned and government-operated facilities such as the navy’s powder factory at Indian Head, Maryland, or contractor-owned and contractor-operated facilities, like Du Pont’s Wilmington laboratories.5 Scientific projects had been funded under both grants and contracts, but the continued operation of federally owned laboratories by universities was a new departure. Groves’ system of operating the industrial side through a major corporation and running the scientific side through a major university became permanent organizational features of the new nuclear establishment. In business terms, the operating contract through which the nation’s nuclear laboratories and factories were managed represented an institutional innovation. The GOCO establishments had precedents in government-financed industrial facilities such as steel armor plants for the navy and gun-forging plants for the army. However, the nuclear GOCO, which would characterize the weapons complex over the next fifty years, was born in the 1942 contracts arranged to build and operate the industrial-scale facilities needed to produce the first bombs.

Groves achieved another arrangement which lived on to characterize the postwar nuclear establishment when he brought academic physicists, who were used to the open world of scientific conferences and publication in journals, into the closed world of secrecy
in which the activities of various specialists were kept isolated from each other and their work "compartmentalized." Before World War II, the constraints of secrecy were well known to American chemical engineers in both proprietary industrial settings and in government laboratories. But physicists, like philosophers and mathematicians, had thrived on open publication of their theoretical work. Before 1940 almost all theoretical physicists pursued their work in universities and colleges. They constituted a truly international fraternity of scientists, publishing and reading each others' material across national and language boundaries. The project to convert nuclear physics to weapons purposes would bring down a curtain of secrecy.6

Groves "married" physics to engineering in other ways: at Los Alamos, scientists engineered the bomb. At Hanford, engineers scaled up the pile that physicist Fermi had built to demonstrate a principle, redesigning and enlarging the concept into industrial-scale devices in the production reactors at Hanford. Out of these beginnings, supplemented by later organizational developments in the field of naval reactors, a new profession eventually emerged: that of nuclear engineering.7

Cooperation between physicists and engineers, academics and industrial businessmen, and civilians and military officers was difficult to achieve. The project brought together individuals with quite different mindsets and with different kinds of cultural baggage in the 1940s. While each group contained a wide range of individuals with different values and preconceptions, members of each group tended to hold stereotypes of the other groups. Some of the corporate engineers from Du Pont thought the scientists impractical dreamers; a group of the Chicago scientists found the corporate engineers too hasty and lacking in academic grounding. Heated disagreements flared over management style and the correct assignment of responsibility among theory, research, design, engineering, training, and operation. Personality differences, prejudices, and bickering sometimes escalated disagreements into crises; on the other hand, a few diplomatic managers tried to keep everything running smoothly towards the goals.

If some of the stereotypes--the absent-minded professor, the driving corporate official, the small-minded martinet of a military officer--sound hackneyed and familiar, it is because they were entrenched in the popular culture of the 1930s and 1940s. To varying degrees, nonacademics viewed professors as egotistical, impractical, and given to long-winded speculation. Civilians viewed military officers as unimaginative and lacking initiative. Some found the military's concern with security stifling to creativity. Scientists thought engineers incapable of understanding the theoretical issues involved and the need for experimentation. Academics frequently suspected corporate leaders of seeking monopoly and profit. The scientists, Groves noted in his memoir, "particularly those educated in Europe," distrusted corporations, and they "had the idea that all design and engineering for the project should be accomplished under their personal direction."8

The conflicts and tensions arose not only because some men and women from these different backgrounds held prejudices about each other: in a practical way, they brought different ways of doing business from their disparate backgrounds. The organization which emerged reflected sometimes conflicting elements of the various operating styles, blending military secrecy, business methods, and academic research. Corporate leaders from
Du Pont conducted business on company pay scales, using company organizational structures, and insuring company seniority for employees. Day-to-day administrative procedures drew from the various backgrounds of military, academic, and corporate cultures. Badging, fences, and guards followed army guidelines. Fermi and his colleagues continued to work through loose, overlapping committees, much as they had in academic departments, with senior colleagues assisted by new Ph.D.'s and graduate students in research groups.

Groves alone did not create the organization. At Los Alamos, Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer forged a hard-working team out of brilliant scientists assembled from American and European universities. He encamped a group of academics used to the easy political and personal freedoms of college life behind fences and guards; he got them to accept, albeit grudgingly, a large degree of military control of their lives. At Chicago's Metallurgical Laboratory, Dr. Arthur Holly Compton worked with a temperamental but brilliant group of senior scientists, recent Ph.D.'s, and graduate students to think through questions of the properties of fissionable uranium and plutonium and to do long-range planning about the future of atomic energy. While these activities came naturally to them, he also introduced them to the industrial world of working with machines and machinists. To build the first nuclear reactor, many of them pitched into the hard and dirty work of stacking graphite blocks.9

At the heart of that emerging culture and profession was a new type of machine, the atomic pile or reactor. The conception of that machine derived from breakthroughs in science that had occurred in the late 1930s. A brief review of those discoveries and developments as described in the works covering the larger drama of the history of nuclear physics helps set the engineering developments in context. The particular form and design of the machines evolved out of the organized efforts of several key scientists.

**THE PHYSICS BEHIND THE REACTORS**

In 1939, published results of the findings of Otto Hahn and Lise Meitner in Germany indicated that atomic fission occurred in uranium atoms when bombarded by neutrons. In the United States, research confirming fission and working on the possibility of controlled nuclear fission in a chain reaction went forward at first informally among several groups, and then under the auspices of the federal government's Office of Scientific Research and Development (OSRD), headed by Vannevar Bush. In April 1941 Bush asked James Conant, president of Harvard University and chairman of the National Defense Research Committee, to prepare a report on the possibility of using nuclear fission to produce atomic bombs. Conant established the S-1 committee, headed by Arthur Compton, which drafted a report on the state of nuclear science. To conduct further research, Compton suggested, work under way at Columbia under Enrico Fermi should proceed, and then the next step would be the "production of chain reaction with carbon and uranium."10

Leo Szilard, in correspondence with Fermi at Columbia, had suggested in 1939 that if neutrons emitted by U-235 could be slowed, or "moderated," by placing uranium in a lattice
or structure built from a low-atomic weight element, such as carbon, hydrogen, helium, or beryllium, a chain reaction could be started. The chance of a slowed neutron impacting another nucleus and producing another fission would be increased by the moderator. By changing the design and quality of the materials in the moderator-uranium lattice, the neutrons produced could be multiplied. If, on the average, each neutron generated more than one more neutron through impact and fission of U-235 atoms, the reaction continued; if each neutron generated, on the average, less than one more neutron, the reaction would die out. The point of equilibrium would occur when a second generation of neutrons exactly equaled the first generation. A reaction with the number of neutrons in the second generation higher than in the first would continue.11

The physicists expressed the point of equilibrium as \( k = 1.0 \); reactions at any number greater than 1.0 would continue, those with \( k \) at less than 1.0 would die out. In July 1939 Szilard and Fermi agreed that carbon in the form of graphite bricks would represent an available and useful material to serve as moderator, and that a pile constructed of such bricks offered a good chance of demonstrating a chain reaction. At Columbia, and later at Chicago, Fermi conducted experiments with small "exponential piles" of graphite, measuring five to ten feet on an edge, to estimate both the rate of multiplication of neutrons and the point at which \( k \) would exceed 1.0.12

Some U-238 nuclei would acquire or capture a neutron and convert through intermediate decay steps to element number 94, eventually called plutonium (Pu-239), which itself, the scientists predicted, would be fissionable. As U-235 or Pu-239 atoms fissioned into two approximately equal elements, some mass would be lost and energy released. A controlled reaction would release its energy in the form of heat and radiation; an uncontrolled reaction with a critical mass of U-235 or Pu-239 would constitute a bomb and release its energy in a nearly instantaneous burst of shock, heat, and radiation. Since there was plenty of U-238 and very little U-235 (99.3 percent U-238 to 0.7 percent U-235 was the ratio in natural, or unseparated, uranium), a good approach to getting fissile material would be to make plutonium out of the more plentiful U-238. The new element with the atomic weight of 239 could be produced in a slow, thermal reactor. Hence the concept of a production pile.

As Fermi worked on the exponential piles, he discovered that impurities in the graphite would absorb neutrons and "give back none in return," tending to reduce the approach to \( k \) at 1.0. Fermi and Compton called those impurities "poisons" because they tended to kill the reaction; they understood the need for high quality graphite blocks of great purity to achieve a sustained chain reaction. As early as April 1942, Compton became convinced that with good quality uranium and graphite, a self-sustaining chain reaction could be produced. He reported to the S-1 committee that he believed a production pile could be built and that the plutonium produced could be separated from the uranium in the piles.13

Early in 1942 Compton and groups from Columbia and Princeton consolidated research under the OSRD at Chicago. The OSRD contracted with the University of Chicago to fund the Metallurgical Laboratory, beginning the pattern of university operation by contract which came to characterize the research side of nuclear work in later years. The "Met Lab," as
the Chicago group was called, was the first of what became the atomic establishment's system of national laboratories.

**MET LAB ORGANIZATION**

Within the Met Lab, Compton organized the scientists into groups or committees to specialize on different aspects of the problems. Fermi headed the "Physics" group to design, build, and test the pile to demonstrate the chain reaction; Eugene Wigner headed the "Theory" group to design the full-scale production pile to make Pu-239. Compton formed the Engineering Council to design a pilot production pile as an intermediate between the demonstration pile and the full-scale pile. The Engineering Council consisted of physicists John A. Wheeler, Samuel K. Allison, Enrico Fermi, Norman Hilberry, Richard Doan, and Frank Spedding, together with petroleum engineer Thomas Moore and chemists Glenn Seaborg and Miles Leverett. Moore chaired the council.14

In the language of management used decades later, conceptual design for the demonstration reactor, the intermediate or pilot plant reactor, and the eventual production reactor had been assigned to three overlapping "matrix" groups. Through this early period, the management which evolved under Compton's leadership reflected the easy-going, collegial style of academics who would be interested in and contribute to each other's work, rather than the more structured, compartmentalized, and centralized management style which the military would seek to bring to the effort later.15

During the summer of 1942 the various groups made rapid progress. The intermediate pile designed by Moore's Engineering Council took shape on paper, first as a graphite-moderated, helium-cooled pile with vertical columns containing uranium-graphite cartridges.16 Wigner's group proceeded, again on paper, with a water-cooled design. Both helium and water cooling held disadvantages: helium would require new pump designs; water could lead to corrosion. Another group, under Szilard, investigated the possibility of a liquid bismuth-cooled pile. By September 1942 no firm choice had been made among the methods of cooling.17

**THE MANHATTAN DISTRICT AND THE DU PONT CONTRACT**

The OSRD recognized that the scientists at the Met Lab simply did not have the organizational or business experience to take on the necessary large-scale construction to convert their discoveries into a system of industrial production. To supervise the work of industrial corporations would require more expertise in construction, engineering, and contract management and supervision than the OSRD could mount by itself for an operation of that magnitude. In June 1942 the OSRD began to shift the supervision of the project to the Army Corps of Engineers. During that summer the corps appointed Col. James C. Marshall from the Syracuse Engineer District to take charge.18 Marshall worked closely with the Met Lab and selected the engineering firm of Stone and Webster as
principal contractor to build the planned reactors. The scientists working under Compton rebelled in early September over the choice of Stone and Webster, most of them finding the company's representatives intellectually weak and insufficiently experienced. To coordinate and move the project along, Gen. Brehon Somervell of the Army Services of Supply appointed Col. Leslie Groves to head the MED on 17 September. Groves had already established a reputation for getting a huge job done on a tight schedule as he supervised construction of the largest building in America, the army's new headquarters, the Pentagon. A week after his selection to head the MED, Groves was promoted to the rank of brigadier general.19

Groves agreed with the perception that Stone and Webster lacked the experience and commitment for the project and soon contacted executives at E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Company to replace the earlier contractor. Some existing contracts with the OSRD for work at the Met Lab continued until phased out in April 1943. The MED took over the system of OSRD contracts and expanded on it, establishing the patterns of mixed academic and industrial contracting which would survive into the postwar years.20

Groves instructed Compton to move along with pile design, if necessary following up on more than one design. As a consequence, the three design groups under Fermi, Moore, and Wigner went ahead; the bismuth approach under consideration by the group headed by Szilard, since it depended on an exotic material, was treated as a remote future possibility, with less staff and funding.21

After they accepted the MED project, Du Pont officials sought to make clear that they had not eagerly pursued a central role in developing the nuclear weapon, hoping to avoid a repetition of the "merchants of death" criticism the company had endured in the post-World War I period as part of the munitions industry.22 For this reason, they carefully documented the stages of their involvement, later providing General Groves, at his request, with corrections to his draft MED history. Du Pont executives and engineers pointed out that they had not entered the atomic bomb project for profit. Instead, they had accepted the work because Groves and a small circle of advisers around President Franklin D. Roosevelt convinced the company of the national need, a fact they insisted be reflected in the official history.23

The Du Pont participants wanted to stress the "stepwise" involvement of the company, implicitly denying any corporate rush to get into the massive wartime project. Some initial consulting work by a small team of Du Pont specialists, led by C. M. Cooper in the summer of 1942, had represented the first involvement of Du Pont personnel. In October 1942 Du Pont accepted a letter contract to design a "semi-works separations plant" for material produced at the Chicago Met Lab. Over the period 4-6 November, a three-man team from Du Pont, headed by Crawford Greenewalt, who was chemical director of Du Pont's Grasselli Chemicals Department, met with Compton and Hilberry at Chicago. This team reported to Du Pont's executive committee later in November. Groves convinced W. S. Carpenter, Jr., president of the Du Pont Company, of the national significance of the project, and over the next weeks Du Pont worked out a one-dollar fee contract for constructing the full-scale plant, finalizing a letter contract for that work on 21 December 1942. Greenewalt was appointed as manager of the Technical Division Explosives Department (TNX) and
played a key role in reactor design decisions, serving as liaison between Du Pont’s Wilmington, Delaware, office and the Chicago Met Lab.23

Although both the army and Du Pont had used "cost-plus-a-fixed-fee" contracts before, the Du Pont letter contract and the final contract restating it had several notable ways of arranging the relationship between the government and the contractor. While Du Pont received only a one-dollar fee on what became a half-billion dollar project, the company insisted on and obtained several clauses which came to characterize the operating contracts of the modern nuclear establishment.25

Under the contract, Du Pont could continue to apply corporate pay scales, rather than government pay scales, to the employees they transferred to or hired for the project. This was a significant and important concession, for corporate salaries at that time were in the range of 150 to 250 percent of the amounts paid for equivalent work to government technicians and engineers or to university faculty. The consultants who had worked at Chicago in the summer of 1942, including Cooper, had been "loaned" to the University of Chicago and placed on university salary. Du Pont noted that the university "could not extend to these employees salary treatment and benefits of the type provided by Du Pont industrial relations plans commensurate with their current status as Du Pont employees." Learning from this experience, Du Pont designed the letter contract and the final contract to permit the company to treat its transferred and hired personnel as Du Pont employees.26

The government also undertook to reimburse Du Pont for all costs and losses incurred as a result of the work, including normal expenditures for general and administrative expenses allocated to the labor. Under the arrangement, the government protected Du Pont from losses which might result from the work; furthermore, the government took possession of all products. The possession clause was indeed crucial to Du Pont, as it turned out, for the major product--plutonium--and many by-products and wastes were highly radioactive, dangerous, and long-lived. In another special clause, Du Pont retained the option of leaving the enterprise nine months after the war ended. Groves recognized that the cost reimbursement, loss coverage, and exit clause aspects of the contract were unique, but he believed they worked to the government’s advantage because they brought in a single, large firm capable of the work. He convinced the government’s comptroller general to accept the contract with its unique features.27

On the immediate level, the letter contract and the finalized contract allowed Du Pont to become involved. Without the protection for labor and administrative costs and the ability to leave when the war was over, Du Pont simply would not have been able to get its best management employees to voluntarily work on the Hanford project. With much of the chemical firm devoted to war-related industry, Du Pont managers had many opportunities to serve the war effort through the firm. Du Pont management did not think it proper to ask long-term staff to sacrifice company rank, salary, and benefits to work as underpaid civil servants for the duration or longer.28
STAGG FIELD

Meanwhile, Chicago Pile #1, or CP-1, built under Fermi’s direction, achieved criticality on 2 December 1942 and ran at slightly over "k" for a few minutes in the middle of the afternoon of that day. At the time, it was called the West Stands unit for its location under the university’s football stands or, more simply, "the pile."29

As a dramatic story, the events of 2 December were told and retold. The schedule of the construction of the reactor, the somewhat orchestrated moment of criticality, and perhaps an element of showmanship on Fermi’s part contributed to those perceptions and those memories.

Fermi had originally planned to stack the graphite blocks to seventy-six layers. The crews learned that the easiest way to shape the blocks was with standard woodworking tools such as power saws, planers, and drills. The stacking work began on 16 November 1942 with two twelve-hour crews, one under the supervision of Walter Zinn and the other under Herbert Anderson, laying down three or four tiers of blocks a day, setting a predictable rate. Fermi modified the design as he built the pile, taking into consideration variations in the quality of the materials he used. A combination of a better grade of graphite and a more refined uranium than originally planned allowed Fermi to anticipate that the pile would only need fifty-seven layers of bricks. By late November a simple calculation projected a completion date in early December. Word of the anticipated date of completion spread among the scientists; the extended "stage wait" contributed to the sense of drama and history-in-the-making recorded by many of the participants.30

Fermi’s crews inserted uranium metal and uranium oxide in roughly spherical shapes as fuel in some of the graphite blocks, alternated with layers of "dead" graphite blocks to provide the moderating effect. They insured control of the reaction by leaving ten cadmium strips inserted in the pile; as a neutron absorber, cadmium would prevent criticality. These early "reactor control rods" were no more than thirteen-foot-long pieces of cadmium nailed to wooden strips and inserted in channels left in the pile of graphite blocks. Fermi, Zinn, and Anderson prevented accidental removal of the strips by padlocking them in place.

On the day of the crucial experiment, all but one of the rods were removed. One of the removed rods, called "Zip," was held up by a solenoid mechanism designed by Zinn which would release the rod automatically if the neutron flux exceeded a certain point or on electric command from one of Fermi’s assistants. A second was tied off by a rope to the rail at the edge of the balcony overlooking the pile, where most of the observers gathered. Hilberry stood by with an axe, ready to sever the rope should the reaction get out of hand. The last control rod would be removed slowly, in six-inch increments, to allow the pile gradually to approach the point k=1.0, and then go to the self-sustaining level of k greater than 1.0. A special "suicide squad" of three young physicists stood on a platform above the pile with jugs of cadmium-sulfate solution which would be dumped if all else failed to control the reaction. The presence of Zip, the axe, and the squad with the jugs all made the question of reactor risk visual and heightened the theatrical sense.31

On the morning of 2 December a quiet but excited crowd watched as Fermi calmly called for six-inch incremental removals of the last control strip and kept his eye on a
recording stylus on a drum of graph paper, which noted the radiation levels. He relieved the tension, yet also contributed to it, by breaking for lunch. Resuming his work, with Wigner, Greenewalt, and thirty-nine others in attendance, the count continued. At 3:49, Fermi announced: "The reaction is self-sustaining." The chain reaction had continued for less than five minutes when Fermi ordered the control rod reinserted.32

After the experiment Compton called Conant at Harvard. He had no pre-arranged code but wanted to pass the word of the accomplishment. His sense of the drama and history was conveyed in the impromptu communication.

"Jim, you'll be interested to know that the Italian navigator has just landed in the new world," said Compton. To explain that the work on the pile had gone more quickly than anticipated, he added: "The earth was not as large as he had estimated and he arrived at the new world sooner than he had expected."

"Is that so?" Compton replied. "Were the natives friendly?"

"Everyone landed safe and happy," replied Compton.33

The first nuclear reactor, from which all others can be said to descend, had many of the elements, in a crude form, which came to characterize its descendants: a moderator in the form of graphite and a passive air cooling system; control rods and emergency safety systems; monitoring and recording devices; and, perhaps most importantly, fuel in the form of balls of uranium metal and uranium oxide. In a sense, there was even an evacuation plan: Fermi said if the reaction failed he would walk away.34 Fermi performed the roles of reactor designer, construction manager, and operating room supervisor.

None of those roles was quite so formalized. Both the vocabulary and the jobs were being established as the device was assembled. Early in his studies of the principles involved, Greenewalt learned about carbon as a moderator--he called it a "slow downer," a term which, perhaps fortunately, did not survive in nuclear jargon. A red button switch controlling Zip for rapid insertion was labeled, almost as a joke, "scram." That word, of course, became part of the language, both as a verb and a noun in the nuclear world; at the time, it reflected the evacuation plan of those less confident than Fermi.35

The dramatic demonstration had immediate organizational and technological consequences. Greenewalt's presence was perhaps a lucky accident, perhaps part of the planning by Fermi and Compton, to swing Du Pont into line. Du Pont's liaison committee, which had expressed some earlier skepticism about the project, was now headed by a witness to the historic moment. At the surface technical level, Fermi's pile, by proving that a controlled reaction could work with graphite moderation, advanced the prospects of the various graphite designs.

On the technical side, the demonstration had several other long-range consequences. The larger scale production reactors would run hot for sustained periods and, unlike CP-1, would have to be positively cooled. A water-cooled reactor, which prior to Fermi's experiments had seemed like a remote possibility because the water coolant would absorb some of the neutrons, now seemed within the realm of feasibility, since Fermi had found "k" easier to achieve than anticipated. As the helium design group studied Fermi's results, they considered the possibility that air cooling might also work and avoid some of the technical problems encountered in working with helium.36
**DU PONT AND CHICAGO: THE EARLY RELATIONSHIP**

On 16 December 1942, following reports of Fermi's success, the Du Pont executive committee decided to "take on the 'Chicago' project, lock stock and barrel--or in other words design, construction and operation," as Grenewalt noted in his diary with a sense of excitement. That afternoon, Grenewalt heard he would continue to be involved in some capacity. The next day Du Pont executives convinced General Groves that Grenewalt should remain in Du Pont's personnel "setup," referring to the letter contract which confirmed that Du Pont employees could retain their salaries and benefits.37

It soon became apparent to Grenewalt that he brought a point of view which was different from that of the Chicago group of academic scientists. Grenewalt found Compton's organization weak in management at the top, and he thought Compton's views on the differences between scientific and industrial work "peculiar." In particular, Grenewalt disagreed with Compton's plans for engineering the full-scale production pile. Grenewalt thought that the Chicago group ought to be "small and consulting rather than experimental."38

Grenewalt found the scientists in Chicago difficult in several other ways. He thought Szilard "a queer fish," and he believed he had to reassure Fermi and Wigner that he would keep them involved in the planning for the production pile. He saw that they felt "very keenly" the importance of keeping in close contact, fearing that otherwise some small design detail "might violate physical principles."39

**SITE SELECTION: HANFORD**

Over the last two weeks of 1942, Du Pont cooperated with the Corps of Engineers in selecting site "W," at Hanford, following eight criteria established by Groves in consultation with Chicago scientists and Du Pont engineers. The requirements were very specific: 25,000 gallons of water per minute; 100,000 kilowatts of available power; the hazardous manufacturing area needed to be a rectangle about twelve by sixteen miles; the laboratory area had to be at least eight miles from the nearest pile or separations plant; the employee village had to be located no closer than ten miles upwind of the nearest pile or separation area; at least twenty miles had to separate the piles and separations areas from the nearest existing community of one thousand or more inhabitants; no railroad or main highway should be closer than ten miles from the piles and separations areas; and the climate should not affect the process.40

The company appointed Du Pont engineers A. E. S. Hall and G. P. Church to explore sites on the same day that Grenewalt was appointed. General Groves sent Hall and Church with Lt. Col. Franklin T. Matthias, who later served as the corps' area engineer supervising the project. The three-man team first met with Groves to review the site requirements, then examined on paper a series of twenty sites conforming to the eight criteria and selected from map review by the Corps of Engineers. Groves made it clear to the team that he had thought about the sites and preferred the Pacific Northwest area.41
Groves hoped that Hall, Church, and Matthias would start to work together as a team; he took some satisfaction later that his idea worked out so well. The team spent the Christmas week visiting sites in the West, starting from Seattle and Spokane. Working their way generally southward by air, they visited or flew over five relatively promising sites: Coulee and Hanford in Washington State and Pit River, Needles, and Blythe in California. By 2 January 1943 Hall and Church prepared their report, recommending Hanford. On paper, all five sites seemed to come close to the requirements of an available large tract with isolation from population, low land costs, available power in the range of one hundred thousand kilowatts, and available water supply. But all of the sites except Hanford had several specific disadvantages: the Coulee site would require twenty-three miles of pipeline for water and the land value was moderately high; the Pit River area had high land values and would require relocation of railroads and highways; the Needles site was in an earthquake zone, would require relocation of a highway, and suffered extreme summer heat; the Blythe site was within fifty miles of the Mexican border, which precluded it from consideration on security grounds. The only disadvantage at Hanford was the lack of natural camouflage due to the flat, sagebrush-covered land. The Hanford land value was low, a positive advantage. Church and Hall recommended Hanford, with full reports on it and the other three possible sites to follow from the Army Corps of Engineers. Matthias requested and received prompt evaluations from the corps’ power consultant, who also favored Hanford over the other sites.

Never again in the history of nuclear reactor siting in the United States did planners reach such a major decision so quickly. Lest one assume that the haste of the decision showed a disregard for safety, it is also notable that in later years no site for any commercial nuclear reactor was ever chosen with the same extent of raw, uninhabited land serving to insulate the general population and the facility employees from the risk of radiological exposure. Engineers made the choice from a short list proposed by General Groves based on safety, security, economic, and utility criteria. Wartime secrecy precluded seeking the opinion of, or asking the consent of, the local population, the state government, or even the state’s congressional delegation. None were even informed of the proposed use of the huge federal land area acquired.

Corps appraisers filed reports on 21 and 23 January, and the corps began formal acquisition of the land on 9 February. Despite the generally arid nature of the landscape, condemnation and buy-out took more time and money than Groves would have preferred; he grumbled at the small inconvenience generated by dealing with the civil courts and local population. Eventually, the army acquired an area half the size of the state of Rhode Island for the reactors and their associated support and separations facilities.

With Du Pont lined up and the site chosen, Groves and Grenewalt faced the question of exactly what type of reactor to build. Over the next months, they worked with the Met Lab scientists in sorting through the alternate conceptual designs and moved quickly to a commitment to one type of reactor for Hanford.
Chapter Two

BUILDING HANFORD: B, D, F

Under Gen. Leslie Groves' driving leadership, design choices and construction followed rapidly on site selection. Crawford Greenewalt worked out relations with the group of scientists at Chicago, settled on details of the design, and started construction. By September 1944 Du Pont had the first of the three wartime production reactors, B, in operation, with D and F following within a few months. Du Pont also arranged the construction of X-10 reactor at Oak Ridge, completed during 1943-44. The specific form and shape taken by the Hanford group of reactors and the Oak Ridge reactor resulted from rapid decisions. The technical choices represented hasty coordination and compromise between the academics at Chicago, the industrial engineers under Greenewalt, and Groves' army officers in the emerging MED culture.

The first weeks and months of operation of Hanford reactors demonstrated that the concept of a nuclear reactor could lead to industrial-scale machines that could be run as factories. Furthermore, the successful production of plutonium not only helped win the war but laid down part of the organizational and cultural basis for the postwar nuclear weapons complex.

CONCEPTUAL DESIGN AND RELATIONS BETWEEN CONTRACTORS

While the selection of the Hanford site went forward, Greenewalt worked on organizing his team and clarifying the role of Du Pont. He proceeded rapidly with recruiting, orienting new staff, and assigning responsibilities from December 1942 through January 1943. As he discussed progress with the scientists at Chicago, he grew increasingly frustrated at their plans for the production pile and at their lack of structured organization. On 28 December 1942 he noted that despite some preliminary thinking, there was "no mechanism yet devised for unloading and sorting, no flow sheet, operating manual or program. No clear idea as to what Du Pont is expected to do--Hell!" He approached the lack of design decisions as a manager: "The first thing to do is to work out an operating organization."1

Greenewalt recognized that he was joining a going organization and believed it essential to "infiltr" the pile design group, "in spite of the fact that we aren't very welcome."2 He tended to agree when his engineering staff members complained of being "not properly used and too much under domination of the physicists."3

As he struggled with these organizational issues, he also dealt with what a later generation called the conceptual design phase: whether the proposed full-scale production reactor should be air cooled, helium cooled, or water cooled. Water cooling seemed dependable but had disadvantages in that neutron absorption in required aluminum coatings and the moderating effect of the water would reduce reactivity. Helium cooling presented other difficulties: the need for new pump designs and the problem of working
with an unfamiliar material. Air cooling seemed unlikely to be able to deal with the high heats generated.  

X-10: REACTOR FOR THE SEPARATIONS PILOT PLANT

As the Du Pont engineers took over planning for the full-scale production plant, they also agreed to assist in the construction of a semi-works, or pilot, plant for the separation of plutonium from the irradiated fuel slugs. In connection with the semi-works, they agreed to construct X-10, a "pilot pile," to produce small quantities of irradiated slugs for use in separation.

The designation of X-10 reactor as the "pilot pile" led to a misunderstanding among some in the project that the reactor itself had been intended as a pilot plant for the Hanford reactors. The fact that X-10 was air cooled and that the Hanford reactors would be water cooled suggested it would be inappropriate as a scale-up model for the Hanford reactors, although the difference presented no problem if X-10 was to serve as a supplier for the separations semi-works. The story of exactly how X-10 came to be designed with air cooling, while the production reactors followed a separate design, reflects Du Pont's willingness to take over and make use of the Met Lab's existing committee approach in the early stages.

On 31 December 1942 Greenewalt noted that he did not object to Du Pont's role in building X-10 and the pilot separations plant, but he did not want the company involved in their operation, arguing against operation on grounds of the hazard and liability. Instead, if Du Pont staff could get operating training under Chicago responsibility, "we get what we want and duck liability." At this stage, Greenewalt saw the proposed semi-works plant as "a wonderful opportunity for pilot plant testing and later for operator training and instruction." Five days later, Groves signaled his agreement by issuing a letter contract to Du Pont to construct the pilot plant reactor early in January 1943.

In January Greenewalt and Roger Williams at Du Pont reviewed the safety issues for siting the pilot plant reactor in Argonne Forest, twenty miles west of downtown Chicago, as had been the original plan. Greenewalt obtained the population figures: within a one-mile radius there were 100 people; within a five-mile radius, there were 8,750. Williams consulted with John Wheeler, the Chicago physicist who was assigned to work regularly with Du Pont. According to Wheeler, an accident in which the uranium fuel vaporized would deposit lethal radiation to a five-mile radius; Greenewalt and Williams concluded that the risk at that site was too great. Williams then decided to move the pilot pile to "site X," which was Clinton, Tennessee, later renamed Oak Ridge. Groves had acquired the Tennessee site in September 1942 and had already planned to build uranium separation facilities there. At Clinton, mountain ridges to inhibit prevailing winds and some isolation would insulate the proposed reactor as well as the separations plant from surrounding communities.

Greenewalt anticipated that making the decision to relocate X-10 without consulting Chicago Metallurgical Laboratory Director Arthur Compton was a mistake. The move to
Clinton would set back from eleven months to nine months the amount of time that one could run the separations pilot plant prior to the scheduled opening of the first Hanford production plant. That delay he did not see as too serious, but the decision would be a "blow to the Chicago group," particularly because Compton had stated that Argonne was safe. Greenewalt anticipated "hard feelings" since it was "a nasty situation badly handled." After Groves met with Compton, he agreed to transfer to site X, but the decision caused Compton considerable heartache.\(^\text{10}\)

The "stepwise" involvement of Du Pont, together with the fact that two Chicago design groups had already started planning piles, led to a quite different basic design from the full-scale reactor. For the Hanford reactors, Du Pont briefly explored the helium alternative, which would require extensive development of pumps and which made Greenewalt "gloomy" to think about it.\(^\text{11}\)

Three of the men from the early Technical Group which had considered the helium alternative in the summer of 1942--Moore, Whitaker, and Wheeler--formed the core of the group working with Du Pont to design the X-10, and they followed the helium design, substituting air for helium.\(^\text{12}\)

On 16 February 1943 Williams at Du Pont decided on the general configuration of the Clinton X-10 pile. It was to be a cube, 24 feet on a side, sitting on one face, with horizontal 1.1-inch rods, 8 inches apart, center to center. On the same day, Greenewalt accepted Wigner's water-cooled concept for the Hanford production piles, clearly dropping consideration of helium or any gas as a coolant for the production plants. In effect, on 16 February, confronted with lots of hard work by two different Chicago-led groups, Du Pont used the plans of each for two different reactors.\(^\text{13}\)

In 1945, as Groves assembled material for a thoroughly documented history of the project, Williams of Du Pont noted that the main function of X-10 had been to provide plutonium for pilot plant separations work at Oak Ridge, reflecting its original purpose. In editing the official history of the project, he complained that a myth had grown up that Clinton had served as a model for Hanford. Williams told Groves that there was "a widely held misconception of the purpose, limitations and contribution of the Clinton semi-works." Williams wanted the official history to say that "the Hanford production units . . . had to be designed, constructed and operated without major guidance from Clinton experience." Williams was correct.\(^\text{14}\)

As soon as the smaller X-10 reactor began to operate in Clinton in December 1943, its assigned tasks reflected that its mission was very close to what Williams recalled, rather than what the "myth" suggested. Under the general administration of Compton from Chicago, the local management fell to M. D. Whitaker, director of the Clinton Laboratories, and to R. L. Doan, coordinator of research at Clinton.\(^\text{15}\)

At the start-up of the reactor, Compton forwarded to Whitaker a detailed mission statement for X-10. X-10 was to have a technical program, a training function, and responsibility for production of experimental quantities of product. The production of small quantities of plutonium for separations experiments and for use at Los Alamos was the most urgent of the several overlapping missions. Under its technical program, Clinton was to proceed with studying methods of separation of plutonium from the uranium fuel
elements, working with both a bismuth-phosphate separation plant and an alternative lanthanum-fluoride process. From time to time, special Hanford-related studies would be requested. There was nothing about the X-10 reactor serving as a model for the Hanford reactors.16

By January 1944 Whitaker followed Compton’s program for X-10, assigning personnel and time in specific proportions: 12 percent to product production; 75 percent to product isolation; 4 percent to product utilization; 9 percent to health protection. There were a few specific Hanford-related experiments: a study of waste-handling procedures at both Hanford and Clinton, a test of corrosion of Hanford-style aluminum tubes and slugs, and an evaluation of shielding to be used at Hanford. Those were the only three projects related to Hanford reactor design among thirty-two listed assignments as of January 1944.17

X-10 also served the Hanford operation as a training ground through 1944. Two groups of 183 Du Pont employees went through the Clinton "school" before moving on to Hanford. A group of 29 Clinton employees, mostly specializing in health hazards, also trained on X-10 before moving out to the production reactors at Hanford.18

The Clinton reactor’s relationship to the production reactors grew even more tenuous as organizational changes continued. Although Du Pont built X-10, Groves put its operating management in the hands of the Chicago Met Lab. From the beginning, Compton and the others at Chicago were uncomfortable with the arrangement. On 1 July 1945 Chicago turned the operation of the Clinton Laboratories (including the X-10 facility there) over to Monsanto Corporation, which kept on Whitaker as the director of the laboratory.19

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT AND MITIGATION

At Hanford, Du Pont and the army rapidly addressed a series of issues which later generations characterized as environmental impact and mitigation of impacts. As soon as the site was selected, Greenewalt consulted meteorological studies to determine what would happen if "a pile blew up" during a weather inversion. Preliminary calculations indicated that radioactive xenon emissions from regular operations would dissipate harmlessly but that a "bottleneck" of radioactive gas due to inversion could endanger nearby Pasco. He requested more meteorological data before specifying exactly where to build the piles.20

In another case of concern for environmental safety and impact, Greenewalt examined the issues of radiation tolerance levels in water for drinking, bathing, and uptake by fish. While he had sufficient data on drinking water, more study was needed on the whole-body issues of human immersion and fish. He considered these issues very early on, taking them to the policy group in Chicago for further discussion. Considering the possibility that there would be "fission product leakage into effluent," he thought it possible to build retention basins for decay. That was the eventual method employed.21 Work on fish research went forward under army auspices, particularly regarding the effect of radiation on salmon.22
By May 1943 Greenewalt had a variety of groups reporting to him on different full-scale production pile design problems, some of which reflected environmental and safety concerns: shielding, control, water flow control, loading and unloading devices, canning of the uranium fuel, and water purification. On issue after issue, the Du Pont engineers moved to "freeze" a design, so that other elements could be designed and then built on the assumption that one had already been set. The design of the final reactor thus emerged in stages, leading to a nearly identical design for all three reactors. Each was a cube-like structure about 34 feet by 46 feet by 41 feet high. The interior block of graphite measured 31 feet by 40 feet by 35 feet. In consultation with Fermi on 28 May, Greenewalt decided to surround the block with laminated walls of steel and masonite to make up the radiological, or "biological," shielding. A cast-iron thermal shielding, ten inches thick on top, bottom, front and rear sides, and eight inches thick on the right and left sides, surrounded the piles between the interior graphite block and the external laminated biological shielding. Du Pont also "froze" the design level of power at 250 megawatts (MW), far exceeding the kilowatt level at CP-1 and the 40 MW level at X-10.

The front of the block was the charging face, the rear the discharge face. Two hundred eight cooling water pipes ran front to rear, while twenty-nine control rod holes punctured the pile vertically, together with nine horizontal control rod holes from left to right. On both the front and rear faces, an elevator serviced the pile. In the front, the elevator supported a machine for charging the pile with fresh fuel; the rear elevator contained a cab for meeting emergencies dealing with stuck discharge elements. The fuel was sealed in aluminum "cans," or "slugs," reducing the likelihood of uranium fuel entering the water coolant which circulated directly around the slugs. Each loading tube would be monitored for radiation in the water, with a separate "Panelit" gauge in the control room for each of the 2,004 tubes so that a ruptured slug could be immediately detected. In the reactors, minute amounts of uranium-238 would be converted by the addition of neutrons and after a process of decay to plutonium-239; that material would have to be refined out from the discharged slugs. The anticipated rate of production was very low: tons of discharged slugs would yield pounds of final product. Over objections from Chicago, Greenewalt insisted on building in several hundred excess process tubes to the 2,004 number to allow for unforeseen needs.

Through May and June, Greenewalt discussed the crucial questions relating to water cooling with his designers, participating in decisions which narrowed the design choices. Early in May, when production estimates still suggested that four reactors would be required, Du Pont engineers settled on demineralizing and refrigerating the incoming water for two of the piles and using raw water for the other two. Greenewalt, who had taken a short vacation, independently developed a similar concept. The final decision on this matter was to build only three reactors, all with water treatment plants but refrigeration only for the last two (D and F).

By 2 June Greenewalt and his colleagues had settled on calling the system a "once-thru" cooling system, meaning that heat exchangers would not be used to reduce the temperature after it exited the reactors. The fuel slugs would be canned and the radioactive fuel would not get into the coolant except under accidental situations of a
ruptured can. Nevertheless, radioactive fission products would escape into the coolant during routine operation. In order to mitigate the effect of the heat and of radioactive products on the river, designers set on a system of cooling ponds and a "venturi" design at the outlet which would dilute the effluent to a one-part-in-ten ratio with river water. To some extent, fission products would decay in the cooling ponds, then they would be released. The impact of the effluent water on fish would be none, Greenewalt concluded, as long as the water was detained for an eight-hour period after cooling. Inevitably, the Columbia River would show increases in radioactivity; the level had to be held below thresholds dangerous for human or fish uptake. 27

Early in 1943, in a separate effort to address somewhat similar environmental concerns, Compton recommended to Groves that CP-1 be dismantled and moved out of inner-city Chicago to a site in Cook County, near the Argonne Forest, where it would be rebuilt in a structure of its own, block by block. His recommendation was implemented, and the pile was re-designated CP-2. It was intermittently run at about 100 KW, much higher than had been deemed safe in the Chicago location. Until then, the pile had been formally called the West Stands Unit; on moving, the practice of designating the major reactors operated by the Met Lab as a "CP" series began. 28

THE HEAVY WATER ALTERNATIVE: WIGNER VS. DU PONT

As Du Pont went forward with the design for both the Clinton and Hanford piles in the early months of 1943, more and more decisions shifted from the hands of the scientists into the hands of Greenewalt and Williams at Du Pont. This decrease in responsibility did not sit well with some of the scientists, most notably Leo Szilard and Eugene Wigner, although Fermi, Henry Smyth, and others had complaints. Wigner, however, felt particularly by-passed with the Du Pont arrangement. His grievances included charges that Du Pont was attempting to monopolize the nucelarics industry, that Du Pont was stalling work on a heavy water moderated design, that Du Pont staff delayed choosing water cooling unnecessarily by two months, and that they refused to take his advice about design. Charge by charge, Compton answered Wigner's complaints. "The fact is," Compton told Wigner, "that your antagonism to Du Pont is based upon beliefs which I know to be false." 29

Wigner pointed out that others shared some of his views and then offered or threatened to resign if he had to continue working with Du Pont. 30 Compton diplomatically assured Greenewalt that Du Pont engineers should not feel too bad about Wigner's threats or offers to resign; apparently Compton dealt with such threats routinely. 31

Further tensions developed in Chicago when Wigner's group took up the possibility of a heavy water moderated pile. This project, labeled P-9, held great promise as a back-up in case the graphite piles developed major problems in practice. However, since the heavy water pile would require design effort and management attention, Greenewalt and the Du Pont engineers argued for a slow approach to that problem. A zero-power heavy water pile should be built at Argonne, they argued, with a later scale-up possibly scheduled for
Clinton. Greenewalt believed that the heavy water pile should be "homogeneous"--that is, that the heavy water be used both as moderator and coolant and that it should carry the uranium as fuel and target in a slurry, so as to be as different as possible from the graphite-moderated, light water cooled, solid slug-fueled Hanford piles.32

In June 1943 Du Pont engineers urged that work on heavy water production for a possible heavy water moderated pile be held off until the operation of a graphite pile could be "more clearly appraised."33 Wigner and his colleagues already felt somewhat distressed that Du Pont had delayed accepting their judgment on water cooling and believed themselves cut out of the practical design decisions regarding the Hanford reactors. In the light of those tensions, Wigner found Du Pont's opposition to moving ahead immediately with the heavy water alternative an added insult. Wigner in particular, along with some of the rest of the Chicago group, saw the issue as one of a business firm headed by engineers taking over from the nuclear physicists. Science, they believed, was not being given its due. In August 1943 Groves ordered several committee hearings to investigate disagreements between Chicago and Du Pont over how much effort should be put into the heavy water design. The meetings provided an outlet for the discontents of Wigner and some of his Chicago colleagues and incidentally served as a forum for the academic-industrial conflict.34

Groves set an extensive agenda for the P-9 committee, starting with issues related to heavy water design. He included questions of where the work should be done, its relationship to Canadian work, and the ideal scale of the work. Groves asked whether an experimental pile, or "Fermi pile," should be built and whether or not a semi-works should be constructed. He also asked whether or not work on a full-scale production heavy water moderated reactor should move forward and whether it would represent part of the total production picture or simply an insurance in case the graphite reactors planned for Hanford failed. Further, he wanted to know what sort of contractor would be ideal for heavy water work. In all, he asked thirty-three questions about the proposed heavy water alternative, providing an agenda for discussion of a wide range of policy issues about design, the design process, and the relationship between the science contractor (the Met Lab) and the engineering contractor (Du Pont).35

The committee heard reports on the progress at Hanford from Roger Williams of Du Pont and also received an analysis of the prospects of the Hanford water-cooled, graphite-moderated reactors from Columbia University physicist Harold Urey, the scientist who had first identified deuterium, or heavy water, in 1934. Urey held that CP-1, which he called "Fermi's pile," had demonstrated that graphite worked and for that reason it had been correct to go ahead in January and February 1943 with a graphite-based design rather than one based on heavy water. In his report to the committee, Urey took the position that the committee should recommend work on heavy water as insurance against failure of the graphite piles. He was concerned at that point about the effects of water corrosion and believed heavy water a much better alternative, particularly if the reactor was to be homogeneous in design.36

Greenewalt and Williams testified explicitly about their design choice for Hanford: "We are sufficiently confident of the success of the graphite pile that we would object
strenuously to setting aside essential experimental and theoretical effort in favor of work directed toward a second line of defense. Instead, they suggested that only an experimental heavy water pile be constructed. Compton also agreed that the prospects for the graphite, water-cooled design of Du Pont looked good.

Wigner was less conciliatory. As he testified before the committee, he pointed out that the morale of the Chicago group would be improved if a new engineering company were introduced. He would prefer one which "collaborated more completely" and shared its responsibility "more evenly with the Chicago group." He added that he thought that collaboration with Du Pont had been "very poor," and he thought that "many people in the laboratory are angry with them." Wigner estimated that four months had been lost by Du Pont; he felt that they had been "put in charge" and that after that they did not cooperate.

Whitaker, who had been the Chicago scientist in charge at Clinton, countered by stating that the cooperation with Du Pont there had been good, with few misunderstandings. If work on heavy water were to go forward, Whitaker argued for using Du Pont, since they already had "got their feet wet." Compton thought a company other than Du Pont would avoid the charge of "monopoly," and that a digression by Du Pont into heavy water work would slow the company's progress with the graphite approach. Yet he doubted if there were enough resources in manpower in the nation to support a full-scale heavy water approach.

Szilard used the P-9 committee to air grievances about the method by which decisions were reached; he believed "compartmentalization of information [was] an indignity to scientists." The P-9 committee heard a variety of opinions on Wigner's offer to depart from the project with the theoretical group, including suggestions from both Fermi and from Greenewalt, who thought it a poor idea.

As a result of the P-9 investigation, the committee recommended work on heavy water as "insurance" against failure of the graphite-moderated, water-cooled approach. However, they regarded the heavy water work as a second priority compared to the graphite piles. They proposed two heavy water reactors, one at 100 to 250 kilowatts and another at higher power, using 235-enriched fuel. An intermediate pile, at 40,000 KW, could be built at Clinton, and full-scale production reactor at 125,000 and at 600,000 KW, could be built at Hanford. Diplomatically, the P-9 group stated that Du Pont had done a fine job, that it could not have been surpassed by any other organization, but that another contractor should be brought in for design and construction of the new projects. The engineering, the committee recommended, should go forward at the University of Chicago and at Columbia University.

From this shopping list of recommendations, Groves accepted only the experimental pile, or "Fermi pile," of a heavy water design to be built at Argonne, eventually emerging as CP-3. In effect, he accepted the Du Pont position, validating its recommendation against a full-scale heavy water effort rather than the P-9 committee position. After the war, CP-3, an enriched uranium research reactor with heavy water moderator and a graphite shield, was eventually constructed at Argonne, operating at 2,000 KW and representing a scaled-down version of the second stage of the P-9 committee's recommendation.
relieved that his complaints had gone on record, Wigner and his theoretical group stayed with the Met Lab. After working with the first heavy water pile at Argonne, Fermi moved on to Los Alamos.

**CONSTRUCTION AT HANFORD**

Du Pont and the Corps of Engineers were well committed at Hanford by August when the P-9 report was filed. For Groves, speed of completion was crucial. In order to affect the outcome of the war, a deliverable weapon by late 1944 or early 1945 would be ideal. At the same time, things had to work. Thus, each design decision placed the engineers in a dilemma: cut corners to speed up work and endanger the chances of a working design, or scrupulously adhere to exacting specifications and possibly delay the work past the point at which a bomb might be useful in the war. The engineers took a more strict view of this matter than the scientists. Matthias, the Corps of Engineers supervising engineer at Hanford, told Groves that there were five different areas where attempts to achieve close tolerances might slow construction: graphite block machining, base plates for the shield, base blocks for the pile itself, laminated pile at the charge and discharge ends, and clearances between the graphite and the cast iron blocks at the sides. Matthias favored sticking with the accurate tolerances rather than sacrificing them for speed.  

Groves sought an outside opinion on the matter, and R. C. Tolman (vice chairman of the National Defense Research Council) reported on the issue of the close tolerances on the shielding blocks. In the opinion of Chicago scientists Fermi and Wigner, the Du Pont engineers were too strict in adherence to design, slowing the work. On the other hand, Tolman found, the Du Pont people maintained excellent records, showing a number of points where they had relaxed tolerances in favor of speed. Tolman recommended that Du Pont look for further opportunities to avoid “bottlenecks.”

Grenewalt went ahead without specific design input from the Chicago group on all details, making decisions with Williams as to control, “last ditch safety system,” loading and unloading procedures, cooling, shielding, locations, canning, and materials handling. Detailed design work proceeded on the three reactors at once, with construction of ancillary buildings, separations areas, and other projects moving along at the same time. By March 1944 the plans were shaping up, with B reactor scheduled for completion in August and D and F reactors to follow. In general, construction went slightly faster on D and F reactors because of lessons learned and problems solved on B reactor during construction and because of variations in labor allocations to the various projects. Du Pont brought B to criticality in September 1944, slightly behind schedule, with D in December 1944 and F in February 1945, both slightly ahead of schedule.  

Construction brought problems that had not been resolved during design. The graphite blocks had to be machined to forty-inch lengths, five by five inches in cross section. During construction, constant vacuum cleaning of graphite dust kept the dirt to a minimum. The issue of precision came in because of the need for aligning the various slots and holes for the fuel and water and for the control rods, and to minimize the accumulation of error
across the large dimensions of the pile. At the anticipated heats, oxygen in the air represented a threat of combustion of the graphite. It was not enough to evacuate the air; in order to prevent minute quantities of remaining air from poisoning the reaction or contributing to combustion, the air was to be replaced with helium under pressure. On the whole, graphite blocks and their various holes and slots were held to a tolerance level of .005 inch.\textsuperscript{51} The blocks were machined on the spot, in a separate building, and carefully re-machined to specification with an identifying number on each block. The milling and drilling machinery was simple woodworking equipment, and the accuracy was achieved by using pre-set jigs to hold the worked block in place. The engineers used craft skills in working the graphite, as had the scientists assembling CP-1 in 1942.\textsuperscript{52}

**Hanford Operations**

The start-up of the reactors, beginning with B, was a gradual process, with testing for helium and water leaks, repairing of the effluent forty-eight-inch "sewer pipe," and checking intake strainers. All the horizontal and vertical control rods were checked, and the vertical rods were tripped simultaneously to insure that they would work in an emergency. Safety circuits, instruments, ventilating fans, elevators, and smaller systems were all given a final check before pile charging began. The charging of the tubes was itself an experimental process, with central tubes in the core charged first, without water cooling, and then later, tubes around the periphery charged to gradually build up to and over reactivity, or $k=1$\textsuperscript{53}.

In a moment only slightly less dramatic than Fermi's start-up of CP-1 some twenty-one months before, B first went critical at 10:48 a.m. on 26 September 1944. Fermi was present at the B reactor start-up and provided advice and "specific verbal approval" for a number of variations from the pre-planned procedures. The plan was to move forward experimentally, loading tubes to intermediate power levels, checking performance at each level, and then moving gradually to the next level.\textsuperscript{54}

Shortly after midnight the reactor was stabilized at the 200 kilowatt power level. However, as the reactor was moved to its next level, 9 megawatts, a sharp decline in reactivity was noticed and the reaction ran to a stop. At first, the operators assumed that the effect might be due to leakage of boron solution from safety rods into the reactor, but a check revealed no such leakage. Someone noticed that the timing of the delay suggested a radioactive decay element of one of the fission products and intuited that a poisoning effect was due to the presence of xenon-135 (which was estimated to have a half-life of about nine hours).\textsuperscript{55} The xenon would present a "large cross section" or absorbing effect, but as it decayed, the effect would level off. To take care of that effect, however, would require loading the reactor with more fuel. Colonel Matthias, who was absorbed in the details of construction, labor arrangements, and the work progress on D and F reactors, was dismayed to learn of the effect at B. By 29 September he learned that some "unknown" fission product was causing the effect and immediately flew to San Francisco to catch up with General Groves to explain the situation. Groves was concerned and called Chicago
at once to get the involvement of the Met Lab scientists in helping to identify the problem.\textsuperscript{56} Groves angrily asked why the Chicago and Clinton reactors had not discovered the problem earlier. At Clinton, the records of that reactor were closely reviewed, and Compton wrote to Groves explaining how it was that the xenon "poisoning" had not been anticipated there. What he called the "Hanford Effect," or the "Oscillation Effect of W Pile," was hard to detect at Clinton because the xenon poisoning had been masked by temperature variations. Responding on the spot to the issue, Compton anticipated that with some redesign, the B pile might eventually be able to operate at 200 MW.\textsuperscript{57} The same day, Walter Zinn tried to achieve the same effect on the experimental P-9, or heavy water, reactor at Argonne (CP-3). Zinn found the effect at high intensity runs and determined that there was little doubt that the poisoning came with xenon-135 by examining the period of the interference with the reactivity. In a sense, Zinn confirmed and graphed the notion that had been suggested at Hanford a few days before.\textsuperscript{58}

Had the poisoning effect been determined on the spot by the operators, or had it been discovered at Chicago by a scientific experiment? While the priority of discovery in the xenon story became a bone of contention later between the "scientific" and the "engineering" camps, a close examination of the records suggests that both approaches and both kinds of people were involved. Captain Valente, who maintained a detailed day-to-day diary at Hanford, indicated on 27 September that six different possibilities existed: loss of gas (helium) and replacement by air; gas moisture; leakage of solution from safety devices; deposition of chromium on the aluminum jackets of the slugs; leakage of cooling water into the graphite; and varying water pressures. Corrective measures or tests eliminated these possibilities, and on 28 September the effect was repeated. On the 29th, the levels and decrease were recorded carefully. On the 30th, Valente noted: "A proposed theory suggests that the pile is producing a self-poisoning agent,--a granddaughter of some fission product. . . ." He did not suggest who proposed the theory, but it was clear that the suggestion was local rather than from Chicago. By 3 October, the day Zinn filed his report, Valente referred to the poison as xenon-135. Zinn and Compton both sent memos on 3 October regarding the effect. The diary sequences support the view that the solution was identified first on the spot, then confirmed in Chicago.\textsuperscript{59}

At Hanford, teams began loading additional tubes, up to 1,003 tubes, and then ran the reactor between 10 and 15 megawatts on 3 October. Gradually the reactor was raised through intermediate levels to 38 MW in early October. These experiments revealed the need to increase the loading if design levels of 250 MW were to be achieved and to counter the xenon effect. Through October and November the same cautious loading, checking, and loading of more tubes was tried out, finally bringing the reactivity level to 124 MW at the end of November. In order to bring the reactor to full-scale operation, some 400 tubes which had been built without water fittings had to be fitted out, and that work proceeded through December, when finally 2,002 of the 2,004 tubes were loaded.

Later reviews of this experience by Du Pont stressed the fact that the company engineers had taken the conservative approach of building excess capacity in the form of tubes which were not originally planned as needed, despite advice from Chicago to the
effect that such engineering conservatism only caused delays.\textsuperscript{60} The unsuspected degree to which xenon caused poisoning meant that the foresight of incorporating extra tubes in the design proved quite valuable.

To deal with the survival of xenon as a poison in the pile for as long as ten hours after a shutdown, operators worked out several new start-up procedures involving more rapid control rod removal. After a series of scrams (as the shutdowns were already being called), readjustments, and further tests, the design level of 250 MW was finally achieved, with 2,002 tubes loaded, on 4 February 1945.

One later surprise scram came as a result of an off-reservation outage of the power supply on 10 March 1945. As veterans of the early Hanford days liked to recall, Hanford was the only nuclear facility in the United States ever to suffer from enemy attack, as the outage was caused by the collision of a Japanese incendiary bomb-carrying balloon with the local power line, which caused a two-minute cutoff of power.\textsuperscript{61}

Start-up of F and D reactors went much more smoothly, with a higher number of initial tubes charged and rapid handling of the xenon poisoning and control issues which had been explored in the B start-up. F reactor was brought to the design level of 250 MW within its first week and maintained at that level. The lower number of scrams during the first four months of operation of D and F reactors reflected increasing smoothness of the operation, as shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reactor</th>
<th>First 4 Months Operation</th>
<th>Number Scrams</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B Reactor</td>
<td>October 1944-January 1945</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D Reactor</td>
<td>December 1944-March 1945</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F Reactor</td>
<td>March 1945-June 1945</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The Manhattan Engineer District kept production rates and quantities highly classified. However, declassified records indicate that one of the first discharges of slugs for experimental refining of plutonium came on 18 January 1945.\textsuperscript{62} Periodically the "hot X-metal" cans were discharged in quantities of several tons and sent to the 200 area at Hanford for plutonium refining. Dates for the shutdown and discharge were sometimes set to coincide with planned power shutdowns by the Bonneville Power Authority, or with maintenance work, such as purging solids from the water system.\textsuperscript{63} Over the period May to August 1945, kilogram amounts of plutonium oxide were sent to Los Alamos, providing
barely enough for the device tested on 16 July at Alamogordo and the weapon dropped on 8 August 1945 at Nagasaki.

On request from J. Robert Oppenheimer, the reactors also produced polonium, a radioactive isotope, for use as a neutron source trigger or initiator in the weapons. By 1 May 1945 operators had charged four of the tubes in D reactor with bismuth slugs for polonium production, for a total of 264 slugs.\textsuperscript{64} Grenewalt was not at all pleased and went on record with Compton about what he thought the priorities at Hanford should be, writing in the cryptic style which he had developed over the months of secrecy and compartmentalization. Although he understood that "the use of polonium in connection with the construction of the final unit is not only desirable but necessary," he made his objections clear. "The Du Pont Company is most anxious not to complicate its task at Hanford by the addition of any new ventures," he remarked. Further, he did not want Du Pont to take any responsibility for the refinement of the polonium, leaving that to Los Alamos. Los Alamos did its own refining from the bismuth slugs.\textsuperscript{65}

Groves and Col. Kenneth D. Nichols had been aware of the reluctance of Du Pont to reserve any space in the Hanford reactors for polonium production, and both Nichols and Oppenheimer went to some trouble to document the need for polonium and to get in writing their request through Groves to Du Pont. As early as 1943, Oppenheimer had anticipated the need, and Nichols had asked Groves to request the polonium production from Du Pont in January 1944, when the reactors were just being built. Colonel Nichols pointed out that with all polonium production concentrated at Clinton, the risk of an interruption of supply would create a problem.\textsuperscript{66}

\textbf{Reactor Cousins and Nuclear Politics}

During the war, at Chicago and at Argonne, work went forward on alternate reactor designs, with various configurations of moderator, coolant, fuel enrichment, and fuel arrangement. In addition, planning groups considered possible future uses for reactors: in producing both plutonium and a variety of isotopes, in testing physical principles, in electrical energy generation, in space flight, and in aircraft and ship propulsion.

Farrington Daniels developed a concept of a beryllium-moderated, helium-cooled reactor, which remained a notional reactor for years. In later years the "Daniels pile" was sometimes cited as the first "gas-cooled" reactor, although it had been preceded by X-10 which was gas-cooled in the sense that air is a mixture of gases.\textsuperscript{67} Both the concept of the Daniels pile and X-10 had been preceded by early thinking about a graphite-moderated, helium-cooled model, developed by Moore’s Engineering Council. In Canada the Montreal Laboratory studied the possibility of a heavy water moderated and cooled reactor, and the Argonne group worked fairly closely with the Canadian group, within the limits of international agreements. By 1945 the Canadians had built a zero-power heavy water moderated reactor, and Argonne had CP-3, the first American heavy water moderated reactor.\textsuperscript{68}
Thus, before the end of the war, the lineal ancestry of several later reactor types had been established. Driving the original work had been the push to build the production reactors, leading to the construction of the exponential piles by Fermi, the operative CP-1 (rebuilt as CP-2), CP-3 as an experimental heavy water model, the intermediate X-10 at Clinton which actually produced small quantities of plutonium, and the massive full-scale production reactors B, D, and F on the Columbia River at Hanford. Du Pont had kept its focus on meeting the obligation to produce enough plutonium to win the war and not to engage in a range of research, produce isotopes, or build a position in nucleonics through the development of a full range of reactor types. Du Pont had not encouraged the work on heavy water since that would distract from the company’s wartime nuclear mission, and it had discouraged the diversion of B, D, and F reactors to polonium production. As a consequence, the United States had developed the richest experience in one type of reactor: water-cooled, graphite-moderated piles for the production of plutonium. The heavy water alternative remained a strictly experimental operation at Argonne.

The politics which would later surround reactors of all kinds, whether production, propulsion, experimental, or power-generating, were already beginning to show their shape in the restricted and small community of those with the knowledge and the security clearances to recognize some implications of their work. Decisions and choices which would later become subjects of national debates were explored in the confined community of science and technology policy makers within the Manhattan Engineer District.

Perhaps the first such nuclear political issue had been simply how best to utilize atomic energy. The army and the army air force saw the appropriate use of the energy released from matter as a weapon: a bomb. When Du Pont took on the mission of building the reactors, it held strictly to the agenda of building and operating one type for one purpose: graphite-moderated, water-cooled, plutonium-producing. During the war, the navy hoped to harness nuclear energy through reactors as a propulsion device for submarines and ships. At Chicago, those looking ahead to the postwar years and concerned with peaceful uses of nuclear physics could see several immediate applications: reactor fission products could serve as substitutes for radium in radiation treatment; other radioactive isotopes produced in reactors could serve as tracers in a wide variety of biological, geologic, and medical research. Furthermore, atomic energy might serve as a source of electrical power through the harnessing of the waste heat of reactors and its conversion to steam. Such choices were still in the future, but the scientists could anticipate them.69

In the early, partially organized efforts of the Chicago atomic scientists to affect policy lay the roots of the later Federation of American Scientists, known for its Bulletin of Atomic Scientists, with its concern that atomic energy be brought under international control and be converted to peaceful uses. Groves, with his distaste for the independent-minded Szilard and his military objection to scientists who took it upon themselves to question orders and authority, regarded some of these developments as close to disloyalty. By the end of 1945, the built-in fissures in the hastily assembled nuclear community were showing signs of widening.70

The technology of the first three production reactors was to an extent applied physics, but it was much more. The specific design of the reactors had been shaped out of the
interplay between the academic-style committees established at the Met Lab, the Du Pont engineering staff, and the demanding and decisive management of General Groves. The choice of the conceptual designs, decisions as to location, shielding, cooling, control, handling of effluent, and the solution of the xenon-poisoning crisis were collective, products of the emerging human institutions of the weapons complex culture and the new profession of nuclear engineers.
Chapter Three

HANFORD: AEC AND GE TAKE OVER

In the postwar years 1946-49, international events helped convince President Harry S Truman that the threat to peace remained alive and that atomic weapons were crucial to a strong defense. Winston Churchill, long an advocate of a vigilant stand against the expansion of Soviet influence in Eastern Europe, warned in March 1946 that an "Iron Curtain" had descended, as communist-controlled local governments took power under the aegis of Soviet forces in Eastern Europe. The year 1946 saw a minor crisis as Soviet forces delayed their departure from northern Iran. Britain, suffering from the destruction and economic ravages of the war, announced it could no longer provide troops to sustain the pro-Western regime in Greece against a communist-led insurgency; in response, President Truman announced the Truman Doctrine and obtained congressional approval of funds for military assistance to both Greece and Turkey. Soviet distrust of the Western Allies as they moved towards uniting their three occupation zones of Germany led to the blockade of land routes to Berlin in 1948-49, which further heightened tensions. Truman's responses to these and other developments helped shape the nature of the postwar world, confirming the division into two increasingly hostile armed camps.

In the years 1946-49 the United States held a monopoly on the nuclear weapon. That monopoly could provide a certain assurance, constituting a back-up to the nation's strong stands in Western Europe. Thus, policy required that the nuclear complex be kept in place, maintained, and upgraded to assure that a nuclear stockpile of weapons was available.

The postwar period was one of transition for production reactor management and planning. The issue of civilian or military control of atomic energy was fought out and resolved by Congress with the establishment of a new civilian agency, the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC). Du Pont, as anticipated in its contract, rapidly departed Hanford. General Electric replaced Du Pont as the operating contractor there.

The transition to a new institutional framework led to delays, false starts, and indecision. What had been decided quickly and sharply by Groves and his advisers now moved at a different, sometimes indecisive pace.

At the technical level of conversion to peace, the Hanford reactors had to be changed over from a wartime crash regime to sustained, long-term production to maintain American atomic weapon capacity. Yet the first reactors, B, D, and F, had not been designed for such permanent operation, and problems soon surfaced. Technical modifications to existing reactors and a series of innovations on two new reactors built in the postwar era reflected the altered conditions of policy and management. The changes were incremental, not revolutionary, and represented solutions to newly discovered problems and several means of increasing production. The specific technical changes to both existing and planned production reactors came out of the context of increasing Cold War tensions, institutional change, and solutions to problems in safely maintaining and increasing the nation's nuclear stockpile.
INSTITUTIONALIZING CONTROL OF ATOMIC ENERGY

Once President Truman announced that an atomic bomb had been dropped on Hiroshima, the issue of control of the nuclear weapons complex entered the public forum, leading to political struggles over the exact shape of atomic energy legislation in the United States. Deciding on the form of the new institution and getting it in place took twenty months, from September 1945 through April 1947.

For military leaders, such as Gen. Leslie Groves and Secretary of War Robert P. Patterson, retaining military controls over the use and development of fissionable materials promised the best route for ensuring that essentially military decisions would be reached in the military sphere. Such men supported the May-Johnson atomic energy bill, introduced to the House of Representatives in October 1945 by co-sponsor Andrew Jackson May, chair of the Military Affairs Committee. The bill emphasized military over civilian control of the complex.¹

Atomic scientists who anticipated future dramatic discoveries and potential peaceful uses from nuclear energy hoped that the postwar nuclear arrangements would include flexibility to allow variety in basic research. Congress and the president wanted assurances that the new agency controlling atomic energy remained accountable to elected representatives, not simply to the military; decisions to manufacture, deploy, and ultimately use the most awesome weapon of all time, in their view, could not be left to military officers. The May-Johnson bill, with its restrictions on outside research and its seemingly independent body of military decision-makers, did not meet the goals of the scientists, those seeking assured civilian control, or the president. In response, Senator Brien McMahon introduced an alternate bill.²

The McMahon bill received considerable opposition, especially from individuals interested in seeing a strong military presence in the new atomic energy agency. Following revelations in February 1946 in Canada that a spy ring had relayed atomic secrets to the Soviet Union, added support was galvanized for continued military control of atomic energy. McMahon succeeded in seeing his bill to law only after agreeing to a military liaison committee, among other compromises. President Truman signed the Atomic Energy Act on 1 August 1946.³

Under the act, the president would appoint five commissioners, with one designated as chairman. By October 1946 Truman had chosen his five appointees, with David E. Lilienthal as chairman. Authority could not be immediately transferred from the Manhattan Engineer District to the new civilian agency, which under the act officially opened 1 January 1947. When the new session of Congress convened in January and took up appointment confirmations, the commissioners faced the difficulty of serving in an "acting" role until their confirmation in April 1947.

Lilienthal came to the AEC from the Tennessee Valley Authority, where he had directed that New Deal power-producing agency. The other four commissioners were Lewis L. Strauss, a partner in Kuhn, Loeb & Company; Sumner T. Pike, a former member of the Securities and Exchange Commission; William W. Waymack, editor of the Des Moines
Register and Tribune and public director of the Federal Reserve Bank in Chicago; and Robert F. Bacher, a physicist who had worked at Los Alamos during the war. Bacher was the only commission member with a technical background in the nuclear field. The lack of scientific or engineering experience at the topmost management level of the commission appeared as serious to scientists as did the lack of military control to men like Groves.  

In common usage in the period, the "Atomic Energy Commission" became a sometimes ambiguous phrase meaning either the governing group of five commissioners or the agency as a whole. The Military Liaison Committee (MLC) provided the commission with its formal conduit to the military. Composed of six representatives appointed by the secretaries of war and the navy, the Military Liaison Committee assisted the atomic energy agency first with the transfer of responsibilities from the Manhattan Engineer District and then with issues relating to security, fissionable materials, and research. The MLC provided a channel through which knowledgeable military officers could provide the benefit of their experience and advice; it was not intended as a system to provide military control.

As a conduit for advice from experienced nuclear physicists, most of whom had worked on the Manhattan project, the General Advisory Committee (GAC) consisted of nine civilians appointed by the president. In addition to Isidor Rabi, a Nobel Prize winner, the GAC included James Conant, Enrico Fermi, Hood Worthington of the Du Pont company, and Glenn Seaborg, a chemist who had worked on plutonium separation during the war. The General Advisory Committee provided the commission with advice on technical, scientific, and policy matters relating to fissionable materials, production, and research and development. J. Robert Oppenheimer served as the committee's first chairman. Originally meeting at two-month intervals, the GAC developed a close working relationship with the commission as it provided technically informed policy advice.

In this formal fashion, the two different cultures which had been so uncomfortably married by Groves in the Manhattan Engineer District survived in the new agency, separated and embodied through formal institutions. The military men, with their concerns for secrecy, compartmentalization, strength of forces, and the meeting of definable objectives, could at least communicate their viewpoint through the Military Liaison Committee and through the military officers serving as director of military application and in other AEC staff positions. The civilian scientists, with their emphasis on long-range humanitarian issues and their academic interest in sponsoring theoretical physics research, had a more influential voice through the GAC. The difference was often one of emphasis, for the scientists understood and supported the central weapons mission, and the MLC recognized the need for continued research. Ultimate decisions, however, rested with the commissioners. A potential for disagreement was built in; it later flared into the open over the issue of how to proceed with the development of a fusion weapon, the H-bomb, as well as on less spectacular issues, such as reactor siting and construction.

While the MLC and the GAC served advisory roles to the commission, the congressional Joint Committee on Atomic Energy (JCAE) represented the first legislated attempt to structure broader public participation while maintaining security restrictions, providing a channel for input from the political side. Although McMahon as a Democrat could not serve as the committee chair in the Republican-dominated 80th Congress of 1947-49, he
was the senior Democrat on the committee and chaired the committee later when Democrats gained control of the 81st Congress in 1949. It was largely through his vigor and commitment that McMahon ensured congressional participation in literally hundreds of policy issues related to nuclear energy. The JCAE gradually increased its authority, establishing the right to consider all atomic energy bills and resolutions introduced in Congress and to hold hearings on Atomic Energy Commission activities. The commission was required to keep the joint committee "fully and currently informed" and to report regularly on the status of its properties, facilities, contracts, personnel, financial dealings, and future plans. The JCAE became a forum in which many of the early debates over production reactors were aired; its records, now for the most part declassified, provide a view of the changing and sometimes chaotic policy environment in which the technology of production reactors evolved.\(^7\)

Like the Manhattan District, the Atomic Energy Commission had exclusive authority to produce fissionable material, to man and operate production facilities, and to control the materials produced. The Atomic Energy Act explicitly gave these powers to the commission. Transferring the nuclear enterprise to the commission necessarily resulted in some cultural and institutional continuities. Practices and patterns established by Groves transferred to the commission, including the whole government-owned contractor-operated (GOCO) system, the operational methods for the physical facilities, and the division of responsibilities between sites. Many of the top managers and former MED military officers employed by the contractors stayed on the job under the commission. In addition to the formal institutional embodiment of the military, scientific, and political perspectives, there were some less formal aspects of the organization which provided cultural continuity. Many of the individual engineers and technicians who had designed, built, and operated the first nuclear production facilities during World War II remained at the sites even as their corporate affiliations changed. Management and headquarters might come and go, but at the practical level of daily work, many of the patterns established during the war lived on. Forty years later, some of the men who had been present at the xenon-poisoning of B reactor still worked at Hanford.\(^8\)

In early 1947 the commission set about organizing for further development of nuclear energy. In the process, the AEC started to develop cultural traits which departed in a few significant ways from those established under Groves. One important difference between the new agency and the wartime operation was increased reliance on local authority. Since the commission only had a small staff, such reliance was to a degree the product of necessity. However, Lilienthal also drew from his own experiences as administrator of the TVA; there he had joined with others in trusting local administration over Washington bureaucrats. Though Washington still attempted to come up with an overall policy, the various sites developed varying degrees of independent and local cultures, reflecting the approach of the operating contractor, the local mix of science and engineering, and emerging ties to local communities and politicians. In time, as contractors changed, each facility developed a slightly different institutional personality.\(^9\)

Perhaps the most significant difference between the Manhattan District and the new agency was that the AEC did not have a General Groves providing at once the drive, the
control, and an understanding of the engineering tasks, all concentrated in one person. Rather, expertise and authority were somewhat more diffused. The new commission appointed Carroll L. Wilson as general manager. He had little direct experience with atomic energy but considerable background and contacts in the administrative side of the emerging network of government-funded scientific work. Wilson had served as an adviser and assistant under Karl Compton, president of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and under Vannevar Bush when he had been dean of engineering there. He had followed Bush to the National Defense Research Committee and the Office of Scientific Research and Development.¹⁰

The commission had several other leading personalities with a high degree of technical competence. Commissioner Robert F. Bacher, a nuclear physicist, had worked as a division director under Oppenheimer at Los Alamos. Through the GAC advisers, the commission had access to a group of renowned physicists with pertinent experience. The significant change was the transfer to collective management of a far-flung industrial network, without either the urgency of war or the personal leadership of a single driving personality. The huge technical complex which the commission inherited from the Manhattan Engineer District had already begun to develop local autonomy. Under Groves’ intense and energetic personal leadership, decisions on both large and small matters cascaded from the general’s office in the form of orders and angry demands for responsible performance. With the advent of the commission, with its oversight and review from the congressional committee and its outside military liaison and scientific advisory committees, it was sometimes difficult to obtain quickly a single firm technical decision among options. As a consequence, technological choices as to new reactor construction or reactor utilization were taken, rescinded, discussed, re-taken, and then re-discussed in several fora. Technical people in the field, always suspicious of Washington, had good reason to be impatient and frustrated. And likewise, the commission and the congressional joint committee had reason to grow frustrated with the sometimes maverick units in the vast weapons complex and with the process of establishing clear lines of communication and direction with the operating contractors.¹¹

**GENERAL ELECTRIC REPLACES DUPONT AT HANFORD**

During the same period when Congress established the new agency, the operation of Hanford changed hands. Du Pont’s contract with the War Department specifically granted the company the option to leave Hanford nine months after the cessation of hostilities. Du Pont agreed to extend its participation until 31 October 1946 due to the delays in setting up the Atomic Energy Commission.¹²

Though Groves had known Du Pont’s intention to depart from Hanford from the beginning, he still tried to convince company president Walter Carpenter to rethink or delay the decision. Appealing once again to the demands of "the national welfare and the national defense," Groves applauded Du Pont on the "wealth of experience" it had acquired from the project. Secretary of War Robert Patterson echoed Groves’ plea, stating that the
loss of Du Pont would result in "great material loss" both to the project and to the country. But Carpenter held fast.\textsuperscript{13}

Groves considered several replacement companies for Du Pont. Monsanto had some experience with atomic energy since it had worked as operating contractor at Oak Ridge during the war, but it was a small company with few qualified personnel. Its limited resources would be taxed with its operation of Clinton Laboratories and its developmental work on two experimental pilot units.\textsuperscript{14}

Groves considered General Electric a better choice, an "outstanding American company" with interests in the future applications of atomic energy. But General Electric was not easily persuaded by Groves' approaches. The uncertainty about the future of the entire nuclear weapons program in early 1946 as Congress debated the establishment of the commission, the company's own plans for reconversion from wartime to peacetime production, and corporate concerns about liabilities all kept the company from immediately accepting the Hanford task.\textsuperscript{15}

Continued prodding from the War Department eventually convinced General Electric president Charles Wilson to accept. On 28 May 1946 Wilson finally agreed, persuaded, he said, that it was of "tremendous importance" to the national interests that the country maintain "preeminence" in atomic energy, both for military and peaceful uses. Wilson qualified his acceptance with two stipulations which indicated GE's assessment of the project both in the short and long terms. Wilson required that the contract contain a provision freeing the company of its obligations in case the atomic energy legislation imposed conditions which in GE's "sole judgment" the company considered "unacceptable." In addition, General Electric expected full recovery of all costs incurred in connection with the contract and protection against any liabilities since hazards of "an unusual and unpredictable nature" were involved. Clearly, Wilson recognized the risks involved in operating the plutonium production reactors at Hanford and sought protection similar to that extended to Du Pont during the war. Patriotism did not mean that a multibillion dollar corporation should risk its existence. Furthermore, the AEC agreed that it would fund a power development laboratory to be operated by GE.\textsuperscript{16}

Transfer of responsibilities from Du Pont to General Electric proceeded without major difficulties, and Du Pont formally withdrew from Hanford by 1 September 1946. Groves once again formally thanked Du Pont for its contributions which "resulted directly in the saving of many thousands even tens of thousands of American lives"; with that statement, he reflected the defensive position which he, Truman, and others adopted in regard to the morality of the decision to drop the weapon on Japan. Groves singled out for particular praise Crawford Greenewalt who, in Groves' view, had succeeded in translating "meager scientific data" into the information upon which the Hanford production facilities were designed.\textsuperscript{17}

With Du Pont gone from Hanford, General Electric initially contracted with the War Department until the Atomic Energy Commissioners were confirmed and could legally approve the new arrangements. With the interim General Electric contract due to expire on 30 September, Groves had to extend the terms twice, first to 30 November and again to 30 January 1947 to allow the still-unconfirmed acting commissioners time to fully study
the contract. According to the contract, General Electric would operate Hanford, conduct research and development on process operations, and design and construct additions to the site. The contract also instructed the company to pursue fundamental research and development at a research laboratory, later called Knolls Atomic Laboratory, in Schenectady, New York. At one level or another, General Electric stayed on at Hanford until 1968.18

Though General Electric eventually mastered technical difficulties confronting its operation of the first three production reactors, it did so without much central policy direction from the AEC itself at first. The Atomic Energy Commission was slow to take hold of its responsibilities even after confirmation of the commissioners in April 1947. Congressional leaders in the newly created joint committee also needed time to familiarize themselves with the technically intricate issues of nuclear weapons production; some never succeeded in grasping the basic physics involved. Nor did General Electric have the impetus or urgency of the war to justify new research and design changes. Under such conditions, both the planning and the management of Hanford operations reflected a sort of disjointed, on-again, off-again progress and a variety of local, immediate decisions rather than the clear sense of overall mission which had driven Groves, Grovenwalt, and Du Pont. In the face of a national desire for demobilization, the lack of clear mission was to be expected. The company’s first task, while waiting for decisions from the commission, was to keep the piles operating and to deal with deferred maintenance.

**KEEPING THE PILES RUNNING**

The original three piles, which had produced barely enough plutonium and polonium for war uses between September 1944 and August 1945, were showing ominous signs of wear and tear by early 1946. Under sustained operation, the graphite core of each reactor had expanded and consequently had begun to distort the aluminum tubes which contained the uranium slugs and through which the cooling water flowed. The first three reactors had produced enough plutonium for two weapons in about six months of full operation. In order to produce enough for weapons tests and to build even a modest stockpile required continued operation, yet the swelling of the reactors suggested they might soon reach the end of their useful lives. In response to these worsening conditions, the army put B reactor on standby on 19 March 1946 and reduced the power on the other two piles (D and F) in an effort to conserve their lives.19

Putting B on standby served another back-up function. Given the fact that polonium, crucial as a part of the initiator in early bombs, has only a 138-day half-life, a closure of all of the reactors at once for a period of a year or more could easily lead to the elimination of the United States as a nuclear-armed power, at least until a new reactor could be put in operation to assure a steady supply. Polonium decay would render any existing weapons in the stockpile into duds in only a few months without continued reactor operation. Thus, there was a need to hold a reactor available in reserve until more reactors could be built. In later years other initiators were developed, which eliminated the crucial need for constant polonium production.20
SHAPING PLANS

With B reactor out of production and the adoption of decreased power levels for the other two piles, plutonium manufacture fell off sharply. Facing this situation when it first convened, the Atomic Energy Commission came to grips with production reactor planning and management. The commission determined that work at Hanford should concentrate on three major objectives: prolonging the useful life of existing equipment through rehabilitation and efficient operation; building replacement piles and additional facilities for increasing production; and developing new and more efficient techniques for operating the piles and processing their products. Lilienthal, in setting a "Long-Term Commission Agenda" early in 1947, noted that operating five piles at Hanford, each the size of the original three, was conceivable. In response, General Electric developed a plan for addressing these goals, including a research program to study the radiation stability of graphite and a construction program.\(^2^1\)

The total number of weapons in the stockpile, by later standards, was quite small, but growing. When Lilienthal met with President Truman in March 1947 to review the status of the weapons complex, Truman was shocked to discover that there were no operable weapons at all. A later count established there were thirteen atomic weapons in the arsenal by the end of 1947; by 1948 the number climbed to fifty.\(^2^2\)

At the beginning of 1947, AEC commissioners and the members of the General Advisory Committee had doubts about General Electric's supervision of Hanford. Feeding these doubts was Walter J. Williams, who had become director of all MED production operations under Groves and served as production director for the new commission. Devoting most of his time to field assignments, including Hanford, Williams reported with disapproval that General Electric was first concentrating its construction efforts on building more permanent housing units and storage tanks for radioactive waste instead of focusing on the production and separation facilities to meet the commission agenda. The GAC, reflecting continued academic-scientific skepticism about the efficacy of industrial management, noted in its second meeting "some doubt" whether General Electric could handle building replacement units at the Washington site. Tensions between headquarters and the apparently unresponsive corporation mounted rapidly in the first months.\(^2^3\)

While Williams and other staff and commissioners placed a high priority on replacement reactors, they also recognized that the Hanford chemical separations processes which had been used during the war needed a major overhaul. These treatment plants recovered plutonium but did not save the unconverted remaining U-238 in the slugs. In 1947-48 the AEC grew concerned that available uranium ore supplies were not sufficient and did not think it wise to regard the unconverted U-238 as a waste product. At the time, the radioactive hazard of the wastes, dumped in steel tanks, was of less concern than the possibility of shortages of uranium ore. The AEC wanted Hanford to adopt a chemicals separations process called "Redox" that would recover both plutonium and uranium-238, rather than plutonium alone. Early in 1947 the GAC recommended that first priority be
given to Redox, with "pile construction nearly the same," reflecting the perceived shortage of uranium ore.  

In an early example of somewhat divergent advice from the GAC and the MLC, it was the military side, surprisingly enough, which recommended a go-slow policy on production facility development. In an April 1947 commission meeting with the Military Liaison Committee, Groves expressed his dissatisfaction with the progress of AEC management. He rejected the idea that new piles had to be built immediately. First, he wanted the agency to undertake a complete survey of the raw materials situation since the natural ores existed in such limited quantities. In addition, he recognized that a large reactor construction program needed careful planning and assessment by the individuals conducting the work. Groves, like the GAC, was not confident that General Electric and its subcontractors had the necessary competence, especially so soon after taking over the Hanford reservation. Finally, Groves wondered if so many atomic bombs, and the nuclear material fueling them, were really necessary from a military point of view. In light of the time it would take to actually build another pile, Groves advised the commission to exercise restraint and wait for the first pile to fail. Despite his reservations, the commission decided to proceed "vigorously" with plans for new reactors.

In the face of criticisms, General Electric vice president Harry A. Winne defended the company's performance before an executive session of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy in June 1947. He pointed out the magnitude of the undertaking the commission expected of his company. Building at least two replacement piles, as the commission currently planned, as well as the Redox plant, required large amounts of steel, cement, and other materials. Without a war emergency, the company and the commission would need to induce industry to supply these quantities. As an example, Winne noted that the company that had produced the pure graphite during the war had since closed its graphite operations, making it necessary for the commission to urge a restored capacity or find another supplier. In addition, Winne recognized that Redox still needed further research to ensure large-scale application.

**Problems and Solutions**

In the meantime, the only running piles, D and F, continued to exhibit signs of bulging from the top and sides due to continued expansion of the graphite. Graphite expansion had been identified during the war by Eugene Wigner at Chicago as a possible effect of intense heavy-particle radiation. Wigner noted in the Met Lab's December 1942 monthly report that a neutron produced in the fission process possessed enough energy to displace a carbon atom, which, in turn, used its gained energy and dislodged around two thousand surrounding atoms. Called the Wigner Effect, this displacement of atoms from their equilibrium position in the crystal lattice by "momentum transfer" necessarily left vacancies in the benzene structure which characterizes graphite blocks. Interstitial atoms filled the gaps left by the displaced carbon atoms, leading to an expansion of the crystal and an overall increase in size. Wigner and his fellow Met Lab scientists knew that the graphite
blocks would exhibit effects from this expansion, but they were uncertain of its specific manifestations or its rate. By 1946-47, with the warping of the aluminum process tubes, General Electric engineers quickly recognized the development of the Wigner Effect in the piles.27

Ejection and injection of slugs became increasingly difficult because of the bent aluminum tubes from the graphite swelling. General Electric considered replacing the tubes, but this procedure would involve shutting down reactors for several months and exposing workers to the danger of radioactivity as the interiors of the piles were opened for reconstruction. Bending of control rod tubes represented an extremely risky situation if it reached the point of delaying control rod insertion, as the rods were essential to shutting down a reactor in an emergency. Without solution to the problem of swelling, the water-carrying process tubes would eventually break, damaging the piles and probably putting them out of service. Winne estimated the piles would not last longer than two to five years. A solution was needed, and soon, if the United States was to retain its standing as the world’s first and only nuclear power.28

The commission and its advisors considered building new reactors as an answer to the production requirement in 1947. The GAC suggested building two completely new reactor areas at Hanford, but such a plan would require more time and labor than constructing replacement units close to the original piles. But replacement reactors near the old ones, in the eyes of the Military Liaison Committee, presented their own special difficulties. Built to share waterworks, the replacements could run only if the originals actually failed, since the waterworks could only supply one operating reactor at a time. In addition, the proximity of the replacement reactors to existing reactors increased the risk of operating accidents or damage from enemy attack. When General Electric discovered that B reactor, which had been placed on standby to extend its lifetime, actually was deteriorating faster than the operating piles as a result of corrosion, the commission tentatively decided in October 1947 to build three replacement units and two new production reactors.29

Meanwhile, through 1947, General Electric researchers found that "annealing" the graphite provided a solution to the worsening problem of expansion. They discovered that, at higher temperatures, the interstitial carbon atoms which had been displaced by the neutron burst have shorter lifetimes, allowing them to slip back into the crystal lattice more quickly. By running the reactors at three hundred degrees Celsius and then slowly cooling them, the displaced atoms diffused and found vacancies to occupy within the crystal structure. The irradiated graphite recovered its proper structure and stopped growing.30

The success in 1947 in addressing graphite swelling through annealing convinced the commission that the original piles would not fail suddenly but rather gradually, if they did at all. As a result, the commissioners scaled back their tentative construction program, authorizing in December 1947 one replacement pile at D (to be called DR) and one at a new pile area, named H.31

As the commission determined the scope of its construction programs at Hanford, it also recognized that the site needed a strong federal manager at the site to ensure that its decisions were implemented by the contractor. Despite the General Electric successes in solving the technical problems of graphite swelling, the commission remained unconvinced
that the company would be responsive in building replacement and new reactors promptly. Wilson, the AEC's general manager, suggested the appointment of Carleton Shugg as local federal representative. Shugg was a vice president of the Todd Shipyard Corporation who had the energy and skills to see building projects to completion within a limited time. He arrived at Hanford on Labor Day 1947, and within seven months the site was visibly showing signs of his impact. He had DR's main building going up and H site clearance under way. More than ten thousand construction workers thronged Hanford, a stark contrast to the quiet days immediately following the completion of the original three piles and to the confused lack of direction through 1946 and early 1947. Shugg's success led to his appointment as deputy general manager in Washington, and his replacement, Frederick Schlemer from the TVA, followed through on Shugg's start.32

Early in 1948, tensions in Europe escalated. On 1 April the Soviet Union denied land access to Berlin to the Western occupying powers in Germany. During the Berlin blockade and the American-led "Airlift" of supplies to the city which continued through 30 September 1949, American military leaders desired an assured supply of atomic weapons. In light of the improvements General Electric had accomplished at Hanford and requirements for weapons materials set by the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the AEC authorized reactivation of B reactor by July 1948. By the end of the year, the GAC heard from Williams that "things were now getting into line" at Hanford, a recognition of the company's efforts to prolong the lifetimes of the original piles. In fact, actual production levels had exceeded scheduled amounts.33

As the commission managers worked to get construction under way, General Electric based its plans for DR and H on the blueprints used by Du Pont for the original three reactors, but with several small variations. Construction of DR had top priority, though scheduling often was dovetailed with H in order to facilitate procurement of critical supplies. Experience gained from building DR was then applied to H. With an eye toward heightening safety, especially in recognition of the fact that General Electric expected to run the reactor at higher power levels than originally designed, the numbers of horizontal control rods and vertical safety rods were increased. For both DR and H, the graphite was machined with a slight concave shape, compensating in part for the graphite expansion experienced in the other piles. Construction proceeded rapidly, and the commissioners soon faced the question of deciding when to start operating the new reactors.34

General Electric's rapid construction of DR and H and its simultaneously dealing with the graphite expansion problem in the original pile at D created an ironic dilemma by March 1949. DR, originally intended to replace the imminently failing D, was almost fully built but without a separate waterworks system to allow its start-up. In an effort to test the feasibility of running D and DR simultaneously, General Electric had increased D's waterworks to handle 40,000 gallons per minute. However, both reactors running at full capacity required a total of about 64,000 gallons of water per minute. If the commission wanted both reactors operating simultaneously at full blast, it had to face the need for a new waterworks for DR.35

Wilson, speaking before the congressional joint committee's executive committee in March 1949, suggested the possibility that F's waterworks could be made available for DR.
When built during the war, the central region of F reactor had been loaded with some of the highest density graphite used in all of the piles. This same area, according to Wilson, was currently experiencing the greatest amount of expansion, and General Electric was not certain that the annealing measures used successfully to solve graphite expansion in B and D would leave F fully functional. If not, then F's water could be pumped across the desert to DR, in effect making DR a replacement for F, not D.36

Another possibility, of course, was to make DR a separate site with its own waterworks. However, the commission and the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy were unwilling to ask Congress for the necessary funding until production requirements forced their hands. As the reactor picture stood in 1949, D was "perking along satisfactorily," B and F continued in operation, DR remained unloaded and in standby, and H reactor was slated for full operation once it was finished.37

**More Production Through Power Upgrades**

One promising way to accomplish increased production while awaiting completion of H and a solution to the DR waterworks problem involved running the older piles at a higher neutron flux and thus at a higher temperature. Higher power ratings would lead to increased production and, because the higher power levels also reduced swelling, possibly to safer operation. Yet running the reactors at once hotter and at a higher flux did not intuitively seem safer, and that created a problem among the GAC scientific advisers who studied the issue. B, D, and F were originally designed to run only at 250 MW. Significant departures from this rating needed study and controlled observation in order to ensure safety.

In order to promote higher graphite temperature, General Electric operators worked with different concentrations of carbon dioxide-helium gas. Originally, pure helium had been used in the piles in order to keep the graphite from catching fire from the oxygen in the air when run at high temperatures and to prevent neutron absorption or poisoning from the air. With further experimentation, though, Hanford operators found that CO₂ exhibited the same inert qualities as helium but offered poorer heat transfer, allowing greater control of graphite temperature. Using annealing with other modifications, it soon became possible to operate B, D, and F reactors at much higher megawattage than their original design levels.38

While increased temperatures kept the graphite from swelling further (and, in some cases, even shrank it to its original size), hotter conditions limited the already short time periods in which fuel slugs could remain in the piles. A standard fuel element consisted of a solid rod-shaped piece of uranium one inch in diameter and eight inches long that was soldered into an aluminum can. Under higher heat conditions, the contained uranium caused blistering and sometimes rupturing of cans on a fairly frequent basis. By 1947 operators at Hanford developed a series of methods for detecting slug swelling and failure. These included a simple optical test in which the decrease in light intensity through the process tube indicated the presence of blisters on the cans. Another method involved
measuring the level of radioactivity discharged from the process tube water. An alarm sounded when the reader encountered a sudden increase in the number of neutrons, indicating that a slug had ruptured and released some of its radiation to the cooling water. The panelit gauge allowed immediate tracing to the particular offending tube and slug.39

In the late 1940s and early 1950s, researchers at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Battelle, Argonne, Schenectady, and Hanford investigated slug failures, looking specifically at how uranium acted in fission reactions. Results of these experiments provided important information for improving designs of the fuel elements which not only tolerated the greater heat but also produced more plutonium. By the late 1950s, local technicians at Hanford had designed innovative slugs, such as ones with a cooling-water passage bored through the center, which allowed the slugs to withstand longer exposure times. Such relatively simple mechanical expedients adapted the reactors to higher operating temperatures and higher megawattage. Without any spectacular invention, but through dozens of such minor incremental innovations, the Hanford reactors evolved under the hands of the GE managers and the continuing cadre of engineers.40

General Electric worked with the Reactor Safeguard Committee (RSC) from its founding in 1947 to implement a program of "gradual stepwise increments" in power levels. The GAC recommended the creation of the safety panel, composed of a group of "disinterested experts," in June 1947 when it grappled with the difficult problem of evaluating potential dangers in reactor operations. The separate advisory body, headed by Edward Teller, focused on the risks attached to power upgrades, studying reports from operating personnel as they experimented with incremental power upgrades. The RSC evaluated the results, approved further power increases, and considered overall risk to the surrounding environment.41

Striking a satisfactory balance between the AEC's production demands and the RSC's need to ensure adequate safety proved a sensitive issue when the power upgrade program started. In October 1948 the GAC expressed concern that Teller's committee, barely a year old, might already be acting as a "retarding influence" on reactor development with its emphasis on "special hazards" as opposed to estimating adequately their "probability" of occurrence. The RSC focused its analysis on how much radioactive material would be released in a single, definable catastrophe and then determined how to limit that release to allowable tolerances by studying meteorological, hydrological, and topographical factors. At that time, there was no generally accepted means of estimating probabilities of reactor failure.42

In order to make decisions on power upgrades, the RSC depended on General Electric for its information. But, in Teller's opinion at least, the company had been negligent in providing "specific figures" and other data. In 1949 Teller stated that the committee could not object to proposals for further power increases since it could not fully evaluate the effects on safety. At the same time, Teller warned that the RSC could not "share the responsibility" for any new operational plans without further consultation. To address this problem, the RSC formally requested General Electric in early 1950 to forward multiple copies of all reports "having a bearing on safe operation" of the reactors to the Hanford Operations Office for distribution to the committee members. The early clashes with the
outspoken Dr. Teller over safety through classified memoranda exchanges bears a surface resemblance to later, more public controversies over reactor safety issues. Yet Teller and his committee supported the weapons mission and the goal of increased production; the RSC's goal was to insure continued weapons production and reactor operation, not to resist production in the name of safety. The tensions between the Teller-led RSC and the company arose from issues of prompt and complete communication rather than from a deeper disagreement over the goal of increasing production.43

By March 1950 the Reactor Safeguard Committee had approved operation of the piles at 305 megawatts (up from 250) and, in light of encouraging graphite studies, was favorably considering an incremental increase to 330 MW. With each power upgrade, the RSC also considered the effect of discharged effluent on radioactivity levels in the river. The committee noted that the allowable increase was still within the tolerance limits for human consumption of water, though "major impoundments" of the river above and below Hanford needed assessment to properly measure the effects.44

Though graphite swelling, radiation exposure, and general fears of catastrophic incidents necessarily limited how far the operating contractor and the RSC wanted to push the operating levels of the Hanford piles, the source of that power--fuel slugs--needed constant redevelopment in order to withstand the intense heats to which they were routinely subjected. By 1950, adopting results from detailed metallurgical studies of uranium, General Electric substantially increased exposure times for slugs, up to three times the level feasible in 1946, without encountering blistering or warping. One method, involving the use of 2 percent zirconium alloyed to the slug, helped stabilize the slug, even under very high exposures.45

Improved inspection techniques, new water treatment processing, and enhanced instrumentation also extended fuel slug lifetime and increased overall production levels. The technical workers materially reduced slug corrosion by changing the chemical treatment of the pile input water. Another problem was "boiling disease," which referred to accidental raising of the water temperature in particular fuel-loaded process channels to 212 degrees. A resulting pocket of steam presented problems in which an alternating phase steam-water system developed in the tubes and caused increased resistance, decreased cooling, and increased slug ruptures. The thin aluminum-zirconium coated slugs would expand, blister, crack, and spill their contents into the tubes. Ruptured slugs required shutting down the reactor, then recovering the damaged slug, which might be stuck in a tube. Dealing with this problem led GE to design new control instruments. At the onset of boiling disease, these devices scrambled the piles, reducing the chance of greater potential damage. Operators also developed an array of special tools for recovering the ruptured slugs.46

Each of these steps for incremental increases in reactor power levels was significant not just from a production standpoint but, perhaps more importantly, from the vantage of achieving greater economic efficiency. By the early 1950s, atomic energy policymakers came to the disturbing realization that plutonium was costing the United States a great deal of money. Though high capital expenditures for secondary facilities mostly contributed to the overall figure, the AEC supported increased power levels in part because these tended
to lower plutonium production costs per gram. G. R. Prout, a General Electric vice president and chairman of the company's nucleonics department, told the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy in June 1950 that improved slug designs had allowed higher power levels and had cut raw material requirements by 50 percent. Not only did the procedures allow for better use of scarce uranium, but the steps led to dollar savings, with the company producing 40 percent more plutonium per dollar of operating cost in 1949 than in 1947. Although the company operated on a cost reimbursement contract, its ability to bring cost analysis and procedural improvements to bear began to win it warm support in Congress.47

Through the early postwar years, the United States thought it had a monopoly on the winning weapon. Most concerned policy officials believed in mid-1949 that that monopoly had been maintained through a combination of secrecy about the crucial elements of the weapon, limited supplies of uranium, and the difficulty of the weapons making process. Thus, decisions to keep the reactors operating were taken against a background of an assumed nuclear lead over the Soviet Union.48

Groves himself estimated at the end of World War II that the Soviets lagged behind the United States in progress towards a nuclear weapon by as much as twenty years, basing his estimates on outdated geological maps of the Soviet Union which showed few uranium deposits. The coup d'etat of 25 February 1948, which converted the government of Czechoslovakia into a Soviet satellite state, appeared ominous; the Joachimstahl uranium mines there might aid the Soviet effort. The Berlin blockade, beginning in April 1948, contributed to military concerns about maintaining a weapons stockpile. But events in 1949 and 1950 would completely destroy Americans' assumptions about their lead over the Soviets in the nuclear field.
The Soviet Union exploded its first atomic weapon in late August 1949 but made no public announcement of the event. In the United States, the air force air monitoring program and rainwater samples from contaminated clouds confirmed the fact of the Soviet test. Truman and the commissioners were shocked, for they had believed the monopoly secure. In order to conceal the existence of the monitoring method, Truman waited until 23 September to inform both the public and his cabinet of the news. Truman still appeared not entirely convinced the Soviets actually had a bomb, referring in his speech to an "atomic explosion."

Lilienthal saw some good in the crisis; he hoped that "the old spirit of emergency" would be restored, allowing vigorous pursuit of new construction and new scientific advances. Intelligence sources had in part fed the president's and the nation's belief that nuclear capability in the USSR was still months or even years away. As late as July 1949 the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) had estimated that the Russians would not have a bomb until the summer of 1950, and more likely the summer of 1953. Feeling misled, Senator Eugene Milliken of the JCAE reminded his colleagues in October 1949 of CIA director Admiral Roscoe Hillenkoeter's perhaps "innocent" previous assurances that the CIA "possessed much factual data" about Soviet slow progress towards a nuclear weapon less than two months before the explosion. The CIA drolly responded that it was reviewing the now current data "in light of this development" with an eye toward revising its estimates on the date of Soviet weapons production.

"Little Joe," as American journalists dubbed the device, led the Joint Chiefs of Staff to set new minimum requirements for the atomic stockpile with a demand for increased production. In response, Lilienthal informed Hanford's manager Fred Schlemmer that construction of DR waterworks, which had been placed on hold, should proceed immediately. Lilienthal also stressed the importance of completing and beginning operations of Redox.

However, as atomic energy policymakers considered building new production piles in response to the Soviet detonation, they did not immediately support locating them at Hanford. As Carleton Shugg made clear in an October 1949 JCAE Executive Session meeting, any new reactor construction would throw the balance at Hanford "badly out of whack" since support facilities would then need upgrading to handle the increased plutonium production. Instead, the committee considered the possibility of locating any new piles at a site other than Hanford.

At the same time the commissioners worried that the current weapons program would be insufficient in addressing the new Soviet threat. Commissioner Lewis Strauss wrote to his colleagues urging that they take a "quantum jump" in planning by intensifying efforts toward developing a thermonuclear weapon.
The rest of the commission was less inclined than Strauss to immediately adopt this position. The thermonuclear bomb, or the "Super," had been investigated during the MED period. Scientists, politicians, and even the general public had heard of H-bombs. Even though such weapons had not yet been designed, it was assumed that, when developed, one would produce enough destructive power to obliterate an area of one hundred square miles. For Chairman Lilienthal and many others, a decision involving development of a weapon one hundred to one thousand times more powerful than the Hiroshima one required not just consideration of such routine factors as costs, feasibility, and efficient use of fissionable materials but also military and diplomatic factors, "psychological imponderables," and moral issues. As Lilienthal noted, "I regard the matter not as one for the Commission merely, or chiefly, but essentially a question of foreign policy for [Secretary of State Dean] Acheson and the President." The decision was not an easy one to make.7

In early November Lilienthal laid out for Truman the thermonuclear situation as the commissioners, individually and as a group, saw it. Following a subcommittee trip to Los Alamos and Berkeley where most of the scientific research on the Super had taken place, the commission concluded that, with a minimum of three years development, "there is a better than even chance it can be made to work." In addition, Lilienthal acknowledged that the Soviets were already familiar with the ideas and would probably successfully complete their development work within a comparable time frame.8

Nagging at Lilienthal, however, was the realization that if the United States pursued development of this weapon, it would "intensify in a new way" the US-USSR arms race, ultimately calling into question America's commitment to peace. Lilienthal wanted to keep the country strong, but he was not convinced that hydrogen bombs secured any additional strength over the current atomic weapons stockpile. Instead, he believed that US adoption of the Super would signal to the world that "we have abandoned our program for peace and are resigned to war." And this war, in Lilienthal's eyes, would rely almost entirely on new mass destruction weapons. "A costly cycle of misconception and illusion" would irretrievably focus America's national policy on Superbombs as the chief means for protection. Clearly, more was at stake than simply developing a new kind of bomb.9

Siding with Lilienthal were J. Robert Oppenheimer and his fellow scientists on the General Advisory Committee. The GAC considered the Super as completely different from an atomic bomb. Any decision to use such a weapon, the GAC reported, would be "a decision to slaughter a vast number of civilians." In addition, members expressed alarm regarding the possible global implications of releasing radioactivity which would render large areas uninhabitable long after a war. Enrico Fermi and Isidor Rabi told the commissioners that the use of hydrogen bombs would place the United States in a "bad moral position" relative to other countries. For the GAC, thermonuclear devices represented an entirely new and unwelcome stage in the quest for national security. The opposition of the GAC was strong and was strongly stated.10

On the other side, Strauss was joined by a few scientists and many politicians who voiced their reasons for supporting the design and construction of thermonuclear weapons. Dr. E. O. Lawrence, director of Berkeley's Radiation Laboratory, noted that evidence already suggested the Soviets were "well on their way to production" and the United States had "no
time to lose." JCAE chairman Brien McMahon wrote to the president that "the profundity of the atomic crisis which has now overtaken us cannot . . . be exaggerated." With the "wholly new order of destructive magnitude" available in the Super, McMahon argued that the military advantage it presented should not be underestimated. Along with severely reducing an opponent's ability to retaliate, the hydrogen bomb promised the psychological benefit of shocking and demoralizing the enemy. In the end, for McMahon, it was a choice between "catastrophe" if the Soviets developed the bomb first and "a chance of saving ourselves" if the US succeeded before the USSR. Lilienthal, mocking McMahon's emphasis on worst-case scenarios, characterized the senator's views in his diary as "blow them up off the face of the earth, quick, before they do the same to us—and we haven't much time."

Debate within the confines of the Atomic Energy Commission and the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy soon spread when the Washington Post published an article about American development of a "super bomb" which spurred front-page stories worldwide. President Truman, upset that the decision he wanted to make carefully and without outside pressures now had entered a truly public forum, asked for recommendations from his secretary of state, secretary of defense, and Atomic Energy Commission chairman. By early January 1950, both secretaries had concluded that the Super must be built. In addition, the Joint Chiefs of Staff pushed for the weapon as a deterrent force while the JCAE, marshaled around Senator McMahon, also supported its development. Lilienthal had the support of Commissioners Smyth and Sumner Pike within the commission itself, although when he appeared at the National Security Council, Lilienthal found himself a lone dissenter from the desire to build the new bomb. Lilienthal argued to the end that the Super meant a "headlong rush to a war of mass destruction weapons," but Truman would not hear it. On 31 January 1950, the president signed his advisors' recommendation for developing thermonuclear weapons, saying that "we have no other course." The next generation of nuclear weapons was to be built.

**Supplying the Super with Tritium**

On the day of the president's decision to support further research on thermonuclear weapons, the JCAE discussed what adjustments to make to the current production program. A prime consideration was increasing the production of tritium, a radioactive isotope of hydrogen which had already been produced in small amounts in the Hanford production piles.

Preliminary designs for the new hydrogen bomb called for quantities of tritium to be fused with deuterium, or heavy water, for the energy release. The first hydrogen-fusion device tested by the United States on 31 October 1952--the "Mike" shot in the Ivy series--was a cumbersome "wet" device, with super-cooled liquid tritium and deuterium in a building-sized refrigeration unit at the Enewetak test site in the Marshall Islands. More than a year earlier, in May 1951, tritium had been employed to test the principle of "boosting" in Operation Greenhouse. In that series, tritium was first used in a plutonium-fueled
atomic weapon to make the fission reaction more complete, or to boost the effect. Hydrogen bombs as later developed consisted of two compartments—the primary, in which a fission reaction took place, and the secondary, where fusion occurred. In the secondary compartment of the hydrogen weapon, solid thermonuclear fuels which did not require refrigeration, such as lithium-deuteride, reacted with the high energy neutrons produced from the fission reaction and produced more tritium. This bomb-produced tritium in turn fused with deuterium and produced a high energy neutron, making the most significant energy component of the bomb. Additional fission reactions occurred when a surrounding case of uranium reacted with the high energy neutrons created from the fusion reaction. The tritium in the secondary was produced from the reaction in the weapon; it did not have to be manufactured in advance in reactors. With the later hydrogen weapon designs, production reactors only needed to supply enough tritium to boost the primary part of the hydrogen bomb. But in the early 1950s, as the weapon design choices were being thought out, first estimates suggested a vastly increased need for tritium.14

Tritium production in nuclear reactors required that target slugs loaded with lithium-deuteride be inserted into a pile along with fuel rods containing highly enriched uranium (HEU), or a higher-than-natural ratio of U-235. This arrangement was different from that used for producing plutonium which required only the fuel rods since the U-238 in the rods served as the "target." Furthermore, efficient plutonium production required natural uranium with a high proportion of U-238. Thus, a choice had to be made between efficient reactor loadings for plutonium production (natural uranium) or efficient reactor loadings for tritium production (HEU). One or more reactors would have to be set aside and converted to tritium production with the lithium-deuteride targets, but such a decision would reduce plutonium production. Hanford’s DR reactor, whose waterworks was currently under construction, offered one possible source for tritium since it had not yet been operated and thus could be more easily converted. However, the General Advisory Committee, thinking in terms of preliminary fusion designs needing large amounts of tritium, warned that that requirement could not be fully met simply by extending current methods. New slugs and chemical processing facilities, among other things, had to be rapidly developed and constructed if large quantities of tritium were required. Furthermore, better use of HEU fuels could be achieved in a reactor with an entirely different conceptual design, moderated by heavy water.15

At issue for the Atomic Energy Commission was a short-term tritium requirement for the first tentatively scheduled test while also meeting the long-range production needs visualized for future thermonuclear weapons. In February 1950 the JCAE discussed four possible alternatives to produce tritium. One consideration involved loading H reactor with enriched uranium for tritium production and using the still unloaded DR to make up for the loss in plutonium from H’s diversion. Other possible approaches to tritium production included building six Materials Testing Reactors which Argonne National Laboratory was investigating, using a large linear accelerator currently under study at Berkeley Radiation Laboratory, or continuing design work on a heavy water moderated reactor similar to the one built at Chalk River, Canada, during World War II. The last alternative seemed to offer an efficient and realizable approach.16
The JCAE also focused on which reactors at Hanford to dedicate for the short-run, immediate tritium production. However, committee members quickly realized that tritium production at Hanford necessarily intruded on the production of fissionable plutonium. In response, Hanford investigated the possibility of using only slightly enriched uranium in one of the reactors, allowing for production of both tritium and plutonium. It soon became apparent that partial enrichment necessitated the use of several piles in order to meet the needed quantities of tritium. Plutonium production would be greater by devoting a single reactor to tritium than by spreading tritium production to many reactors. H pile became the choice for dedication to tritium when it was recognized that it could start producing tritium sooner than DR, whose waterworks was still under construction.\(^{17}\)

Compounding the anxiety about the thermonuclear program was the revelation in January 1950 that Klaus Fuchs had supplied detailed reports on weapon design to the Soviets. Fuchs was a young German physicist who had defected to Great Britain in 1933; he later worked at Los Alamos on the bomb and had stayed on after the war. At the date of his confession, he was employed at Britain's Harwell laboratory, where he was the leading candidate for the post of research director. Later evidence and his full confession revealed he had regularly supplied the Soviets with secret information through both their British and American espionage networks and that he had continued to do so even after the end of World War II. According to Generals K. D. Nichols and Herbert Loper, Fuchs' information significantly advanced Soviet capabilities in developing the Super. Characteristically, Senator McMahon warned that the Russians could bomb Washington or New York "a hell of a lot sooner" than the United States had originally expected. The ever-cautious Strauss answered that a greater degree of urgency was needed on the thermonuclear program and that "more bolts and locks" were necessary to ensure security. Fuchs' confession gave substance to the arguments of the security-conscious and, together with the Soviet development of the atomic weapon, clinched the arguments both for the Super and for increased plutonium and tritium production.\(^{18}\)

With these events suddenly converting the American monopoly on the winning weapon into a neck and neck nuclear arms race, the Atomic Energy Commission moved directly to discussions on exactly how to run Hanford's H reactor to produce tritium, a new process which had not been fully tested. American scientists had not extensively studied highly enriched uranium fuel rods previously, so Commissioner H. D. Smyth suggested the use of the cooperative relationship with the Canadians to test the rods in the NRX heavy water reactor at Chalk River. Heavy water reactors were usually fueled with HEU and thus the Canadians had pertinent experience. As Smyth pointed out, the United States would obtain the necessary technical data much faster by cooperation than by separate research.\(^{19}\)

By the spring of 1950 the commission had decided how to approach the future production of tritium, both in the short and long terms. In order to meet immediate testing requirements, General Electric started producing quantities of tritium at Hanford by pushing the regular slugs out of H reactor and replacing them with HEU slugs and lithium-deuteride target slugs. Based on the information gained from these trials, General Electric then planned to start an interim program for making stockpile amounts of tritium by loading both H and DR reactors with enriched material. However, for the long term, the commission
decided to produce tritium using heavy water reactors located at a site other than Hanford.20

NEW REACTORS AT A SECOND SITE

The AEC decided to construct two full-scale production reactors, moderated with heavy water, at a completely separate site yet to be decided. Even though facing such uncertainties, a few preliminary decisions could be taken rapidly, particularly the choice of contractor. By 1950 Crawford Greenewalt had moved to the rank of president of the Du Pont corporation, bringing the wartime experience with the Hanford reactors to the highest level of decision making in the corporation. The Atomic Energy Commission decided, without much debate, to work with Du Pont corporation as the contractor for the new site.21 The commission went ahead with the obvious choice, engaging Du Pont to do preliminary planning out of funds already available.

Du Pont accepted the contract, insisting on a personal letter from the president urging it to do so that it had not sought the work.22 Through August 1950 Greenewalt worked to get a special request from President Truman in the form of a letter to be able to demonstrate that the company’s re-entry into the nuclear business came in response to a genuine national defense priority, established and confirmed at the highest level. Eventually President Truman complied with a brief letter. Then and later, company officials regarded this specific, personally signed request from Truman as of great significance, using it to explain company participation in the project and at least to imply a commitment to the project as a national priority, even though the letter came six months after the company became involved. The letter was not only cited but was photographically reproduced both in public relations documents and in submissions to congressional committees so that Truman’s personal signature could be noted. Du Pont was following orders and could prove it.23

The selection of the site for the new reactors moved along quite smoothly, considering the potential such a process naturally possessed for generating delays. Over a period of several weeks in the late summer of 1950, Du Pont engineers narrowed the choices to a short list of seventeen sites. By the end of November, a site on the Savannah River near Aiken, South Carolina, had been chosen.24

When AEC chairman Gordon Dean reported directly to the JCAE about the site selection process, he made it clear that the experts at Du Pont were entrusted with the decision-making power over the site. Yet he included with his testimony a press release prepared by the commission which stressed, for the public, a pattern in which the government’s site review committee considered recommendations from Du Pont. The difference in tone between the public statement and the statement to the JCAE, while one of emphasis, may have reflected a concern that the press and sectors of the public would not approve too central a decision-making role for Du Pont but that the congressional committee, knowing the corporate record from the war years, might tolerate such a role.25
Under General Groves, military staff members and contracted experts made the decisions. In the world of the 1950s, the public tried to participate somewhat more directly. By contrast to stormy controversies which soon erupted over corporate decisions on commercial reactor siting, the Savannah River site selection process was painless and only slightly more exposed to public scrutiny than the earlier siting under the MED.26

A few public rumblings about the site choice process began to reach Congress, but they were readily handled. The complaints did not reflect objections to the risks which might be associated with the site, as in the later power reactor disputes over corporate decisions to locate near cities or in scenic areas, but arose from discontent of citizens and representatives of a variety of other sites who, with an eye to economic benefits, wished that the commission had selected their own locations. Dozens of communities, discounting any unusual risks associated with a production reactor site, clamored for consideration. The JCAE responded to the advocates of different localities by reviewing the site selection process after it had been substantially completed. The joint committee agreed that the Atomic Energy Commission's choice had been in fact in the government's best interest, stressing that careful consideration had been given to a number of objective factors such as water temperature, military security, land cost, and minimum numbers of people to be displaced.27

The new reactors could provide a steady supply of tritium as well as more plutonium production capacity for the expanded stockpile and a back-up facility in case of attack or accident at Hanford. The ideal new reactors would use highly enriched uranium as fuel and heavy water, or deuterium, as a moderator. Although a heavy water moderated production reactor had been recommended as early as August 1943 by the P-9 committee at the Met Lab, Groves had not authorized detailed planning for such a reactor during the war.

As far as the AEC was concerned, the Russian bomb announcement "crystallized" commission thinking about a new round of production reactor construction, both of new design and of the old graphite-moderated design. In June 1950, as the new reactor planning and site selection proceeded, the North Korean army drove across the 38th parallel into the Republic of Korea. With Soviet espionage, the Soviet bomb, and the Korean War in the news, World War III seemed imminent.28 Following this crisis, the Atomic Energy Commission decided in October to add three more heavy water reactors to the two already planned for Savannah River. In 1951 and 1952, as the war continued, the commission added another expansion round of three new graphite-moderated reactors to be built at Hanford for the purpose of simply increasing the standard atomic bomb stockpile.

Even as the arms race heated up, the AEC anticipated eventual overproduction of plutonium. Commission chairman Gordon Dean and others recognized by 1952 that the new Savannah River reactors together with the new Hanford reactors would allow for a high level of plutonium production which would, in a few years, produce a quantity in excess of any conceivable anticipated military need. Although tritium had a 12.3 year half-life and thus would require a steady production to keep up with the decay of slightly more than 5 percent of any stockpile in a year, plutonium-239’s 25,000 year half-life meant that
The stockpile of that strategic material would only be consumed in weapons tests or actual military use. While some degree of permanent tritium production capacity had to be maintained, there would be no continuing need for plutonium production after a certain point. It was difficult to predict in 1952 exactly when that point would be reached, but Dean, in a thoughtful draft position paper, estimated that the surplus would arrive by the mid- or late 1960s. Events proved him right.29

Knowing that a surplus of plutonium would be achieved in a few years made for a number of important considerations. It would then be possible to close most of the reactors and to reserve one or two of them for future tritium production alone. With that in mind, it was not necessary to build all of the reactors with long-term life expectancies in excess of twenty years nor with a permanent commitment to plutonium production capacity. Even if not built for durability, the imponderables of designing a reactor in such a way that it could produce either plutonium or tritium, or both in various mixed proportions, needed considerable thought and planning.

**URGENT SCHEDULES**

During World War II the first three Hanford reactors had been sited, designed, engineered, built, and brought to operation between the fall of 1942 and the winter of 1944-45. From the first letter contract with Du Pont to the operation of B, the first reactor, was a period of twenty-one months; the D and F reactors were operating within twenty-seven months. The construction of the first postwar Hanford reactors moved even more rapidly, partly due to the speed of replicating existing design, partly due to experience gained on questions of control, slug handling, and river water cooling. The new generation of reactors at Savannah River, with their entirely new designs, took longer to build on average, but only slightly longer. With the Savannah River project conceived in 1950, the first reactor, R, was begun in June 1951 and completed twenty-five months later, in July 1953.

Operation of the Hanford reactors generally followed completion within a month or two; the Savannah River reactors usually required a longer period of testing and minor modification before operation. By Hanford standards, the thirty-eight months from start of construction to operation for C reactor at Savannah River was quite slow. However, by the standards of a later generation of nuclear engineers, such a pace would appear rapid. The placing of R reactor in operation in December 1953, when the conceptual design had only been sketched out in December 1950, seemed to later nuclear specialists a remarkable achievement in engineering and management. Engineers of the 1980s and 1990s attributed the relative rapidity of the earlier generation's work to the absence of environmental legislation, public involvement, and adversarial political atmosphere. Those factors complicated the life of engineers in the later period, but the successful and rapid work of the 1950s derived from a number of other factors which bear close examination.
Table 2

POSTWAR PRODUCTION REACTOR COMPLETION SCHEDULES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reactor</th>
<th>Date Approved</th>
<th>Date Started</th>
<th>Date Completed</th>
<th>Months Constr.</th>
<th>Date Oper'n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Average start to completion, Hanford: 20 months

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reactor</th>
<th>Date Approved</th>
<th>Date Started</th>
<th>Date Completed</th>
<th>Months Constr.</th>
<th>Date Oper'n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Savannah River</td>
<td>May 1950</td>
<td>Jun 1951</td>
<td>Jul 1953</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Dec 1953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Oct 1950</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Average start to completion, Savannah River: 29 months

Source: AEC 1140, p. 48.

The prompt schedule was possible because of several distinct but related reasons, not immediately obvious in retrospect. The Korean War, the possible imminence of World War III, and a national consensus that sacrifices were required to stop the Soviets all created, at the national level of the Atomic Energy Commission, an atmosphere of urgency and commitment. In that environment, Du Pont, the contractor with the most pertinent recent wartime experience, was the ideal choice.
As a contractor, Du Pont not only brought considerable reactor building experience but also particular methods and style, a particular corporate culture, to the task. Under the MED, the corporation had worked quickly to design a reactor using only some fundamental concepts from the Met Lab, sometimes making arbitrary choices between alternatives and options under the pressure of time and with little chance to consider all the consequences of a choice. Reflecting its experience in private sector chemical engineering, the corporation was quite capable of sorting through difficult design decisions. Du Pont efficiently resolved design choices internally by a system of checks and balances between its own divisions and departments. The corporation handled its liaisons with other parts of the growing nuclear establishment with a minimum of bureaucratic delay, arguing successfully with AEC procurement officials that emergency conditions should allow for noncompetitive purchasing of key components. Good scheduling, spurred by a sense of urgency, allowed planning and design work to be done even during construction of already-settled components, probably the greatest single contributor to rapidity and efficiency. From the selection of the site through the settling of literally hundreds of major and minor design and construction questions, Du Pont used its own methods to good effect.

**Participation in the Design Process**

On technical design matters, the Atomic Energy Commission relied very heavily upon Du Pont, although getting input to varying degrees from other institutions in its now farflung complex. The fundamentals of the conceptual design had been worked out by Walter Zinn at Argonne. Records of consultations by the AEC included not only Zinn’s reactor group but other groups at Oak Ridge, the GE-operated Knolls Laboratory at Schenectady, and the Canadian facility at Chalk River. By 1952 Argonne operated six programs in support of the Savannah River project, for a total of $2.7 million planned for the 1953 fiscal year. Knolls ran two programs at $2 million, and Oak Ridge conducted $400,000 worth of studies on separation of products, for a total of slightly over $5 million at the three sites in the single budget year. All three facilities engaged in training personnel for Savannah River, for a high point of 229 trainees at one time in the first quarter of 1953. By contrast to the hundreds of millions spent through Du Pont corporation for the construction of the Savannah River reactors, however, the work at the other facilities was a minor part of the total.  

Du Pont, of course, paid for concrete and steel, not just studies, making its expenses much higher than those of the design consultants. Nevertheless, literally hundreds of the detailed technical decisions which gave physical shape to the technology were made by Du Pont engineers without the sort of direct military oversight and policy monitoring which Leslie Groves had exercised. Groves had worked through the Met Lab and blue-ribbon groups of physicists during the war years. In one 1950 throwback to the earlier use of the wisdom of renowned physicists, the AEC consulted with Eugene Wigner and John Wheeler, veterans of the MED effort. The old disputes between Du Pont and the Chicago physicists appeared to be forgotten as Wigner applied his enthusiasm for the heavy water design to
some of the early planning. Such participation was isolated and represented the exception rather than the rule in 1950, as the commission relied on Du Pont to provide design coordination.³¹

A stark contrast between the MED style and the AEC style of managing the design phase was the almost complete absence of outside consultant checks or restraints on the technical decisions taken by Du Pont in the later period. During World War II, Greenewalt had been in constant communication with Groves and the Met Lab scientists over both major and minor details of design and operational problems, as in the resolution of the xenon-poisoning when B reactor first started. In the period 1950-53 under the civilian management of the AEC, Du Pont worked rather differently. The overall conceptual design, the scale of the reactors, their eventual product mix between plutonium, tritium, and polonium, and, of course, the provision of funds to build the reactors were all decisions made by the commission. But on vast numbers of smaller, yet important, practical design decisions, Du Pont appeared free of the type of external oversight exercised during the Manhattan project by Groves and the Met Lab scientists. These conclusions and decisions were reached through a Du Pont cultural style which its officers and engineers referred to as "flexibility."

**DESIGN FLEXIBILITY**

When Du Pont began reactor construction planning in October 1950 even as the final narrowing-down of the site choices proceeded, engineer A. E. Church of Du Pont's Atomic Energy Division stated that the design team placed a "large premium" on "flexibility in the ultimate design."³² This "flexibility" was a key to understanding the whole approach of Du Pont to the Savannah River task. Du Pont kept a large number of design choices open and allowed for several distinct types of flexibility on the project. At the simplest level, flexibility meant that the engineers wanted to get moving with design choices, even though final design options had not been set. Du Pont staff resolved the tension between the requirement for early on-line production and the need for time for the best design by a well-thought-through process of temporary postponement of some decisions. Even as the plans were set on individual aspects, other, fundamental design questions were left open for discussion of competing alternatives. In October 1950, for example, Church deferred a decision on whether the heavy water coolant and moderator should flow upward or downward through the core, even though he expected prompt and prior settlement on such issues as lattice arrangement, moderator purification, monitoring, control rod positioning, and a gas envelope system.³³

In the October discussions, Church set out an eleven-point scope of work for the design division of Du Pont's engineering department. The scope of work called for preliminary pile design data: a general description, then details on tanks, fuel, lattice, control rods, monitoring, moderator purification, gas system, shields, charging and discharging, and materials to be used.
The AEC had decided that all the production reactors to be built at Savannah River should follow the same conceptual design, heavy water moderated and heavy water cooled, and to scale them at about 300 MW. The commission selected an Argonne design as one of several proposals best suited for further development. The "basic concept," as Du Pont engineer R. M. Evans later remembered, "had been developed by Wally Zinn." The basic experimental information on the reactor physics and engineering had been developed at Argonne throughout 1950, so that by December of that year a scope of work was spelled out which allowed either a reactor to produce both tritium and plutonium or to produce plutonium only. Another agreed-upon objective was to be able to increase the power level through enriched fuel loadings. In effect, the scope of work defined what Evans called a "multi-purpose reactor," which could operate efficiently with various mixes of product and fuel. Thus, one meaning of flexibility was the ability to build a reactor without pre-setting its final specific product mix or its final power level.

Even though the conceptual design came from Argonne, thousands of details of engineering from the concept to the final device were left to Du Pont. Du Pont staff produced studies and reports on such features as control actuator design, use of zirconium-clad thorium control rods, removal of scale in heat exchangers, water cooling, shielding, and safeguards. Du Pont designers did make use of pertinent research from Oak Ridge, Argonne, Knolls, and Chalk River. Nevertheless, Du Pont was by no means simply carrying out designs developed by the scientific laboratories; rather, isolated pieces of the scientific, experimental, design, and engineering tasks were farmed out, with the bulk of the detailed work of all types being done by Du Pont personnel. It was as if the commissioners established control only by setting the conceptual design and the general parameters; within those parameters Du Pont made almost all the detailed choices with the help of a scattering of AEC-paid contractors at other facilities.

With Zinn's heavy water concept in hand, different teams of Du Pont engineers worked on four separate layouts or configurations of equipment simultaneously in order to expedite the decision as to the most efficient arrangement. Church gave comments on all four preliminary arrangement drawings provided by the design division. His comments spoke to questions of space requirements, charging and discharging arrangements, the need for protection against bombing and earthquakes, and other details of the so-called "105 building," which represented the generic design for all the planned Savannah River reactors.

In addition to the fixed decision to use heavy water as the moderator and coolant, the first scope of work also took the "arbitrary" decision to use slugs as the form of fuel, "since no other form had been developed." Even though fuel plates or other shapes might be more efficiently cooled in the heavy water because of higher volume-to-surface ratios, the background of work with canned slugs at Hanford provided the designers with a known starting point.

Changing from fuel in slugs to other possible fuel configurations held out the hope of upgrading the power levels in the future. Since the factor limiting the power level was the internal temperature of the fuel element, designs which permitted more efficient cooling allowed for much higher power. But all the later designs were constrained by the tubes
which held the original slug design; waffles, plates, and other noncylindrical overall configurations could not be explored. The design constraint imposed by this early decision to use slugs did not prove disastrous, however. Before the start-up of R, Evans noted that "we have flown considerably higher than the 700 M.W. figure in some of our optimistic guessings for which little basis of fact exists." Later upgrades took some of the reactors over 2,000 MW, so the early optimism was, in retrospect, quite conservative.39

As Du Pont moved towards refining designs and beginning construction in 1951, the company's approach reflected its experience both at Hanford and in chemical engineering more generally. The intricacy of the work and the rapid pace left a tangled trail of memoranda, plans, committee reviews, and individual commentaries on choices. In this welter of communication, some patterns emerged. Heavy construction and some auxiliary building and infrastructure work could go ahead immediately, with postponement of detailed mechanical components for various periods. Du Pont executives used their system of postponing some decisions and reaching others promptly to allow for experimentation, revision of plans, and the pursuit of efficiency and the most rapid attainment of construction schedules. Early choices constrained later choices, and decisions were taken selectively with awareness of how choices narrowed future alternatives.40

Early in the project, Du Pont installed a water treatment laboratory and semi-works to look into the effect of Savannah River water upon heat exchanger performance. Researchers were surprised to discover that intermittently chlorinated raw river water, "mud and all," was a better coolant in the heat exchangers than the same water treated by the expensive processes of flocculation and filtration. These semi-works experiments led to eliminating four costly water treatment facilities, one for each remaining reactor, before they were built. Further, the de-ionized pure heavy water as primary coolant proved far less corrosive of aluminum than Columbia River water had been at Hanford, even at much higher temperatures. Such experiments allowed redesign, sometimes with a cost savings, as the later facilities were being built.41

When confronted with preliminary AEC guidelines on radiological safety, J. E. Cole of Du Pont's Technical Division of its Atomic Energy Division suggested limits to the proposed policy. It was Du Pont's intention, Cole pointed out, to design so that "all normal effluents . . . will be well within the tolerances numerically defined." However, he pointed out, "we cannot guarantee that under unusual or unforeseeable circumstances, these tolerances may not be exceeded." He suggested a number of changes in the wording of the guidelines which made it possible to meet them. In effect, he suggested changing the regulations to conform to what he thought was possible, rather than trying to change the practices to what he believed were unworkable guidelines. In particular, he objected to the concept that discharges to ground or to water should not lead to contamination of possible future drinking water. In light of the fact that the company would be dealing with "radioactives whose half-lives approach 20,000 years, it is impossible on the face of it to produce 'demonstrable evidence' that some water contamination will not later occur."

Cole pointed out that "one has to be practical about this sort of problem." He noted that "no substantial human action that modifies the earth's crust can be demonstrated in advance not to cause difficulty to later generations." In line with these thoughts, he
suggested modifications which kept open such options as ocean dumping of radioactive waste and which modified the possible long-term legal ramifications of the early proposed guidelines.\textsuperscript{42} To an extent, the Atomic Energy Commission was beginning to recognize a civilian-based set of priorities and a responsibility to later generations; Du Pont executives, ever practical, did not want such concerns to hamper design decisions and to prove unnecessarily restrictive. Cole informed the AEC that its guidelines were improperly worded and could not be considered logical in their existing form. While a later generation found it easy to condemn such an approach, Cole’s corporate self-assurance on this score did not appear unusually arrogant or atypical in 1951.

**EXPEDITIOUS PROCEDURES**

Du Pont’s style of assurance and independence of operation was reflected in many ways. As the company planned a detailed program of experimentation in thirteen areas, ranging from control through instrumentation, shielding, and reactor tank construction, rapid liaison with subcontractors and suppliers became essential. Du Pont explicitly indicated that to proceed expeditiously “will necessitate departure from established procedures, such as the elimination of bidding on equipment.” In this connection, Du Pont cooperated with General Electric at Hanford, as well as farming out parts of the project to Du Pont subdivisions and relying on programs at Argonne, Knolls, and Oak Ridge.\textsuperscript{43} In effect, Du Pont officials let the government know that it expected special treatment regarding procurement because of the unique nature of the project. There was nothing sinister or particularly collusive in this approach but rather a straightforward concern with moving ahead in a practical and nonbureaucratic fashion. General Electric workers had developed slug design and slug-handling tools, for example, working on the Hanford reactors, and it would have been foolish to put out for bid requests to supply those pieces of equipment, since no other company was working in the field.

As early as November 1950, Du Pont worked directly with General Electric-Hanford, asking for the Hanford people to test some newly designed aluminum cans and rods. Only after the work had been discussed by telephone and in writing with the manager of the Manufacturing Division at Hanford did the Du Pont managers work with the AEC regional officer at Savannah River, Curtis Nelson, involving him in "making the necessary arrangements with the Hanford Works to have this test scheduled." The AEC was brought in to provide the formal financial and bureaucratic paperwork after the technical details had been settled. Some of the mid-level people working for General Electric at Hanford were former Du Pont employees; parts of a personal network remained in place despite the shift of managing contractor.\textsuperscript{44}

While such arrangements did not conform to any strict procurement protocol which required competitive bidding, it was the clear and practical way to get the government’s business done. By the use of such day-to-day old-boy networks, Du Pont was able to work smoothly and quickly to achieve design and engineering progress at a pace considered phenomenal thirty or forty years later.
Du Pont personnel understood the necessity for control and coordination of their work and were experienced in sorting through the pride of ownership which generated advocates of one system over another. With such issues in mind, Du Pont established an internal checks and balances system between its Atomic Energy Division (AED) and its Engineering Department. Within the AED, a further degree of internal checking and control existed between the Technical Division’s own Reactor Physics and Reactor Engineering sections. In the light of these internal review levels which allowed for a check between competing groups, Hood Worthington of Du Pont’s AED Technical Division took exception to suggestions from outside consultants that there should be some sort of outside review of the control rod design system. In his view, Du Pont had done a great deal to insure that design decisions were reviewed and re-reviewed; the establishment of another, external review seemed quite redundant to him, and he urged the Atomic Energy Commission to accept Du Pont’s arrangements. In general, company engineers believed Du Pont had the experience and depth of personnel to sort through all of the alternatives with an objective resolution of competing views. Information, reports, ideas, and experiments provided by others at Argonne, Knolls, Oak Ridge, and elsewhere were taken as advisory, not controlling, and folded into the internal Du Pont decision process.45

POSTPONED DECISIONS

Early considerations affecting the issue of flexibility emerged in 1951 as Du Pont engineers began to set some designs more firmly while postponing other decisions. In particular, the AEC continued to leave open the issue of what proportion of the reactor work to devote to plutonium production and what proportion to tritium production. Consequently, Du Pont had to design in an optimum fashion which allowed alternate fueling schemes. In addition, early in 1951 Du Pont kept plans open for the production of polonium, and designers had no clear policy guidance as to the specific proportions expected of each of the three products.46

In 1951 Du Pont reported to the AEC that it was keeping open the relationship between plutonium and tritium production, and noted a recent discussion by the commissioners suggesting emphasis on plutonium production. The first two piles, based on such hints but not on firm policy, were set up for plutonium as the higher priority. Du Pont designers chose the practical way to implement the commissioners’ policies as they were decided and then let the regional managers of the AEC know the choices they had taken.47

Keeping the options open for as long as possible proved good business. The AEC delayed on the issue of product mix until R went into operation in November 1953 and P and I were under construction. The commission then ordered Du Pont to alter the design of L to allow for charging with highly enriched uranium and producing the maximum of tritium without regard for plutonium production.48

Similarly, the AEC did not reach an early decision on whether the heavy water needed to be refrigerated or on the extent of future power upgrades, and Du Pont willingly designed around those issues as well. In the first year of construction, Du Pont reported
that the company held open flexibility on a wide range of issues: emphasis on plutonium over tritium, the possibility that the reactors might be later upgraded to twice the original rating, and future alternate fueling schemes.49

Rather than expressing frustration or demanding decisions, Du Pont designers accepted as good engineering practice the system of designing those elements which had been decided and postponing those elements which needed further study. With a practical but flexible layout of major components, some could be worked on while the options on others were discussed and narrowed.

The interplay of factors on such flexibility became more intricate through 1952 and 1953 as more and more decisions had to be made and actual concrete and steel had to be set into place. For example, in designing the control rod actuator system, leaving open the final decision as to required positions for the control rods while designing the system to move the rods presented difficulties. One designer noted: "The major reason for complexity and cost of the present design is that we have asked for an unusual degree of flexibility in a mechanism which involves so many elements." The control rod servomechanisms had to be designed for possible future changes in the ganging of control rods into clusters. As the control rod design moved ahead, no single document contained all of the specifications, further complicating the work of the subcontractor, American Machine and Foundry, which had been chosen to put together the control rod systems. The engineer who described all of these problems remained a staunch advocate of the design as it had evolved, in the face of "adverse criticism." Flexibility led to complexity as a fact of life, and the designers worked with it.50

Du Pont designers worked with two fundamental classes of flexibility. One class included choices postponed until the best design could be determined either by experimentation or by further discussion. The second class included options built in, in order to deal with future policy choices. Although similar, one type of flexibility represented a postponement, or delay, of design decision, while the other was a design decision taken at the time to accommodate future policy decisions currently held open. Despite so many demands for different kinds of flexibility, Church had been able to provide as early as 23 October 1950 nineteen pages of single-spaced text detailing choices which had already been determined.51

One early firm decision, arising from the conceptual design, was the unique structural element of the cover of the reactor vessel, a laminated steel plate nineteen feet in diameter and four feet thick. It weighed about one hundred tons. This cover plate, or "plenum," was drilled with over five hundred four-inch tube holes, set on seven-inch centers. This elegant piece of metal, the designers recognized from the beginning, presented "an unusual task of handling, fabricating, machining, and shipping." The contract for the work was placed with New York Shipbuilding of Camden, New Jersey, which produced not only these pieces but the vessels and much of the primary piping as well. As the work proceeded at Camden, a scrupulously complete photographic and narrative record of all the fabrication was maintained, with a view to leaving guidance for those who might attempt "an identical job in the future." When a choice was made of such an intricate and difficult job, it was
not only a firm choice but it was documented step-by-step so that later, if desired, it could be replicated, down to the last fraction of an inch.\textsuperscript{52}

The concept of going ahead with planning and with setting firmly in concrete and steel certain features while holding off making fundamental decisions on other features did not characterize later production reactor planning through the 1980s and 1990s, when preliminary design requirements documents reflected a method of settling on many more design choices on paper. A later generation of nuclear engineers might find the 1950s Du Pont principle of retained flexibility during actual construction anomalous; that degree of flexibility was made possible by the relatively free hand provided to the corporation by the government. Further, it reflected the urgency imposed by attempting to achieve production as soon as possible while working out design issues. As a chemical engineering firm, Du Pont had vast experience in constructing plants and postponing the resolution of various components while proceeding with others. Nuclear reactor decision-making in later decades reflected the pre-planned, not the flexible, approach.

For Du Pont, the machine was part of a system used to make a product. As a chemical firm, Du Pont had no difficulty considering the reactor itself as a flexibly designed machine with several possible functions; later, it redesigned the plant, as necessary, to produce the products demanded by clients.

\textbf{LONG-RANGE CONCERNS}

Planning for the first of the new reactors began in 1950; by 1955 all five were completed and operating. Although constructed along the same lines, K and C reactors included innovative ideas worked out on the first three, R, P, and L. The flexibilities allowed for later adaptation in target elements, in production, and in safety which enabled the longest lived of the reactors, K and C, to operate into the 1980s and allowed the rebuilding of K to meet standards in the 1990s.

However, a number of fundamental issues began to surface in the first operation of the Savannah River reactors. First of all, reactor operators employed by Du Pont found routine operation a tedious duty, and in order to engage their best personnel, Du Pont had to construe the work as involving a continued program of innovation. While innovation in target elements, in safety, in isotope production, and in application of computer methods proceeded, the groups involved in the work had difficulty adapting to the rigorous demands of routine production.

As the reactors aged and went through rebuilding and redesign, managers grew increasingly concerned about safety, both of workers and of the general public. This concern increased partly because of the growing public awareness of the hazards of nuclear reactors, and partly because of the emergence of internal experts who disagreed over the interpretation of the seriousness of the variety of incidents. Some Du Pont executives and engineers raised the problem that any accident, even if technically minor, put the reputation of the corporation at risk in a public relations and political sense, if not in a legal sense.
With the passage of time, stress corrosion cracking along welds produced minor leaks, and questions as to the eventual life span of the reactors began to demand attention. There was no "design-basis" life expectation, and both AEC and Du Pont officials avoided any direct reference to such expectations. However, safety officials at Savannah River referred to the fact that the reactors were getting older as early as 1961.

The unique heavy water design of the reactors at Savannah River eventually led to another problem, not apparent at first. In 1955, when all five reactors were operating, there was no commercial reactor industry in the United States. By 1966 twenty-seven power reactors had been ordered. By the 1980s about a hundred had been built. Almost all the power reactors used either pressurized or boiling water for cooling and moderating. Only one experimental model, the 17 MWe Carolinas-Virginia Tube Reactor at Parr, South Carolina, was heavy water moderated and cooled like the Savannah River reactors. This meant that the state of the art of reactor operation at Savannah River grew and changed in some isolation from the practices and methods in the burgeoning reactor industry. As time went on, that technological-cultural isolation became more pronounced. Specifically, Savannah River technicians were slow to emulate new methods of risk assessment developed in the commercial sector. On the whole they did not attend meetings organized by the emerging profession of nuclear engineers.

Despite its problems and its isolation from the growing community of power plant oriented nuclear engineering, Du Pont had moved quickly and responsively as the United States entered a nuclear arms race with the Soviet Union. Within a five-year period Du Pont had designed, built, and brought into production a whole new production reactor complex. The reactors were innovative and effective. Despite early and continuing concerns with safety, the reactors never experienced a major accident. The Savannah River complex continued to provide tritium for the nation’s nuclear stockpile through the vagaries of the Cold War, over a period of more than three decades.
Chapter Five

GROWTH OF THE HANFORD FAMILY

The family of production reactors grew over the decade of the 1950s from five to thirteen, with another in planning by the end of the decade. The five built at Savannah River discussed in the previous chapter followed the conceptual design of heavy water moderation rather than graphite moderation. The basic conceptual design of three new additions at Hanford emulated that of B, D, and F built during the war and DR and H added in the early Cold War years. Incremental improvements which General Electric had made upon the early Du Pont designs would become incorporated in these reactors built at Hanford in the 1950s.

The interplay of international politics, domestic politics, and disputes and tensions within the weapons complex between the different managerial hierarchies all contributed to the particular shapes of the new members of the production reactor family at Hanford. The technological choices defining the new reactors represented much more than modernization based on experience. The three new reactors at Hanford were built under a revived wartime environment; that is, an intense international arms race. That consideration meant that the reactors had to be completed rapidly and that they had to be designed at a higher power level and higher production level than the earlier designs. Speed of completion could best be achieved by closely following earlier designs, a method incompatible with the goal of building on a new scale of power. The issue of how to maintain safety in light of demands for increased production created tensions between the Production Division of the Atomic Energy Commission, advisory committees of experts dedicated to safety, and General Electric as contractor.

The Production Division was in the difficult position of attempting to match the capacity of the weapons complex with tentative weapons "requirements" established by the Joint Chiefs of Staff and transmitted to the AEC through the Military Liaison Committee. In the early 1950s the joint chiefs tended to structure each year's requirement as a percentage increase over the prior year, but by 1955 the commission developed a more realistic planning method for requirements based on several factors. Balancing speed of construction, large-scale operation, high neutron flux, and safety all led to specific technological decisions in the effort to fulfill the requirements.¹

KOREA AND ITS IMPACT

In August 1949 the American nuclear monopoly had been broken with Little Joe. On 24 June 1950, following the withdrawal of United States postwar occupation troops from below the 38th parallel, the Soviet client state of North Korea launched a full-scale invasion of South Korea. Unlike the more gradual takeover of satellite states in Eastern Europe by domestic communist groups under the protection of the Soviet army, the North Korean
attack was seen by President Harry Truman and the American people as a clear-cut case of military aggression by a communist state against a democratic state. Many in America assumed the breaking of the monopoly encouraged Soviet adventurism through its Asian satellite. Acting quickly, Truman committed United States air and ground forces to the defense of South Korea; a United Nations Security Council resolution gave the American response the legal character of an international police action.

The outbreak of the Korean War immediately deepened concerns at the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) about nuclear material production rates and the lack of a clear weapons lead over the Soviet Union. As the United States quickly involved itself in the successes and failures of military engagement, the Atomic Energy Commission and the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy responded to JCS requirements and discussed new goals for the Hanford site.²

In particular, Senator Brien McMahon raised the point that new construction of Hanford-type reactors could supplement already laid plans for the two heavy water reactors at the Savannah River site which had been approved in May 1950. New intelligence reports added urgency to the senator's concern, stating that the United States might only have a one-pile advantage over the Soviets and might be losing any superiority in gaseous diffusion separation of uranium-235. With the Korean invasion, McMahon felt the time was at hand for a full reappraisal of production schedules. The emergency favored those who argued for the dedication of more resources to the weapons program.³

William Borden, executive director of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, fueled McMahon's apprehension by arguing in a top secret report that failure to pursue both the heavy water reactors and the Hanford-type ones exposed the United States to "unreasonable risk." It would make sense to build both, he thought. In Borden's mind, it was possible that the Soviets were well ahead of the United States in successfully developing a thermonuclear device. If so, then Americans needed some "insurance." Though the AEC understood in June 1950 that the Hanford designs were obsolete and inefficient in comparison to the heavy water design, the graphite piles did offer security as proven sources of fissile materials. It might be advisable to proceed with the tried and true, if dated, graphite design rather than relying upon the untried heavy water design for expanded production. As General Electric director of research C. G. Suits pointed out, the only "base line" for heavy water engineering was the Canadian reactor at Chalk River, a small device which had encountered difficulties over the course of its short lifetime. Since heavy water reactors would have to be designed as well as built and since graphite-moderated H reactor had been built in the astonishing period of only 17-1/2 months, it would make sense to get another graphite reactor under construction immediately to meet the goal of rapidly increasing production. But final decisions on further Hanford reactors were not reached until the Korean situation intensified.⁴

**The New Round at Hanford**

Further Joint Committee on Atomic Energy discussions in July 1950 indicated the multiple factors involved in deciding whether to build more reactors at Hanford. Military
Liaison Committee chairman Robert LeBaron made clear that meeting tritium requirements should not be the only concern. The United States needed "sufficient flexibility" in its facilities to meet changing needs for components for either atom or hydrogen bombs. Devoting a Hanford reactor to tritium production for a year necessarily cut down the stockpile of plutonium, though AEC chairman Gordon Dean noted that the military had considered this situation and was not "exercised over the loss." Disruption of the "well integrated program" at Hanford was a factor to be considered against additional construction at that site. Adding one more reactor would require building another Redox facility in order to continue retrieving uranium-238 otherwise treated as waste. Military advisors also continued to express concern that Hanford was becoming a vulnerable target. An accident or an attack could eliminate all production there, they feared. Savannah River at this time was safer than Hanford in a Soviet-American war scenario, since it would be far more difficult for Soviet bombers flying over the north pole to reach the site in South Carolina than the site in Washington State.

In late October and early November 1950, U.S. forces began capturing Chinese soldiers in North Korea. Soon afterwards, United Nations troops marched into a trap, as one hundred thousand Chinese "volunteers" came to the aid of their North Korean comrades. In response to the entrance of China into the war, President Truman called upon Americans to make a "mighty production effort," suggesting the degree to which Truman viewed the Korean War as a reprise of World Wars I and II. One answer to this call came from the AEC, which ordered General Electric on 23 January 1951 to begin work on a sixth Hanford reactor to be built in the B area and called C. Commissioners noted that the new reactor was not "absolutely required" for meeting production goals, but it did offer added capacity.

General Electric began designing C reactor in March 1951, and construction soon followed in June. Though still relying on the World War II reactor plans developed by Du Pont, General Electric introduced further modifications which provided greater flexibility in increasing overall production rates. One important step in this direction involved enlarging the plumbing facilities so that water flow could be increased beyond the original design. The more the fuel rods were cooled with water, the higher power levels they could sustain, resulting in more plutonium or tritium. Another improvement related to the graphite-to-uranium ratio. When B, D, and F were built, the scientists and engineers did not know precisely what the physical constants of uranium isotopes were. As a result, they designed these first piles with a ratio of graphite-to-uranium as close to \( k = 1 \) as possible. By the time C reactor was built, General Electric designers knew there was some reactivity to spare, so they reduced the ratio of graphite to uranium in their reactor designs. This adaptation increased the probability of neutron absorption and promised higher production rates.

Even as General Electric pushed ahead with building C reactor to meet future military requirements, Congress and the commission began debating the need for still another reactor at Hanford. Weapons tests at the newly opened Nevada Test Site, including the Ranger, Buster-Jangle, and Tumbler-Snapper series, continued to demonstrate the feasibility of new designs and consequently showed that the fastest way to guarantee a vastly expanded stockpile of weapons was to step up plutonium production. The JCAE also
wondered during 1951 if the earlier production ratio for uranium in relation to plutonium accurately reflected perceived needs two, three, or ten years down the road. The future proportion of uranium-fueled weapons in the stockpile might be much lower, and plutonium would be in demand. In addition to the Korean War, the growing perceived threat of a direct World War III between the United States and the Soviet Union contributed to the drive to increase nuclear production. Atomic energy policymakers wanted to achieve at least some sense of security amidst so many danger signs; building more production reactors would be central to nuclear security.8

JUMBO REACTORS

On 16 January 1952 President Truman decided on an increased ratio for plutonium over uranium-235 production and directed the Atomic Energy Commission and the Department of Defense to develop programs in line with the new objectives. Both agencies had already worked on this issue, and the next day they submitted to the JCAE a report which addressed the new requirements. Truman approved their proposal on 25 February 1952, which included adding new reactors to existing production sites and building necessary support facilities. Originally, twin reactors at Hanford and a sixth heavy water reactor at Savannah River were included in the plan, but by June 1952 the commission determined that requirements could be met without the sixth Savannah River reactor. The consequence of Truman's 1952 decision, there would be two new reactors at Hanford, in addition to the new C reactor already going.

As reflected in Table 3, the Hanford reactors were approved in two separate rounds after those at Savannah; the overlapping construction and completion schedules brought a total of eight new reactors into production over the period 1952-55.

K West and K East, the newly slated piles located at Coyote Rapids between B-C and D-DR areas at Hanford, represented a transition for production reactors in several ways. They were larger and more powerful than their neighboring facilities, ensuring production of weapons-grade fuel far into the future. At the same time, these Jumbo reactors, as they were called, demonstrated for the first time the concept of converting waste heat into productive energy for heating and cooling the buildings' work spaces.10

The designs of the KE and KW reactors reflected both the demand for increased production and the beginning of an effort to harness nuclear energy for peaceful purposes. Still using essentially the same graphite reactor technology as the original Hanford reactors, General Electric and the commission designed the twin K reactors to handle power levels starting at 1,300 MW-thermal. This was a significant enhancement from B, D, and F, which were originally meant to accommodate only 250 MW-thermal, while even the most recent facility, C, had been rated at only 750 MW when it started operations in the fall of 1952. All of these ratings appear deceptively high when compared to the ratings for early electric power reactors, which were measured in Megawattage-electric, a figure based on the much lower electrical output rather than heat generation. Changes in the K water systems were crucial to the higher power level. Improved pump designs allowed Hanford to reduce the
### Table 3

**OVERLAPPING DECISION AND CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SRS R</td>
<td>May 1950</td>
<td>Dec. 1953</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRS P</td>
<td>May 1950</td>
<td>Feb. 1954</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hanford C</td>
<td>Jan. 1951</td>
<td>Nov. 1952</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hanford KE</td>
<td>Jan. 1952</td>
<td>Apr. 1955</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hanford KW</td>
<td>Jan. 1952</td>
<td>Jan. 1955</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

S shows approximate date of start of construction.

Source: AEC 1140, p. 48.
number of water pumps from fifty, as installed in the first piles, to only eighteen while also increasing the amount of water being pumped fourfold. As a result, each reactor with its own water plant had an initial flow set for 125,000 gallons per minute and the capability to increase to 140,000. Otherwise, the water facilities duplicated the layout of previous reactors with water being pumped from the Columbia River through a filtration plant and high pressure pumping station to the pile. On exiting the pile, the water would cool in retention ponds, where short half-life radioactive isotopes would decay, before the effluent was to be discharged to the river.¹¹

Physically, the Jumbo reactors were more massive than previous reactors. They each used 2,800 tons of graphite, a thousand more than before, to make a 41' x 41' x 33.5' irregular parallelepiped, roughly cube-shaped. A concrete shield was used instead of steel-masonite. Slightly smaller "lattice spacing" between process tubes and a larger number of tubes represented further incremental modifications in the Jumbos.¹²

Functionally, KE and KW also departed from their counterparts in terms of their "dual-purpose" capabilities. Exit water from the graphite block was pumped to a heat exchanger which transferred heat from the cooling water to an ethylene glycol water solution. The antifreeze solution then transmitted its newly gained heat to air ducts in the K reactor area, supplying heat to the buildings. By keeping the pressure higher in the secondary ethylene glycol loop than in the primary radioactive water loop, General Electric and co-designers from C. T. Main, Inc., ensured that radiation did not travel from the cooling water to the heating system through any minute cracks or leaks which might develop but would stay in the once-through water coolant. Through this simple process, KE and KW set a minor, but at least symbolically significant, precedent for various power reactors which would use heat exchangers to generate steam in the near future.¹³

Although General Electric took some pride in this innovation, AEC general manager K. E. Fields did not think the technology development was particularly dramatic. Indeed, General Electric had not departed from the original conceptual design of the World War II vintage graphite-moderated, Du Pont-engineered piles in any significant way. Previous production reactors had the potential for this same application, but economic considerations prevented its serious consideration. Fields attributed its use in 1955, when the K reactors first started operations, to the fact that reactor cooling water could then be heated to significantly higher temperatures than were permissible a decade earlier. More heat generation from the higher power levels meant the possibility of more economic use of that heat. His position was that heat could have been generated at any time and that it had become worthwhile trying to use it.¹⁴

In terms of cost, the commission proclaimed in its annual report for the second half of 1953 that the K reactors' heating system would save an estimated 1.5 million gallons of fuel oil each year. In less than eight years, the $614,000 investment for the specialized heat take-off equipment would be paid for through fuel savings, making the dual-purpose idea economically beneficial. These twin reactors also achieved cost savings from enhancements to the central control area. By operating the various process buildings through remote and essentially automatic control in the centralized area, General Electric saved labor costs. Each Jumbo reactor required approximately three hundred people to run its operations
while H reactor, a far smaller pile, needed four hundred. Total operating costs for one K reactor, taking into account both the lower energy costs for heating the buildings and the reduced labor force, worked out to $1 million less than H reactor per year. With the truce in Korea in the summer of 1953 and with an active war no longer providing a justification for all-out weapons production, reduced cost at the K reactors was welcome news at the AEC.  

**Balancing Safety with Production**

As General Electric began operations in the newer production reactors, the Reactor Safeguard Committee (RSC) and its successor organization, the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS) established in 1953, both criticized the AEC Production Division's emphasis on production of plutonium over public safety in regard to the risk of major catastrophes. Both of the safety monitoring groups defined safety as controlling or limiting the risk of nuclear catastrophes, placing far less emphasis on environmental hazards from routine operation. As contractor, General Electric found itself in a difficult position. At times, company managers sought to limit production in order to meet a safety objective, only to receive reprimands from the client, the Production Division. At other times, the RSC would refuse to endorse a practice adopted by the Production Division. Ultimately, when caught between the demands of safety and production, the company sought to find technical solutions which would allow safe production in the quantity demanded.

The substantial differences in size between the Jumbo reactors and other reactors at Hanford led General Electric and the Reactor Safeguard Committee to discuss ways to avoid potential dangers from a reactor designed to run at 1,300 MW. One involved development of a "comprehensive" start-up program for the K reactors which preceded initial operations. In the case of safety systems, such as auxiliary process tube cooling and graphite wetting for handling a loss of cooling water accident, the two groups agreed that a slow approach was justified. On some other matters, the company and the RSC disagreed. In early 1953 the RSC suggested that safety devices be installed in the K reactors to warn of approaching criticality and to shut down a reactor in case of a loss of coolant incident. A. B. Greninger, the company's engineering manager for Hanford, sardonically reminded the RSC that neither instrument existed, nor was there any likelihood of their invention in the near future.  

One incident drawing attention to the safety features of the K reactors occurred on 4 January 1955 when General Electric shut down KW during its start-up operations due to a process tube water leak which appeared to be associated with a slug rupture. The reactor had only been running for seventeen hours on low levels. After several days spent studying the affected area, company representatives reported that the tube and slugs had "melted considerably," indicating a major operating incident. General Electric and the commission conducted an investigation which determined that cooling water had been blocked from entering the tube before operations began by a plug which had been overlooked during start-up. The problem was compounded by the fact that the pressure gauge for measuring flow through the process tube had been improperly set and calibrated.
Supervisors had failed to notice either of these conditions when preparing KW for operations. The incident stemmed from two unlikely events compounding each other, rather than from a single major catastrophic "design basis" accident. General Electric and the Reactor Safeguard Committee held somewhat different perceptions of risk and sparred over how to evaluate the reactor operations. The RSC focused on the perceived risk of a catastrophe and what its effects would be on the surrounding human populations and environment. In the view of the RSC, the magnitude of the risk increased correspondingly as conditions changed, such as raising power levels or using fully enriched loadings. General Electric disagreed. As long as the company modified its operating procedures to accommodate upgrades, General Electric did not believe either the "probability of an incident or the magnitude of an ensuing disaster" would increase.

The two views reflected two slightly different orientations, beginning to emerge in the 1950s, over the evaluation of systems risk. The RSC took a more traditional, deterministic approach, focusing on a worse-case scenario, the means of avoiding that scenario, and the possible consequences of the scenario. The RSC gave emphasis to reviewing safety devices to effectively forestall potential catastrophes. General Electric took an approach beginning to be considered in the emerging profession of nuclear engineers of defining risk as a combination of both the probability and the magnitude of an event. General Electric would attempt to modify procedures to hold the probability of an accident to a low figure even with the change to a larger scale of operation. The difference in practice might be slight, but it would lead to somewhat different emphases. Facing the difficulties encountered in starting KW, the company had to admit that carefully planned operating procedures did not always erase the chance of an accident when human error led to skipping a step. Such experience would suggest that it was not always possible to dismiss consideration of unlikely events.

Solid fuel slugs could not withstand increased power levels because the hotter temperatures brought the slugs close to the boiling point of water; boiling would create steam voids and loss of coolant. The demand for increased production drove the technical search for ways to reduce slug failure and to guarantee better cooling. A new slug design developed at Hanford by company employees involved coring the center of the elements so that water could flow both through and around the rods, internally and externally cooling them. When aligned in the process tubes, the slugs created a continuous channel down the center through which cooling water could flow. With large-scale loadings in the reactors, General Electric believed it could obtain "maximum power levels" with these internally and externally cooled, or "I & E," slugs.

The Atomic Energy Commission review panel, now named the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards, cautiously approved General Electric's use of the I & E slugs. However, C. Rogers McCullough, the advisory committee chairman, noted that from a safety viewpoint, there were "both advantages and drawbacks" to the new fuel elements. On the one hand, the I & E design promised fewer slug failures because of the greater cooling abilities, thus allowing for meeting the Production Division's demand for quantity production. Since slug ruptures imposed increased risks to reactor operations and
contaminated effluent water, decreasing ruptures helped offset safety concerns over the higher power levels. However, McCullough also recognized that with fewer slug ruptures, the company would lengthen irradiation time which could eventually bring the number of failures back to present levels. In this case, McCullough prodded General Electric to continue developing safety improvements to match the power upgrades.\textsuperscript{20}

McCullough's hesitation to grant outright approval to power upgrades sharpened following news of the October 1957 Windscale Pile No. 1 accident near Seascale, Cumberland, in Great Britain. The two Windscale graphite-moderated, air-cooled production reactors had started operations in 1950-51. On 7 October 1957, Pile No. 1 was shut down for a planned energy release, called a Wigner release, in which the low temperature component of the stored energy in the graphite is freed. By 8 October, British operators recognized that the graphite temperature was decreasing too quickly, so they restarted the pile.

In actuality, the temperature readings did not accurately convey the true temperature of the reactor. The added heat initiated a self-sustaining reaction which burned the graphite in an area encompassing 150 channels. Air cooling by convection or forced flow failed to reduce the temperature. Following other attempts to control the reactor, on 11 October authorities flooded it with water, permanently destroying the pile. Substantial quantities of gaseous fission products had already escaped through the reactor stack.\textsuperscript{21}

Though recognizing that the Windscale reactors were substantially different in design than the Hanford ones, Edward Bloch, the AEC's director of production, requested data which showed the expected temperature rise in graphite if all of the residual heat were released suddenly from the Hanford reactors. He also reviewed the adequacy of emergency plans in the event of a "Windscale-type incident." O. H. Greager, General Electric manager of research and engineering at Hanford, assured the commission that though the reactors contained "substantial quantities" of stored energy, a sudden release was considered "impossible." Measurements of the stored energy in the different zones of the graphite block indicated that the rate of self-annealing had been sufficient to keep the stored energy at a safe level. Hanford reactor operations ensured that safe temperature levels were retained.\textsuperscript{22} Nevertheless, a catastrophic accident had occurred, giving good reason to be concerned about the worst-case scenario.

Over the period December 1957-February 1958, as employees readied to load all of the reactors with the newly designed I & E slugs to achieve the higher power levels, the ACRS resisted. The safety committee may have been in "complete accord" that there were "no serious adverse nuclear effects" from these fuel elements; however, it could not ignore the cumulative risk from the power upgrades. In its opinion, the Hanford reactors were still "potentially dangerous facilities," especially in the event of a loss of coolant accident. By running the piles at higher power, the advisory committee felt the commission was accepting a "greater degree" of risk than in any other existing reactor.\textsuperscript{23}

In this case, General Electric disagreed with the advisory committee, pointing to its cumulative experience at the Hanford site, improvements in instrumentation, increased knowledge of the production process, enhanced operator performance, improved maintenance, and rigorous procedures which, in the opinion of General Electric, decreased
the likelihood of an incident even as the production levels steadily increased. In addition, if an accident did occur, the company argued that while the concentration of short-lived fission products would increase proportionately with the power upgrades, the hazards from long-lived fission products were determined from accumulated exposure and not from reactor power levels. Hence, from their view of risk, the consequences of the accident were not a function of the power level of the reactor. Power levels, in the company's opinion, did not determine the danger to personnel on the site.24

Despite General Electric's assurances, the ACRS froze power levels for the Hanford reactors at their January 1958 levels until further studies were accomplished. The AEC quickly realized that prolonging this freeze on operating levels could lead to stalling any increases in production levels. Further, the economics of loading I & E slugs into the reactors would come into question since the reactors would not be running at the expected higher powers. Though these factors did not immediately pose a problem, they could threaten future production levels. General Electric and the Production Division sought arguments to convince the advisory committee that safety improvements made up for the perceived increased risk of a major accident.25

The ACRS gradually came over to the side of power upgrades. One step towards this goal came in June 1958, when the advisory committee agreed that previous power increases had not reduced the safety of the reactors. However, the committee resisted any further power increases until December 1958 when it was persuaded that plans for reactor confinement systems were being seriously considered by the commission. Unintentional releases of fission products would be contained within the reactor building, reducing the risk to the outside environment.26

The advisory committee supported the installation of various filtration devices within the containment systems because they could block leakage of fission products to the surrounding area. From the standpoint of a complete failure of the primary coolant system, though, these modest confinement programs did not offer added protection. Instead, either a supplementary cooling system would need to be installed or a true containment vessel built, with each option costing several million dollars. Since the chance of such an accident remained "extremely remote" from the company's perspective, the expense of completely addressing such a catastrophe seemed excessive. General Electric continued design studies on such an alternative, if only to prod the advisory committee into approving further power upgrades.27

Caught in the tension between the Production Division, with its concern for quotas, and the safety committees, with their emphasis on the consequence of a catastrophe like that at Windscale, General Electric sought both technological and procedural solutions. The incremental modifications to the reactors emerging out of these managerial struggles accumulated into such significant total changes that one might say that all the reactors at Hanford were quite different machines at the end of 1958 than when they had been built, both in scale of production and in mechanics of operation. After the various upgrades at Hanford, General Electric ran the K reactors at 3,000 MW, C reactor at 1,600 MW, and the other piles at 1,350 MW. Table 4 presents the contrast between design level and power level after the upgrades.
THAW IN THE COLD WAR

International events through the mid- and late 1950s suggested to American leaders that the Cold War was very much alive, although a few developments suggested a lessening of tensions might be expected. The death of Joseph Stalin, the Korean truce in 1953, and the scheduling of "summit" talks between American and Soviet leaders all suggested that a thaw might come soon. On the other hand, the withdrawal of the French from Vietnam in 1954 in the face of communist victories there, the Soviet suppression of the Hungarian uprising in October 1956, the successful Soviet orbiting of the Sputnik satellite in 1957, and the shooting down of an American U-2 spy plane over Russia in 1960 all suggested that the Soviet sphere of influence and Soviet technology would continue to threaten the West.

President Dwight D. Eisenhower's Atoms for Peace program, launched with fanfare in 1953, offered some hope that nuclear research, which had produced the threat of holocaust looming over the world, might promise a more prosperous and peaceful world. That hope and promise would influence the shape and design of the last member of the nuclear reactor family, planned in the late 1950s and constructed in the early 1960s.

Table 4

POWER LEVELS AT HANFORD REACTORS, 1958

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reactor/ Year Built</th>
<th>Design Level Megawatts</th>
<th>1958 Level Megawatts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B 1944</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>1,350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D 1945</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>1,350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F 1945</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>1,350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DR 1949</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>1,350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H 1950</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>1,350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C 1952</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>1,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KW 1954</td>
<td>1,800</td>
<td>3,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KE 1955</td>
<td>1,800</td>
<td>3,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: AEC 1140.
Chapter Six

THE LAST, AND HYBRID, MEMBER OF THE FAMILY

A NEW PRODUCTION REACTOR

The building of the three new reactors at Hanford and the upgrading of both those and the older Hanford reactors brought plutonium production to the levels demanded by the National Security Council and by the AEC's Production Division. At the same time that production increased to meet the demands of the nuclear arms race, the Atomic Energy Commission began work on the "peaceful atom." With the Korean War truce, with President Eisenhower developing a plan of "Atoms for Peace," and with the 1954 Atomic Energy Act, the commission began shifting resources to developing nuclear reactors for electrical power generation. The last production reactor built at Hanford represented an attempt to combine the mission of plutonium production with the mission of electricity generation. The last reactor came into production in the 1960s, just as the earliest reactors reached old age and were ready for retirement. General Electric planned a modern reactor, to be safe, clean, and efficient for its dual purposes. As the company attempted to meet these policy goals, it chose particular technical options, giving the reactor a unique character.

All the eight earlier Hanford reactors used the once-through river water coolant system, following the original Du Pont design. The Jumbos, as noted previously, had a supplementary ethylene glycol heat transfer system for heating the building. Despite the incremental changes that had made them into more powerful machines with a host of different procedures, the first eight reactors quite clearly followed the conceptual design originally worked out by Grenewalt and Fermi under Groves' direction in 1943.

The "New Production Reactor," eventually dubbed N, was based on the old graphite-moderated design. However the reactor differed in its cooling system. A closed primary cooling loop of pressurized water ran through a heat-exchanger in a secondary loop. The primary cooling water for N was pressurized so that it would remain liquid above 212 degrees Fahrenheit; the secondary loop in the heat exchangers generated steam. The steam drove turbines; the turbines turned electrical generators. The electricity was sold on the commercial power net to homes and industries in the Northwest. As a production reactor which could be converted to a power reactor, N was designated a "convertible" reactor in early discussions. Since the corporation did not work from an existing design, General Electric engineers had the opportunity to build on their experience and to start afresh.

Preliminary decisions made on paper regarding N began in 1957, with construction beginning in 1959; the power conversion features were authorized in 1962, and the final reactor was completed in 1964. The reactor underwent an elaborate preplanned start-up procedure in phases through 1964; the generator was completed and operating in 1966. Despite the fact that only a few years separated the beginning of N's construction from the
completion of the second round of Savannah River production reactors in 1955, the engineering approach at N was vastly different. Where the Savannah River reactors had been designed subsystem by subsystem, with many decisions postponed while others went ahead, N reactor at Hanford was completely designed before construction began. All the fundamental decisions, such as the overall power rating of the reactors, were postponed at Savannah River but firmed up for N reactor very early, even before construction began.

Several interacting factors accounted for the entirely different style of design adopted by Du Pont and General Electric. The policy decision which set the unique function for N reactor required that the reactor meet complex and new technical requirements, optimizing between the needs of a production reactor and one designed to generate steam. The peacetime pace of the late 1950s and early 1960s allowed a more thoughtful and preplanned style than the wartime urgency of the Korean War period. The types of engineers doing the work at General Electric were quite different from those working for Du Pont, and system-wide planning came more naturally to them. In addition, the two companies brought quite different corporate cultures to the tasks.

The Du Pont work at Savannah River was done by chemical engineers, while N was designed by General Electric staff with an approach characteristic of electrical engineers. In 1943 there was no such field as nuclear engineering, and Du Pont's specialists in building factories for the production of chemicals brought their style to the task. The same men, some with experience gained in the Manhattan project, had built Savannah River, using their approach of flexibility. Electrical engineers then and later tended to think in a system-wide style, while chemical engineers were used to designing plants in which the component subsystems could be changed as products were changed.1

A change to the electrical engineering style at the Atomic Energy Commission was under way as the influence of Hyman Rickover grew. Rickover, an electrical engineer by background and training, had led the project to design and build the successful nuclear propulsion reactor for submarines over the period 1949-55, and in 1953-57 he led the project to construct the first commercial power reactor at Shippingport, Pennsylvania, following a pressurized water cooled and moderated design similar to reactors he planned for aircraft carrier propulsion. Rickover's influence over reactor issues would become even more profound in the next decade, but the change to a different style of design at Hanford may partially reflect the nature of the "Rickover Effect" upon the emerging field of nuclear engineering. One significant aspect of that effect was "systems" thinking. By contrast, the chemical engineering approach of Du Pont appeared almost haphazard, like the cut and try methods of craftsmen. In this regard, the change of engineering style for N reactor marked the evolution of the new profession of nuclear engineering from its World War II roots in chemical engineering to its electrical engineering dominated style of the 1960s and later.2

Rickover helped foster the meticulous planning at General Electric when he obtained the services of the company's Knolls Laboratory in designing one of two submarine reactors in the early 1950s. Rickover's own technical staff worked closely with contractors, demanding close adherence to schedules and work that would mesh in integrated systems as he built a network of suppliers, including General Electric.3
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The contrast between corporate styles fostered the different approaches, derived from the distinct business functions of the companies. Du Pont was devoted to constructing plants which would produce various chemical products to meet changing corporate policy in response to new developments and market demand. General Electric focused on manufacturing electrical equipment from appliances through heavy industrial motors, transformers, switching equipment, and generators. With the navy contracts at Knolls, General Electric moved into the research and design of reactors, not simply replicating earlier designs as they had with DR, H, and the slightly modified KE and KW reactors. At Knolls, company designers first worked on two sodium-cooled reactors and then, by 1956, still working for the navy, they switched over to the design of light water reactors.4

For Du Pont, the plant was flexibly designed to be able to manufacture a number of products; for General Electric, the plant, in this case the reactor, was the product.

Policy Choices Leading to N Reactor

N reactor's distinctive mission of convertibility from materials production to power production would require a long-drawn-out, carefully planned process rather than the urgent and flexible style which had characterized Du Pont at Savannah River, and the General Electric approach was quite suited to the planning requirement. The AEC's choice of a convertible reactor had its background in a deep policy shift in the mid-1950s.

The policy emphasis on peaceful uses for atomic energy, long a concern of nuclear physicists, represented a dramatic change for the commission. The world of atomic energy policy was very different in 1959 than it had been in 1950 or 1952. On 8 December 1953 President Eisenhower addressed the United Nations with his "Atoms for Peace" speech, which stated an American commitment to the development of peaceful uses for nuclear energy. Eisenhower held out the hope that nuclear energy could produce vast quantities of electricity and that the United States would take a central role in developing the technology. An international agency could be established to regulate the transfer of nuclear materials to fuel the new generation of power reactors. American industry would gain export markets for reactors and electrical generating equipment. Reactions to his speech varied, but for the commission it represented the inauguration of a new era. The 1954 Atomic Energy Act sought to implement Eisenhower's goals and to stimulate the development of nuclear reactors for the generation of electrical power and their eventual export to other nations, as well as to emphasize other peaceful uses for atomic energy. A relatively minor section of the 1954 Act, section 44, authorized the AEC to sell electrical power generated in the course of weapons material production as by-product energy to public and privately owned utilities or users. N reactor was planned to implement that section of the law.5

Building N reactor with federal money to generate electricity for commercial sale raised in a slightly new form difficult political issues which had haunted the electrical industry since early in the twentieth century. In the 1920s Congress had fought over the destiny of two federal power plants built at Muscle Shoals, Tennessee, during World War I, with
the "public power" interests fighting against their sale to the private sector. The Tennessee Valley Authority had been created during Roosevelt's New Deal to generate and market power in poverty-stricken Southern Appalachia. During and after World War II, the federal government stepped in again and built dams and started power marketing administrations in Oklahoma and along the Columbia River in the Northwest to generate electricity and market it to municipalities and rural electric cooperatives. Utility companies resisted these developments as infringements by the government into an area of enterprise they believed more properly the province of the private sector. Since the days of the early New Deal, Democrats and a few Progressive Republicans had aligned on the public power side of this issue; conservative Republicans and some conservative Democrats were found on the private power side. As a federally funded and federally owned system selling energy in competition with private industry, N reactor recalled the debates and evoked much the same political array of support and opposition as those earlier federal hydroelectric projects.

Attempting to implement Eisenhower's goal of electrical power and the goals of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 by developing specific technology, the AEC attempted a wide range of programs through the mid- and late 1950s. The commission and its friends on the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy worked in many ways to transfer the technology of nuclear reactors from the government to the private sector and to stimulate the necessary specific technology development required. The efforts yielded a lively competition among reactor conceptual designs, some of which proved valuable and others, unworkable. A "five-year program" announced in 1953 resulted in five projects by 1957, including the Shippingport reactor built by Westinghouse under Rickover's supervision which represented the first successful commercial power generation on a large scale in the United States. The effort expanded with nine more design projects in the Experimental Power Reactor Program, for the most part conducted at the AEC's national laboratories. Ten reactors were proposed under three "rounds" of another program, the Power Demonstration Reactor Program, first launched in January 1955. By June 1957 nine of the ten remained under study. These programs hosted a variety of conceptual designs, with different moderator-coolant combinations. Only one, the ill-fated sodium-cooled Fermi reactor at Laguna Beach, Michigan, was in the preliminary stages of construction by 1957.6

Over the course of 1958 and 1959, the Atomic Energy Commission struggled to develop a comprehensive plan for future reactor development, inviting engineering and conceptual proposals for review. By February 1960 the commission included some twenty-five reactors in its long-range plan for power development, five of which were in operation or undergoing modification. General Electric, Westinghouse, and other manufacturers began to participate actively in these projects through the early 1960s. General Electric built the boiling water design Big Rock Nuclear Power Plant for Consumers Power Company in Michigan under round three of the Power Demonstration Reactor Program, finishing it in 1962.7

Although these various power reactor efforts proceeded at the same time as the original planning for N reactor, N itself was not one of those activities, either from an organizational or a technical perspective. In its organizational context, N was funded not by the section of the AEC devoted to power reactor development but by the Production Division, the "weapons side" of the agency. Its design was classified and not transferred to the civilian
sector. In fact, the only "transfer" was steam, literally piped through the fence surrounding the restricted Hanford area out to a generating plant constructed on the other side of the fence in the nonrestricted area. The fence was physical, but it nicely symbolized the intellectual and ideational division between the weapons and the civilian sides. Although N reactor met some of the broader contemporary goals of demonstrating that power could be a product of nuclear energy, the reactor was never presented as a part of one of AEC's various formal "demonstration" programs. However, in the atomic energy policy environment of the late 1950s, atomic energy for peaceful purposes was the stylish, au courant, up-to-date approach, the popular bandwagon. The Production Division was able to win some political allies in Congress and in the northwestern United States by hitching its new reactor to the contemporary drive for civilian applications, but that linkage was fraught with difficulties. For both technical and policy reasons, planners found it nearly impossible to design a reactor which would ideally fulfill both a plutonium production role and an electrical power generation role.

The organizational structure of the AEC maintained the separation of the defense and civilian sides, unaffected by some contemporary administrative reorganizations of the agency. At the end of the Eisenhower era, the Division of Production reported to the assistant general manager for manufacturing, while the Division of Reactor Development, which handled the various demonstration programs, reported to the assistant general manager for research and industrial development. Under the Kennedy administration, the structure was changed with the addition of new assistant general managers and the proliferation of more planning offices. However, production reactors still remained under manufacturing and power reactors under research and industrial development.8

In 1950, when the first two Savannah River reactors had been authorized, the reactor "population" in the United States was small. Seven years later, when planning began on N reactor, the various civilian development programs began to bear fruit. In 1950, in addition to the production reactors at Hanford and a few experimental reactors at the national laboratories, only the pressurized water reactor (Mark I) under Rickover and the BORAX boiling water test models were in development. By the time N reactor went critical more than a decade later, there were over thirty-five major experimental and working power models and more under construction.9

Table 5 portrays the proliferation of types of reactors in the United States between the early 1950s and the early 1960s. The relative isolation of N reactor in the now-extended families of reactors, together with the competitive nature of power reactor development, is apparent.

In this proliferation of types and designs, graphite-moderated reactors never became the model for power production in the United States, although the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe built dozens of "RBMK" power reactors with graphite moderation. Those reactors, however, used boiling water for cooling rather than pressurized water as in N reactor. France and Britain used "MAGNOX," or carbon dioxide cooled graphite reactors, through the 1950s and 1960s. For all these reasons, N reactor would live out its life in some isolation, as a reactor sui generis; it was the only one of the particular subspecies of pressurized water cooled, graphite-moderated convertible reactors ever built. An appreciation of just why N reactor took so long to design and how it became such a
### Table 5

**SUMMARY OF POWER AND PRODUCTION REACTOR POPULATION, 1951-1963, BY TYPE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type/Reactors (Designer)</th>
<th>Total Built</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Boiling Water</strong></td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borax-I-IV (Argonne)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EBWR (Argonne)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vallecitos (GE)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borax-V (Argonne)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dresden-1 (GE)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elk River (Allis-Chalmers)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humboldt (GE)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big Rock (GE)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Heavy Water Moderated and Cooled</strong></td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRE-2 (Oak Ridge)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRS Production Reactors: R, P, L, K, C (DuPont)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavy Water Components Test Reactor (DuPont)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia Carolinas Heavy Water Tube Reactor (Westinghouse)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pressurized Water</strong></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shippingport (Westinghouse)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yankee Rowe (Westinghouse)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian Point-1 (Babcock and Wilcox)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fast Breeder, Sodium-Cooled and Unmoderated</strong></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(to produce reactor-grade Pu and power)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EBR I (Argonne)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EBR II (Argonne)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FERMI (Atomic Power Development Association)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Graphite-Moderated, Once-Through Water-Cooled</strong></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hanford Production Reactors: C, KE, KW (GE)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Experimental and Other Demonstration Projects</strong></td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTRE Series (3) INEL (GE)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium Reactor Experiment (North American Aviation)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organic-Moderated Experimental (INEL)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organic-Cooled (Atoms Inte-national) [Piqua]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphite-Moderated, Sodium-Cooled (Atoms International) [Hallam]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Graphite-Moderated, Pressurized Water Cooled (GE)</strong></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convertible Production-Power: Hanford N Reactor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

technological anomaly amidst the rapidly proliferating types and models requires an understanding of the unique mix of politics and policy which created it.\textsuperscript{10}

Graphite-moderated N reactor was conceived in the midst of debates over how to transfer federally developed technology to the commercial sector and over the best conceptual design for power production. As a consequence, N reactor was subject to far more congressional concern than its purely production reactor cousins at Savannah River; its planners had to provide engineering, technical, economic, and power marketing projections and studies to answer critics even before the first concrete was poured. In that political spotlight, only time-consuming system-wide planning could provide the arguments, the figures, and the estimates. And with its background, General Electric was ready to plan on a system-wide basis.

**Origins of the Dual Purpose Concept**

Wilfrid E. Johnson, General Electric's general manager at Hanford, later took some pride in the fact that the company had explored the concept of a "dual-purpose reactor" at Hanford even before President Eisenhower's Atoms for Peace speech and the revision of the Atomic Energy Act. As early as September 1952, General Electric undertook general exploratory work requested by the Atomic Energy Commission, and in 1953 the company had proposed a dual purpose reactor for Hanford. Johnson stated that the "underlying thesis" of such a design was that "the transition from a wholly government-owned weapons-oriented enterprise to a private and public (non-federal) ownership of an electric power oriented industry could best be effected by a co-mingling of the economics." However, by 1955 the commission dropped the concept of "co-mingling" the weapons business and the power business because it was incompatible with the declared policy of separate development of a peaceful, exportable type of reactor announced by Eisenhower. The president intended to put electricity in the hands of developing countries but not machinery suitable for building nuclear weapons.\textsuperscript{11}

According to Johnson, General Electric became interested in the possibility of reviving the dual purpose concept because "for technical reasons . . . having to do with containment of radioactive materials" the company had become interested in a reactor system which did not rely on a one-time pass-through of river water for cooling but on a recirculating system. In that oblique fashion, Johnson referred to the fact that fractured fuel slugs at the earlier Hanford reactors had led to elevated radioactive levels in the river. With the higher operating levels, a certain level of slug failures and radioactive releases became routine in the 1950s on the single-pass, once-through coolant system reactors at Hanford. Operating a recirculating coolant that did not escape to the river would require that it in turn be cooled by a secondary loop; that secondary loop presented the opportunity to generate steam for power purposes. The planned system of heat exchangers between primary and secondary loop was far less risky to the river than the old systems because particles from slug failures stayed trapped in the contained primary loop.
However, a basic problem arose in using the "waste heat" from producing plutonium to efficiently generate electricity. The optimum operating temperature for a production reactor was below the boiling point, for the hotter the water, the more frequent the slug failure. Yet the optimum operating temperature for heat transfer to a steam turbine system was well over boiling. Operation of the pressurized primary coolant water at about 250 degrees F could accommodate both concerns, "optimizing" between two less-than-optimum choices to achieve the dual goals. As a production reactor, N could follow the traditional graphite model with channels for the fuel slugs. As a power reactor, its water coolant would be pressurized so it could go above 212 degrees F without boiling, and it could transfer its heat to the secondary loop. Thus, optimizing between two essentially incompatible goals led to the unique graphite-moderated, pressurized water cooled conceptual design.

In a letter dated 4 May 1956 the AEC authorized General Electric to undertake production reactor studies which would involve the consideration of electric power production as a by-product, relying on section 44 of the 1954 Atomic Energy Act. After studies during 1956-58, the JCAE recommended and Congress approved funding in FY 1959 for the "convertible" reactor. Whether or not conversion itself would be economical, General Electric's Johnson admitted, was an "elusive" issue. When Congress considered appropriating funds to implement the conversion, he stated publicly that "this question cannot be answered with any degree of finality because the answer depends on some very important and basic assumptions that can be made only by the government." For example, if one assumed there was a good market for the power, one could conclude it was economical to convert. If one assumed there was no market, it was obviously not economical. Planners had to make other arbitrary choices about other questions as well.12

Although the answers had to be assumptions, their consequences made the difference between a viable and efficient concept and a financial folly. What did plutonium really cost? What sort of revenues could be expected from the sale of electrical power? If the electric power revenues came only in a later phase of the reactor's life, should the revenue from the later period be used to offset the cost of the earlier production of plutonium? Should the cost of converting the reactor from only plutonium and tritium production to power production be charged against the weapons phase, against the power phase, or against both? Should the cost (estimated at $25 million) of building-in convertibility be considered as part of the plutonium production phase, the power phase, or both? Would the power produced affect the local market and reduce the final price of the power marketed? Was there indeed even a market for the power in the hydropower-rich Northwest? If power were treated as a "co-product" with, rather than a by-product of, plutonium, then the cost of the reactor itself (not just the convertibility and conversion features) should be reflected in the price of the power. There were no "right" answers to these questions that could be determined in the abstract. Rather, each answer was a policy assumption. With so many imponderables, studies proliferated.

The answers derived from arbitrary assumptions; if one chose the most favorable set of assumptions, one came to positive conclusions about the practicality and value of a convertible reactor. If one assumed that hydropower could not supply the market and that
electric power was a by-product of the reactor and its sale should defray the cost of the reactor, the plan was brilliant. However, equally arguable opposite assumptions proved convertibility a very poor concept and demonstrated that the new reactor should never be built. Some of the commentators, like Johnson, were astute in perceiving the arbitrary nature of the assumptions. Others simply made assumptions which fit their desired outcomes and plowed ahead with the arguments.\textsuperscript{13}

Johnson quite frankly told the AEC that the same figures could be read in several ways in the early stages of the planning. He was not ready to make all the necessary positive assumptions, and in 1958 he warned the commission of potential difficulties in two very firm letters. Furthermore, General Electric was not anxious to operate a power plant, as it was not in "the power generating business, and under normal circumstances should not be expected to enter this field." The company built its equipment for sale to utilities and had no desire to become a utility itself. He later repeated similar objections directly to Senator Henry Jackson, Democrat from the state of Washington and a warm advocate for N reactor and for funding for Hanford more generally.\textsuperscript{14}

Johnson pointed to other sorts of serious difficulties with convertibility from the beginning. Ordinary fossil and hydroelectric plants could successfully deal with the problems of variation in electrical network load. Shutting down a hydroelectric plant could conserve water behind a dam and shutting off a fossil fuel steam generator saved the fuel. However, efficient running of the nuclear materials production side of the operation required stable output, not variation up or down depending on network demand. If one entity operated the reactor for plutonium production and another operated the connected power plant, careful arrangements had to be made between the two organizations, as they had to have opposite management goals. Johnson urged the commission to work out all such considerations prior to committing to the convertible concept.\textsuperscript{15}

Yet, for the Atomic Energy Commission, the idea of convertibility held several attractions, and Johnson's caveats went unheeded. Some of the positive aspects, from the AEC Production Division's point of view, added up to good reasons to build the reactor. If the cost of the reactor could be partially offset by power sales, then the cost of producing plutonium could be reduced. Put another way, the cost of the reactor did not have to be represented as a complete expense to the weapons program, but it could be shown as a lesser amount. Furthermore, it made good economic sense to have a reactor capable of producing plutonium and tritium operating and at least partially paying for itself after the other plutonium producing reactors were shut down.

If a production reactor could be used to produce electrical power, several politically symbolic and significant messages would be established. The plan won support in Congress as an attempt to demonstrate that the research and development which had gone into production reactors could finally pay off in a peaceful and benign fashion. Senator Jackson and other members of Congress, along with some pro-nuclear writers, viewed N reactor as part of the effort to put the United States in the forefront of benign uses of nuclear energy, quite in accord with Eisenhower's leadership, with the intent of the 1954 Atomic Energy Act, and with the AEC's attempt to adapt to those principles. Hanford, with its thousands of employees and its many businesses, could enter a transition into a
peacetime economy. In spite of Johnson's hesitations, from the point of view of General Electric, then beginning to enter the business of building power reactors, the experience could further build its reputation. Even if the N power reactor technology itself remained classified, the identification of the firm and its engineers with the largest power-producing reactor in existence represented good publicity. For nuclear power visionaries inside and outside the commission who were skeptical about the slow rate of private utilities' entry into nuclear power, a successful AEC-funded convertible reactor might serve as a demonstration, as a competitive prod to get the private sector moving, and as a possible training ground for future power reactor personnel. Government power advocates on the Joint Committee would see N as a federal, rather than private, demonstration of nuclear power feasibility.

Behind the whole movement to find peaceful uses for atomic energy lay a deep psychological pressure. Guilt and horror at Hiroshima as the consequence of the triumph of science could be somewhat atoned by bringing cheap electricity from the atom. N reactor could play a part in that atonement as could the whole commercial reactor program.16

Despite all such positive arguments, there were other ways in which N reactor would evoke widespread political enmity. As a government-funded and government-managed effort and as a government-owned reactor, N reactor fell squarely in the middle of the debate between public power advocates and the defenders of private power. This older issue from the 1920s and 1930s was still very much alive in the 1950s, and it would haunt N's advocates through the 1960s.

The interplay of some of these political overtones surrounding the planned N reactor surfaced when the AEC asked the local utilities their positions regarding the proposed concept in 1959. Byron Price, chairman of a group of public and private utilities, the "Pacific Northwest Utilities Conference Committee" (some of whom later joined the consortium which operated the N-supplied generators and marketed the power), carefully studied the cluster of reports already developed by the AEC, Stone and Webster, Burns and Roe, General Electric, the Federal Power Commission, and the Bonneville Power Administration. Price's committee reported its observations back to the AEC, reflecting several cross-currents in its findings.17

Price reported that the Northwest region could absorb the predicted power output, that the reactor could be built so as to bring on electrical generation in increments, and that the power output would have to be coordinated with the regional demands. In a rather contradictory observation, Price noted that the power should be competitive in price with hydro and steam power but that the estimated cost of the power from the reactor would be in excess of those costs. To provide for supplemental power to serve as a reserve when the reactor was closed for maintenance would represent a cost to the reactor which should be included. Although hydroelectric power was adequate to supply the needs of the region at the time, steam power might begin to supply future needs. When that happened, nuclear power would have to compete in price with steam power. Intangible benefits of the reactor included bringing research and development to the Northwest, including its
local colleges, and serving as a training facility for future reactors. Weighing the positives and negatives, the committee endorsed the convertibility feature.18

Stronger advocates included congressional representatives of the region, particularly Senator Jackson. In general, in the 1950s Republicans lined up on the anti-public power side and Democrats on the pro-public power side of this issue, with local politicians of both parties generally supporting the expenditure of funds in Washington State.19

In late 1959 the issue came to a head when Congress passed legislation authorizing $145 million. The legislation specified the conceptual design of the reactor as a large-scale graphite-moderated, pressurized light water cooled reactor, with the cooling water carried to a heat exchanger system for driving steam turbines. The overall parameters in the legislation were a 3,300 MW thermal, 700 MW electric power design rating, with "convertibility" but not "conversion" built in. By postponing the actual conversion costs to power production, some of the opponents of public power who supported the weapons program could be brought aboard.

In advocating the new reactor, Senator Jackson recognized that up to another $100 million was required to fund the conversion. Nevertheless, he suggested that the United States was in competition with Britain and the Soviet Union in the nuclear field; he argued that to build the reactor was an act of patriotism. If the United States were to stay in the forefront of nuclear development, he suggested, funding and building N reactor was crucial.20

Indeed, he had a point. The Soviets at Chelyabinsk in 1955 and the British at Calder Hall in 1956 had built production reactors which also generated electric power. Two French dual purpose carbon dioxide gas-cooled reactors (G2 and G3) were under construction at Marcoule. General Electric, Westinghouse, General Atomics, and other American firms had started to market power reactor designs in Europe and Asia in competition with European firms, yet the USSR, Great Britain, and France were clearly ahead in the area of "dual purpose" designs.21

Whether or not N reactor would eventually be worthwhile appeared to be a question which should be resolved by technical experts. Yet such expert opinion, when truly objective, yielded no simple answers. A study by R. W. Beck, consulting utility engineers, in March 1961 commented on the effect of including the $25 million capital cost of the power convertibility of N reactor in the electric power costs. The study focused only on the $25 million which had been included as part of the original $145 million cost of the reactor; it would take at least another $95 million to actually effect the conversion. The study examined eighteen combinations of different operating periods, different amortization periods, and different rates of interest in calculating the effect of the $25 million on the produced power costs. In a comment smacking of tautology, the report stated that a more limited set of variables could yield simpler results.22

In effect, the experts told the advocates that they could determine the outcome of their calculations by varying the assumptions and that there were no objective or abstract guidelines as to which assumptions were appropriate. Accounting, it appeared, did not serve well as a tool for determining policy but only for recording the implementation of policy.
Other advocates, both those in favor and those opposed to the project, turned to power policy experts, with similarly inconclusive results. Some experts appeared willing to make the necessary assumptions and produce positive or negative outcomes; others indicated that there were too many variables to evaluate the issues properly. For example, on 10 May 1961 Craig Hosmer, a Republican congressman from California and a member of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy who vehemently opposed the idea of appropriating funds for conversion, reported on a "poll" which he took of twenty-five power experts employed by utility firms and universities. In general, the group reacted against spending the funds to develop N reactor as a power source. About two-thirds of his respondents saw "no substantial contribution to civilian technology," and about 85 percent believed power technology could be better advanced by spending the conversion costs on "a variety of other projects." However, Hosmer asked a very nonscientific set of leading questions: "1. Do you believe that conversion of the NPR to power production will make any significant contribution to the advancement of civilian power reactor technology in this country?" and "2. In your judgment, is the allocation of $95 million to conversion of the Hanford reactor the most fruitful investment that could be made in terms of developing peaceful uses of atomic energy?" His survey question went on to suggest at least four other possible uses for the funds as examples.

Considering the phrasing of the Hosmer "poll," it was perhaps remarkable that several of the respondents approved of the contribution of N reactor to the knowledge of turbines, the knowledge of large-scale reactors, and the experience with zirconium-aluminum, or "zircalloy," tubes and fuel cladding which would need further improvements with the increased power levels required for power generation. Some of the experts responding to Hosmer's questions complained that many of the reports on the N reactor features were classified. Those with access could not comment for fear of divulging a classified point; those without access appeared bitter that the issue could not be intelligently reviewed by outsiders. At least one complained that no lessons could be learned because of "the way the government kept its books." Several commented that the issues were economic or policy ones, rather than technical.

After a closely fought and bitter debate, a majority in Congress in 1961 expressed its opposition to supporting federal funding for power generation, representing a temporary setback for the conversion idea at N reactor. As the Atomic Energy Commission explored the concept that the newly formed power consortium, Washington Public Power Supply System (WPPSS), might raise the funding through bond sales, the negotiations seemed, to public power opponents, intended to circumvent Congress. On 28 November 1961 WPPSS worked out its agreement with AEC to buy power, funding the construction of the steam plant through bonds. In response to congressional outcry from opponents, the JCAE, under Chet Holifield, stated in 1962 that the 1954 Atomic Energy Act authorized the AEC to market power from a production reactor, and it would not be necessary to go to Congress to ask for specific funding to build the power side. Funding had been approved to build the reactor, so no further votes were needed. Since funding had to come from the private sector to implement conversion, he argued, the commission could go ahead. Holifield told his
Republican colleagues that, if they did not like the approach, they would have to amend the 1954 act to prevent the sale of power. Holifield and the AEC in effect told the Republicans in Congress that they had already lost the battle, despite the 1961 resolution against federal power sale.26

The apparently incompatible positions were reconciled shortly. President John F. Kennedy's comptroller general delivered a crucial opinion when he stated that even if the conversion were privately funded, it would be necessary to get Congress to authorize the conversion, demonstrating that the power sale strictly conformed to the provisions of the 1954 act. In this fashion, Congress would still play its authorizing role by having a chance to vote on the conversion.27

SAFETY AND DESIGN

At the same time that Congress debated the propriety of the N reactor idea, General Electric designers proceeded with the paper planning in great detail. In a review of safety and reliability issues at N reactor, AEC managers explicitly acknowledged the high degree of preplanning that went into the reactor, outlining a design process which derived details from pre-set "criteria." General Electric first codified a series of safety requirements in a document issued in November 1957, and those requirements served as the design basis for N reactor. The criteria were formally expressed in detail under several headings: reactor coolant supply criteria, including primary, secondary, and last-ditch cooling systems; control criteria, specifically speed of control; and "total control," by which was meant a system which would allow for shutdown under any circumstances. That system arranged for thousands of marble-sized boron spheres to drop into the reactor as a total control safety measure; the boron would "poison" the reaction without the disastrous effect of the boron flood safety feature in the heavy water moderator at Savannah River. From General Electric's point of view, the systematic approach of working from "design-basis criteria" rather than the Du Pont method of separate decisions on subsystems was quite natural.

Describing the design process as derived from the criteria, General Electric showed the methodical preplanning which went from such "broad general technical criteria" to "scoping" of the "more detailed design criteria," which were approved at "appropriate executive levels." Then these design criteria led to detailed designs, prototype procurement and testing, design modifications, and procurement of production equipment. The final product, General Electric executives claimed with some pride, "represents a second or third generation of design even though the engineered equipment (such as control-rod drives) may have been used for the first time at N-Reactor." The systems approach was in place; its virtue was that one could go through several iterations of progress on paper without spending money on steel and concrete. When built, the company could claim, the resulting system would be both more modern and less expensive than the older cut-and-try method.28

Although the cumbersome and bureaucratic language might conceal the point from an outsider, General Electric's approach was indeed very different from that of Du Pont. The
contrast typified the change that electrical engineers brought to the profession of nuclear engineering. Where Du Pont had been explicit about its method of "design flexibility" which allowed for the postponement of decisions in order to capture the best choices, General Electric was proud of just the reverse principle, that of "design criteria" which required decisions to be made and revised and modernized before anything at all was built.

By showing how the safety requirements led to specific features, the Atomic Energy Commission and General Electric both claimed that the N reactor design derived from safety considerations, not that the reactors, designed for production, could be operated with a concern for safety, as in the Savannah River model. To a great extent, the thorough planning and pre-approval of designs before commitment to procurement did in fact derive from safety concerns regarding control, containment, and emergency shutdown. The reactor, General Electric spokesmen believed, would rank with the best commercial reactors in its safety features, as they noted in a 1964 reactor safety report:

Although N-Reactor is not a typical power reactor, it should logically be no more subject to accident than a typical power reactor, and, in fact, has been designed to a reliability standard at least as stringent as those usual in power reactor design.\(^{29}\)

In a process of mathematical reasoning, General Electric's N reactor managers explained that they hoped for the probability of a major accident to be in the range of 1 in 100,000 to 1 in 1,000,000 for any year of reactor operation. Explaining one conceivable accident chain which could produce a "major" accident, the authors demonstrated that such an event could come only out of simultaneous accidents to three systems, including the rod control system, the rod safety system, and the back-up ball-drop system. Each system had to be safe to the point of 1:100 to reduce the likelihood of the triple accident to 1:1,000,000. The thinking was that 100 x 100 x 100 equals 1,000,000 and that therefore one had to set an objective of an accident occurring less than once in a hundred years for each subsystem. Testing could not achieve the standard, for it would require testing each system for one hundred years; paradoxically, the system would wear out before the tests were completed! Instead, individual reliability estimates had to be generated for each subsystem, and their combination into a total reliability estimate would establish the safety of the whole system. Spelled out in this logical, but elementary, fashion, the 2 July 1964 report represented an early use of a probabilistic method of describing risk.\(^{30}\)

The reactor was indeed designed in a deductive way, from premises which had been set by policymakers. In a series of "NPR System Parameters" documents, General Electric designers set down 1) thermodynamic parameters of the reactor and primary loop; 2) physical dimensions of the components and equipment within the primary coolant system; 3) coolant properties of the reactor and heat removal system; and 4) physical parameters that would affect the operation and thermal power of the system. Unlike the situation with the earlier production reactors, where the overall thermal output had been scaled up several times during design and early operation, the N reactor design remained firm, with the overall reactor rating set at about 4,000 Megawatts-thermal. While actual start-up would require stepping up to that design power level in several careful stages, the full design power level was established before construction and never increased after
start-up. The overall scale of the reactor was one of many preplanned features; final decisions on relatively minor considerations were made by 1961, including the fuel element parameters, tube dimensions, predicted operating temperatures, coolant flow rates, and literally dozens of other specifications.31

At the Atomic Energy Commission, well before final congressional approval for power operation of the reactor, representatives of General Electric met with the Production Division, Reactor Operations Branch, and members of the Hanford Operations Office to discuss the plans for N reactor and raised safety and convertibility issues. By April 1962 the planners were able to review preliminary work on tentative values for reactor power level, number of loops, coolant temperatures, steam pressures, fuel exposure, reactivity coefficients, and fission product inventories; such calculations were in process a full two years before start-up.32

In these early planning sessions, Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards members raised questions which, although not perceived as hostile, or "loaded," went to the heart of several of the N reactor issues which eventually would create problems for the reactor:

1. Was the confinement system adequate?
2. How would the reactor deal with external fluctuations in electrical power demand?
3. Would the power consortium (WPPSS) be a competent reactor operator?
4. Would N reactor be the only production reactor in operation when it was involved in power production?33

These questions remained unresolved before the reactor went into operation.

The elaborate preplanning system developed by General Electric could result in choosing an economical, safe, modern, and efficient design. The time consumed in planning, by contrast to the Du Pont methods of the World War II and Korean War periods, prevented rapid progress from concept to construction to operation, yet it had the virtue of producing a balanced, safe, and modernized machine. But converting N reactor to electrical production as well as safe plutonium production required jumping a few more political hurdles.

**Final Approvals**

Under the AEC authorization act signed into law (87-701) on 16 September 1962 following the comptroller general's resolution of the congressional logjam over the issue, the AEC had to make three "determinations" and submit the information to the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy before proceeding. The JCAE began to entertain those determinations on 27 September 1962. This resolution of the long-standing public-private power debate represented a compromise in which the Republican anti-public power advocates were allowed to save face. Congress would authorize Hanford generating facilities as long as the "determinations" that the operation would conform to the 1954 act were made.

Within five weeks, the comptroller general asserted that the Atomic Energy Commission had provided the appropriate determinations for N reactor: 1) electric power would be a
"by-product" of the reactor; 2) the sale of power could provide financial return to the U.S. treasury; and 3) operation for power would enhance defense readiness. The comptroller general ruled that the AEC had conformed to the original intent of the 1954 act by these determinations, and the joint committee simply endorsed the ruling.\textsuperscript{34}

By November 1962 the AEC predicted cost overruns from the original $145 million to $205 million.\textsuperscript{35} Nevertheless, Hanford defenders of the N reactor convertibility approach developed a number of presentations showing revenues for steam as a means of deferring the cost of plutonium and tritium. One such study concluded: "During the period of production need, this plant promises to be the Commission's most economic producer of nuclear defense materials." Despite earlier warnings that such calculations were dubious at best, defenders of the system found it difficult to resist the temptation to present them.\textsuperscript{36}

The reactor construction and conversion project was completed on 15 April 1964, and at that time General Electric anticipated that the reactor would be at full power by the fall of that year.\textsuperscript{37} Preliminary runs at 10 percent of rated power were successful, and the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards approved "stepwise" upgrading to 75 percent of full power; in the meantime, the ACRS made only minor suggestions for improvement, modifications which did not affect the basic design. The ACRS also recommended closer study of performance of various systems under unlikely, but "maximum credible," accident scenarios.\textsuperscript{38}

After the reactor went into operation in 1964, General Electric anticipated public reactions to questions of operational safety similar to those faced in the growing commercial reactor sector. When the company planned ahead with the AEC, looking to the day when the reactor would be converted to "Phase III," that is, the power-only and no-plutonium production phase, it became apparent that despite all the safety design criteria, the reactor did not quite meet the standards being established for the commercial reactor sector. Those variations from standards derived from its unique qualities. Despite the pressurized water system and the heat exchangers, the reactor would not meet commercial limits on radioactive release to the river. The structure surrounding the reactor was built as a confinement system to forestall emissions of radioactive gas or steam to the environment; that "confinement system," while it could limit the effect of a catastrophic meltdown, did not meet commercial requirements for a full-scale containment system. In effect, N reactor might never be certifiable as meeting the emerging standards of waterborne and airborne radioactive emission as a power-only reactor, and thus it could not ever move to Phase III. Despite, or because of, the extensive pre-planning, the reactor did not have the flexibility to adjust as the rules of the game changed.\textsuperscript{39}

PRODUCTION REACTORS UP AND RUNNING

As built, N reactor's fuel slugs were 2.4 inches in diameter by 26 inches long, clad in zircalloy that was .03 to .04 inches thick. A partially automated system of fuel loading and unloading, hydraulic control rods, the boron-ball system for emergency scram,
air-filtered containment system, and a well-designed control room all represented a modernized reactor which clearly was a product of 1960s technology.40

With the construction of N, the Atomic Energy Commission built the last of the genus: production reactors. There were two species in the genus. One was the nine-member graphite reactor group, all direct lineal descendants of CP-1, all built at Hanford; N reactor, with its pressurized water, modern features, and heat exchangers, was a specialized type of the graphite-moderated species reflecting the emerging new style of nuclear engineering. The second species was the group of five heavy water reactors, all built at Savannah River and modeled on Walter Zinn's conceptual design of "CP-6" as modified and refined by the Du Pont engineers. By 1963-64, with all fourteen running and reflecting all the power upgrades, the United States had over 36,000 Megawatts-thermal of production reactor power in operation, compared to the less than 750 MWth which had produced the strategic material for Trinity and Fat Man, dropped on Nagasaki. As a further measure of scale, in 1963 there was a total of about 860 MWe (or about 2,800 thermal megawatts) devoted to generating commercial electric power in the United States. When N reactor's power generators came on line in 1966, they approximately doubled the nation's total electrical output from reactors.41

The winds of change had started to blow, however, in the world of nuclear engineering, with President Eisenhower's emphasis on converting the atom to peaceful purposes and with the 1954 Atomic Energy Act. In the design and construction of N reactor, the Production Division and General Electric attempted to link materials production to the more peacetime function of power generation. Further adaptation to change would become increasingly difficult over the next decade.
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THE PRODUCTION REACTOR DILEMMA:
RISK, CLOSURES, DIVERSIFICATION

THE SIXTIES--AN AGE OF TRANSFORMATIONS

The period from the late 1950s through the early 1970s was a time of difficult transition at both Savannah River and Hanford. At both sites the production reactors had been built and power levels increased under the urgent demands of wartime schedules, whether those of World War II, the early Cold War, or the intensified crisis atmosphere of the nuclear arms race. With the end of the Korean War in 1953 and the change of emphasis to "Atoms for Peace," the world of nuclear reactors had altered. Over the next decade and a half, decisions affecting reactor technology, reactor operation, and the very survival of the family of production reactors moved from behind closed doors into the open.

When the reactors had been built in World War II, the American public had no knowledge of their existence. Postwar upgrades and new reactors drew little notice. When a new site was chosen, a few representatives of potential sites expressed interest, but the short flurry of public attention died out after Savannah River was selected in 1950. The AEC inherited from the Manhattan Engineer District both the formal and informal side of secrecy. On the formal side, the rules of classification, chain-link fences, an elaborate badging system, and controlled access to information and facilities all served to limit public awareness. On the informal side, the habit and tradition of providing no more information than was absolutely required meant that knowledge about production reactors remained limited. For such reasons, the myriad specific choices and broader policy decisions which shaped production reactor technology did not receive public exposure in the period 1942-52.

As we have seen, through the mid-1950s President Eisenhower's commitment to converting reactor technology to peaceful purposes soon brought reactor concerns into a somewhat more public forum. With the construction of N reactor, rather suddenly, some aspects of production reactor technology had become the center of overlapping political conflicts.

New developments in the early 1960s exposed further aspects of production reactor policy to the public. The original production reactors approached the end of their life spans. Safety evaluators within the Atomic Energy Commission continued to have reservations about reactors which had been modified, repaired, rebuilt, and upgraded. With N reactor coming on line and with the accumulation of plutonium nearing long-term weapons requirements, the need to keep alive the oldest reactors for the production of plutonium diminished. The commission then had to face the issue of which ones to close first. The simplest but not necessarily the most scientific way to rank the reactors by risk was to regard the oldest as the most unsafe. Once reactors had been scheduled for closure, the AEC needed to deal with how to minimize the economic impact of the
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Closures and to search for alternative ways to employ the facilities and the personnel to soften the impact. Thus, in the 1960s the dilemma of an excess production reactor population generated new issues about risk, closure scheduling, and diversification of the tasks at Hanford and Savannah River. Increasingly, such issues crept into a more open, and a more complex, forum. Decisions on each issue could no longer be made entirely behind the fences, insulated from public participation.

The sources of the transition from the closed-room style of internal decision making to the more open process are diverse. From the end of the Eisenhower administration through the Kennedy and Johnson years, the United States underwent a deep cultural and political transformation. Values and ideas which had been part of the national consensus in the war and postwar years started to erode; old assumptions no longer seemed valid. In areas of life ranging from popular support for American foreign policy to trust in government and acceptance of corporate and academic leadership, profound changes were afoot. Some of the causes were international, such as the coming of age of a generation born since World War II; other causes seemed rooted in peculiarly American experiences, such as the discrediting of extreme anticommunism in the political career of Senator Joseph McCarthy. Long-range trends played a part, including the proliferation of commercial television, the disruption of the traditional family, and deep-seated and unresolved social tensions regarding race and gender. The nuclear weapons complex, although insulated and isolated from the mainstream of American life by a curtain of classification, by a degree of geographic remoteness, and by the tradition of quiet decision making, could not be entirely immune to the underlying social changes of the 1960s. In one sense, the transition to public involvement can be seen as an example of this broader transformation of American culture to a greater degree of participatory governance.

The specific case of transfer of production reactor decisions from government experts to a more public forum reflected unique and distinctive issues. Changing perceptions of risk and conflicts between national defense priorities and the economic interests of localities took the debate in particular, sometimes unpredictable, directions. Actions by the Atomic Energy Commission itself contributed to the growing cynicism about government and distrust in decisions reached privately by leaders and experts. Some decision makers were shocked and irritated by the contrast between that public cynicism and the euphoric patriotism of the early postwar years.

Bland AEC statements minimizing the risk in fallout from weapons testing inspired doubt rather than faith as contradictory evidence mounted. The exposure and consequent illness of Japanese fishermen aboard the fishing boat Lucky Dragon and of local Marshall Islanders and American servicemen as a result of 1954 testing at Enewetak contributed to public doubts, as did congressional hearings into weapons fallout in 1957 and 1959. Hearings on Atomic Energy Commission rule making regarding the risk of reactor meltdown attracted some further public notice in 1959. Then, in the early 1960s, separate local grassroots groups objected to the risk of a proposed commercial reactor at Bodega Bay in California and of others sited near Detroit and on Long Island, New York. In California the opposition focused on the willingness of a public utility to despoil a scenic coastline and build near an earthquake fault. In Michigan and New York the proximity of the planned reactors to
centers of population raised concerns about evacuation in the event of a catastrophe. Power companies preferred to site their reactors close to their heaviest consumer markets in metropolitan areas in order to minimize the loss of power over long-distance transmission lines. If the reactors were sited near cities, suburbanites feared their proximity; if sited remotely, nature lovers raised an outcry. In these early and widely separated first protests lay hints and origins of what became a nationwide movement a decade later.

In 1963-64 the Atomic Energy Commission's assurances regarding radioactive exposure danger, reactor risk, and general issues of nuclear energy no longer received universal acceptance, yet polls and votes on antinuclear propositions reflected the fact that the majority of Americans still supported the concept of nuclear power development. The commission tried to respond promptly to the new emphases on peace, safety, and public benefit, but the linkages between atomic energy and war, danger, and closely held secrets had been established. In the area of nuclear politics, as in other phases of American life, the decade following 1963 was one of difficult cultural adjustment.

At the heart of the adjustment was the issue of nuclear reactor risk. When and if a reactor had a major failure, its consequences could be disastrous. Even before the first Hanford production reactors had been built in 1943-44, the small knowledgeable circle of scientists and military men anticipated the potential dangers of reactors. It was for exactly that reason that one of the criteria for the selection of the site at Hanford had been geographic isolation. Even though in the eastern part of the United States, Savannah River also had been chosen partly for its location in a relatively underpopulated section. But as the AEC sought to encourage power reactor development, a host of issues needed resolution, including how to compare the risk of reactors, how reactor risk increased as the reactors aged, and how various safety features should be evaluated. When choosing from among alternate designs, some objective method of determining the safest system would be desirable. The population of reactors was so small, and the consequences of an accident potentially so great, that it was impossible to apply the usual statistical measures of safety used on systems with more numerous individual cases of total failure, such as steam engines and automobiles.

All of the production reactors except N reactor had been built before the movement to promote commercial reactors got under way. The early piles at Hanford had been shielded but not "confined" or "contained." Effluent to the Columbia River carried a continuing burden of radioactivity. Protection against the dangers of meltdown derived from isolation; if a reactor caught fire or melted down, the more than ten miles of empty desert to the nearest residence offered some protection. Yet winds could carry radioactive smoke and debris for hundreds of miles, so the risk remained. As commercial reactors were planned for less isolated spots and as containment structures were designed to protect against public exposure, the dangers of the older reactors became more obvious by contrast. Public debates over the emerging regime of regulations and designs for commercial reactors which would minimize risk, reduce effluent, and protect worker safety became quite strident through the late 1960s and early 1970s. The pre-existing older generation of production reactor cousins, ignored by the public when they had been created, simply did not conform to the evolving modern standards. If the Atomic Energy Commission closed
production reactors, it would resolve both the safety and excess capacity issues. Yet reactor closure brought other public issues to the fore.

The people living near Savannah River and Hanford viewed closure of production reactors not as an environmental blessing but as a potential economic disaster. In both locations, the employment of thousands of technical workers had transformed the local economies. That effect was more pronounced in Washington State than in South Carolina, simply because the economic impact of Hanford was proportionally greater. Eastern Washington had been an arid, lightly settled region; Hanford was the largest employer in the state for the whole region east of the Cascade Mountains. Furthermore, the three nearby towns in which Hanford workers lived all depended upon the government contract payroll. By 1964 there were nine production reactors at Hanford; those machines alone employed over three thousand workers. At Savannah River, the population working at the site resided in a more dispersed fashion in surrounding counties, rather than being concentrated in specific neighboring communities. In both areas, however, representatives, senators, and state governors were sensitive to the impact of planning upon their constituents and worked to diversify employment opportunities.

By the time the Atomic Energy Commission announced plans to close some of its production reactors, intricate politics had already started to emerge in the related but distinct area of debates over commercial power reactors. Slowly, on the national level, an antinuclear sentiment took organizational form, at first in widely dispersed local actions in California, Michigan, and New York. The groups opposed to particular commercial reactors appealed for followers with the related but separate issues of risk to local real estate, concern for the natural environment, disarmament, nuclear safety, and participatory government. In the late 1960s, as utilities across the country placed orders for power reactors, concerned reactor neighbors in state after state took an interest in the issues. Gradually, the antinuclear movement coalesced, and later its actions affected not only commercial reactor licensing and siting but the production reactors as well.

Yet those who sought to build more commercial nuclear power plants also expressed concern with international peace, with limiting reactor risk, and with controlling radioactive emissions. Pro-nuclear advocates claimed, with good evidence, that nuclear power remained far cleaner than coal in the production of electricity and far safer to workers than the other energy systems. As the lines of argument and the advocates from the commercial reactor debate influenced production reactor issues, complexities and cross-currents abounded. For example, some proponents of local nuclear projects at Hanford and Savannah River, while pro-nuclear in tone, grew suspicious of the Atomic Energy Commission's closed process of decision making. Such pro-nuclear advocates also began to demand more informed public access to the decision-making process.

The issues of risk, local economic impact, conversion to the peaceful atom, and plutonium oversupply shaped the complex process of how production reactor debates moved into the open. The unfolding of those issues shaped the transformation that took place in the 1960s and early 1970s.
LAND USE ON WAHLUKE SLOPE

Public perceptions of reactor risk underwent a fundamental change between the 1950s and the 1970s. The low public perception of reactor risk in the 1950s is illustrated by a protest at Hanford over access to agricultural lands. During World War II the Manhattan Engineer District had restricted access to land on the northern and eastern bank of the Columbia River, across from the Hanford reservation, in an area known as the Wahluke Slope. This land provided a safety zone between the reactor areas and civilian populations. In response to postwar claims that the continued restriction of this land imposed "considerable hardship" on the land owners, in 1948 the Atomic Energy Commission lifted some wartime restrictions, though it still did not permit development of any irrigation projects which the Department of the Interior sponsored elsewhere in the immediate area.3

As time passed without a major reactor accident, the commission felt more confident opening land on the Wahluke Slope to development. In January 1952, under advice from the Reactor Safeguard Committee and a specially appointed Industrial Committee on Reactor Location Problems, the AEC released around eighty-seven thousand acres of a "Secondary Zone" on the Wahluke Slope to irrigation works, including the Interior Department's Columbia River Basin project. The commission directed its Hanford Operations Office to establish a warning system for slope residents in case of a disaster. It also developed a public education campaign to inform residents of potential hazards associated with the production reactors. However, at that time, the AEC retained an area of the Secondary Zone which remained restricted from development, as well as a central zone directly across the river from the reactors, to which all access was prohibited.4

Local residents remained unsatisfied. Glenn Lee, editor of the area's Tri-City Herald, argued in May 1954 that the slope question was more an issue of the AEC's wish for the "power of a dictatorship" than the reality of a catastrophe at Hanford. Lee did not think the "thousands and thousands of beautiful acres" should remain "locked up" simply for use by the federal government. Eventually the AEC agreed, withdrawing its objection to irrigation development within the entire Secondary Zone of the Wahluke Slope in December 1958 and allowing "normal use" to begin. The commission justified its action on the basis that General Electric had installed more safety devices in the reactors, including confinement systems. Until further safety could be assured, the primary zone directly across from the reactors remained closed for several more years. Lee's positions in this dispute show how in the particular situation at Hanford, one could be a local booster and comfortably pro-nuclear and at the same time also be pro-environmental, pro-participatory democracy, and anti-AEC.5

These early debates over the question of use of Wahluke Slope revealed that in the 1950s, some residents near federal nuclear facilities feared government encroachment on their economic and property rights far more than they feared radioactivity. Even ten years later, after reactor risk had become a politicized issue, it remained possible to find politically organized groups at Hanford regarding the loss of livelihood as a more dangerous prospect than radioactive hazards from reactors. In other areas of the nation it was rare to find
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protestors seeking to work closer to facilities which the government viewed as hazardous. To an extent, the early Wahluke Slope debates show very clearly how little the public near Hanford perceived nuclear facilities as risky up through 1959; indeed, the Atomic Energy Commission was more concerned about such risks than the local activists thought appropriate. 6

Reactor Risk: Theories and Practices

In the period when public concern about the risk of reactors was increasing, technical approaches to the study of such risk underwent a change. The older method, using "deterministic logic," served as the basis for design and early operation of the Hanford reactors and had characterized early safety planning at Savannah River. Using this system, a possible worst-case accident was visualized, and then both design and operation were planned around methods of forestalling cause-event sequences which would lead to, or determine, such an outcome or accident. At Savannah River, a possible catastrophic accident received close attention, through examination of various event sequences in worst-case scenarios. One Du Pont report studied the measures taken prior to Savannah River start-up to prevent escape of radioactive materials to the environment. As part of the analysis of the risks involved, the reactors were described in great detail. The report spelled out the scram and control processes and reviewed a possible boiling accident, outlining a worst-case scenario. 7

A 1953 Savannah River study focused on the consequences of the assumed failure of certain major systems, in this case the failure of the six heavy water recirculation pumps. This deterministic method, a "design basis accident approach," did not consider unlikely combinations of unlikely minor problems which could combine in various ways into serious events; such extreme cases would not be explored as they could be regarded as "non-credible." Instead, the 1953 report estimated the time taken by each step in one presumed possible catastrophic accident, showing that a scram had to be achieved in eighty-one seconds at the 300 megawatt level, and more quickly at higher power levels, to prevent the lithium-aluminum control rods from melting and producing a catastrophic accident. Such calculations allowed designers to anticipate exactly how fast a scram had to take place at each level of power upgrade and to design accordingly. It was in just this fashion that deterministic risk analysis contributed to reactor design in the 1940s and 1950s. 8

By the 1960s a new method of evaluating the risk of reactors began to emerge in the wider community of commercial power nuclear engineers. General Electric, with its growing experience in the power reactor manufacturing business, had more exposure to this new set of ideas than did the Du Pont operators at Savannah River. Some of the first origins of the new method, called "probabilistic risk assessment," could be found in the academic education of the newly emerging profession of nuclear engineers. Ernst Frankel, who wrote a textbook for a course in systems reliability which he taught through the 1960s at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), drew on a number of works published
in the period 1957-61 that gave mathematical models for assessing the reliability of complex systems and evaluating the probability of their failure.\(^9\)

Frankel showed how, in the traditional deterministic approach to complex systems, engineers anticipated the physical causes of system failure and prevented them by redundancy (that is, duplication of crucial system elements), design, and maintenance. Under the probabilistic approach, engineers were able to estimate the numerical likelihood of failure of a system or subsystem with a given design and maintenance program. The two approaches were not incompatible even though their theoretical viewpoints were very different: with deterministic engineering, one looked to physical problems and their remedies; with probabilism, one assessed the system's reliability by examining the probability of failure of crucial components. The probabilistic approach was more likely to focus on the combined effect of multiple failures of subsystems. It was precisely this new method which General Electric engineers at Hanford employed in trying to convince the ACRS that the risk of the combined failure of multiple subsystems at N reactor was in the one-in-one-million range. If three subsystems had to simultaneously fail, and the chance of each failing was less than one time in a hundred years of operation, the probability of all three at once was, for all practical purposes, nil. Douglas United Nuclear, which took over operation of N reactor in 1967, concurred that such a one-in-a-million, "postulated accident" could not happen.\(^10\)

The different approaches, although theoretically complementary or compatible, could lead to somewhat different practical conclusions about how to improve the reliability of a system. Using determinism, a worst-case failure would be examined and the system designed to prevent the accident or to ameliorate its effects. Using probabilism, the reliability of a great variety of subsystems could be calculated and an overall, quantified judgment made about the total system; such an approach could generate a focus on design improvements on small, but crucial, parts of the total system. The increasing use of computers made easier the vast number of calculations required under the probabilistic approach. Furthermore, by calculating the minute likelihood of simultaneous or sequential failure of multiple safety systems, one might reasonably demonstrate that the likelihood of a meltdown accident was not believable—-that it was "not credible."

In the late 1960s several published papers brought probabilistic thinking more fully to the attention of nuclear engineers. A 1967 paper delivered at a Vienna conference of the International Atomic Energy Agency, F. R. Farmer's "Reactor Safety and Siting: A Proposed Risk Criterion," spread the concept of the new approach. Farmer argued that risk could be measured by estimating the probability of a system's failure, and he made a distinction between acceptable and unacceptable risks.\(^11\)

The growth of Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA), as it came to be called in nuclear engineering, resembled in several respects the paradigm shift of a major scientific revolution. Some engineers who had been trained to use existing deterministic methods remained skeptical of the new system, particularly warning it could lead to an unjustified reliance on numbers, many of which derived from guesses. The harshest critics thought it little more than an exercise in numerology. Practitioners of the new system showed that it addressed several difficulties not handled by the old, particularly the issue of combination
of minor causes into major consequences. That focus on the ability of the new system to
deal with elements not adequately handled in the old system was similar to the pattern in
scientific revolutions in which anomalies not explainable by the previous scientific theory
could be explained by the new. As in more well-known "paradigm shifts" or scientific
revolutions, the development of probabilism in nuclear engineering was accompanied by
heated controversy within the community of specialists and, later, more widely in the
public.12

PRA practitioners insisted that their method was supplementary to the earlier method
and saw no conflict with it, even though some engineers continued to resist probabilistic
approaches as mere numbers games. It is reflective of the different engineering approaches
at Hanford and Savannah River that Hanford GE engineers, with their emphasis on systems
planning, used early forms of PRA methods in planning N reactor in the 1960s. It was not
until the 1980s that Du Pont engineers at Savannah River took training in the newer
methods and began a probabilistic risk analysis of the reactors there.

Although the PRA approach emerged as a new way of evaluating the risk associated with
nuclear reactors in the 1960s, concern for safety had always been an element in both
design and operations. Du Pont remained explicitly concerned about safety from its first
days of running the Savannah River reactors, both in terms of industrial safety of workers
and of releases to the environment, and continued to apply its existing safety procedures.
As a corporation working with highly dangerous substances, Du Pont had a long tradition
of insuring plant safety. Rather than assigning responsibility for safety to a separate office,
Du Pont insisted that all line officers be personally responsible for the safety of the divisions
under them as part of their central management mission. That corporate approach required
considerable internal monitoring and reporting.13

In response to a request in 1962 by the Atomic Energy Commission's local Savannah
River Operations Office, Du Pont began submitting semiannual reports on incidents and a
safety audit of performance at the Savannah River reactors. This documentation
summarized problems every six months; earlier problems had been reported individually
as Reactor Incidents (RIs). The semiannual reports to the commission bore a more positive
tone than the RIs, which had focused only on single incidents rather than on trends. In the
semiannual reports, even a failure to reduce the number of incidents from one six-month
period to the next was presented as a measure of continued vigilance and level of
performance in the face of changes and in view of the fact that the plant grew steadily
older. Du Pont also addressed safety issues by improving reactor containment, power
monitors, and internal radiation monitors.14

As the AEC's concern with reactor safety increased with the licensing and construction
of less remote power reactors, operators at Savannah River examined even more closely
some of the worst-case scenarios, continuing to use deterministic approaches. In 1965, in
response to an expected ruling from the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards, the
commission asked the contractors at both Hanford and Savannah River to begin planning
for bringing the reactors there into conformity with commercial reactor standards. Their
responses to the AEC's request showed the slight difference in how Du Pont's determinism
and General Electric's probabilism, derived from its nuclear power background, worked out in practice.

The Atomic Energy Commission evaluated the sites in light of a Code of Federal Regulations rule regarding radiation protection standards and emissions (10 CFR 20) and another regarding reactor site criteria in case of meltdowns (10 CFR 100). Savannah River met the 10 CFR 20 standard on radioactive emissions to streams and the 10 CFR 100 site requirement regarding partial, but not extensive, meltdowns. In effect, Du Pont admitted that in the instance of a worst-case accident, Savannah River did not meet the site standard. Hanford had only a narrow margin on release to streams; however, on 10 CFR 100, Hanford's explanation of the unlikely combination of events necessary to generate fuel melting made such an accident "incredible." By those probabilistic grounds, General Electric argued that Hanford met the 10 CFR 100 rule. Du Pont made no effort to argue that the worst case could not happen; General Electric could use its calculations to show that the worst case was beyond likelihood.15

In a 1967 safety report, a Du Pont safety officer at Savannah River asserted that the motivation for Du Pont to guard against a catastrophic accident was even higher than any measure of real public risk would suggest, because relatively minor effects could bring adverse publicity to the corporation. In an internal report, he drew particular attention to twenty incidents, criticizing the fact that they had been assessed as "minor." This unpublished report showed that some of Du Pont's own experts disagreed, sometimes heatedly, on how to assess, report, and respond to problems of control and radiation release. But even though they disagreed, Du Pont personnel in this period regarded such issues as properly handled inside the company and sought to avoid public misunderstanding or misapprehension.16

Through the 1950s and 1960s Du Pont continued to operate the Savannah River reactors with a strict system of administrative controls which followed the company's own standards and methods for safety at its chemical plants. Du Pont's view was that a series of tried and true institutional mechanisms enforced safety: safety analysis reports, technical manuals, technical standards, mechanical standards, standard operating procedures, emergency procedures, test authorizations, indirect repair orders, reactor technology memoranda, facilities and equipment instructions, job plans, and maintenance procedures. For each of these mechanisms, specific definitions, specific procedures for issuance or modification, and specific responsibilities for implementation or authorization were all documented. This essentially Weberian bureaucratic method was detailed to the last step. The concept was that any alteration in procedures which might reduce safety would be thoroughly reviewed; mechanical or operational factors which might determine a bad outcome would be offset by good management.17

Both Du Pont and General Electric remained sensitive to charges that the reactors they operated were unsafe, either in terms of gradual radioactive or thermal pollution of streams or in terms of risk of a major sudden incident or meltdown. But they were caught in a difficult position. In order to meet Production Division orders for material production, they had to keep the reactors running; all reactors involved risk and most had some degree of accidental radioactive emission. Any explanations issued by the contractor regarding
technical procedures designed to mitigate pollution or risk were difficult to express in classic public relations terms. Issued by the firm responsible for the equipment and its possible failure, almost any explanation appeared self-serving, especially if it were couched in general terms. On the other hand, detailed technical explanations could be so difficult for a layman to follow that they could have the unintended psychological effect of drawing attention to the risk itself rather than to the complex methods used to reduce the risk. Yet when the public or the ACRS expected explanations, the contractors had to make statements. Their position became increasingly difficult as public interest in the issues mounted.18

The problem of dealing with public perceptions of reactor risk hardly existed in 1959. By the mid- and late 1960s it became an increasing administrative burden to both Du Pont and General Electric, as the issue moved into the open forum of the press and electronic media as the result of contemporary expansion of commercial power reactors. Business leaders in the growing nuclear industry were troubled by exactly this "public perception" problem. At a panel presented in 1963 at the Atomic Industrial Forum, a new association of industrialists building and operating reactors, several of the speakers noted the issue. C. Rogers McCullough, former chairman of the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards and now vice president of a private nuclear firm, called it "a rising tide of criticism" of atomic energy. He felt the criticism was unfair and somehow politically motivated, since the nuclear industry was more concerned with safety and with explaining safety than other industries.19

PEACEFUL USES

Safety and risk were only one side of the public relations problem. With the growing emphasis on peaceful uses of the atom, and with the attempt through the presidencies of Lyndon B. Johnson and Richard M. Nixon to maintain détente, the production reactors and the whole nuclear weapons complex remained uncomfortable reminders of the fact that the United States was engaged in a nuclear arms race with the Soviet Union. Although the primary function of both Hanford and Savannah River remained the production of materials for nuclear weapons, Du Pont, for one, sought to characterize a variety of design changes as reflective of a more peacefully oriented research and development orientation. This "R & D" emphasis, which included efforts to produce a number of experimental isotopes at Savannah River, was at first presented as evidence of the meeting of scientific challenges and of adapting to the new emphasis on peaceful uses of atomic energy. AEC manager E. J. Bloch informed the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy that Savannah River was working on a plan in 1964 to irradiate weapons grade plutonium, transforming it by steps into americium and finally curium-244. Even though curium-244 was three hundred times more toxic than plutonium-239, the commission hoped to find a market for the isotope in Space Nuclear Auxiliary Power (SNAP) applications. The project was presented as evidence of the research and development capability at Savannah River.20

It soon became clear that the idea of simply operating the reactors, year in and year out, to produce the same weapons-related products without a product improvement or an
experimental program was difficult and uncomfortable for the corporation and its technical staff. People with scientific training went to work for Du Pont not to be machine operators but to engage in research and development and to make "better things for better living," as the company motto proclaimed on the bottom of every piece of stationery. Operating a weapons material production reactor on a routine basis for quantity production hardly met the official corporate ideal or the real personal motivation needs of the employees, let alone the emerging ethos of Atoms for Peace. Du Pont sought visible and tangible connections between its weapons material production efforts and peacetime applications. Production of curium-244 was only one such proposal among many to introduce variety and peaceful purposes into the Savannah River operation.21

With the growth of commercial reactors and with continued Atomic Energy Commission emphasis on peaceful uses of the atom, Savannah River reflected the broader cultural shift. Difficult as it was, both the government and the contractor attempted to present production reactors and production facilities, all built and dedicated to weapons manufacture, as somehow linked to, or convertible to, peaceful purposes. Efforts to produce isotopes, to harness the heavy water design to power production, and to support power reactor work in other ways all became regular features of Du Pont and AEC public relations documents in the 1960s.

Du Pont participated from 1957 through 1962 in the commercial reactor development program, submitting a number of reports outlining how heavy water reactors the company ran for weapons material production might be made into or designed for electrical power generation. The AEC requested that Du Pont prepare cost evaluations of heavy water (HW) reactors at both the 500 and 1,000 MW scale, developing cost comparisons of HW reactors with other types, including gas-cooled and light water cooled reactors. Du Pont did not wholeheartedly jump aboard the power reactor bandwagon, however. After thorough study of one type of heavy water reactor, a boiling heavy water cooled pressure-tube reactor, Du Pont concluded "large capacity reactors of this type are not competitive with conventional fossil fuel plants at this time in the USA."22

Central to the heavy water power projects was the Heavy Water Components Test Reactor (HWCTR), which had been proposed in 1956 to help commercial manufacturers evaluate various components to be used in possible heavy water reactors built for electrical generation. Over the period 1956-63, the test reactor was conceived, designed, and constructed by Du Pont at Savannah River at an approximate cost of $8 million. On this AEC-initiated project, Du Pont had neither the urgency nor the free hand which it had employed in building the production reactors. Du Pont officials suggested that the seven years from conception to operation did not meet their corporate standard for getting things built in a timely fashion. Du Pont remained uncomfortable with the total systems design style of reactor building so readily followed by General Electric. The HWCTR delays and planning simply did not match Du Pont's methods of plant design.23

About a year after completion of the Heavy Water Components Test Reactor, the AEC informed the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy that the program had become a dead issue. By the time of the reactor's completion, marketing of light water reactors for power generation had begun in earnest by Westinghouse and General Electric. The AEC general
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manager explored, without success, whether the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) or a European agency would be interested in sharing continued operating expenses of the reactor. This short-lived program was an early example of the many setbacks and disappointments in the effort to develop peaceful programs at the two sites.\textsuperscript{24}

Nevertheless, the overall tone taken by the Savannah River operation in the early 1960s was quite upbeat, conveying an emphasis on the possible future conversion of Savannah River from an arsenal of the Cold War to a locale for civilian and peacetime research. The need to move to such a conversion soon became quite pressing.

**Reactor Closings**

As Du Pont and General Electric began addressing increased safety concerns in the 1960s, they faced a new challenge to their operations which spelled the final doom of members of the production reactor family and precipitated much greater public and political concern. Gordon Dean's 1952 prediction of a plutonium surplus by the mid-1960s had been quite accurate. In fact, the intensive effort to increase production reactor power ratings in response to the perceived immediate arms threat from the Soviet Union during the early 1950s brought the date of plutonium surplus, or "glut," quite promptly. The weapons complex achieved its "saturated market" for plutonium by 1963. Table 6 presents a cross section of the power ratings of the various production reactors on the eve of the decision to close them.

In response to the plutonium supply levels, the Atomic Energy Commission planned the retirement first of the older plutonium-producing reactors at Hanford, with a cutback in enriched uranium production, and then a cutback of some of the dual-purpose, plutonium-tritium producers at Savannah River. As will be seen, the cutbacks were announced and carried out in a piecemeal fashion, closing a few major facilities at a time over a period of six years. The AEC hoped to mitigate the economic impact by spacing out the shutdowns. However, the commission did not announce its policy openly. Rather, a few reactors would be closed with an announcement that production needs could be met with the remainder, and then, a year or two later, another round of closings would be announced--a process which only heightened, rather than quieted, the resultant political outcry.\textsuperscript{25}

On 8 January 1964 President Johnson announced the first reduction in plutonium and enriched uranium production in his State of the Union message.\textsuperscript{26} The Atomic Energy Commission scheduled four reactors for closure: F, DR, and H at Hanford, and R at Savannah River. These closings were scheduled through 1964 and 1965; the reactors were selected on the basis of being among the oldest and in the worst physical condition of all the members of the family.\textsuperscript{27}
Table 6

PRODUCTION REACTORS - POWER LEVEL UPGRADES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hanford B</td>
<td>1944:250</td>
<td>1951:435</td>
<td>1963:1,940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hanford D</td>
<td>1945:250</td>
<td>1951:435</td>
<td>1963:2,005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hanford DR</td>
<td>1949:250</td>
<td>1951:500+</td>
<td>1963:1,925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hanford H</td>
<td>1950:250</td>
<td>1951:500+</td>
<td>1963:1,955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hanford C</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>1952:750</td>
<td>1963:2,310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Savannah R</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>1953:383</td>
<td>1963:2,300-2,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hanford KW</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>1954:1,800</td>
<td>1963:4,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Savannah P</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>1954:383</td>
<td>1963:2,300-2,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Savannah L</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>1954:383</td>
<td>1963:2,300-2,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Savannah K</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>1954:383</td>
<td>1963:2,300-2,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Savannah C</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>1955:383</td>
<td>1963:2,300-2,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hanford KE</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>1955:1,800</td>
<td>1963:4,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hanford N</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>1964:3,950-therm.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total MWth Capacity (low estimate) 1964:36,300

Source: AEC 1140, pp. 32, 60-61.
While Johnson decided to close production reactors because American plutonium requirements had been met, he used the impending shutdowns as a gesture of international goodwill. On 21 January 1964, in his message to an Eighteen-Nation Disarmament Conference, Johnson announced that the United States was prepared to accept appropriate verification of scheduled reactor shutdowns, implicitly suggesting that the Soviet Union follow the American example. The Atomic Energy Commission then undertook the development of a verification system for international use to assure that a production reactor had not been operated between verification visits. The closures, their relationship to disarmament, and the verification scheme were all given prominent mention in AEC press releases and in the commission's annual reports.\(^28\)

Commenting on the cutbacks in April 1964, President Johnson characterized them as reflecting "our desire to reduce tensions, and our unwillingness to risk weakness." Despite the effort to style the closures as a peace gesture, he also stated somewhat more frankly that he was "bringing production in line with need," and anticipated that Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev would respond with similar cutbacks. However, at no time in the public statement on the closing of plutonium production reactors did the AEC attempt to make clear that a permanent plutonium surplus had been achieved; placing some of the reactors on "standby" left a public impression that the closures might even be temporary. Eventually, when no "nonproduction" use for a reactor was found, its status would be altered to "permanent shutdown."\(^29\)

Further closings in the mid-1960s continued to reflect the combined effects of oversupply, obsolescence, and détente. While the glut of material and the obsolete equipment made closures essential, the AEC stressed the implications for international peace. Commission press releases continued to emphasize the closures as evidence of "restraint" in the weapons program and as "consistent with U.S. proposals in international disarmament discussions."\(^30\)

Despite such high-minded implications, operators and local citizens at Savannah River and Hanford sought ways to keep their livelihoods. In 1964 regional power companies explored the idea of converting the Savannah River reactors to generate electricity. Private power companies lined up to support the idea, with twelve power companies writing to AEC chairman Glenn Seaborg to undertake and fund a study to convert a Savannah River reactor to power.\(^31\) The group evaluated the possible conversion of R reactor at Savannah River to power use, outlining the specific modifications required. The report concluded that, while such a conversion would be technically feasible, it would be too expensive.\(^32\) The AEC operations office appeared less than enthusiastic about the concept, because even before receiving the final report of the investigation, it ordered R reactor closed.\(^33\) R was then cannibalized for parts useful on the surviving sister reactors at Savannah River.\(^34\)

In another attempt to keep the reactors and the local economies running, Savannah River managers continued to argue for conversion of production reactors to the production of a variety of isotopes, claiming there was some need for them at NASA and in experimental science.\(^35\) In 1966 the AEC acknowledged the idea in stilted language: "Previously determined reductions in weapons requirements have permitted the shutdown of four production reactors and future requirements, while still uncertain, may permit
utilization of production reactor capacity for non-weapons products." The cold phrasing reflected the fact that isotope production at Savannah, while touted locally, received mixed reactions from headquarters.36

As the planned shutdowns at Savannah River and Hanford became realities, members of Congress from South Carolina and Washington State sought ways of addressing the complaints about employee layoffs from their constituents.37 In South Carolina, Governor Donald Russell worked with community leaders and congressional delegations from both South Carolina and Georgia to lobby for further peaceful uses of the Savannah River reactors. Russell knew that South Carolina could not claim that it had a specially built town like Richland, Oak Ridge, or Los Alamos. Those towns might claim that the government which had created them owed them special consideration, and such a situation did not prevail at Savannah River. Nevertheless, Governor Russell felt that fact did "not mitigate in any way similar problems in plutonium cutbacks at the Savannah River plant." The effect would be felt in "quite a number of communities and counties in South Carolina and Georgia, with an impact on the Southeast in general."38

In 1967 the Atomic Energy Commission announced plans to close another Hanford reactor. The AEC concluded that "currently projected requirements for national defense can be met with the reactors remaining in operation."39 A year later, in January 1968, Seaborg blandly explained that one more reactor at Savannah River and one more at Richland would be shut down and placed on standby. Once again, a similar assurance was pronounced: "AEC review of currently projected requirements for reactor products in defense and civilian programs has indicated that the requirements can be met with fewer reactors than are now operating." That decision reduced the total number to seven reactors: four at Hanford and three at Savannah River. Each statement could be read to mean that the announced closures were final. When followed shortly by yet another announcement, the cumulative effect increasingly frustrated the politicians who tried to satisfy their resident voters.40

The AEC did not close reactors on the basis of the oldest first, nor even on the basis of selecting the ones with the most physical problems. In 1968 the commission selected Savannah River's L reactor for closure over the more troublesome C reactor. Although L was slightly older than C, C had developed a history of minute heavy water leaks, adding up to the range of fifty to one hundred liters per day. In support of the choice of L for closing, R. E. Hollingsworth of the AEC explained to an increasingly skeptical JCAE that despite the history of leakage at C, leaks now assumed to be "dormant," other factors required that L rather than C be chosen for shutdown. These included the relative production efficiencies of the two reactors when it came to tritium and a cost comparison of the maintenance and reconditioning requirements of the two reactors. C reactor continued to leak until its closure in 1987. In effect, it was cheaper to keep Savannah River C reactor in production of tritium than to reconfigure L reactor for that product alone.41

The Atomic Energy Commission surprised its political allies further in 1969 when it announced still another group of closures at Hanford under pressure to cut budget. As the closures and layoffs continued, the local community became a bit jaded at the reassurances from Washington. Local representatives, with newspaperman Glenn Lee as spokesman, complained bitterly to AEC chairman Seaborg in January 1969. The announcement of the
closure of more reactors at Hanford had "shaken the community more severely, and done more psychological damage than anything which has happened in the last five years’ time." Both Senators Warren Magnuson and Henry Jackson had been assured by the commission within the previous month that there were to be no more cutbacks; Lee and the senators regarded the planned cutback as a betrayal. With no notice or opportunity for reconsideration, the reactors built in the 1950s--Hanford’s C, KE, and KW--would be shut down.

By 1971 the round of closures was complete. Only the youngest four of the fourteen production reactors remained in operation: P, K, and C at Savannah River, and N reactor at Hanford. The impact at Hanford was, of course, more profound: eight out of the nine reactors had closed there, whereas at Savannah River, two out of five had closed. Furthermore, as one of the MED-built communities, Richland had no other raison d’être besides its nuclear work; with the closing of the reactors, one could easily visualize a return to the days of 1940, when the land had been a dusty haunt of rabbits, tumbleweed, and an occasional buzzard.

The drawn-out process of closing had reduced the number of layoffs at any one time. Yet the AEC’s oft-repeated announcements that the current reactors were an appropriate number, followed by further shutdowns, soured relations between the AEC managers on the one hand and contractors, employees, local community leaders, and congressional representatives on the other. At no time in the process did the commission explicitly state that the nation had more plutonium than required, but only that remaining reactors could meet requirements. Under the culture and practice of secrecy, more detail on stockpile matters was not considered public information. Rather than minimizing impact, the eight-year round of closures had maximized it with another blow to the Hanford region economy almost every year, as shown in Table 7.

Production reactor shutdowns in the 1960s represented more than the AEC’s efforts to eliminate surplus, expensive, unneeded, and aging equipment. With the closures, the total megawattage-thermal of production reactors declined, while that of the electrical generating commercial reactors steadily climbed.

President Eisenhower had officially opened the door to peaceful uses of nuclear energy with his Atoms for Peace speech in 1953. The transition from weapons emphasis to peaceful emphasis at first tended to be a matter of tone, style, manner, and perception. However, one very tangible measure of the rate of implementation of that new emphasis was the strictly objective number representing the total thermal megawattage of production reactors in the United States compared to the total thermal megawattage of the new generation of power reactors. The shrinkage of the production reactor family and the growth of the electrical power reactor family showed exactly the rate and timing of the supplanting of the weapons-related use of reactors by peaceful use. Five large commercial power reactors came on line in 1970, while C and KW at Hanford closed over the period 1969-70, tipping the balance. In the United States, by the end of 1970, the power of the total reactors devoted to electrical generation exceeded that of the production reactors. As a concrete measure of the peaceful atom compared to the weapons atom, megawattage told the story of the 1960s transition. Table 8 presents those figures.
### Table 7

**REACTOR CLOSINGS: PLUTONIUM GLUT PERIOD, 1964-1971**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Reactor</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Approx. Years Operated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1964</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>Savannah</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1964</td>
<td>DR</td>
<td>Hanford</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Hanford</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>Hanford</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>Hanford</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>Savannah</td>
<td>14*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Hanford</td>
<td>22**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Hanford</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>KW</td>
<td>Hanford</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
<td>KE</td>
<td>Hanford</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Average Approximate Years in Operation: 17

Reactors in Operation, 1972: P,K,C at Savannah River
N at Hanford

* L later re-opened, 1985-88.
** B had been closed temporarily, 1946-47.

Totals are approximate in that reactor shutdowns for refueling and maintenance are not deducted; years have been rounded off to nearest full year.

Source: AEC Annual Reports and Background Briefing, 5661.1.7.2, Box 2, EG&G Collection.
Table 8

TOTAL REACTOR POWER: PRODUCTION VS. ELECTRIC-GENERATING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total Thermal Megawattage</th>
<th>Total Thermal Megawattage*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Production Reactors</td>
<td>Power Reactors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1963</td>
<td>36,300</td>
<td>2,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1964</td>
<td>32,100</td>
<td>2,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>28,200</td>
<td>2,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1966</td>
<td>28,200</td>
<td>2,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967</td>
<td>26,200</td>
<td>6,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968</td>
<td>22,000</td>
<td>6,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969</td>
<td>19,700</td>
<td>9,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>15,300</td>
<td>17,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
<td>10,900</td>
<td>25,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note on Power Ratings:* In order to represent the contrast between the two types of reactors on a comparable scale, published Megawattage-electric ratings for power reactors where a published Megawattage-thermal rating was not available have been converted to MWth ratings at a ratio of 3 to 1. Power reactors had efficiency ratings running from about 30 to almost 34 percent; hence, the 3 to 1 conversion factor is only roughly accurate. Due to this factor and to rounding to the nearest 100 MWth, this table represents an approximation, rather than a precise representation, of the transition. Hanford N reactor is not included in the commercial power listing.

LOCAL PRESSURES AT HANFORD

For the men and women employed at the production reactors, the end of an era was not seen in statistical terms, nor in terms of a gradual changeover from weaponry to peacetime hardware. Rather, it was a matter of income, employment, and, for those at Hanford, the very existence of a community. Closing the ten members of the production reactor family had the effect of moving the strictly technical issues of production reactors not only into the political realm of Congress and its committees but into the grassroots realm of community action and community politics.

The origins of the grassroots alliances lay in the AEC's own policies. The commission's actions in spreading the shutdowns out over nearly a decade had the effect of slowly building a pro-nuclear constituency that became organized and somewhat effective. Although in favor of nuclear research and development, that constituency, like Glenn Lee, remained suspicious of decisions reached by the AEC or its successors in Washington. The closures created groups which tried to bring a popular form of participatory governance to the formerly closed decision-making process of the commission. The groups and alliances continued to attempt to shape reactor technical choices over the following decades.

On 8 November 1962 the AEC announced a policy of cooperation in industrial development efforts with the community of Richland at Hanford to ease the transition to peaceful uses of the site. Attempting to reflect sensitivity to local feelings, the AEC stated that "such cooperation will not be a substitute for community leadership and initiative, nor intrude in the management of local affairs by the elected representatives of the people." In particular the plan stressed the use of government-owned land for industrial use, the funneling of other non-AEC government work to the area, planning for industrial development, and funding for educational and tourism activities.\(^45\)

The Atomic Energy Commission's cooperation policy took the form of the "Slaton Report" which offered assistance to both Richland and Oak Ridge, two government-built communities facing transitions. In the report the AEC promised cooperation but urged local initiative. Based on this encouragement, in January 1963 a group of local businessmen in the Hanford area formed the "Tri-City Nuclear Industrial Council." The tri-city area, with a combined population of about fifty thousand, included the nearby communities of Pasco and Kennewick as well as the government-built community of Richland, just incorporated in 1958, which directly bordered the Hanford Reservation on the down-river, southern side.\(^46\)

The local press became involved, working with local bankers and businessmen to try to stimulate interest among industrialists in leasing facilities at the Hanford site and making use of the local technically trained labor pool. The efforts, while smacking of local boosterism and often colored by a self-delusional mix of optimism and jawboning, did eventually result in additions to the mission at Hanford and the construction of both experimental and electrical generation reactors there.\(^47\)

Newspaperman Glenn Lee became a prominent spokesman for the group. The activist editor of the Tri-City Herald addressed a group in Seattle in February 1964 to "give them the story behind the headlines." Lee indicated that the planned closure of three reactors and plans for GE to pull out as chief operating contractor led many people to believe that
Richland would be "boarded up" and turned into a "ghost town." Lee bitterly claimed that although the Hanford area benefitted from the $2 billion invested there, the area had been "a slave and a captive of the plutonium production department" of the AEC. He decried the commission's "hammerlock on this plant, its secrets, its people." Lee credited the local community with foreseeing the negative effects of dependency on the AEC and indicated that local support for the Washington Public Power Supply System (WPPSS) generating system at N reactor had stimulated that development. He saw N reactor commercial power as the first nonfederal "proposition" behind "the plutonium curtain." He continued to be critical of the commission and its closed-door methods while remaining a nuclear enthusiast, a position not unlike that of many of his local newspaper readers.

Working through the Tri-City Nuclear Industrial Council, Lee as secretary kept in touch with the JCAE, advocating a variety of specific projects for Hanford. In 1964 Lee pushed for a fast-fuels test reactor, a fuel reprocessing center, and for unspecified work for NASA.

**Diversification Efforts**

With promoters like Glenn Lee keeping the fate of Hanford in the public eye, the AEC worked to implement "diversification" to solve the area's employment problems. As the term came to be employed at Hanford, the commission's policy of diversification had two meanings. Both the employers and the products would be "diversified." First, a number of separate contractors substituted for General Electric, which phased out its participation at Hanford in the mid-1960s. Separate aspects of the Hanford operation were assigned to different contractors, with the main N reactor operation transferred first to Douglas United Nuclear and later to Westinghouse. Glenn Seaborg wrote to Senator Pastore of the JCAE, explaining that multiple contractors were "in the best interests" of both GE and the government, would help in "stimulating commercial diversification," and would "contribute to the future development of the communities in the Hanford area."

The rationale was that Richland would no longer be dependent on a single firm for employment. Furthermore, the various firms would attempt to attract private business of one kind or another to their separate functions, in physics, engineering, chemistry, and computer work. Both the Atomic Energy Commission and Lee's group visualized a pattern in which Richland would be converted from a GOCO company town to an industrial community with a diverse corporate base, a social arrangement more like the normal American pattern.

The Atomic Energy Commission intended this diversification of contractor organizations to lead to the second meaning of the term--diversification away from AEC contract work into a more varied range of products and clients for its industries. Early in the planning, the Tri-City Nuclear Industrial Council supported this second form of diversification by contacting the National Aeronautics and Space Administration and the Department of Defense in hopes of lining up plant or laboratory development at Hanford. An AEC-General Electric "study group," chartered to look into alternate sources of employment, tried to formulate a Hanford Diversification Program, and the group issued several reports. One
studied fuel fabrication capabilities, a second evaluated Hanford as a site for experimental reactors, and a third report in the form of a brochure described Hanford capabilities. The reports combined technical information with evaluations of facility capabilities and personnel qualifications and could provide information for prospective industrial investors. The switch away from production reactors could represent a new era in nuclear matters, and Hanford technical experts made explicit the effort to adapt to the changed times. A fourth report, "The Potential for Diversification of the Hanford Area and the Tri-Cities," issued in January 1964, concluded that the Hanford area was too dependent on AEC-funded plutonium production. The report suggested that at least two thousand jobs would be lost over the period 1964-68 with the reactor closings and that it was unlikely that government employment would replace the jobs. An "aggressive community effort" was required to make up the loss.51

The "Potential for Diversification" report also searched for a means to make use of one or more of the closed production reactors to produce either uranium-233 or polonium-210, or to convert one or more of the older production reactors to power generation. Other alternate suggestions included using one of the older reactors as a test reactor or as a training unit for reactor operators. The study group found all such proposals unworkable for the simple reason that the closed reactors were of unique design. Their light water cooling and graphite moderation were not suited to power production. For the same reason, they did not represent a good basis for either alternate isotope production or training. Training on a once-through water-cooled graphite-moderated reactor had little bearing on the operational needs of the new pressurized water and boiling water reactors which were emerging as the standards for American commercial power production through the 1960s. Everything differed, from the basic physics through the safety systems and the instrumentation in the control room. However, since each of the closed reactors represented as many as four hundred jobs, the study group strongly urged further consideration of alternate reactor mission possibilities.52

The AEC worked to attract vigorous institutions to Hanford to engage in new projects. Battelle Memorial Institute agreed to operate the Hanford Laboratories, which employed 1,842 people, beginning in January 1965. Battelle announced its intention to invest $5 million to attempt to attract more private work to the laboratory. Commission chairman Seaborg publicized the successful wooing of Battelle at the 1964 Seattle World's Fair when he spoke at the Hanford Exhibit. The AEC encouraged other initiatives by research and development groups, offering generous lease terms to land on the Hanford reservation, including eighty-five acres to the University of Washington and one thousand acres to the state of Washington for nuclear industrial development. Another four hundred acres were sold outright to the city of Richland.53

In a glowing letter of praise, President Lyndon Johnson personally suggested that the diversification plans had his blessing. He wrote to Seaborg early in 1965, lauding the commission for "advanced planning" done without much "fanfare." He credited Seaborg with foresight: "The cutbacks in special nuclear materials production were planned sufficiently in advance so that the Commission, in cooperation with the local officials and business and labor people, could take appropriate actions, such as diversification programs,
to minimize any significant economic impacts." It was true that the AEC had planned in advance, yet Johnson was a little premature in his praise, as the process was just beginning.55

Some experts were less sanguine. The Advisory Committee for Reactor Safeguards, still representing a somewhat independent voice, met with the Production Division at the beginning of the diversification program and issued a four-point critique of the effort. At the heart of their concerns was the issue of how to fit obsolete equipment into the emerging safety requirements of the 1960s. The new efforts created a backlog of work for the ACRS which could endanger safety. The Savannah High Flux reactor proposal, the curium-244 loading, and the U-233 programs all came at once.56

The ACRS asked what safety standards should apply when production reactors were converted from plutonium and tritium production to production of alternate isotopes. Since plutonium and tritium were strategic materials for weapons, national security reasons might have justified a degree of risk in the design and operation of the reactors. However, production of peaceful-use isotopes like curium, which had no such defense-related justification, required a higher and more restrictive set of standards, such as those in the Code of Federal Regulations for private power and private isotope-producing reactors. If a reactor were converted to peacetime use, it would have to meet peacetime standards, and the production reactors simply did not do so. The ACRS noted that the Atomic Energy Commission provided "no real answer" to this objection. In addition, the diversification at Hanford, which resulted in a variety of contractors, would lead to a dispersal of authority and, hence, a diminution of safety responsibility unless a coordinated safety plan was developed and implemented. The AEC promised such a plan.57

Even if these new programs met safety concerns, the ACRS had further misgivings about diversification. The committee wondered if there was a viable market for the new isotopes, whose production had been used to justify the entire diversification process in the first place. The ACRS also thought that Hanford and Savannah River might compete for the limited number of viable alternative programs. This scramble for work, in the opinion of the ACRS, could have an "adverse effect on safety."58

One bright note for the Hanford communities through the period of closures was the initial successful effort to operate N reactor and its steam plant. Although a labor dispute closed the facility in September 1967, operation of the reactor in 1966 with its electrical generation system had proven quite successful. WPPSS, the consortium of public utility districts which operated the generating plant, announced that low construction costs and operating revenues allowed immediate repayment of about $25 million of the $122 million in bonds which had been raised to finance the project. Further, WPPSS announced that while the reactor generating system operated, it produced 35 percent of the nuclear generated electric power on line in the whole nation at the time.59

By the end of the production reactor closure period, Hanford's vigorous diversification effort began to show signs of paying off. In 1970 the Richland City Council urged the creation of a "Nuclear Industrial Park" on the Hanford site at which a series of commercial reactors would be constructed. Although the federal reservation was never designated as
such a "park," Hanford did become the site of several commercial and test reactors over the 1970s which met some of the objectives of the local groups.  

The Fast Fuel Test Reactor (FFTR), which took nearly a decade to bring to fruition, was one such effort. The name was later changed to the Fast Flux Test Reactor and then to the Fast Flux Test Facility. The FFTR under any of its names was a 400 MW sodium-cooled fast reactor, which could run on and test either a plutonium oxide or uranium oxide fuel, or various mixes of the two fuels, in stainless steel ceramic-metallic units called "cermets." As the AEC contemplated a reactor breeder program which would use reactors to produce not weapons material but reactor-grade plutonium fuels for further power generation, the test reactor would be a key research instrument, testing the fuels themselves in high neutron flux conditions. The FFTR was completed in 1975, when it went into operation as a research and testing facility for the AEC's successor agencies. Later, with the termination of the breeder program, the mission of the reactor had to be altered to insure its survival.

Other long-range successful diversification efforts in the early 1970s included the construction of reactors for electrical generation. WPPSS built Washington Nuclear Power (WNP) Number 2 at 1,100 MWe and WNP-4 at 1,220 MWe. In addition, the consortium planned but only partially completed WNP-1, also at the 1,220 MWe scale. A series of commercial light water reactors, these large WNP reactors provided both employment for Richland residents and a partial raison d'être for Hanford, much as proposed by the Richland City Council in 1970.

**MONOPOLY AND OVERPRODUCTION**

The manner in which the Atomic Energy Commission dealt with the aging reactors and the plutonium oversupply of the 1960s led to several consequences which affected production reactor policy making over the following decades. Despite AEC efforts to soften the economic impact, closing the reactors in groups and seeking local industrial initiatives tended to foster a sometimes adversarial relationship between newly formed grassroots alliances and the headquarters management of the weapons complex. Groups at the two isolated sites regarded the question of reactor policy as intimately wrapped up in community survival and worker job security. The development of political advocates for the affected workers both in Congress and at the local level reflected the growing rejection of the closed-door style of decision making that the commission had inherited from the Manhattan Engineer District. In later decades, the agencies which took over the weapons complex from the AEC had to deal with the groups and political alliances stimulated by the AEC's decision to close down ten of the fourteen production reactors.

Inside the Atomic Energy Commission, the issues of oversupply and closure forced confrontation with the special nature of production reactor management. Not only was production of plutonium and tritium controlled by the government as a "monopoly," but consumption was all taken by the government, a single-consumer situation that economists would call a "monopsony." This unique arrangement within the American economy simply
did not fit with the rest of the political-economic structure. The problems of closure reflected the specific difficulties and dilemmas that came from that peculiar situation.

Once a surplus of plutonium was achieved, there was little choice but to take the reactors out of plutonium production. President Johnson, when announcing the closures, said that the production reactors could not be a "WPA nuclear project, just to provide employment when our needs have been met." Yet the AEC and local politicians worked diligently to find ways to provide that employment; some of their efforts to maintain employment through new government projects did indeed smack of the New Deal rationale that Johnson formally eschewed.43

The dilemma of production reactor availability became clearer by the mid-1960s. Plutonium's half-life was twenty-five thousand years, which meant that for all practical purposes, once any plutonium was manufactured, it was forever available until fissioned. Shutting down the production capacity was difficult to do on a temporary basis. While some machines could be mothballed and possibly restarted, personnel had to be laid off and the unique body of skills would erode or disperse. Yet alternative uses for the reactors, such as converting to electrical power generation or isotope production, proved impractical and uneconomical. To keep the reactors producing plutonium in the face of decreased international tensions, surplus weapons material, and increased hazards was not an appropriate policy decision.

On the other hand, some production reactor capacity had to be maintained for the production of tritium. Although stockpile amounts of both tritium and plutonium remained classified, it was clear that no matter how much tritium had been accumulated, its half-life of 12.3 years would reduce the stockpile by half in a little over ten years if all production ceased. In an era in which the number of tritium-boosted weapons was scheduled to increase, a constant assured production of tritium was required. The reactors scheduled to be kept alive were all capable of tritium production.

In the private sector, such questions of risk of overexpansion and reaction to the vagaries of market demand were decided at the level of the enterprises. A business would take its losses, alter or shut down an operation, change its product, or, possibly, if it could not adjust, go bankrupt as a consequence of a loss of market. In the private sector, the productive enterprises took the risk.

But the production of plutonium and tritium in government-owned contractor-operated facilities represented an anomaly in the American industrial world: government-only "monopoly" production and government-only "monopsony" consumption. None of the operating contractors at Hanford or Savannah River risked major capital investments in the enterprises; the contracts provided for cost reimbursement. Demand was not driven by a free or even by a regulated economic market but by the single customer's weapons policy. Policy decisions affecting demand resulted in putting the government's own capital investment and the jobs of the employees at risk. Such problems were typical of a "command economy" like that of the Soviet Union but atypical in the American mixed economy. It was precisely this aspect of the arrangement that Glenn Lee perceived as a bureaucratic "hammerlock" on the local community of Richland. The dedication of a whole
community to producing one or two products whose need was set in Washington put the
very life of that community in the hands of distant bureaucrats.

But in the United States, the federal government, after all, was somewhat responsive to
political pressures. An AEC decision to lay off four thousand to six thousand workers in a
specific locale had immediate political consequences. At Hanford, the response focused
through the grassroots community leaders; in both Washington State and South Carolina,
governors, state legislators, and members of Congress came to the aid of their distressed
constituents. Because the AEC understood the political ramifications, it made the explicit
and conscious, but closely held, plan of spacing out the closures over a period of years, and
it made more public the energetic search for alternate projects and products in cooperation
with local spokespeople.

But despite the concerns of workers, community leaders, politicians, and contractors, the
basic technical problem was not susceptible to an easy political solution. The huge
government-owned facilities were only practical for producing certain products; they were
appropriate for the purposes for which they had been built, and it was difficult or
impossible to convert them to other purposes. When the need for one of the products
decayed, the government faced what ultimately had to be construed as an "on or off"
decision when it came to particular reactors. Delaying or stretching out the closings might
amplify the impact, but ultimately such measures only stretched out the pain and gave
the advocates of continued operation more time to organize, protest, and build relations
with political allies. Placing one or more reactors in temporary shutdown or some form of
standby status had only a rhetorical attraction, but to keep the reactors truly available
required programs of manning, maintenance, training, upgrade, and safety work almost as
expensive as continued operation. On the other hand, a true shutdown meant that the
capacity would vanish.

From the point of view of the workers and their advocates, alternate nuclear uses for the
Hanford site seemed quite appropriate. If other types of nuclear facilities could be built on
the site, if a number of corporations could enter the field and hire technical employees for
a variety of jobs, the Tri-Cities could remain viable.

Eventually, it was inevitable that the United States had all the plutonium it would ever
need; conversely, tritium's short half-life meant that production reactor capacity had to be
assured with at least one reactor. The remaining four reactors continued to age, inevitably
approaching some future date at which their continued operation would no longer be safe.
The attempts to come to grips with these production reactor issues in the open forum of
national technopolitics in the late 1970s and the 1980s is the subject of the following
chapter.
Chapter Eight

TRITIUM SHORTFALLS AND TECHNOPOLITICS

DÉTENTE CONTINUED

As the surviving members of the production reactor family continued to age through the 1970s and into the 1980s, the AEC and its successor agencies faced the question of where and how to build one or more replacements. Unlike the prompt decisions which led to the design and construction of B, D, and F reactors in 1942-44 and the rapid choice in 1950 of the heavy water design for the Savannah River reactors, discussion of technological choices for the next generation of reactors dragged on for years. These discussions took place in national fora, including Congress and the national media, and between competing, organized national groups. To focus on this category of reactor technology policy requires a change in perspective by looking not only at local scenes and debates but at events in Washington. In earlier chapters, technology has been viewed from the bottom up. Here that viewpoint must be inverted, looking at policy from the top down.

Several factors contributed to the stalemate which characterized production reactor policy over the years 1979-88. Part of the delay derived from the institutional change which replaced the AEC with successor agencies responsible to more congressional committees. Many choices parallel to those which had been reached personally by Brig. Gen. Leslie Groves in the Manhattan Engineer District, or by the Atomic Energy Commission in consultation with the General Advisory Committee, the Military Liaison Committee, and the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, now became of interest to literally dozens of members of Congress. On some of the issues, citizen groups, similar to and including those which had fought against reactor closings in the 1960s but now including organized grassroots proponents and opponents of many sites, entered the dialogues. Issues ranged from fundamental questions of conceptual design, through picking of the appropriate contractor, the weights assigned to site-selection criteria, and the details of reactor safety and environmental impact. Extended debate over such problems engaged dozens of identifiable organizations and thousands of articulate but unaffiliated individuals in what we call "technopolitics." Participatory democracy in this area led to technological gridlock in which decisions were repeatedly postponed.

Over the period 1972-78 few policy choices confronted those who managed production reactors. As political leaders struggled through the American withdrawal from Vietnam and dealt with the unfolding scandals surrounding the Watergate break-in during the 1972 presidential election, the scaled down nuclear materials production capacity matched the current and projected needs of the nation. Each year, through the classified Strategic Stockpile Requirements Directive, the president set the amount of tritium required. Production capacity at Savannah River, and a small back-up capacity at Hanford's N reactor, provided the replacement quantities to meet the goals.
On the international level, the strategy of Mutual Assured Destruction, appropriately labeled with the acronym "MAD," had established a nervous stability. Under this doctrine, both the Soviet Union and the United States mounted a sufficient stockpile of weapons to enable each to guarantee that a first strike by the other would be met by a devastating second strike. Meanwhile, the United States and the Soviet Union followed up on an earlier atmospheric nuclear test ban with a series of 1970s treaties which placed limits on the spread or proliferation of nuclear weapons, on antiballistic missile weapons, and finally on the numbers of missiles and launchers. (See Table 9.)

| Treaty     | Date      | Purport                                                                                                                                 |
|------------|-----------|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|---|
| LTBT       | 10 Oct 1963 | Limited Test Ban Treaty. Signatories agree not to test nuclear weapons in atmosphere, outer space, or under water.                      |
| NPT        | 5 Mar 1970 | Non-Proliferation Treaty. Signatories agree not to aid nonnuclear powers to develop nuclear weapons.                                     |
| SALT/ABM   | 3 Oct 1972 | US-USSR agree on limit to two antiballistic missile sites each.                                                                            |
| TTBT       | 3 Jul 1974 | Threshold Test Ban Treaty limits underground tests to 150 KT.                                                                              |
| SALT II    | 18 Jun 1979 | Strategic Arms Limitation Treaty II sets ceilings on strategic weapons delivery systems.                                                  |

Despite the apparent gains through the treaties of the 1970s, MAD remained the dominant nuclear weapons doctrine for both nations through this period. In a twist of irony, the system of treaties almost assured that the nuclear arms race would continue, even increase in intensity. Through the Nixon, Ford, and Carter years (1969-80), the stabilized MAD regime and the maintenance of the vast numbers of weapons allowed under the treaty ceilings required steady production of tritium. Multiple independently targeted re-entry vehicles (MIRVs) as well as development of the neutron bomb (or "enhanced radiation weapon") also put demands upon the weapons complex for steady tritium production. Critics of SALT I and II noted that the treaties "paradoxically . . . offered irresistible incentives" to continued research and development in the nuclear arms race. Increases in planned weapons systems in the late 1970s, including cruise missiles, a planned mobile-launcher system (MX), and missiles for the Trident submarines, all demanded a large plutonium supply, putting an end to the "glut" in plutonium supply and even requiring increased production of that material. 

Even with no increase in US-USSR tensions or without any new weapons systems, the arms race required continued tritium production to keep up with the erosion of supply due to the isotope's short half-life. Hence, reliable production reactors were required for both strategic materials. The remaining production reactors built in the 1950s grew steadily older and less reliable. However, the nuclear establishment of the 1970s and 1980s, which would deal with the issue of replacing the first generation of reactors, operated by quite different rules than the institutions which had faced similar choices of site, technology, and contractor in the 1940s and the 1950s.

THE WIDENED POLITICAL ENVIRONMENT

Congress reconfigured the nation's nuclear administration in the early 1970s. A variety of energy issues through the early 1970s, including electrical power blackouts and "brownouts" and concerns over dependence on imported oil, led to support for a coordinating energy agency. Furthermore, criticisms mounted that the agency which promoted the rapidly expanding nuclear power industry should not also regulate that industry through licensing and inspection.

Congress ended the life of the Atomic Energy Commission in 1974, transferring the production facilities to a new Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA), later replaced by the Department of Energy (DOE) in 1977. Regulatory and licensing powers over the commercial reactors were transferred in 1974 to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). Congress decided that government-owned reactors should not be under NRC jurisdiction, so ERDA and then the Department of Energy retained management and control of the production, test, and experimental reactors formerly owned by the Atomic Energy Commission. Congressional oversight by the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy (JCAE) was abandoned, and at least seven separate committees eventually took on aspects of jurisdiction over the weapons complex. The Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs, the Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Resources, the House
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, and the House Committee on Energy and Commerce all held hearings on various aspects of the weapons complex. In addition, the Senate Finance Committee, the House Ways and Means Committee, armed services committees, and from time to time, specialized subcommittees in both houses also exercised direct oversight over details of administration and planning of the Department of Energy's defense programs.

Since so many House and Senate committees became involved in oversight, the administrator of ERDA, and then the secretaries of energy, had to be equally concerned with several powerful committee chairs, rather than just one, as in the days of the AEC-JCAE relationship. When a new production reactor was planned, political advocates of various sites had many more congressional venues for attempting to influence the site choice. If one site were chosen, the advocates of other potential sites could use their representation in Congress at least to delay action and request further study. The number of senators and representatives directly affected by reactor siting had become quite large.

Added to representatives and advocates of Hanford, Washington, and Savannah River, South Carolina, were those representing a potential site in Idaho. Early in reactor development, the AEC had sought a site for experimental reactors in a more isolated spot than the small county forest preserves just west of Chicago used by the Argonne National Laboratory. Thus, in 1949 a 400,000 acre tract in Idaho had been established as the National Reactor Testing Station, redesignated in 1975 as the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL), near Idaho Falls. This site, at 890 square miles even larger than the 590-square mile Hanford reservation, became the location for experimental breeder reactors, materials and process testing reactors, and prototype submarine and ship reactors under the nuclear navy's jurisdiction.

From its first days, the Idaho facility housed work done by a variety of nuclear contractors and laboratories. Construction of a total of fifty-two reactors at the Idaho site enriched the experience in nuclear engineering there, representing about one-third of all federally owned test and experimental reactors ever built in the United States. Over the decades, INEL, like Hanford and Savannah River, had developed a base of trained reactor personnel, and the state of Idaho, like Washington and South Carolina, had developed a pro-nuclear community of local and regional political representatives and spokespeople. The fifty-two reactors included eleven built by Argonne, eleven by General Electric, eleven by Aerojet General, eleven by Phillips Petroleum, and smaller numbers by Westinghouse, General Atomics, and Combustion Engineering. By the 1980s, INEL's network of congressional friends included not only those from Idaho but a few from other states in which the contractors were headquartered.2

Thus, when a new production reactor was considered, senators from Washington and South Carolina were joined by colleagues from Idaho in contending for possible siting of a reactor. Six members of the House of Representatives from South Carolina, seven from Washington State, and two from Idaho, as well as governors and state legislators, added their voices to those of the senators. All focused their pressure through a number of congressional committees, each well-informed on nuclear matters. Due to the seniority system, several of the six senators from the concerned states were men of considerable
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power in the 1980s. (See Table 10.) In the 1980 elections, not only did Ronald Reagan win the presidency, but Republicans gained a majority in the Senate. The effect of this change was profound; Republican senators assumed committee chairmanships and other positions of power. Strom Thurmond of South Carolina became president pro-tem of the Senate; James McClure of Idaho became chair of the Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Resources. These men in particular used their newly won positions to influence the development of a new production reactor in the 1980s. Each preferred the combination of site selection criteria and technology choice most likely to bring the reactor and its attendant employment to their home districts.

In addition to the powerful senators, particular outspoken members of the House of Representatives also worked to advocate the interests of the states which had potential sites for production reactors. Butler Derrick of South Carolina, an articulate spokesman for the district including the Savannah River Site, served from 1975 through 1989. Mike McCormack, representing the district in Washington State which included Hanford, served from 1970 through 1981. Prior to his election, he had worked for twenty years as a research scientist at Hanford. Sid Morrison, who followed McCormack, was an active advocate of the Tri-Cities area and its nuclear interests. Senators and representatives from Georgia from time to time joined their colleagues from South Carolina in expressing concern over the impact on employment in the region.³

CALVERT CLIFFS, RALPH NADE R, AND THREE MILE ISLAND

Beyond the formal political structure, informal groups of citizens, organizing around a variety of issues, also played a role in advocating or opposing the construction of a particular new production reactor at a particular place. Some of the organizations were themselves a product of the cross-currents in American society which came to the surface in the 1960s and early 1970s. Court decisions, new and articulate leaders of consumerism and environmentalism, and events in the world of commercial reactor cousins all contributed to the new constellation of forces which affected the process of selecting a site and technology for the new production reactor.

A major step in the growing public participation in reactor technology decision making derived from a court case involving the siting of a Baltimore Gas and Electric nuclear reactor plant in Maryland. A federal district court ruled in the 1971 Calvert Cliffs decision that, henceforth, National Environmental Policy Act requirements for full environmental impact statements and public hearings would apply to the nonradiological impacts of new power reactors, while an abbreviated study still sufficed on the strictly radiological impacts. Then, in 1972-73, rule-making hearings regarding emergency core cooling systems brought national media and public attention to the simmering issue of reactor safety.⁴
Table 10

RELATIVE SENIORITY, SENATORS FROM REACTOR SITE STATES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State/U.S. Senator/(Party)</th>
<th>Served in Senate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>South Carolina</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strom Thurmond (R*)</td>
<td>1957-Present**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ernest Hollings (D)</td>
<td>1967-Present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warren Magnuson (D)</td>
<td>1945-81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry Jackson (D)</td>
<td>1953-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slade Gorton (R)</td>
<td>1981-87, 1989-Present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brock Adams (D)</td>
<td>1987-93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Evans (R)</td>
<td>1983-89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patty Murray (D)</td>
<td>1993-Present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank Church (D)</td>
<td>1957-81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James McClure (R)</td>
<td>1973-91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven Symms (R)</td>
<td>1981-93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larry Craig (R)</td>
<td>1991-Present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dick Kempthorne (R)</td>
<td>1993-Present</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Thurmond changed party affiliation from Democratic in 1964.

** "Present" in above table is as of October 1993.

Source: U.S. Senate Historical Office.
As nuclear reactor siting determinations reached an ever-widening audience with the sale of reactors to more and more utilities, the issue of the measurement of reactor risk moved more squarely into the public eye. Although nuclear engineers had discussed and studied the probabilistic approach in the late 1960s, the general public was first introduced to the concept with the publication in 1974 of the controversial Rasmussen report. The report, published first by AEC (WASH-1400) and then in final form by the NRC (NUREG-75-014), stimulated widespread study and usage of probabilistic methods, as well as adverse publicity from critics who saw it as a biased and unabashed defense of power reactors. A statement in the preface of the first edition, that the risk of death from a nuclear reactor accident was less than that of being struck by a meteor, which had a degree of mathematical truth, fueled such criticisms.

The timing of the report also seemed to critics to substantiate the charge that it was not scientific but political. The report had been commissioned to coincide with congressional discussion of re-enactment of the Price-Anderson bill, which limited the liability of utility companies for claims arising from commercial reactor disasters. Partly due to the glib comment about meteors, critics viewed the Rasmussen report and its probabilistic approach as an effort to allay popular fears and to secure renewal of the liability limitation. Its timing, its language, and its sponsorship struck opponents as proof of its political bias and led them to discount its claims to provide technically objective methods of safety evaluation. In actuality, the models employed by Rasmussen were a step forward in bringing some means of estimating the elusive question of reactor risk. The NRC recognized that the Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) method allowed for a numerical measure of overall reactor risk and began to demand PRAs of reactor sites and reactor technologies over the next years.\(^5\)

The reception of the Rasmussen report showed the extent to which the judgment of technical experts came to be treated in the public eye as a political or polemical issue by the late 1970s. That change from acceptance of expert opinion as objective to treating it as subjective judgment, motivated by ideological commitment, was exemplified and articulated by the founder of popular consumerism, Ralph Nader.

"The tide is turning," Nader wrote in his 1977 book, *The Menace of Atomic Energy*. Nader pointed to a rising public movement which based its criticism of nuclear energy on several profound issues. Nader traced the origins of the antinuclear movement to the government's own efforts to stimulate a nuclear electric power generating industry, which, Nader claimed, had been "insulated" from public view intentionally. In the post-Watergate, post-Vietnam age in which public suspicion of politicians and experts had mounted to new levels and in which demands for participatory government flourished, the AEC's initial method of promoting and developing nuclear power out of public view had itself created the opposition, he believed.

Nader pointed to a host of more specific concerns about which the public had insufficient information: taxpayer subsidies to industry, guarantees against nuclear theft and sabotage, the Price-Anderson limited liability protection for industry, faulty emergency evacuation plans, worker exposure to radioactivity, and decommissioning costs. He decried "sweetheart standards" in which the very agency advocating nuclear power had set the
rules for the industry. Specific issues such as thermal pollution of lakes and streams by cooling water troubled Nader, and he appealed to concern for fisheries and for a protected environment in his arguments against power reactors. The electric atom, he claimed, developed from the wartime secrecy surrounding nuclear weapons, and it never met a "market test, an open information test, an electoral test, or in fact, much of a Congressional test."

Nuclear proponents met many of Nader's criticisms with cogent counterarguments. Much of the secrecy was necessary by definition, such as that regarding protection against theft, sabotage, and emulation of technology by potential nuclear states. By its nature, public information was incompatible with public safety in such areas. Although limits to liability passed the risk of catastrophe to the potential victims, rather than sharing it as an insurance cost to all consumers or taxpayers, that pattern resembled catastrophic risk exposure of the same scale, as in cases of natural disasters like earthquakes, floods, or hurricanes. Thermal pollution of lakes and rivers could be mitigated. Health hazards from other energy systems, such as fossil-fuel electric plants, were severe during regular operation. The Atomic Energy Acts of 1946 and 1954, the National Environmental Policy Act of 1970, the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, and the act creating the Department of Energy in 1977 had all been thoroughly aired and debated. Yet Nader had captured the sense of frustration which had come to focus in the antinuclear power movement by the late 1970s; he understood very well the sources of that frustration and hostility and expressed the points clearly.

The frustration, hostility, and fears regarding reactor risk which Ralph Nader had identified suddenly erupted on a much larger scale in response to a nuclear power reactor accident in Pennsylvania in 1979. In April, Unit Two of the Three Mile Island reactor station experienced a loss-of-coolant accident. A stuck-open pressure relief valve and operator error compounded by confusing control-room signals worsened the accident. A partial meltdown of fuel resulted; the containment structure prevented release of most radioactivity to the environment. Millions watched the unfolding story in continuing television coverage. This highly publicized incident, coming against the background of heightened public concern over commercial power reactors, gave substance to the arguments of those who agreed with Ralph Nader. A somewhat less well-known effect of the incident among nuclear engineers was to stimulate further interest in PRA methods, which had developed a method of evaluating the risk from precisely such unlikely combinations of individually unlikely occurrences as the failure of minor parts, poor communications, and operator error. The Three Mile Island incident also helped to stimulate membership in organizations which attempted to bring together those opposed to nuclear power with those advocating disarmament. The Mobilization for Survival, or "The Mobe," formed in 1978 and composed of some forty national and regional groups, immediately began to grow and to mount a series of demonstrations against parts of the weapons complex and against nuclear power reactors. This phenomenon of "convergence" between peace groups and antinuclear groups grew out of the desire of both movements to develop broader constituencies.7

These developments through the 1970s in the politics of commercial reactor cousins slowly began to affect the shrinking world of the remaining production reactors. There
were several reasons why production reactors could continue to operate inside insulated walls, relatively isolated from public scrutiny. First of all, there were only four production reactors in operation in the late 1970s (P, K, C at Savannah River and N at Hanford) in contrast to the more than seventy commercial power reactors. Although the function of production reactors was not classified, their specific output and their day-to-day functioning were not matters of public information. Their routine operation required no new decisions. Furthermore, the four operating reactors were themselves located at Hanford and Savannah River, reservations devoted to the nuclear weapons complex. Access to the two facilities was strictly controlled and limited to employees and others on official business. Photographs of any of the production reactors were available only through official sources. By contrast, commercial reactors normally had much smaller "exclusion zones" than the production reactors, and many were clearly visible from well-traveled highways. The production reactors had been built decades ago; all commercial reactors were of more recent vintage, and decisions about their licensing and siting were commonly in the news.

However, when one or more production reactors closed, the public attention was drawn, as it had been in the earlier round of closings, to the issue of employment. The very organizations which had mobilized to protect jobs in the 1960s continued to operate. Their friends in Congress continued to represent them, now with the opportunity to speak through many more influential and strategically situated committees that ruled on the Department of Energy's budget and policy. And when decisions had to be made regarding a new production reactor, public focus on the issue of siting evoked a simultaneous scramble for the employment and related business expenditures from advocates and a set of protests from the very groups and interests who had opposed the expansion of commercial power reactors. Such opponents worked through loosely joined networks of organizations such as The Mobe. The growing public distrust in the objectivity of nuclear experts added to the arguments of those who sought public review of production reactor decisions.

Thus, by the end of the 1970s, the straightforward issue of siting a New Production Reactor (NPR) could not be resolved as simply and quietly as when General Groves selected Hanford. The technically complex conceptual design choice which had spawned a heated debate in the top secret "P-9 committee" between Eugene Wigner on the one side and Crawford Greenewalt on the other in 1943 was paralleled in the debates of the 1980s. But bringing the conceptual design issue out from behind closed doors into the open allowed the corporate advocates of differing systems to seek political support. The New York Times, Washington Post, Newsweek, and television news reporters described reactor designs; members of Congress found themselves reviewing the merits of the various reactor technologies. Usually such an interest allowed for a focus on the merits and disadvantages of technologies which were linked to the competing sites, in hopes that their own site would benefit. In such a fashion, local economic self-interest, corporate lobbying, protest groups, and pork-barrel politics all came into the process of shaping reactor technology choices.

It was not simply the opposition of antinuclear advocates which stalled progress towards the construction of the next generation of production reactors. Rather, over the
period 1980-88, congressional representatives from the states of Washington, Idaho, and South Carolina vied for increased funding of atomic energy facilities. Ironically, it was this contest between the various interests positively advocating a new production reactor which brought the planning effort to a standstill through this period.

The incidents in the battles over the NPR through the 1980s centered around a series of published reports by selected groups of experts. Although the secretaries of energy hoped to get from prestigious experts objective and technical evaluations, the groups' reports themselves became politicized. Like the study by Rasmussen, these attempts at objective evaluation came to be treated by the various advocates as sources of arguments for or against a particular technology and site. If a group of experts advocated expenditure or planning without specifying site or technology, proponents of different reactor designs and locations could all agree upon the report as an argument for action. However, if members of a technical panel favored one choice over others, opponents criticized them as biased. If the experts pointed to the relative demerits of various plans, those demerits provided reasons for not proceeding. The cycle of expert advice and countersuggestion repeated itself several times over the period.

**REPORTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS**

In 1980 several different policy groups concluded that production reactors needed to be upgraded or replaced, laying an objective base of need for a new production reactor without showing a preference for a particular site or technology. The Department of Energy submitted to Congress in 1980 a study that evaluated the need for restoration and replacement parts of the deteriorating nuclear complex over the following five years. In the same year, the National Security Council also concluded that production facilities planning must address increased materials requirements, aging facilities, and new production capability. On 11 April 1980 Secretary of Defense Harold Brown expressed his concern over DOE's possible inability to meet future strategic materials needs in a letter addressed to the secretary of energy.

On 15 July 1980 the Department of Energy/Department of Defense Long Range Resources Planning Group concluded more specifically that one and possibly two new production reactors were needed by the year 2000; the group recommended a New Production Reactor on line by the 1990s. After urging from Republican critics, leaks of internal memoranda about Defense Department concerns, and an evaluation of the needs based on current and planned weapons systems, President Jimmy Carter approved expansion of plutonium production on 25 September 1980, without, however, specifying where or how to increase the production. To an extent, his concern for increased plutonium production stemmed from heightened tensions over the 1979 Soviet invasion of Afghanistan; the announcement may have had the effect of offering a diplomatic "signal" of American resolve.

In 1981 a Department of Energy "Replacement Production Reactor Evaluation" determined that existing reactors were unlikely to meet defense needs by the 1990s, and plans
were needed for a replacement production reactor.\textsuperscript{13} Anticipating that the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory could be a site for the next production reactor, the DOE established a replacement production reactor project office there.\textsuperscript{14}

In response to all these generic recommendations, in December 1981 Congress enacted Public Law 97-90 that appropriated $10 million to the Department of Energy's Office of Defense Programs under project 82-D-200 for continued study of the need for an NPR at an unspecified location. Congress agreed that a reactor was needed and left to the experts the issue of study as to type and location. The work was to be limited to architectural and engineering (A & E) studies only. Under section 201 of the act, no amount could be reprogrammed to fund any other sort of work without concurrence from "appropriate committees" of Congress or, failing explicit concurrence, the expiration of a thirty-day period of notification to those committees. This provision limited the secretary of energy to technical studies of a New Production Reactor at an unspecified site, unless he sought approval to redirect the funds, providing a very tight system of congressional oversight. In this fashion, the various congressional interests representing the three sites could agree that work should progress and postpone temporarily any battle over exactly who should get the prize.\textsuperscript{15}

Within a year of his inauguration, President Ronald Reagan, following the concerns about strategic materials shortfalls enunciated by his predecessor, publicly announced his support for expansion of both tritium and plutonium production. The presidential commitment was announced by Deputy Assistant Secretary of Energy F. Charles Gilbert. Gilbert remarked publicly on the alternatives for increasing production which had been discussed, including the restart of closed reactors and retooling of N reactor. He denied rumors that a new production reactor had been promised to the Idaho site, rumors spurred by the creation of the replacement office there and by the fact that Idaho was represented by a Republican senator.\textsuperscript{16}

Over the period 7 July 1982 through 2 November 1982, the Department of Energy sought advice through a specially appointed Concept and Site Selection Advisory Board (CSSAP) convened under the chairmanship of former AEC commissioner T. Keith Glennan.\textsuperscript{17} The Glennan Panel studied seven possible technologies:

- **LTHWR** Low Temperature Heavy Water Reactor
- **RNR** Replacement N Reactor (graphite moderated, water cooled)
- **LWR** Light Water Reactor
- **LMFBR** Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor
- **HTGR** High Temperature Gas-cooled Reactor
- **WNP 4** Washington Nuclear Power Project #4 (conversion of partially completed LWR power reactor)
- **ZEPHR** Zero Electric Power Heavy Water Reactor

Technical advocates of some of the proposed systems were better organized than others. Du Pont continued to represent the heavy water technology but with little enthusiasm for expansion of its reactor business. Light water reactor technology attracted Westinghouse, which had developed considerable experience with pressurized water reactors over the decade of the 1970s for commercial power applications. General Atomics
advocated the high-temperature gas-cooled reactor. That corporation was formerly a division of General Dynamics, acquired by Gulf Oil in 1967. It had participated in the design of the Peach Bottom #1 40 MWe gas-cooled reactor which went critical in 1966 and had designed and built the larger Fort St. Vrain 330 MWe gas-cooled reactor which went critical in 1974. General Atomics actively promoted its reactor designs, working through several consortiums of industrial groups. Moderated by graphite, cooled by high-temperature helium, and fueled by uranium in ceramic-metallic pellets, the HTGR design was regarded as "inherently safe." European experimentation with HTGRs through the 1970s had advanced the state of the art there; General Atomics could claim, with some justice, that the United States should fund gas-cooled technology if only to stay competitive in the field of nuclear developments.¹⁸

The proposal to convert a partially completed WNP reactor to plutonium production had another group of advocates. The WPPSS consortium, now comprised of eighty-eight electrical cooperatives and municipalities, worked through political representatives in Washington to present its potential conversion as a financial boon to the region and to the system. Yet Congressman James Weaver of Oregon and Senator Gary Hart of Colorado, among others, argued against the conversion on the grounds that such a move would destroy the historic distinction between civilian and military nuclear programs. The Glennan panel was well aware of this line of objection to the WNP conversion concept.¹⁹

Although advocates of one technology or another were often associated with locales or corporations which had established experience with the particular designs, unaffiliated experts often found themselves drawn into the technopolitical dispute. Many articulate advocates of the HTGR were found outside the company which designed and built the models at Peach Bottom and Fort St. Vrain. For example, in a work critical of the AEC's decision to proceed with studies of the liquid metal fast breeder reactor, Thomas Cochran, writing for the Ford Foundation-funded Resources for the Future, spelled out a number of superior features of the HTGR as a safe reactor and potential electric power source. However, by the mid-1970s, General Atomic, the leading gas-cooled reactor advocate, was a relative late-comer to the commercial power reactor business. It had fallen behind its major competitors, General Electric and Westinghouse, who had entered in the period of greatest power reactor construction in the early 1960s with their light water models. Thus, General Atomics and the HTGR design proponents saw a chance for their technology to be developed through the NPR effort, when support for the approach had waned in the power reactor competition.²⁰

The Glennan panel also reviewed four possible sites, including SRS, INEL, Hanford, and the Nevada Test Site, the weapons testing facility north of Las Vegas. Glennan immediately rejected Nevada as a possible site for the reactor as inappropriate due to earthquake hazards. In a process similar to that used by Groves in 1942 and by Du Pont in 1950, Glennan used eleven criteria to evaluate the sites, including water supply, transportation facilities, available labor, and support facilities. New criteria included waste disposal, environment, public acceptance, and "duality" of site. The last factor referred to the desirability of having two separate sites operating at the same time. Since it was assumed
then that older reactors at Savannah River would continue to operate into the 1990s, the other sites had an advantage for location of the new reactor in this regard.\textsuperscript{21}

When he submitted the report, Glennan reminded Secretary of Energy Donald Hodel that the subject of a site and a technology for a New Production Reactor had already been studied several times. Glennan explicitly drew attention to "the proprietary interests of many of the companies and Congressional people whose constituencies may be involved in each of the concepts or sites dealt with." Glennan attempted to deal with these interests, he said, in an evenhanded and thoughtful way. "Further studies," he warned, "will do little to increase the validity of the recommendations our Panel has made." Although correct and prophetic, his warning did not prevent further studies.\textsuperscript{22}

The "Glennan Report," or, more formally, the "Report of the NPR Concept and Site Selection Advisory Panel (CSSAP)," supported the general idea of an NPR by the 1990s as necessary to "assure an adequate supply of strategic materials." All the advocates of various technologies liked that part of the report. However, the panel then spelled out its choices. The CSSAP favored as a first choice a heavy water reactor along the lines of the Savannah River plant, with no power generation--that is, the ZEPHR; as a second choice, the panel favored either a LTHWR or a replacement N reactor. The Glennan Report specifically discounted the other technologies, including a light water cooled and moderated version, the high-temperature gas-cooled graphite-moderated (HTGR) model, and a liquid metal cooled fast breeder. The report noted that exploration of those technologies which had been considered for power production might raise worldwide concerns that the United States was planning to convert commercial reactor designs to weapons material production, reflecting the line of thinking of Representative Weaver and Senator Hart. Furthermore, Glennan personally doubted whether the attempt to develop an "N" type dual purpose reactor with sale of steam for electrical generation purposes to offset cost was a good idea; its high initial cost could further "lower the probability of NPR program approval." On sites, Savannah River was preferred, Hanford ranked second, and INEL was disapproved.\textsuperscript{23}

Glennan’s attempt to present his findings as purely objective immediately became undermined, as all the advocates of the choices his panel ranked as poor came to the defense of their own proposals. In addition to the corporate interests behind the light water option, the heavy water design, and the gas-cooled choice, political representatives defended Hanford as a location for the New Production Reactor or for operation of WNP, Idaho as a location for any of the designs, and Savannah River as ideal for the heavy water designs. Other arguments for Idaho included not only general experience with more than fifty experimental reactors but a local tradition of work on gas-cooled reactor technology which went back to experiments with mobile reactors in the 1960s, and a group of friendly associated firms and institutions such as EG&G and Argonne National Laboratory.

Predictably, the only congressional delegation that read the Glennan Report with much favor was that from South Carolina, and the only corporate support came from the group involved in heavy water work, Du Pont. Senator Thurmond offered his thoughts to Secretary Hodel. In particular, Thurmond wanted further material on the proposed cooling system, potential effects on the Savannah River, and details regarding radioactive waste
management. He expected to get moving on implementation, and he suggested to the secretary that the environmental details needed attention. Hodel replied that, whatever site was chosen, he pledged full compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act and promised to provide the needed information as studies proceeded. Following up on the Glennan Report, in December 1982 Du Pont released a management plan for the first phase of a potential NPR project at Savannah River which included environmental and safety analyses and conceptual design studies.

While experts and politicians worked on the issue of a replacement or New Production Reactor, the issue of tritium shortfall remained. Thus, while the long-range solution was being sought and argued through, Congress approved a short-term solution—a "restart" of one of the previously closed Savannah River reactors. Debates over the restart issue proceeded simultaneously with the Glennan Review and its response.

THE L RESTART CONTROVERSY

In the summer of 1980 Congress approved authorization of funds for the restart of production reactors previously shut down by President Johnson as a temporary way of meeting plutonium and tritium requirements. This funding allowed investigation into the condition of L reactor at Savannah River and the planning for its reopening over the objections of a variety of environmental and disarmament advocates. The Department of Energy prepared an environmental assessment, but it did not at first proceed through the full environmental impact statement (EIS) process, which would require public hearings. The department’s approach was to internally study all the environmental issues, including thermal discharge, radiological dose, and environmental surveillance planning, without following the EIS procedure of holding open hearings. Then, using the appropriated funds, the reactor would be repaired and put in production. In order to allay public concerns over the lack of the full EIS procedure, Senator Thurmond held a round of local hearings as part of the Armed Services Committee’s responsibilities. Those February 1983 hearings over the "L Restart" provided insight for Congress into how production reactors had become the focus of so many varied political interests and showed the popular side of the struggles involved.

Senator Mack Mattingly, whose constituency in Georgia lay along the Savannah River, expressed concern for the environmental impact of the restart, both in terms of thermal effect on the river and possible radioactive releases. Mattingly, however, supported the need for the reactor for defense purposes. Anyone who attempted to "turn this hearing into a debate over disarmament" should leave, he said. Nevertheless, Mattingly took the questions of environment and public health seriously and wanted a full environmental impact study prepared. South Carolina Representative Butler Derrick, while supportive of the restart of the reactor, believed that the DOE had erred by not encouraging public participation in the environmental assessment process. After hearing from Troy Wade, who was deputy assistant secretary for defense programs at the time, and from other DOE
personnel, a representative of the state of South Carolina added the voice of the state
governor to the call for a thorough public hearing on the environmental issues.28

Among concerned and self-proclaimed experts, the committee heard from
representatives of the South Carolina Wildlife Federation and the Sierra Club, warning of
negative impacts; from a former Du Pont employee who insisted that an environmental
impact statement would be a waste of funds; and from a representative of the National
Academy of Sciences who gave data suggesting that L reactor had never created any
problems for the natural organisms in the river. A pediatrician warned against the health
effects on children. A representative of Physicians for Social Responsibility took a strong
stand against further plutonium production and denied the concept of a maximum low safe
level of radiation, or a "threshold" of exposure.29

The ten representatives from Aiken County in the South Carolina state legislature were
unanimously in favor of the restart. The League of Women Voters sent three representa-
tives, all of whom argued for a thorough environmental impact study. The mayors of Aiken,
Augusta, North Augusta, Williston, and Allendale reported that their communities were clear
in support of the restart. Thomas Cochran, representing the Natural Resources Defense
Council, vividly described the problems of restarting L reactor, closed since 1968. Pigeons
had roosted in the rusting equipment, while weeds grew on the grounds. He alluded to
routine radioactive releases and a variety of other problems which suggested that L could
never meet the standards set for commercial reactors.30

Representatives of chambers of commerce, wetlands groups and water authorities, the
Georgia Conservancy, labor unions, and the Coastal Citizens for Clean Energy all expressed
varying degrees of concern over employment and environmental issues. One
representative, Michael Gooding from the Grass Roots Organizing Workshop, reminded the
senators, over objections from Thurmond, that the government that wanted to restart
L reactor was "the same Government that . . . was willing to napalm children, women and
old men in Vietnam, and is now willing to support the massacre of people in Central
America." The government, he said, was in the employ of the ruling class, and the govern-
ment would "do whatever it pleased." A less impassioned representative of the World
Affairs Council of Georgia State University also criticized the arms race itself; several other
unaffiliated speakers criticized the nuclear industry’s willingness to accept public risk.
Senator Thurmond and other advocates of work on L reactor patiently sat through the range
of hostile critiques.31

The heated struggle at the L restart hearings revealed the sorts of arguments production
reactors could evoke by the early 1980s. If any NPR were to be finally proposed for one
of the sites, such a machine, like L reactor, could serve as a focal point for all of the
arguments over risk, peace, safety, endangered species, threshold of radiation exposure,
and the role of the United States in world affairs. Not only would the sites vie with each
other for the benefits, but dozens of organized groups would raise objections.

As for L reactor, for a short period the aged reactor rejoined her sisters in meeting the
demands of the arms race. The Department of Energy issued a Final Environmental Impact
Statement in 1984, then remodeled and reconditioned the reactor.32 L restarted in 1985;
it operated for less than three years, closing in 1988.
ROADBLOCKS TO THE GLENNAN RECOMMENDATIONS

While Hodel was still evaluating the Glennan Report, Senator James A. McClure, the Republican senior senator from Idaho and chairman of the crucial Energy and Natural Resources Committee, wrote a detailed, technically well-argued, and lengthy letter to Hodel giving his opinion on the report. Senator McClure questioned Glennan's assessment of INEL as an inferior location for an NPR. In particular, McClure argued that four of the selection criteria should have been given more weight: the reactor "need date," the duality of sites issue, issues of new technology, and lowest life cycle cost. By setting the need date artificially close to the present, he argued, Glennan ended up giving preference for a tried and true technology that was thirty years old—the heavy water models of the 1950s. If there was less of a rush, he argued, the department could take the time to develop a more innovative technology. Of course, once these factors were weighted as McClure preferred, then INEL seemed like the first choice, since it offered "duality" with either Hanford or SRS, it was not committed to either the light water/graphite models of Hanford or the heavy water models of Savannah River, and it had been the site for experimental work on reactor types.33

Senator McClure's need for an objective report which would justify INEL as a location rather than Savannah River was met in 1982. The president's Office of Science and Technology Programs released a study that confirmed the need for an NPR and suggested future studies focus on three technologies: high-temperature gas-cooled reactor (HTGR), pressurized water reactor (PWR), and replacement N reactor (RNR) at Hanford or INEL. To set up a method for implementing the studies, on 22 July 1982 Los Alamos National Laboratory published a study entitled Proposed Activities and Funding Requirements for the NPR Program Requirements Office which discussed tasks, funding, and the provision of technical support to the project.4

In January 1983 the Department of Energy established a project charter for an NPR.5 The department set up within the Office of Defense Programs a "desk," DP-13 (later redesignated DP-132), which became the focal point for future planning of an NPR to meet the clearly established need for an assured source of tritium. Yet the tension between the advocates of Hanford, INEL, and South Carolina remained, and the DOE was unable to secure funding without a break in the congressional deadlock. The small staff at DP-13 was literally swamped by the generation of paperwork and evaluations over the next few years. The office spent a sizable proportion of its budget, first with a unit of the consulting firm EG&G and then with a Maryland-based branch of the Argonne National Laboratory, to provide office support services which concentrated on gathering the documentation flooding into the office. Internal staff and outside contractors evaluated locations and technologies, absorbing a budget of $10 million to $20 million per annum in these activities. The files collected by the two office support contractors exceeded seventy-five linear feet by 1988.6

As the information came in, however, Secretary Hodel moved rather prematurely to try to force the issue. On 9 August 1983, by internal memorandum, Hodel directed staff to develop a final site and concept recommendation to deliver to President Reagan within the following eighteen months. Hodel's personal background was that of a former Bonneville
Power Administrator and a native of Oregon State. His personal ties to the Northwest may have disposed him favorably to the arguments in favor of the Idaho site. He evaluated the Glennan Report, accepting its recommendation of a heavy water reactor as a tested technology but indicating his "current preference" was to locate the reactor at INEL. His reasoning was that this site choice guaranteed duality of location, following this element of McClure's complaint. He directed that an environmental impact statement be developed encompassing all of the following: an assessment of the environmental impact of the reactor, a risk analysis, a study of socioeconomic impacts, a survey of endangered species, a study of transportation, a hazardous waste management plan, and an archeological survey. He anticipated that the tritium requirement in the plan should indicate that a completely new "standard" reactor was required by 1995.37

Hodel expected to present to the president within eighteen months a recommendation for a decision based not only on the proposed environmental study but on further study of developmental issues related to the technologies. He asked the Office of Defense Programs to use currently appropriated funds to work as quickly as possible in conducting the studies. He asked that "we move forward vigorously," and that the "management-by-objective tasks" for the New Production Reactor be altered to include new "milestones" reflecting his decision. Hodel's intention, couched in governmental management language, was clear to those in the agency: he expected them to set specific goals in preparing the studies and to move promptly towards those goals.38

Technically, however, conducting the studies he requested involved using funding for environmental work, funding which had been set aside by Congress for architectural and engineering work. It had specifically not been appropriated for environmental work, especially pertaining to a particular site. Such a reallocation of funding presented a stumbling block, for a shift of funding to environmental work opened the issue to review by a variety of members of Congress.

On 16 August 1983 Hodel officially notified House Armed Services Committee Chairman Melvin Price of his intent to prepare an EIS for the New Production Reactor, but in his request he did not specify which site he preferred.39 He requested immediate approval of the reallocation of funding to proceed with the EIS, even in advance of the thirty days allowed to approve or disapprove any re-allocation. This request had several immediate political effects.

Hodel's actions angered and aroused the political delegations from South Carolina and Washington, who felt that the preference announced internally by Secretary Hodel for Idaho was premature and represented an ill-informed decision, especially since Glennan had specifically discounted that site. Secondly, a host of grassroots organizations supportive of locating the reactor in Idaho launched concerted campaigns. And thirdly, other organizations actively spoke out against such a siting. The advocates focused on skills, employment, and economic benefits; opponents echoed the arguments against commercial reactors, focusing on environmental and risk questions. Other opponents raised the issue of the morality of the nuclear arms race. Many directly echoed the arguments being made at about the same time at the L restart hearings.
Secretary Hodel's known preference for Idaho as a tentative site for the new reactor, while pleasing to Senator McClure, immediately aroused the ire of other highly placed senators. Less than two weeks later, on 25 August 1983, Senator Thurmond (SC), president pro-tem of the Senate, told Hodel that he wanted him to reconsider Savannah River as an NPR site and to delay any final decision on location. Thurmond pointed out that other aspects of the nuclear weapons complex did not have the duality of site location which Hodel was using to justify a location other than Savannah River. "I would hope," Thurmond said, "that once again you may be persuaded to accept the findings of the experts, and conclude that [Savannah River] is the most desirable location." Thurmond relayed letters from his constituents, as well as correspondence from the South Carolina state legislature.

On 6 September 1983 Senator John Tower of Texas, chairman of the Senate Armed Services Committee, told Hodel he approved the preparation of an EIS for a New Production Reactor with the contingency that all three sites receive equal consideration and that the environmental consequences of at least two technologies be examined prior to final selection of location or type. However, Melvin Price of the House Armed Services Committee indicated a week later that he did not think an EIS was called for at that time, since the study itself would cost several million dollars. He asked Hodel to testify for the next budget on all the "factors, contingencies and alternatives under consideration for a facility which cost billions of dollars." In November 1983 Hodel responded to Tower's concerns by announcing DOE plans to conduct a series of studies on the need for and cost of an NPR.

The reception and handling of the Glennan Report revealed the nature of the political Jeadlock. Idaho's McClure effectively blocked the Glennan preference for siting in either Washington State or South Carolina. Then representatives of both Washington and South Carolina stalled the implementation of the Hodel concession to McClure. The dispute demonstrated that congressional representatives could at least prevent each other from getting the expensive project. Popular opinion, more directly expressed, was found on all sides of the issue. When required, senators and representatives tapped into local groups and alerted them to the need to deluge the DOE with supporting letters. In turn, local opponents, echoing the arguments raised against L reactor, sought to prevent action.

Over the period 1982-84, the Department of Energy received and responded to hundreds of letters and postcards from concerned individuals and organizations in Idaho. As in the L restart controversy, opinions ran the gamut from fervent support to intense opposition. The organizations included the Snake River Alliance, the Groundwater Alliance, church groups, chambers of commerce, and groups of students. Individuals complained about possible pollution of the aquifer, about contributing to the arms race, about despoiling the scenic countryside, and about the nonparticipatory nature of the decision process. Other individuals insisted the Idaho site was ideal, due to the experienced local labor supply and to active support for things nuclear in the area; many feared for the impact on local business if employment declined. Mayors of communities, city councils, and state legislators added their support.
In general, the DOE letter response system worked promptly, using newly acquired word processing equipment to compile standard paragraphs into letters which answered, point by point, the individually varied letters of support or opposition. DOE replied to many letters within less than ten days; considering the volume and variety of the correspondence, the effort was both courteous and remarkable. Letters which filed Freedom of Information requests, on the contrary, rarely received prompt action, with the more massive requests from organizations encountering delays which lasted up to several years. Surprisingly, some replies to members of Congress, because of the lengthy process of securing internal concurrences within the department, took much longer than replies to individual concerned citizens from main street America. Yet the systematic and organized approach may have created the impression that the letters from the general public had more influence or were given more consideration at a high level than was the case.44

On 11 May 1984 Hodel requested congressional approval to reprogram $17.5 million to conduct further studies for an NPR in accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act process.45 A month later, on 18 June 1984, Price reiterated his earlier objections concerning the possible transfer of Department of Energy funds for that purpose. Although Price did not object to the performance of the studies, he said that accepting continued study did not assure future congressional approval of the NPR program. Price claimed that the need for an NPR was ill-defined and that the size, type, and location of the proposed plant was undetermined; therefore, he claimed, any full EIS study would be wasteful and unproductive. He implied his consent to the technical studies.46

Despite the fact that both the Glennan Report and Hodel had favored a heavy water cooled and moderated plant, the New Production Reactor project office did not drop the Hanford N design from among the proposed conceptual designs. On 16 August 1984 the project support office released a contingency plan for light water cooled graphite-moderated technology.47 Senator Tower’s compromise of simultaneous investigation of multiple sites and multiple technologies was in effect; the technology list expanded from two to three.

Through the political wrangling over technology and site, nothing had happened to bring an NPR closer to reality. The basic concern by the defense establishment remained alive. On 28 December 1984 Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger wrote to National Security Advisor Robert McFarlane and suggested that increased special nuclear materials production required an NPR, reiterating Harold Brown’s concern about tritium assurance made four years earlier. Secretary Weinberger emphasized the need for explicit executive direction to assure the nation was adequately supplied with enough nuclear materials for future needs.48

However, Hodel was unable to cut through the political deadlock. His resolution and response to the Defense Department request for an assurance regarding nuclear material constituted an admission that little could be done. On 6 February 1985, the last day of his service as secretary of energy before moving on to the position as secretary of interior, Hodel approved a "Reactor Production Assurance Strategy" that recognized a potential delay in NPR acquisition but which asserted that there were "no known near term life-limiting" mechanisms at the Savannah River reactors. On the other hand, N at Hanford was deemed "vulnerable to aging," and the strategy called for a New Production Reactor to be
built by the turn of the century. Barely concealed in the "Strategy" was the judgment that
the Department of Energy must struggle along with the old reactors for the near future.49

Hodel's successor, John Herrington, coming in with the second Reagan administration
in 1985, sought to move the production reactor decision along. Herrington continued to
seek objective outside analyses which could de-politicize the decision process and allow
for a firm choice of technology and site. The extended evaluation process that had
proceeded throughout the first Reagan administration, although giving evidence of concern
at forthcoming erosion of production reactor capacity, was far less expensive than actually
building a new production reactor, variously estimated to cost in the range of $4 billion to
$6 billion. One consequence of the protracted technopolitical dispute over NPR capacity
was an appearance of concern for defense preparedness without actual expenditure of the
massive funding required to achieve the preparedness. This technique of walking loudly
and carrying a small stick resembled the effort mounted through the Strategic Defense
Initiative, in which paper plans and publicity about notional devices may have been as
useful in diplomacy as the expenditure of funds on more actual, but much more expensive,
devices.

CHERNOBYL, N, AND CONGRESS AGAIN

The effort to get along on the surviving old production reactors received a setback when,
on 26 April 1986, Unit Four of the Soviet Union's Chernobyl Nuclear Power Station, an
RBMK-1000 graphite-moderated, water-cooled reactor, was destroyed in the world's worst
nuclear accident to date. In response to heightened fears, Herrington requested a study
by the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) and the National Academy of Engineering (NAE)
to assess all the DOE reactors capable of operating above 20 MWth. The NAS produced
two studies, one focusing on the existing four production reactors, the other focusing on
smaller experimental and testing reactors. Of all the reactors in the United States, N
reactor bore the most similarity to Chernobyl, in that it was the only remaining large-scale
graphite-moderated reactor in the United States, even though it relied on pressurized,
rather than boiling, water for coolant.50

While the NAS studies were under preparation, protest against N reactor's continued
operation flowed in from a variety of sources. The Nez Perce Indian Tribe in the state of
Washington immediately demanded its closure.51 Congressman James Weaver of Oregon
introduced a resolution in Congress asking the DOE to keep N reactor closed pending
investigations by the General Accounting Office (GAO) and others.52 Internally, the DOE's
Office of Environment, Safety, and Health conducted a Design Review and a Technical
Safety Appraisal of N reactor, suggesting a variety of safety improvements.53 The DOE
announced a planned set of accelerated changes in N reactor design in response to the
appraisal.

On 12 December 1986 a Herrington-appointed group, the Roddis Panel, completed its
evaluation of the SRS reactors and WPPSS Nuclear Project Unit 1 (WNP-1) reactor. Louis
Roddis, Jr., a product of the Rickover network, had served in the Naval Reactor Division of
the AEC, then as deputy director of the Reactor Development Division of the commission in the late 1950s, and as president of Consolidated Edison of New York in the early 1970s. Roddis had chaired the Energy Research Advisory Board in the period 1981-84, and his selection to evaluate new production reactor issues was an indication of the continued search for prestigious and objective technical policy input.  

The panel concluded that the aging production reactors at Savannah River were not reliable for defense needs but, if upgraded, could operate for five additional years. The panel recommended a permanent shutdown of the Hanford N reactor, as had GAO investigators. N reactor had no containment vessel and would never have passed NRC licensing requirements had they been applied to DOE reactors. Roddis pointed out that the reactor did not even have a hydrogen control or hydrogen monitoring system, which had been present in the Chernobyl system.  

In response to public outcry, N reactor was put on "standdown" in January 1987. Later in 1987, the NAS and the NAE issued the DOE-requested report entitled "Safety Issues at the Defense Production Reactors." This report, which focused on all four production reactors, was highly critical of the Department of Energy and its reactor management. The NAS indicated that the DOE had relied "almost entirely" on its contractors to identify safety concerns and that the federal government had not "realistically addressed the aging of the defense production reactors." Safety oversight, according to the NAS, had become "ingrown and largely outside the scrutiny of the public." Planning for new production reactors should accelerate, the report concluded.  

The NAS-NAE study, more circumspect about N reactor than some of the others which came on the heels of the Chernobyl disaster, pointed out a number of significant differences between the Soviet RBMK design and N reactor design. Among the contrasts was the fact that N reactor hydraulic control rods could enter the reactor in two seconds, while those at Chernobyl were gravity-driven and took twenty seconds to fall in place. Chernobyl used boiling water as a coolant, rather than pressurized water as at N; boiling water could create voids, causing potential unstable power excursions. Chernobyl did not have the back-up boron-carbide ball safety system that N used. The confinement system at N reactor allowed release of excessive pressure through filtered pathways to the environment; the containment system at Chernobyl provided no pressure relief and simply ruptured. Nevertheless, NAS concurred that N reactor should stay closed.  

The closing of N reactor at Hanford and growing concerns about the long-term leaks and newly diagnosed intergranular stress corrosion cracking in the C reactor vessel at Savannah River and its subsequent closing in 1987 provided a stimulus to the New Production Reactor effort which had been submerged in studies since 1980. Less than two years after Hodel had announced that there were no apparent "life-limiting" factors in the Savannah River production reactors and had regarded that as sufficient "assurance" of productive capacity for the Defense Department, C reactor there had been closed for safety reasons. N reactor, which Hodel had admitted was vulnerable, had also closed in the wake of Chernobyl. In February 1987 the DOE's Deputy Director of Defense Programs Charles Halsted notified Under Secretary Joseph Salgado of his concern over meeting the stockpile memorandum tritium requirements with the elimination of N and C reactors as reliable...
Halsted recommended immediate action on the NPR, although he did not specify site or technology choice.

Through 1986 and 1987, Westinghouse Hanford Corporation, the contractor in charge of operating N reactor, tried to forestall the storm of post-Chernobyl criticisms by engaging in a vigorous program of safety enhancements. Meanwhile, the Tri-Cities Development Council, now operating as "TRIDEC," the congressional delegation from Washington, and the DOE Richland Operations Office all worked to preserve employment at Hanford, much as they had during the 1960s. Senator Dan Evans, Congressman Sid Morrison, and TRIDEC presented materials suggesting that plans should proceed for completion of WNP-1 and its conversion to tritium and plutonium production. TRIDEC funded a legal study which was submitted to Congress examining exactly how the ownership and jurisdiction over WNP-1 could be shifted to the DOE. After a dispute over the proper role of the Richland Operations Office and Hanford contractors in providing material and briefings to political representatives and others outside the department, Under Secretary Salgado ordered that further draft materials on WNP-1 not be circulated. Congressional objections to the use of federal money expended as part of the contractor's expenses in advocating or "lobbying" Congress had prevailed.

Herrington still sought an objective report on which to base a nonpolitical resolution of the issue of reactor site and technology choice. On 7 January 1988 he asked the Energy Research Advisory Board to review and evaluate four reactor technologies for NPR capacity. On 28 January 1988 the site evaluation team (SET) of the board was established to develop criteria and evaluate DOE-owned sites for New Production Reactor capacity, and on 25 February 1988 Herrington made an interim report to Congress on NPR selection strategy activities under way by the Energy Research Advisory Board and the site team.

Herrington requested that the board's criteria for technology selection include "duality," which he defined in a new, more attractive fashion. Whereas earlier, "duality" had implied that the new reactor was to represent duality with any surviving older reactor or reactors, in 1988 Herrington suggested that the Energy Research Advisory Board identify two technologies and two sites for the New Production Reactors in its assessment. The concept was politically attractive, for it could foster the alignment of congressional delegations from the two preferred sites to support the project, possibly breaking the deadlock. Herrington informed the pertinent congressional committees about progress, explaining the concept of duality, activities regarding initial procurement, and plans for proceeding with the National Environmental Policy Act process.

Through 1988 the remaining three Savannah River reactors were shut down out of concern for safety: K on 10 April, L on 23 June, and P on 17 August. An attempt in August 1988 to restart P reactor after re-installation of seismic bracing was foiled by the presence of helium-3, a tritium decay product, which had been unintentionally produced from the deuterium moderator. Since helium-3 acts as a neutron absorber, the reactor did not start at the removal of the usual number of control rod equivalents. Operators removed an extra sixty rods before deciding to review the problem and search for its cause, a procedure roundly criticized in later analyses, particularly by former NRC chairman John Ahearne.
Building a New Production Reactor required a major congressional commitment of funding; even to proceed with conceptual design work and selection of a technology required hundreds of millions of dollars. On a much larger scale, the DOE faced severe problems regarding cleanup of radioactive and hazardous wastes which had accumulated at the weapons complex sites for decades. Initial estimates that cleanup costs might exceed $100 billion were daunting. Over the period October-December 1988, relatively quiet congressional hearings of the Armed Services Committees of both houses of Congress into production reactor issues became front-page news across the United States, partly because of attention given to problems of radioactive waste. News stories focused not only on the need for cleanup but on safety at production reactors and on the cost of replacing those reactors.

Secretary Herrington took the unusual and bold step of discussing these issues publicly, in contrast to the well-established AEC-DOE tradition of working behind closed doors, especially on issues as potentially disturbing to the public as massive waste and high future expenditures. In October, for example, Herrington met with the editorial boards of the New York Times and the Wall Street Journal and appeared on major network news interview shows, including NBC's "Today" show, CBS's "This Morning," and NBC’s "Nightly News." In addition, the department was forthcoming in releasing details of thirty serious reactor incidents over the years at Savannah River. The press soon dubbed the incidents "The Dirty Thirty." The media "feeding frenzy" which began in early October may have been the result of the New York Times initiating an old-fashioned journalistic crusade in the muckraking tradition. To an extent the media coverage seemed to derive strength from a press habit of defining as newsworthy those items which two or three leading papers chose as front-page material, the same pattern which accounted for short periods of intense press interest in other single stories. Furthermore, Secretary Herrington's willingness to be forthcoming about departmental needs when faced with a difficult budget argument provided good copy.64

Through November 1988 the DOE held "scoping" meetings in Idaho and South Carolina to obtain public reactions to expansion of reactors at the two locations. In December the department sent to Congress the "United States Department of Energy Nuclear Weapons Complex Modernization Report" (known, more conveniently, as "The 2010 Report") recommending the construction of new production reactor capacity as an aspect of upgrading the entire weapons complex over the next fifteen to twenty years.65

DECISIONS

With the closure of the last of the Savannah River reactors, the Senate Armed Services Committee considered a series of options to insure a supply of tritium, including reconfiguration of weapons, recovery of tritium from low-priority weapons, restart of one or more Savannah River reactors, and even a restart and low-power operation of N reactor, converted for tritium production only. A New Production Reactor, most of the committee members agreed, was required to insure against a shortfall by the turn of the century.66
Meanwhile, informed advocates of disarmament noted that, without tritium production, nature itself would generate disarmament. In an article in Science magazine, at a conference held in Cambridge, Massachusetts, under the auspices of the Nuclear Control Institute and the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, and in a well-documented book, J. Carson Mark, Paul Leventhal, and others argued that "The Tritium Factor," the 5.5 percent per year decay rate of the strategic isotope, would start the United States on the path of a declining weapons stockpile. If the USSR agreed to halt tritium production, the decline in weapons would proceed at a rate even higher than that proposed under the agenda for a Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty (START) under discussion with the Soviet Union. Simply not replacing production reactors would automatically generate disarmament.67

That approach did not prevail, however. In January 1989 the DOE submitted its fiscal year 1990 budget request to Congress and included $303.5 million for NPR work; the department also released a declassified version of The 2010 Report, further publicizing the need for weapons complex modernization.68 On 19 January Secretary Herrington sent a set of plans to Congress, "Actions to Shorten New Production Reactors Schedules." The second Reagan administration thus ended with recommendations to begin work on the reactors which had been discussed for eight years.

The 1989 plans reflected the 1988 Energy Research Advisory Board report and called for two reactor developments: one to produce 100 percent of the tritium requirement and a cluster of reactors based on an innovative and safe design, a gas-cooled, graphite-moderated model which could produce 50 percent of the requirement. The gas-cooled units, technically most efficient on the smaller scale, would be built in a group of reactor "modules," allowing support facilities to service more than one reactor. Design elements worked out on these reactors might serve as models for other applications, such as power generation. Yet to implement the plans required a pattern of continued congressional support. Herrington's legacy to his successor was a strenuous effort to cut through the gridlock, yet no design had been chosen, no contractor committed, and no final site selected and approved through the EIS process. The plan made sense, but no firm decisions had been made.

Several factors over the early and mid-1980s had immobilized the nation's ability to make a decision to rebuild its nuclear weapons producing capacity. Decisions once reached by General Groves in consultation with a selected group of specialists now were open to discussion in Congress and in the public. Throughout the nation, antinuclear groups had grown in experience and in organizing ability. Journalists writing for daily newspapers across the nation criticized the Department of Energy for its emphasis on production over safety and concern for radioactive pollution and improper waste handling. While most Americans knew little of production reactors, those who stood to lose their livelihood at Hanford or Savannah River had effective political voices. At Hanford, politicians worked closely with local leaders and with technical specialists; INEL and SRS had effective spokesmen in Senators McClure and Thurmond. In order to get action, the secretary of energy needed to make an unbiased choice among potential sites and technology, a choice that could not be instantly criticized and blocked by charges that it was hasty, ill-informed, technically incorrect, unduly influenced by special interests, or inconsiderate of impacts.
Chapter Nine

NEW PRODUCTION REACTORS

THE MANAGEMENT CULTURE

Secretary John Herrington left his successor a daunting task. Like Herrington, the new secretary had to operate a sprawling, multibillion dollar department with inherited responsibility for facilities from the Manhattan Engineer District and the Atomic Energy Commission, facilities which grew increasingly unsafe year by year. He operated amidst growing public and congressional awareness of the vast environmental hazard generated in the nuclear complex. The new secretary appointed by President George Bush, retired Admiral James Watkins, approached the job with a determination to make changes. Secretary Watkins confronted the impending tritium shortfall that threatened the viability of the nuclear arsenal, but in order to deal with it, he had to finesse the politics of production reactor design decision.

To fully remove the production reactor issue from the political forum was not possible. Senators James McClure of Idaho and Mark Hatfield of Oregon warned Watkins, early in his term, of what he faced. They pointed to the decade of studies of the tritium production issue and decried the fact that "several of the options which were rejected in this decade of study and debate are once again being touted by their political, technical and economic beneficiaries . . . . We have continued to see articles, press releases and open politicking for these alternatives." Members of Congress were being lobbied to convert a partially completed light water Washington Nuclear Power (WNP) reactor into a production reactor. Such a conversion, said McClure and Hatfield, would "cast a long, ominous shadow over this country's commitment to nuclear non-proliferation." Similarly, advocates of restarting N reactor were hoping to reinvigorate the old graphite-moderated water-cooled approach, despite the 1988 commitment to restrict the approach to two technologies, heavy water and high temperature gas-cooled. "We do not have the luxury of another decade of committees, panels and studies," concluded Hatfield and McClure. For their part, defenders of Hanford, like Congressman Sid Morrison, claimed that the exclusion of WNP-1 "reflects a dramatic disregard for either project cost or assurance of timely completion," and such rejection by Hatfield and McClure represented "politics as usual."

The approach and style which Watkins brought to the overall management of the DOE reflected quite a departure from those of his predecessors. He attempted to establish a way of dealing with the tough technical decisions over site, contractor, and conceptual design in a goal-oriented manner like that of Leslie Groves. A detailed examination of Watkins' administration and that of the office devoted to a New Production Reactor shows how he set out to reach such decisions promptly and objectively in the altered political environment of the 1990s. During his administration, every decision and action drew not only the attention of local newspapers in South Carolina, Georgia, Idaho, Washington, and
Oregon, but also of the Washington Post and the New York Times. He conducted his attempts to make changes under the spotlight of full news coverage.

At his confirmation hearings before the Senate in February 1989, Watkins explicitly said that there was an "existing culture" at the Department of Energy that he intended to change. While many observers in the press and in professional nuclear circles would agree that the culture needed change, his statement was open to various interpretations.

Watkins' acceptance speech and his actions reflected the concept of "corporate culture" developed by management theorists and practicing managers earlier in the 1980s. During the period 1979-82, the concept of "corporate culture" had entered the day-to-day vocabulary of managers. Several best-selling management books, including In Search of Excellence by Thomas J. Peters and Robert H. Waterman, Jr., further spread the concept of attempting to understand a corporation by examining its cultural behavior.

These and other writers on management used language drawn from sociology and anthropology to suggest that each corporation developed cultural norms which shaped its effectiveness. In this view, some corporations had "strong" cultures, rich with customs, legends, and behavioral expectations which reinforced the corporation's mission. Peters and Waterman argued that some strong corporate cultures were "dysfunctional," often committed to out-of-date approaches, while others were well suited to the modern marketplace and the world of international technological competition. Although most corporate culture theorists agreed that a company's cultural pattern determined its behavior, they sharply disagreed over whether these patterns could be changed.²

In any case, none of the most popular works on the subject of corporate culture in the private sector delved into the existence or nature of a culture at specific federal agencies, providing little in the way of specific guidance to Watkins, had he sought it.³ Most of the management literature used the social science term "culture," with its implications of a broad meaning, to refer to a narrow set of interacting corporate practices which affected management. For many managers and administrators the term "culture" was a contemporary way of describing management style, and it was in this specific sense that Watkins used the term.⁴

Watkins' verbal attack on the culture in the weapons complex and later in the whole department aroused the expectations of observers, for many read into his comments a broader intent. Some antinuclear and environmentalist critics of the DOE saw their own views as part of a broader cultural transformation in the nation. Lewis Shaw, a South Carolina environmental official, for example, claimed that the DOE "got caught up in a time warp" in the late 1970s and that it was now twenty years behind the rest of the nation. It was true that some of the national values which had supported the nuclear weapons complex in its earliest period had eroded over the 1960s and 1970s. By the early 1980s, a wide gulf appeared between the cultural values which had gone into the creation of the weapons complex and the values of the broader society outside the fences.

Both within and outside the department, critics questioned exactly what Watkins meant by the departmental culture and speculated about what aspects he planned to change. Recent concern expressed by Herrington, members of Congress, and the press about previously unpublicized environmental issues at the weapons complex raised the
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expectations of some groups that the new secretary meant not only to address the environment but also the tradition of confidentiality which had limited public information about those problems for decades. Items in the press suggested that both environmentalists and antinuclear activists had hopes that Watkins' statements heralded a shift away from reliance on nuclear weapons and toward openness. One writer, searching for evidences of the new openness, spoke of "Radio Free Watkins." Environmental groups later issued annual "report cards" on Watkins, claiming he failed to meet his own standards, or their expectations, on public access to information and protection of "whistle blowers."5

But when Watkins spoke of the departmental culture that he wished to change, he employed the more specific language current among managers rather than the broader concept of national culture employed by environmental critics and journalists, a fact demonstrated by his actions which focused on specific management weaknesses at the DOE. He intended to strengthen the weapons complex and its technology, not diminish it. Watkins' specific approaches and struggles to address administrative problems can be put in perspective through a glance at his background in management as conducted in the modern navy.

The Navy's Management Culture as a Source

Admiral James Watkins' career as a naval officer spanned more than three decades, as he rose through the nuclear navy under Hyman Rickover to the highest office the navy offered, chief of naval operations. Naval reforms in management styles reshaped the navy over those years. In particular, the idiosyncratic methods employed by Rickover and the more widely emulated management by objective style implemented in the Polaris Special Project Office under Admiral William F. Raborn and Admiral Levering Smith affected the navy's management of its large-scale research and development efforts in the 1950s and 1960s. Further changes resulted from Secretary Robert McNamara's systematic reform of the whole Department of Defense implemented in the 1960s, which incorporated the management by objective methods, the demand for excellence, and the systems methods which had characterized the pioneering work of Rickover and Raborn. Watkins, as a Rickover-selected officer, served as a nuclear submarine commander before moving up in the navy hierarchy.6

Rickover's style had been intensely personal over the period from the 1950s through 1982 during which he directed the navy's nuclear propulsion effort. Rickover was skeptical of respect for rank which was not rooted in intellect and performance. To design and build nuclear submarines and surface vessels, he believed he needed an independent command, with guaranteed funding and minimal interference from naval administrators who put priorities on cost instead of quality and who traditionally rewarded rank instead of achievement. By working directly with Congress, Rickover had secured a degree of independence from the conventional system of naval procurement. He selected individuals for his program on the basis of a demanding standard and then held them to high levels of performance through a combination of ruthless drive and biting sarcasm. He established
his own training schools which turned out hundreds of nuclear engineers, many of whom moved into positions in government, manufacturing, and utilities after retirement from the navy. Despite the fact that his style won him many critics and enemies, Rickover achieved what he set out to do: he established a standard for nuclear safety and quality work and an esprit de corps which, at the program level, represented an intense and effective culture in itself. The result was an elite leg of America’s triad of strategic defense consisting of land-based missiles, aircraft, and nuclear submarine launched weapons. Rickover also produced a national network of former naval officers experienced in nuclear matters and dedicated to the ideals he had espoused. Veterans of his program still recount anecdotes and experiences from their days under Rickover, reflecting the pattern of symbolic legend building. While his demanding search for excellence was legendary, his idiosyncratic management style was difficult to emulate.7

Through the same period, the navy also instituted an internal market system in which headquarters systems program officers "purchased" research and development from navy-owned and -operated laboratories, testing facilities, and experimental stations. The system of Naval Industrial Funding put the navy laboratories and other supplying facilities on a quasi-competitive basis in which they would secure much of their funding from "customers" at the systems command levels, rather than through direct annual appropriations to the facilities.

Although the nuclear propulsion program under Rickover and the Polaris missile Special Projects Office under Raborn were rather unique, elements of the demand for excellence and high standards they set also came to characterize much of navy purchasing. Since systems program officers, each looking out for their own projects, had money to dispense and a wide variety of laboratories and other facilities to choose from, they could shop around for the best product inside the navy’s own establishment. The result was a sometimes highly competitive struggle for funding, recognition, and projects among the navy’s research and development facilities. Despite some notorious overruns and program cancellations, several major innovations and many minor improvements in weapons, ships, communications equipment, and a wide variety of technical systems and subsystems resulted.8

The navy’s reliance on government-owned, government-operated facilities for much naval research and development had a difficult history. Department of Defense and naval reformers sought ways to foster innovation and independence inside civil service structures and under the command of uniformed officers. The navy had been racked by decades of dispute and reorganization, centering around debates over the most viable size of laboratory units, over intellectual freedom and competitive pay, and over the need to coordinate the needs of users with the ideas of producers.9

During his tenure as chief of naval operations in the 1980s, Watkins worked with Secretary of Defense John F. Lehman, Jr., to tighten further the navy’s system of procurement from the private sector, trying to insure adherence to high quality and competition and imposing fixed price contracts in some situations in which cost-reimbursement, and hence expandable, contracts had prevailed.10
Although the navy approach to research and development could demonstrate success, it was difficult to imitate or export to other government agencies. Rooted in more than a century of a structured relationship between suppliers in navy bureaus and users in the fleet, the decades of sometimes contentious reforms created a modern systems approach built on military command and military policy making. By contrast, the DOE’s weapons complex, with its civilian management roots in the 1946 Atomic Energy Commission, had evolved with an entirely different relationship between military end-users and the research and development institutions which created the products. Although it was impossible to scrap the entire existing DOE institutional structure, values and goals derived from the navy approach might be applicable in an effort to improve DOE performance.

When Watkins sought to implement reforms in the Department of Energy, the vocabulary he employed consciously invoked the overtones of a naval background, with its emphasis on safety, engineering excellence, and accountability. Watkins believed in the virtues of the navy’s strong policies of expecting, demanding, and getting performance out of contractors through tough and informed in-house managers. Watkins explicitly emphasized his debt to aspects of the Rickover example. However, such an approach implied that he was unaware of or overlooked the fact that the Rickover values and goals, the Rickover “effect,” had already permeated the nuclear engineering community and much of the weapons complex. Former naval reactor personnel and former Rickover officers were scattered throughout the weapons complex, both in federal and contractor positions. They and other staff were justified in resenting the implication that they did not already pursue technical excellence, safety, and professional quality, sometimes quite consciously in the Rickover tradition.  

**The Old Culture at DOE**

Some of the very characteristics of the DOE culture which Congress, the press, and state officials criticized were to some extent typical of military technology enterprises in the navy as well, and were not necessarily targets of Watkins’ intended reform approach. From the older Atomic Energy Commission culture, the DOE had inherited the system of remote siting, fenced-in compounds, the habit and practice of secrecy, and the routine control of information that could flow to the media. These traits which had emerged from the uneasy blending of industrial, military, and academic elements under General Leslie Groves continued to permeate the weapons complex despite the intent of the 1946 Atomic Energy Act to place the weapons complex under civilian control. Such practices had come under considerable criticism from Congress and the press through the 1980s as that generation increasingly defined "civilian control" as open and public participation in decisions. Those criticisms received a form of official endorsement from the hard-hitting post-Chernobyl National Academy of Sciences study of 1987.

In the Department of Energy, as in the military, mistakes when made would not be publicized but dealt with quietly. Issues such as risk, worker safety, and pollution would be taken seriously and enforced through internal organizations behind the wall of secrecy.
In the DOE, at the heart of strategic material production issues, crucial information for informed opinions and decisions remained hidden in darkness. Only a limited circle of decision makers had access to and the "need to know" the specific size of the stockpile of strategic materials, the explicit quantities of tritium produced and anticipated, and the quantitative impact of continued nonproduction. Outsiders and, presumably, Soviet intelligence officers and planners could make informed guesses, but details were not public.

But more generally, unclassified weapons complex information and data with far less strategic importance was habitually not widely known or disseminated. For a few months at the end of his tenure, Secretary Herrington had stepped away from the traditional culture of secrecy for a specific political purpose when he openly discussed the problems of clean up and modernization in the wider forum, as a tactic to raise congressional willingness to provide funding.

One major contributing factor to the Department of Energy's problems in the 1980s was the sheer size of the weapons complex and the administrative difficulty inherent in overseeing it. The effort by both Presidents Carter and Reagan to cap bureaucratic growth had weakened the ability of technical government employees to oversee the work of contractors. In this context, department administrators found it politically difficult to increase the number of DOE personnel. Consequently, they continued to rely on the widespread network of contractor-operated facilities and contractor-performed work to meet the demands of an expanded weapons program. The long-standing tendency of the laboratories and production facilities to be locally directed, which could trace its origins to the tensions between the field and headquarters under Groves and then under Lilienthal, was sharpened, not reduced, during the Carter and Reagan era. One consequence of diminished oversight was sometimes collusive arrangements between DOE field office staff and local contractor staff, an issue which surfaced as front-page news during Watkins' administration.

The reactor sites all continued under the administrative contracts modeled on those established first by the Office of Scientific Research and Development and General Groves and then reissued by the Atomic Energy Commission. Contractor-operated facilities, particularly Savannah River and Hanford, operated as huge employers of several thousand persons each, directed by relatively small headquarters offices and token "area offices" of federal employees at the sites. Unlike the navy, the DOE had difficulty maintaining an internal elite corps of technically proficient experts who could effectively monitor the work, relying from the beginning on both academic and corporate contractors to perform the work.

The sheer size of the contractor-operated field facilities further hampered headquarters' ability to maintain accountability. By the 1960s the AEC complex had about 7,000 federal employees and 170,000 contract and academic employees, a ratio of about 1 to 25. The volume of paper and the vast amounts of data produced by the national laboratories and production operation out-paced the capacity of the relatively small headquarters and area office staffs to manage. The department's own inspector general pointed out this problem, as did congressional critics such as Mike Synar of Oklahoma, who claimed that the weapons complex was "out of control." In Washington, by the 1980s, even headquarters...
functions came to be handled by "support contractors." In general, the DOE was not able to secure adequate funds for maintenance, expansion, rebuilding, or improvement of physical facilities owned by the department or to increase the staff involved in oversight of the contracts. 17

During the 1980s the contractor operations side of GOCOs boomed while the government-owned facilities side tended to be neglected. The central administration rejected repeated requests from the field for capital improvement, maintenance budget expansion, or more federal specialists to oversee the contractors. What some outsiders criticized as a "culture" of neglect or complacency within DOE derived from the fact that headquarters had few alternatives to accepting contractors' technical information. 18

Many of the navy laboratories, by contrast to DOE's, were staffed not by contractors but by small cadres of naval officers and enlisted men and larger numbers of civilian naval employees directly on the navy payroll. However, nowhere in his remarks did Secretary Watkins indicate that he wished to eliminate the system by which major corporations contracted with the DOE to operate the weapons complex sites. Despite the fact that the fundamental institutional structure of the GOCOs had been the focus of so much outside criticism, Watkins did not set out to undo those contracts or restructure that whole system. Rather, he attempted to improve the system's quality and its performance, values, and expectations. Some of the reforms implemented by Watkins tightened and altered the way in which DOE managed contracts. He sought to employ the technical firms in ever more efficient and accountable ways and to insist that the department's own supervising program officers take responsibility for insuring that the contracts were properly fulfilled. In effect, Watkins hoped that the department's program officers could begin to play a role similar to the systems program officers in the navy's funding arrangement for its research and development, while still relying on the basic GOCO structure.

Similarly, he never suggested an attack on the system of classification of information and the maintenance of safeguards and security, which outside critics such as Ralph Nader had viewed as characteristic of the AEC culture, and which a rising chorus of critics complained about by the 1980s. Indeed, Watkins' administration moved to strengthen that system, requiring that security rules be followed even more closely at both field operations and headquarters.

For such reasons, it is incorrect to view Watkins' reforms at the DOE simply as part of the broader national cultural shift away from World War II consensus values, the values which had shaped the early Manhattan Engineer District. Watkins tried to improve operations at the department, but he did not try to move the agency from a technological and authority-based system in the direction of a humanistic, "smaller is better," nonnuclear world. When journalists and environmental activists heard of a cultural revolution, some appeared to believe that the age of high technology and decision making by experts was about to give way to a wave of public decision making, especially on all matters affecting the environment, open disclosure, and perhaps even an end to nuclear technology itself. But Watkins sought to implement an age of accountability, not the Age of Aquarius.
SPECIFIC CHANGES, STYLES, AND MANAGEMENT REFORMS

The specific changes and reforms which Watkins implemented, as well as his widely publicized statements, show exactly what sort of a cultural change he sought. The procedures he set up to seek excellence and accountability gradually affected parts of the sprawling DOE establishment under his administration. Yet inside the Department of Energy weapons complex and among nuclear engineering professionals in contractor organizations, some of Watkins' statements and his particular reforms were greeted as if intended only for public or congressional effect. In truth, he took actions that reflected his public stance and affected the internal structure as well. Watkins made his intentions clear to DOE personnel by issuing statements as "Secretary of Energy Notices," as well as through a series of press releases, on the need for change at DOE. In addition, he appointed individuals who reflected the attitudes and behavior he looked for, and he also enacted specific reforms intended to address the problem of accountability.

Watkins' appointments during his first months of office were part of this effort to implement change in the management culture. While incoming departmental secretaries normally began their term of office with a new cadre of upper echelon officials, his own appointments placed an emphasis on selection of people with technical and administrative, not simply managerial, experience. He attempted to attract highly qualified individuals from industry by seeking to change the "revolving door" rules which prevented federal officials from moving from the private sector to government and back again. Furthermore, he sought approval to increase salaries of top scientific and technical personnel in order to make federal employment more competitive for highly qualified scientists and engineers. Some outsiders had hoped that the cultural change would be represented by the recruitment not of experienced science and technology managers but of policy makers with a reputation built on opposing development, particularly nuclear development.19

Admiral Watkins implemented a host of measures to bring about accountability, to instill a "safety culture," and to improve relationships between the weapons complex facilities and local governments. He established independent "Tiger Teams" to evaluate the major centers and tightened both safety and security regulations.20

The changes generated some crises along the way. For example, public disclosures by the DOE's inspector general of inappropriate transfers of funding from construction accounts to operating expenses by Savannah River officials resulted in both a short national scandal and replacement of the officials. At headquarters and at Savannah River, the misuse of funds was attributed to bureaucratic inertia and to the persistence of the old culture. Henson Moore, Watkins' deputy secretary, complained that the field office reflected the "same kind of culture and how this place has been run since the day it opened its doors."21 He was "furious" over the crisis.22 Watkins replaced the manager of the Savannah River Field Office with a thirty-nine-year veteran of the nuclear navy, Vice Adm. Peter M. Hekman, Jr.23

What Watkins had defined as cultural change, and what in fact was an attempt at management reform, shaped the institutional environment in which a serious effort was
Chapter Nine / New Production Reactors

mounted to settle upon a New Production Reactor design. Watkins had inherited from Herrington the Office of New Production Reactors (ONPR), created on 1 October 1988, to be devoted to sorting out the design choices. That office had operated through the last months of Herrington’s administration with a small staff, mostly carried over from the previous DP-132 office, under the acting directorship of Ron Cochran. On the organization charts of the department, ONPR had a rank equivalent to that of Defense Programs, which managed the whole weapons complex, reflecting the importance attached to the effort by Secretary Herrington. In order to invigorate that office and to move along the production reactor effort, Watkins conducted a search for a director of the office whose background would combine a knowledge of DOE, a technical background, experience with the navy, but without any commitment to one or another of the prevailing sites or conceptual designs. It took until mid-summer of 1989 to find the proper candidate.

**The New Culture at New Production Reactors**

On 12 June 1989 Watkins appointed Dr. Dominic J. Monetta as director of the Office of New Production Reactors. It would be Monetta’s task to provide personal leadership and bring energetic management to the long-delayed effort to replace the aged reactors. When he took office, all of the production reactors were closed. Both K reactor at Savannah River and N reactor at Hanford were in standby status, and Westinghouse at Savannah River was charged with bringing K reactor up to safety standards for operation.

Monetta would not have any jurisdiction over those existing production facilities, whether closed or on standby, but would concentrate on bringing the plans for a new reactor to fruition. He would have the task of assembling and managing a large-scale, complex technical effort on a tight schedule, but without the war-induced urgency and secrecy of the 1940s or the 1950s. Monetta faced a vastly changed political environment from that in which Groves and the early AEC had operated and, like Watkins, he had to operate in the glare of public exposure through the press.

Because the Office of New Production Reactors was a new office with an expanded mandate, Monetta was in a strong position to implement a fresh approach to the longstanding issue of selecting a New Production Reactor conceptual design, particularly since he could assemble staff from outside the existing department as well as from inside. Monetta’s management of the New Production Reactor effort can be seen as a case study of the attempt to put in place, in one new office, aspects of the cultural change urged by Watkins. Yet most of the particular administrative styles and methods of the ONPR could be viewed as implementations of Monetta’s own ideas of management, drawn from his own professional background.

Monetta held a B.S. in Chemical Engineering and a doctorate in Public Administration. His prior background included work as a civilian chemical engineer at the Naval Ordnance Station at Indian Head, Maryland, manager at the ERDA Office of Conservation, and senior executive in the DOE Office of Fossil Energy. Setting up the planning and analysis functions at the Gas Research Institute and independent consulting for energy research and
development organizations followed these efforts. Most recently he had served as technical director at the Naval Ordnance Station, Indian Head.25

Monetta met the parameters set by Watkins in staffing the post: significant technical background and specific energy experience, a record of senior administrative responsibilities, and close familiarity with the navy's accountability practices as a former navy senior civilian technical executive. Watkins saw a strength and an advantage in the fact that Monetta had no career linkage to any particular nuclear reactor technology, nor to any of the corporate interests engaged in reactor design, nor to any of the three sites; there would be no suggestion of conflict of interest as he worked through the "down-select" processes. "I was brought in," Monetta said, "particularly because I do not have a site preference or a technological bias."26

Monetta revered his mentor at Indian Head, Joe L. Browning, a driving engineer-administrator who had been technical director of the facility in the 1960s. Browning himself had worked under Admirals Raborn and Levering Smith at the Polaris Special Project Office and liked to view his demand for excellence as technical director at Indian Head as part of that Raborn-Smith tradition. Browning prided himself on selecting young engineers to serve on an "Assistant Management Board" for the purpose of exposing them early to sophisticated management issues and sharpening their administrative potential. Monetta was one of those selected to serve on and eventually chair that board, and his first experience with administration was in this particular institutional culture which idealized the concept of excellence. Monetta explicitly traced the origins of his ideas back through Browning to the Polaris program when explaining his concepts to others.27

Monetta personally interviewed every new appointee, in the Rickover tradition. Between his appointment in July 1989 and November 1991, Monetta built the office from a staff of less than 12 to one of over 350. He selected staff with backgrounds in technical administration from DOE, from the navy, from nuclear power utilities, from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, and from the Tennessee Valley Authority. He regarded them as each coming from a distinct corporate culture, referring to the result as a form of "cultural diversity."28

Monetta emphasized accountability and responsibility. In particular, he expected his technical staff to directly manage contracts. When working with the strong-willed national laboratories and operating contractors, Monetta had a group of specific administrative tools which he described in explicit language. He tried to work with "dedicated cells" and "a single point of contact for the field." By these terms he meant that a particular officer in his organization would be responsible for a single contract and that the contractor would deal directly with that representative. Such an arrangement prevented the contractor from playing one administrator against another. The point of contact in the contracting organization had to be the "administrative head of the unit" performing the work. In the field, Monetta expected to be represented by "dedicated consolidated offices" and to be allocated "whole man years." By this procedure, he sought to avoid evasion of responsibility through the argument that the work could not be done because of other program claims on individuals' time.29
He also expected contractor organizations to maintain offices in Washington, D.C., so that meetings could be held and contacts made without excessive travel on the part of his overworked federal staff. As might be expected, his drive and methods sometimes irritated long-term DOE staff members in established offices and some contractors who were used to a less demanding style and pace; others found the new approach refreshing.

Monetta described his administrative guidelines in a rapid-fire vocabulary derived from his combination of engineering and management background. He want the ONPR subculture to be "results oriented" and what he called "oriented to short time constants." He illustrated that concept as "running a whole marathon in one-hundred yard dashes." Monetta characterized the old DOE culture as putting the blame on the contractor for errors or shortfalls; he characterized the new culture as placing the responsibility upon the DOE manager, the contracting officer's technical representative. He selected his personnel so that technical representatives were well informed of the procurement regulations and had background in the particular scientific and engineering specialties of the contracts they administered, a pattern very similar to that in the navy and in the Rickover tradition. 30

Reflecting the social science orientation of his management degree, Monetta tried to influence the growth of the informal organization. He brought in outside consultants from the Virginia Productivity Center and the American Management Association. He attempted to build a sense of team through establishing "affinity groups" of administrators of the same rank, even though they worked for different line offices within his organization. He asked people to be clear about their roles, using such role definitions as coach, honest broker, convener, recorder, and reporter. He expected "no tourists, and no prisoners" at meetings, to the discomfort of some observers who thought their exclusion a sign of rudeness. He had used identical language and techniques as technical director at the Naval Ordnance Station at Indian Head and could point to successes there in building a more mission-oriented science and technology facility. 31

To make the new culture explicit at the Office of New Production Reactors, he selected four paragraph-length passages from the works of Admiral Rickover which reflected shared basic principles. These quotations on technical competence, unrelenting dedication, individual responsibility, and intellectual honesty, all drawn from various statements Rickover made before Congress, were printed as mottos and distributed to all ONPR employees. Many posted the quotations in their offices. In this rather specific fashion, Monetta graphically linked himself with the Rickover tradition and established that within this office of DOE, the Watkins cultural change was well under way.32

**EXPERT CHOICES WITHOUT SPECIAL PLEADING**

The tasks confronting ONPR were straightforward but large in scale. First, a "down-select," or choice, had to be made among the various design firms and architectural and engineering (A & E) contractors hoping to work on each of three designs, heavy water, high temperature gas-cooled, and the WNP-conversion light water. Although the DOE did not commit to complete the WNP, the Office of New Production Reactors investigated the
design of an appropriate lithium-deuteride target element which could be used in WNP light water reactors for a third technological approach, along with the heavy water and high temperature gas-cooled approaches. Although conversion of partially completed WNP light water reactors was a less expensive path than construction of either a complete heavy water or gas-cooled reactor, research and development of target elements had to precede a determination as to whether the path was viable.\textsuperscript{33}

The ONPR had to prepare the documentation necessary for a massive environmental impact statement for each of the three technologies for each of the three sites, in effect for nine different possibilities.\textsuperscript{34} Multiple hearings on the impact of the reactors upon the regions near each of the three sites had to be held.\textsuperscript{35} Internal "requirements documents" outlining the specifics to be covered in conceptual design work were developed. The selected design firms developed preliminary conceptual design studies on the various systems in each reactor type, and the ONPR evaluated the studies in detail. Analysis incorporated probabilistic risk assessment of subsystems to determine overall risk.

Monetta and his team sought to provide the information necessary to select the best site and the best technology on grounds that were free of political pleading. The ONPR established separate divisions within the office for each of the three technologies: heavy water, high temperature gas, and light water. A natural and fostered internal competition between the three approaches flourished, embodied in the three divisions. Another office dealt with safety and quality assurance. Each division director was assisted by a technical director; each worked with a cluster of contractors and support groups drawn both from outside contractors and from specialists within the DOE weapons complex and laboratories. Outside senior consultants provided prestigious and well-informed judgments as well as formalized links to prior generations of nuclear engineers, physicists, probabilistic risk specialists, and nuclear facility managers. Some of them had served on the distinguished NAS-NAE panel convened to study the DOE's reactors after Chernobyl.\textsuperscript{36} ONPR program management offices were established at each of the three sites, and a telecommunications net operated for rapid exchange of information between headquarters and the sites.

In October 1989 the DOE first entered negotiations with two corporate teams for design of the heavy water reactor (HWR) and another team for the modular high temperature gas-cooled reactor (MHTGR). The third option, the light water reactor, did not require a full-blown A & E team but only contracted studies of the target design.

The ONPR held "off-site" meetings at the well-equipped School of Seamanship at Piney Point, Maryland, which provided meeting rooms, dorm accommodations, and dining quarters--and, above all, isolation. There, the ONPR teams worked long hours conducting the down-select process regarding the design and architect-engineering firms. The ONPR reduced the design contractor groups to two: EBASCO, a consortium working on the heavy water design, and CEGA, the consortium of Combustion Engineering and General Atomics, which worked on the high temperature gas-cooled reactor. The ONPR selected as A & E firms Bechtel for the heavy water reactor model and Fluor Daniel for the high temperature gas-cooled model. Further studies continued on the types of lithium-deuteride ceramic-metallic, or "cermet," targets which could be used in light water reactors.
Through 1990 and 1991 the ONPR worked closely with the contractors, developing collections of materials which would be presented to the secretary in the site and technology selection processes and holding extensive public reviews in South Carolina, Idaho, and Washington as part of a NEPA-driven environmental impact statement process. Fully aware of the earlier round of both support and opposition which production reactor planning had inspired in the early 1980s, Monetta was determined to make the technical choice through a method which was legally unassailable.

The emergence of a team approach was sometimes made difficult as the internal competition between the conceptual designs reflected the more heated external alignments of corporate and regional technopolitical factions. The specialists in the MHTGR group thought their technology superior to the HWR approach which they regarded as an outmoded design from the 1950s, and both thought the LWR approach held no promise of real progress in reactor design.

The corporations advocating the two leading designs each regarded their own approach as technically superior and the other as backed only by those who stood to gain from it professionally or financially. General Atomic's HTGR proponents argued that their design was not only inherently safe but that it offered excellent prospects as a model for a new generation of safe reactors for electric power generation. Not to be outdone, EBASCO's vice president for technology, Robert Iotti, claimed that the heavy water model "will be the safest reactor ever built," that operators could walk away in case of an accident while automatic features closed down the reactor, and that gas-cooled reactors had not been efficient. Inside the ONPR, sentiments were less hostile and more restrained but still competitive.

Other issues also generated internal debate. Some of the safety specialists remained skeptical of oversimplistic use of probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) figures, while others believed that PRA was an excellent and necessary tool for making design decisions. PRA methods, they argued, should not only be used in evaluating subsystems but should be incorporated in plans for reliability, availability, maintainability, and inspectability, or "RAMI." Prior use of PRA in design work in commercial reactors was closely studied. The method was used, without any exaggerated claims for infallibility, to help sort through design alternatives.

Monetta remained above the fray, relying on the affinity groups and the overall ONPR team effort to harness the individual competitive energies and direct each towards the central program mission. As a means of reducing the naturally emerging personal loyalty to one design or the other, Monetta and his management team assured the staff of the various internal design groups that once a conceptual design had been chosen, there would be guaranteed employment for all ONPR staff as the office switched from selection to operation of engineering and construction contracts. Those who had worked in the offices concerned with the eliminated conceptual designs could anticipate transfer to new positions inside other parts of the office when the reactors were to be built. In this way, personal careers would remain linked to the success of the total New Production Reactor program rather than to the success of a particular conceptual design. Even so, it was only natural that ONPR staff working on the heavy water reactor design hoped their design would win
out, and those working on the high temperature gas-cooled reactor believed that concept was superior and wanted it to succeed.

Conceptual designs, safety studies, technical issues, financial considerations, RAMI plans, and environmental impact work all were collected for the decision process. Out of the research and the submissions by contractors, the ONPR generated documentation and compressed it into comprehensive secretarial briefing books. ONPR teams then provided the findings to the secretary, during fifteen presentations, upon which he could base a decision on technical merit. Watkins attended the briefings; through the fall of 1991 the plan was that he would consider the information, make his decision, and then present it to the president.

Although the congressional delegations from the losing site or sites could be expected to complain, they would not have a legal or technical basis for their complaints if the procedure worked as planned. Although the process was stopped short of a final decision, Watkins' staff did not fully recognize or acknowledge that if a final choice had been made and funds were to be appropriated, a bitter and hard-fought round of close examination of the decision process and the political factors involving advocates and opponents would ensue. At that time, any appearance of favoritism would have been scrutinized, any allegation of impropriety would receive full airing. Several potential questions regarding the objectivity of Watkins' personal staff imperiled the carefully structured objective process. Rumor and innuendo about the personal relationship between Watkins' assistant and an EBASCO lobbyist led her to publicly withdraw from the selection process after she had raised concerns that the evaluation be fair to the heavy water design. 39

While the objective and technical studies went forward inside the Office of New Production Reactors, political jockeying among the representatives of the three sites continued, showing clearly that once the secretarial and presidential decision was announced, the losers would come forward to argue their case as forcefully as possible in other fora, including the press and Congress. The open struggle for the lucrative and prestigious task had only been postponed and muted, not eliminated. Environmentalists criticized the House Armed Services Committee, whose subcommittee on nuclear weapons was chaired by Congressman John M. Spratt of South Carolina, for trying to short cut the technically objective process early in 1991. That committee added to the 1992 defense budget a "sense of the Congress" resolution declaring that South Carolina would be the best site for the new reactor and requiring the DOE to freeze NPR funding for ninety days, if Idaho were chosen, while explaining to Congress its choice. "You're getting the political decision before the scientific one," claimed Brian Costner of a South Carolina energy monitoring group. "It usurps the decision making process established by DOE. . . . It's the worst kind of policy making. There's no excuse for it. . . ." Costner called the action "a classic case of pork barrel." In Idaho, advocates of that site saw the Spratt gambit as an attempt at a political "pre-emptive strike," hoping it would backfire against South Carolina. 40

At the same time as the ONPR worked on developing information for Watkins to use in deciding on site and technology for the new reactor, Savannah River proceeded with plans to refurbish K reactor for a restart. Watkins first announced plans to bring K up to potential restart so that a tritium production capacity would be available and then to place
the reactor on warm standby for future use. Some members of Congress believed the whole K restart effort was wasteful. If K were successfully operated, the need for a New Production Reactor would diminish, and it would be more difficult to argue for and obtain the multibillion-dollar funding required to fully design and build the next reactor. Despite such objections, Watkins continued with plans to restart K reactor. Before the plant could be restarted, significant modifications and repairs were required. A persistent problem remained with leaks in one of the twelve large heat exchangers in which the heavy water moderator coolant was cooled with light water in a secondary loop. When restart was finally attempted late in 1991, 150 gallons of radioactive tritium-contaminated water flowed out through effluent to the Savannah River. Part of the expense involved in the K restart derived from an upgraded cooling system featuring a cooling tower to mitigate thermal pollution of the ponds and streams, together with a host of other technical improvements; in all, the expenditures on refurbishing K reactor were in excess of $900 million.\(^4\)

Meanwhile, Monetta and his senior management group worked towards a specific deadline based on helping Watkins to reach a technically objective choice between the New Production Reactor options in December 1991 and presenting to the president the secretary's preference as to site and technology, from the various combinations. A "Record of Decision," or, in government acronym language, an "ROD," was planned for announcement on Sunday, 29 December.

However, international events overtook the New Production Reactor.

---

**THE END OF THE COLD WAR; THE ARMS RACE IN DECLINE**

Leonid Brezhnev served as party secretary and as successor to the power of Lenin, Stalin, and Khrushchev in the Soviet Union from 1964 to his death in 1982. In the last five years of his rule, a few signs of an impending crisis, not taken too seriously by observers, emerged in the Soviet Union and its satellites. Increasing economic stagnation and corruption, discontent among troops bogged down in Afghanistan since 1979, and the emergence of Solidarity as an effective peaceful opposition to the communist regime in Poland gave lie to the official portrait of the triumph of socialism. When Mikhail Gorbachev was elected to serve as general secretary of the Communist party in March 1985, he was already identified as a representative of a younger generation of bureaucrats.

In 1989, the year in which President George Bush appointed Admiral Watkins and Watkins in turn appointed Monetta to direct the New Production Reactor program, there were further fundamental changes in the Eastern bloc. That year saw a multiparty election in the Soviet Union in which the Communist party-state apparatus suffered a serious defeat, the mass migration of East Germans via Hungary to West Germany, the fall of the Berlin Wall, and political changes which swept Communist regimes from most of the Eastern European satellite states. By the end of 1989 the Soviet Union had accepted the concept of reunification of Germany; the treaty achieving the unification was implemented on 1 January 1991.
In the midst of these changes, Gorbachev continued arms negotiations with the United States, signing a Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty (START I) in July 1991. Under the terms of the treaty, both the Soviet Union and the United States would reduce not only the delivery systems which had been addressed under the SALT II treaty but the number of thermonuclear warheads as well. Conservatives in the Soviet Union, those opposed to the loss of power and to the sweeping economic and constitutional changes, tried to restrain Gorbachev early in 1991. In August of that year they mounted an abortive coup, holding Gorbachev under house arrest for a few days, just as he was about to sign a new treaty restructuring the Soviet Union. Between August and December 1991, Boris Yeltsin, president of Russia, emerged as the effective leader. The Soviet Union was replaced with a loose Commonwealth of Independent States of eleven of the fifteen former Soviet republics.  

This rapid change, first to a reforming regime, then to a completely different national and international structure, caught American policymakers by surprise. Although some commentators had predicted for decades that internal difficulties in the Soviet Union would bring about change, even as it was beginning, almost none anticipated that it would end with the collapse of the whole Soviet regime.  

Quite suddenly, many of the basic premises of American foreign and defense policy became less relevant. For the nuclear weapons complex, the restructuring of the world had profound effects. Troop reductions in Eastern Europe and the political changes there in 1989 reduced the threat. When treaties were signed, beginning with the July 1991 START I agreement, reduction in total weapons had already begun.  

As the dramatic changes unfolded, they required repeated re-thinking of the American defense budget and the nuclear weapons complex. As the Cold War seemed to decline, disarmament advocates urged dropping the production reactor effort, but the DOE continued to hold to its schedule through the summer and early fall of 1991. A few editorialists, like one near Savannah River in Aiken, South Carolina, argued that the increasing instability of the Soviet Union required even greater vigilance and nuclear preparedness, calling the state governor's opposition to a New Production Reactor on environmental grounds evidence that he was a "wimp of the first order."  

Increasingly, the most serious issue in the weapons complex became the effort to manage the cleanup of polluted and radioactive facilities, rather than replacing the badly weakened tritium producing capacity. With the reduced need for nuclear weaponry, the urgency to reach a Record of Decision regarding new production reactors declined sharply in 1991 just as the Office of New Production Reactors was making its pre-ROD presentations to Watkins.

### NEW PRODUCTION REACTORS CANCELED

On Friday, 1 November 1991, Watkins suddenly and unilaterally announced that the scheduled date for the Record of Decision regarding production reactor technology and site selection, 29 December 1991, was to be set back by two years, until the end of 1993.
Surprised at the unexpected news of the change in schedule, Monetta submitted his resignation, as did John C. Tuck, under secretary of energy. Both were shocked at the abrupt decision and frustrated at not being informed prior to the public announcement. Their joint resignations caused a flurry of press attention.48

Senator Sam Nunn, chair of the Senate Armed Services Committee, was also stunned. The Senate had urged the DOE to move quickly on New Production Reactor planning and had opposed Watkins' work on restarting K reactor at Savannah River. If Watkins' decision to put off the NPR resulted from contractor lobbying of Congress, Nunn pointed out, that decision was unjust. Those contractors, Nunn stated, "like any one else, have an absolute First Amendment right to petition Congress and to express their views. Our national policy depends on the input from a wide variety of sources, not just the Secretary of Energy. The Constitution vests these responsibilities in more places than your office."49

Watkins assigned the work of the director of ONPR as well as that of acting under secretary to Thomas Hendrickson, a nuclear engineer who had formerly served under Rickover in the nuclear navy and who had worked with the nuclear firm Burns and Roe.50 Hendrickson, who shared a Rickover-inspired dedication to technical excellence from experience in the nuclear navy, held a personal skepticism regarding management as a formal body of methods. Hendrickson frankly relied on his knowledge of individuals in the nuclear group within DOE and his common sense approach to budget and administrative matters rather than on a more structured theory of managerial science.

In early 1992, as Hendrickson managed the Office of New Production Reactors, he accepted the concept of lower urgency and the postponed decision which Watkins had decided upon. Hendrickson anticipated that if the project survived through all the necessary oversight systems, a reactor could be brought on line in the year 2005. Rather than viewing the thirteen-year period as an indication of bureaucratic or political delay, he viewed such oversight as appropriate to prevent wasted funding. He recognized that changes in the nation's weapons configuration or stockpile requirements could reduce the urgency even further and that the schedule might readily slip again. In fact, the original schedule was abandoned.51

In 1992 Hendrickson undertook an organized and scheduled dismantling of the New Production Reactor effort. Over the next months, the DOE closed down the outstanding contracts with various firms which had been developing designs of the technologies and providing architectural and engineering work to the New Production Reactor effort. The department closed out or transferred to other internal units the last of the ONPR contracts early in 1993.52 Hendrickson converted his role to administrator-caretaker as Watkins ordered the project to wind down. The personnel within the Office of New Production Reactors shifted their careers, many taking positions elsewhere in the department, some moving to other agencies or out of government service, and some taking early retirement. Monetta himself moved on to a position in the Pentagon in the Office of the Secretary of Defense; Tuck joined the Washington law firm of Howard Baker.53 The New Production Reactor was no longer planned; the office was disestablished, its records archived, and the final "down-select" or decision as to preferred technology never announced.
With the elimination of MIRVs in START II signed in June 1992 and with that treaty’s sharp cuts in the total number of weapons, supplies of all strategic nuclear materials were more than adequate for the planned requirements. The "cannibalization," or the "mining," of tritium from old weapons provided a supply of tritium to maintain the readiness of remaining weapons. 54 Plutonium, with its very long half-life, would never have to be produced to supply weapons. Projected tritium shortfall, with the cannibalization process and arms reductions, would not occur until well into the twenty-first century.

Early in 1992, as Watkins announced plans to begin closing various parts of the weapons complex in response to the ending of the Cold War, he admitted that nearby communities would suffer from job loss, yet closings were necessary. "Let’s declare victory and phase ourselves down responsibly," he said.55

THE CIRCLE CLOSED

Three American production reactors at Hanford had their birth in World War II, and they produced the awe-inspiring weapons which brought that war to an abrupt end. Two more reactors were added in the early years of the Cold War, as tensions mounted between the Soviet Union and the United States, bringing the total to five. After the Soviets exploded their first nuclear bomb, the United States decided to work towards the fusion weapon and built three more reactors at Hanford and five at Savannah River.

Meanwhile, the profession of nuclear engineering grew and evolved, reflecting the increased influence of those who first sought to turn reactors to ship propulsion and then to civilian power production. Experiments and demonstrations through the 1950s generated a variety of reactor cousins designed to help supply the nation’s and the world’s need for plentiful electrical energy. In this context, the AEC added its fourteenth production reactor, the odd hybrid, N reactor, which represented a cross between a production reactor and a power reactor. By the time it came on line, the United States had a sufficient stockpile of plutonium, and all but the four newest reactors were closed. As the older reactors closed, the new emphasis on peaceful uses of the atom pushed the total megawattage of power reactors higher than the total megawattage of the remaining small family of production reactors. For nearly a decade through the 1970s, the four remaining production reactors supplied the nation’s need for strategic materials.

The rise in tensions between the United States and the Soviet Union following the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan and the strong defensive posture of the United States in the 1980s required advanced planning to meet an anticipated tritium shortfall. That shortfall became more imminent as the last of the old reactors closed forever. Although some journalists and political critics believed as early as 1988 that the natural disarmament brought by tritium decay should be allowed to proceed in the United States whether or not the Soviets agreed to halt tritium production, the mission to build a reactor was not abandoned. Secretary Herrington left the task to Admiral Watkins; Monetta moved decisively to get a single design that he could present as the best possible one, uninfluenced by political pressures or special interests.
Despite those efforts, technopolitics continued, as the backers of the two conceptual designs focused their efforts at making good presentations and developing arguments useful against the opposition, and as their congressional representatives continued to maneuver for position. Had the decision been announced, the corporate and political backers of the excluded designs would have mounted a vigorous public relations campaign to consider once again, in congressional and media fora, the relative virtues of the systems. To assume otherwise would be naive. The ONPR effort would never have been able to by-pass or eliminate the political discussion which would follow an announced administrative decision. Yet such a discussion would have taken place against a background of objectively measurable financial, engineering, and scientific data which had been collected in a fair fashion.

Planning for New Production Reactors moved from a squabble over patronage into a managed decision environment which demonstrated how data for a difficult technical choice which could generate billions of dollars of employment might be gathered and developed both objectively and rapidly. Systems analysis proceeded on three separate conceptual designs. The merits of the developments were measured and reviewed by experienced and independent experts. The final executive department choice could be based on financial and design criteria, which although presented by advocates, had been collected without favoritism. While the process proceeded, however, the Cold War ended, and with that end there was no longer a pressing need for an assured tritium production capacity. The effect of the changed international situation was to move New Production Reactors for strategic nuclear materials to a much lower priority. The technology, the capacity, and the planning, while necessary to the maintenance of a deterrent nuclear arsenal at the height of the Cold War from the 1950s through the early 1980s, quite suddenly came to an end.

The legacy of the effort was a vast accumulation of technical design work and a method which might be employed in other competitions for such massive projects. Multibillion dollar engineering feats of the future in which more than one design might be appropriate require a procedure that allows for selection on grounds of technical merit rather than on the basis of political influence. At the same time, the method of choice must permit the general public and interested parties to participate through the open methods developed since the days of World War II. A possible path which allowed both technical objectivity and free discussion had been attempted.
Appendix A

PRODUCTION REACTOR FAMILIES

Since all of the U.S. production reactors were designated by letters instead of names, the reader may find this condensed presentation of data on the reactors useful for reference to place particular reactors in context. Table A-1 shows the groups of reactors. Brief technical biographic sketches of each group follow, and a list of auxiliary reactors (Table A-2) is included at the end of this appendix.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hanford Reactors</th>
<th>Savannah River Reactors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>World War II Round:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1944: B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1944: D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1945: F</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-World War II Round:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1949: H</td>
<td>&quot;Little Joe&quot; Response:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1950: DR</td>
<td>1954: R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1954: P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korean War Round:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1952: C</td>
<td>1955: L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1954: KW</td>
<td>1955: K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1955: KE</td>
<td>1955: C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Dual Purpose&quot; or Hybrid:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1964: N</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
THE WORLD WAR II ROUND

Du Pont completed construction of B, D, and F reactors between September 1944 and February 1945. B reactor went into operation on 26 September 1944, D reactor on 17 December 1944, and F reactor on 25 February 1945. In order to preserve one reactor as an emergency back-up during the post-World War II crisis over graphite expansion, B reactor was closed in 1946 and reopened in 1948. F was shut down on 25 June 1964, D on 26 June 1967, and B on 12 February 1968. The three reactors were designed at 250 megawatts and upgraded in the postwar years to over 435 MW by 1951; by 1963, B was rated at 1,940 MW; D at 2,005 MW; F at 1,935 MW. Fuel slugs were 1.45 inches in diameter and 8.5 inches in length. The reactors were cooled by single-pass river water and moderated with graphite. The biological shielding consisted of laminated masonite and steel; the thermal shielding consisted of concrete. The basics of this design were applied for five more reactors built during 1948-55 at Hanford, described below. B reactor was designated a Historic Mechanical Engineering Landmark in 1976.

THE POST-WORLD WAR II ROUND

General Electric built DR as a replacement for D reactor, designed to take over the waterworks of D when that reactor would close. Later, a separate waterworks for DR was built, and operation of DR had to wait for completion of this facility. General Electric followed the designs of B, D, and F reactors for construction of DR and H. Originally designed at 250 MW, DR went into operation on 3 October 1950, was upgraded to 500 MW by 1951, and to 1,925 MW by 1963. H opened on 10 October 1949, after only eighteen months of construction; it was upgraded to 500 MW by 1951 and to 1,955 MW by 1963. DR was shut down on 30 December 1964 and H on 21 April 1965.

THE KOREAN WAR ROUND

General Electric built C reactor rapidly, following early designs but on a larger scale, to meet the emergency of the Korean War. It went into operation on 18 November 1952. Originally designed at 750 MW, it was upgraded to 2,310 MW by 1963. C was shut down in 1970.

KE and KW were "Jumbo" reactors, designed at 1,800 MW thermal when they opened in early 1955. Both were upgraded to 4,400 MW by 1963. These two reactors had systems of space heating, using an ethylene-glycol heat exchange system to reduce utility costs in heating the reactor work areas. Due to faulty pre-start inspection, KW suffered a process tube water leak and overheating seventeen hours into its first operation in January 1955. KW was shut down in 1970, KE in 1971.

In the 1990s the slug-storage tanks of water at KW were used for storage of unprocessed fuel slugs from other reactors.
DUAL PURPOSE

N reactor at Hanford was quite different from her older sisters. Dubbed N as an abbreviation for New Production Reactor, N was designed beginning in 1958 by General Electric as a dual purpose, or "convertible" reactor, to produce both plutonium and heat for steam turbines and electricity. N reactor was graphite-moderated and -cooled by pressurized water, at about 250 degrees Fahrenheit.

The fuel elements in N reactor were larger than earlier reactors: 2.4 inches (6.1 cm) diameter by 26 inches (66.0 cm) long. They were coated in .03 to .04 inch thick zircalloy (ZR-II) cladding. The design rating was 3,950 MW thermal, or 863 MW electric.

The reactor began operations in 1964 and piped steam for the production of electrical power to a nearby power plant, owned and financed by Washington Public Power Supply Service, a consortium owned by rural electric cooperatives and municipal power companies. N reactor was placed in "standdown" on 12 December 1986, partly in response to concerns over the fact that it was the last large graphite-moderated reactor in the United States when the graphite-moderated Chernobyl reactor disaster occurred on 26 April 1986. N reactor was never reopened, being placed in "cold standby" on 16 February 1988.

SAVANNAH-LITTLE JOE ROUND

In response to perceived increased needs for tritium, following a presidential decision to design a fusion weapon, two heavy water moderated reactors were planned and constructed by Du Pont at Savannah, designated R and P. R began operation on 28 December 1953 and P on 20 February 1954. The reactors consisted of large steel vessels in which the fuel and target elements were inserted vertically. The moderator was heavy water, or deuterium (\(2\text{H}_2\text{O}\)), which also served as primary coolant. The deuterium was cooled in a heat exchanger by ordinary light water, itself released to cooling ponds. Rated at 383 MW at their opening, the reactors were raised to a nominal level of 2,000 MW by 1963, operating in the range of 2,300 to 2,600 MW. The fuel elements were normally clad in .03 inch aluminum and were 4.0 inches in diameter. A great variety of experimental fuel and target elements were later designed to fit in the tubes, along with special target elements for the production of isotopes. These same parameters were applied to the second round of reactors at Savannah River. R reactor was closed on 15 June 1964 and cannibalized for parts; P reactor was closed on 17 August 1988.

THE KOREAN ROUND AT SAVANNAH

Three further production reactors were built at Savannah, over the period 1951-55, following the designs of R and P. Like the first two, the later three heavy water moderated and cooled reactors were originally rated at 383 MW, upgraded to a nominal 2,000 MW level. L and K reactors began operations in February and July 1954, respectively. C reactor
began operations in February 1955. L was placed on standby on 18 February 1968 and, after lengthy hearings and refurbishing, it was restarted in October 1985.

In March 1987, P, K, L, and C reactors were placed on 50 percent power and by the end of 1988 all were closed. Plans for restart of K reactor involved redesign of the primary coolant system, construction of a cooling tower for the water from the heat exchangers, and extensive retraining of personnel and other modifications. After a brief demonstration operation in 1993, K reactor was placed on permanent shutdown status.

**AUXILIARY REACTORS**

At both Hanford and Savannah River, a number of auxiliary test and experimental reactors were built over the years. A partial listing follows.

**Table A-2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site/Reactor Name</th>
<th>Years of Operation</th>
<th>Power Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hanford:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hanford 305 Test Reactor</td>
<td>(1944-1972)</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plutonium Recycle Test Reactor</td>
<td>(1960-1969)</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutron Radiograph Facility</td>
<td>(1977- )</td>
<td>250 KW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fast Flux Test Facility</td>
<td>(1980- )</td>
<td>400 MW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Savannah River:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Savannah River Test Pile (&quot;305&quot;)</td>
<td>(1953-1988)</td>
<td>50 MW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavy Water Components Test Reactor</td>
<td>(1962-1964)</td>
<td>61 MW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lattice Test Reactor</td>
<td>(1967-1979)</td>
<td>1/2 KW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process Development Pile</td>
<td>(1953-1979)</td>
<td>1/2 KW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Pile</td>
<td>(1953-1979)</td>
<td>to 10 KW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix B

CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS RELATING TO THE NPR PROGRAM

8/1/46  Congress transferred properties and responsibility for administration of the nuclear weapons program from the Manhattan District of the army engineers to the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC).

4/16/47  Faced with growing concerns over the availability of fissionable materials for weapons production, caused in part by a raw material shortage and an expanded graphite block inhibiting production capacity at Hanford Works, President Harry S Truman restricted the amount of material made available for civilian purposes. Such an action had been recommended by the AEC, war department, and navy department as a temporary means of bolstering the nuclear materials stockpile.

9/47  The AEC's general manager, Carroll L. Wilson, presented plans to the commission for replacing the two reactors operating at Hanford with two new production reactors.

6/8/50  President Truman approved construction of two heavy water reactors (HWR) for a new tritium production facility at a site other than Hanford, Washington.

11/22/50  The AEC approved the E. I. duPont de Nemours and Company proposed production reactor site on the Savannah River, near Aiken, South Carolina.

12/53-3/55  Five Savannah River nuclear production reactors were commissioned.

8/57  Congress earmarked $3 million for conducting design and engineering studies of a large-scale tritium production reactor or a dual purpose reactor. The dual purpose reactor would have utilized excess steam in generating electricity for consumer consumption.

8/4/58  President Dwight D. Eisenhower reluctantly signed Public Law 85-590 which authorized $145 million for construction of a new plutonium production reactor facility at Hanford. The president, along with the AEC, opposed the allotment for another production reactor. According
to Eisenhower, "the necessity for more plutonium for military purposes was not established."

10/16/58 Deputy Secretary of Defense Donald Quarles advised AEC Chairman John A. McCone that the results of the Hardtack nuclear weapons test series revealed a shortfall in production capacity. The nuclear weapons material requirements were out-pacing production capabilities, threatening the stockpile goals for July 1, 1968. Quarles stated that the soundness of the production projections warranted expanding the production reactor program.

11/10/58 The AEC general manager issued a study of the newly established military production needs balanced against other AEC programs. The report stated that the 1968 level for plutonium production could be met with the already financed New Production Reactor (NPR) at Hanford and the addition of a new generation reactor at Savannah River.

5/13/59 Kaiser Engineering of Oakland, California, was awarded a contract for construction of the NPR at Hanford. This NPR was to be of a dual purpose design, also known as a "convertible reactor," allowing future addition of a steam-powered electrical generating facility. This reactor went on-line as "N" in 1964.

1/8/64 In his annual "State of the Union Address," President Lyndon B. Johnson announced a planned reduction in plutonium and enriched uranium production. In order to meet the president's order, the AEC planned to idle one reactor at SRP and three reactors at Hanford.

1/21/64 During a speech before the United Nations' Eighteen-Nation Disarmament Committee in Geneva, Switzerland, President Johnson announced that the United States was ready to accept appropriate international verification of production reactor shutdowns. The AEC later developed a verification mechanism (a bimetallic, heat-sensitive tape attached to the reactor tubes) for use by the international verification group.

10/11/74 The Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-438) abolished the AEC and created the Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA) and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC).

12/30/74 Robert C. Seamans, Jr., was named first administrator of the ERDA.
8/4/77 President James E. Carter, Jr., signed the Energy Reorganization Act of 1977 (P.L. 95-91) which abolished the ERDA and established the Department of Energy (DOE).

10/1/77 The Department of Energy began operations; James Schlesinger was named Secretary of Energy.

1/5/79 President Carter signed a "Stockpile Memoranda," increasing plutonium and tritium production by classified amounts.

12/17/79 Secretary of Defense Harold Brown took issue with the Office of Management and Budget's proposed decreased funding level for a plutonium-uranium extraction plant.

1980 A year after conducting a "Facilities Upgrading Study," the DOE submitted to Congress an assessment of its Facility Restoration program. This program sought to upgrade the output capacity at the SRP, Hanford, Oak Ridge, and Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) production facilities over a five-year period.

1980 The National Security Council completed a study that concluded that production facilities planning must address increased materials requirements, aging facilities, and new production capability concerns.

4/11/80 In a letter to Secretary of Energy Charles W. Duncan, Jr., Secretary of Defense Brown expressed concern over the DOE's possible inability to meet future weapons-grade plutonium needs. Brown's view of the issue differed greatly from many in the Carter administration.

Summer 1980 Congress approved authorization of funds for the restart of production reactors shut down by President Johnson under international agreement. After several delays, "L" reactor at Savannah River was restarted in 1985.

7/15/80 The joint DOE/DOD Long Range Resources Planning Group, in their "Starbird Report," concluded that one and possibly two new production reactors would be needed by the year 2000. The group recommended an NPR be operational by the 1990s.

9/26/80 According to the New York Times, top Carter national security and foreign policy aides deviated significantly from the previous presidential policy and approved a proposal for increasing U.S. plutonium production. The administration conceded to pressure from the
Department of Defense and increasingly successful Republican election year rhetoric. President Carter needed to determine how and when to effect the increased production.

10/80 United Engineers and Constructors Inc. (UE&C) presented a Replacement Production Reactor (RPR) Program Information Requirements study to the DOE. UE&C proposed a methodology for evaluating weapons material requirements and, if necessary, for selecting RPR technology.

1981 The first RPR project office was established at Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL).

1981 A DOE Replacement Production Reactor evaluation determined that existing reactors were unlikely to meet defense needs by the 1990s, and plans were needed for a new reactor.

6/81 The Los Alamos National Laboratory issued Alternatives to Proposed Replacement Production Reactors. The study proposed capturing additional weapons-grade nuclear material from commercial reactors or other nondefense government nuclear facilities, or employing Canadian or Canadian-type heavy water reactors for the RPR.


1982 The RPR project designation was changed to NPR by congressional action.

1982 The President's Office of Science and Technology Programs (OSTP) released a science council study that validated a need for an NPR. The OSTP recommended that the DOE begin planning for the construction of an NPR employing either a High Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactor (HTGR), Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR), or Replacement N Reactor (RNR). The OSTP supported siting at either Hanford or at INEL.

7/7/82 The DOE charted a New Production Reactor-Concept and Site Selection Advisory Panel (NPR-CSSAP) to advise the department concerning the selection of reactor technology and site.
7/22/82 The Los Alamos National Laboratory submitted *Proposed Activities and Funding Requirements for the NPR Program Requirements Office*. The NPR Program Requirements Office at Los Alamos was established in FY 1982 to provide the assistant secretary for defense programs with technical support and independent, technical evaluations of the NPR program.

8/82 The DOE office at SRP created an NPR task force. The group was charged with providing draft design data and costs for locating a Zero Electric Power Heavy Water Reactor (ZEPHWR) at SRP, and general information concerning the operation of the plant.

11/82 A coalition of local and national environmental groups filed suit in U.S. District Court, Third District, District of Columbia, against the DOE and Du Pont in an attempt to stop refurbishment of L reactor at SRP by compelling the DOE to file a full environmental impact statement (EIS) before construction begins. The DOE had earlier reported that restarting the reactor would release 176,000 gallons of 130-degree water a minute into the Savannah River.

11/15/82 The NPR Concept and Site Selection Advisory Panel issued the "Glennan Report," which concluded that "an NPR should be constructed to assure an adequate supply of strategic materials in the 1990s and beyond." The report recommended a ZEPHWR located at SRP.

1/83 The DOE released a draft of the NPR project charter, as authorized under the Department of Energy National Security and Military Application of Nuclear Energy Authorization Act of 1982 (P.L. 97-90). The charter established the objectives, staffing requirements, management authority, and scope of the NPR project.

8/9/83 Secretary of Energy Donald Hodel issued a memorandum to Herman Roser, assistant secretary for defense programs, directing all participating divisions and offices to formulate guidelines and create a schedule for making an NPR site recommendation. Hodel planned to send a site recommendation to President Reagan within eighteen months. He further stated that a site other than SRP would add "diversity and reliability to the production complex" and thus solve the "common-mode deficiencies."
8/11/83 Secretary Hodel announced plans to prepare an EIS for siting an HWR at INEL. At the time, Hodel did not divulge whether the Idaho plant was to be the location of the NPR.

8/15/83 An article appearing in Inside Energy announced that the INEL plant had been selected as the NPR site. Construction of the plant was reportedly dependent on the EIS findings.

8/16/83 Secretary of Energy Hodel wrote the House and Senate Armed Services Committees, informing them of the DOE's intent to prepare an EIS for INEL. Hodel requested that the committees shorten the legislated thirty-day waiting period for legislative comment (as required in P.L. 97-90, the National Environmental Policy Act). He felt this change in procedures was necessary to "commence activities as soon as possible on this important project."

8/25/83 Senator Strom Thurmond (R-SC) wrote Secretary Hodel requesting that the SRP be reassessed as a possible NPR site. Senator Thurmond also felt any final decision on NPR location must be founded, in part, on the results of an EIS.

9/6/83 In response to Hodel's letter of August 16, Senator John Tower (R-TX), writing for the Senate Armed Services Committee, approved the DOE's preparation of an EIS for an NPR. However, the committee stipulated that all three sites (SRP, INEL, and Hanford) receive equal consideration. The committee also stipulated that the EIS of at least two reactor technologies be examined prior to final selection of a location or reactor type.

5/17/84 In a letter to House and Senate Armed Services Committees, Energy Secretary Hodel stated that NPR study costs had been underestimated. Therefore, DOE funds originally earmarked for "lower priority work" would be reprogrammed to continue the NPR studies. The lower priority projects, amounting to $12.5 million, were to be delayed in order to "proceed efficiently" toward the mid-1985 target date for NPR selection.

6/15/84 Responding to Hodel's letter of May 17, Congressman Melvin Price (D-IL) did not register an objection to the performance of additional NPR studies. He did reiterate that the initiation of an EIS study prior to site and technology selection was imprudent. He further stated that the House Armed Services Committee's agreement with continued study did not assure congressional approval of the NPR program.
The Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC), along with the Energy Research Foundation, the Snake River Alliance, and the Hanford Oversight Committee, filed suit in U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia against Secretary Hodel. The environmental groups sought a declaratory judgment that the DOE had violated the National Environmental Policy Act by announcing plans to prepare an EIS and then allowing thirty days to pass without action. The plaintiffs also sought to halt all work on the NPR project until the DOE began EIS proceedings.

Writing in response to a query from Barbara A. Finamore, counsel for the NRDC, Secretary Hodel reiterated that the DOE intended to comply with the National Environmental Policy Act. However, since no NPR site had been selected, preparation of an EIS could not be initiated.

The EG&G NPR project support office issued a contingency plan for a light water graphite-moderated reactor. The plan was fostered by the findings of the Glennan Panel, which ranked the light water reactor as a viable technology for the NPR.

The DOE filed an answer to the NRDC lawsuit. The DOE asserted that there had been no official decision to develop a proposal for an NPR, thus the plaintiff's contentions were unfounded.

The EG&G NPR Project Support Office instituted an office phase-out to be completed by April 1, 1985. The EG&G managers felt this shutdown was cost effective since the NPR studies were nearly complete and on schedule.

Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger wrote to National Security Advisor Robert McFarlane and suggested that increased special nuclear materials production could be met by the DOE through an NPR. Secretary Weinberger emphasized the need for the DOE and OMB to take actions to increase the future supply of special nuclear materials.

In an affidavit filed in *Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc v. Donald P. Hodel, Secretary, U.S. Department of Energy*, the DOE asserted that "plans for an NPR or its alternative during 1985 or by any other date" are no longer being considered as a means of producing future supplies of nuclear weapons material.
6/7/85 Exeter Associates, an engineering consulting firm, issued a study entitled *The Potential Future Value of Byproduct Steam from a New Production Reactor*. This study concluded that the DOE could not expect a profit from the sale of by-product steam from NPR to a single buyer with so many noneconomic factors influencing the program.

5/22/86 *Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc. v. Donald P. Hodel, Secretary of Energy*, was dismissed. The presiding judge ruled that the plaintiffs were notified by the DOE that the NPR project had been indefinitely deferred.

11/86 The DOE lowered the operating power of the SRP reactors in response to uncertainties regarding the reliability of the emergency core cooling system. This course of action was recommended in the National Research Council's *Safety Issues at the Defense Production Reactors*. The NRC study was prompted by public safety concerns raised after the Chernobyl Nuclear Power Station accident on April 26, 1986.

2/87 Deputy Director of Defense Programs Charles Halsted expressed to Under Secretary of Energy Joseph Salgado the critical need for an NPR in light of the critical need for tritium and the ten-to-twelve-year lead time needed to bring a reactor into service. Halsted felt that the tritium requirements for maintenance of the weapons stockpile and new weapons production were greater than in 1980.

1/7/88 Secretary of Energy John S. Herrington asked the Energy Research Advisory Board (ERAB) to review and evaluate four reactor technologies (high temperature gas-cooled, liquid metal, heavy water, and advanced light water) for the NPR.

8/3/88 The DOE announced the results of its NPR site and technology selection process: the DOE planned to build an HWR at SRP and an HTGR at INEL, thus fully embracing the duality concept.

9/16/88 The DOE released a "Notice of Intent" to prepare an EIS for the NPR, which first appeared in the *Federal Register* of September 16, 1988.

10/1/88 The Office of New Production Reactors (NP) was established within the Department of Energy.

10/8/88 Westinghouse Corporation was awarded a $6.7 billion contract for the operation of SRP. Westinghouse was scheduled to assume management on April 1, 1989.
An unclassified version of the United States Department of Energy Nuclear Weapons Complex Modernization Report, also known as "The 2010 Report," was released.

The DOE submitted its FY 1990 budget to Congress, including $304 million for the NPR program.

Secretary of Energy James B. Watkins issued a memorandum halting the removal of fuel from the Hanford "N" reactor until it could be determined if and when SRP would resume operations.

The Secretary of Energy named Dr. Dominic J. Monetta, former technical director at the Naval Ordnance Station at Indian Head, Maryland, director of the Office of New Production Reactors.

The DOE issued a request for proposals from qualified architectural-engineering contractors for the design of an HWR and an MHTGR.

Negotiations began with selected architectural and engineering contractors for the design of the HWR and MHTGR. The DOE considered proposals from two different consortiums of architectural-engineering firms for each NPR.

The National Production Reactor Group (including Westinghouse and Bechtel) and EBASCO (a consortium of Babcock and Wilcox, Combustion Engineering, Inc., Rockwell International, and Battelle Memorial Institute) proceeded with conceptual designs in competition for the advanced design contract for the HWR.

Combustion Engineering-General Atomics (CEGA) was issued a letter contract to proceed with advanced conceptual design of the HTGR.

The Office of New Production Reactors notified Congress of the selection of EBASCO as the advanced design contractor for the HWR, and of CEGA as the advanced design contractor for the HTGR.
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42. The eleven were: Russia, Ukraine, Belarus, Kazakhstan, Armenia, Moldova, Azerbaijan, Turkmenistan, Tajikistan, Uzbekistan, and Kyrgyzstan. The four Soviet republics which did not join CIS were Georgia and the three Baltic republics: Latvia, Estonia, and Lithuania.


44. The connection between the cut in weapons and the NPR delay was noted by Keith Schneider, "Weapons Cuts Lead White House to Question Plan for New A-Plant," New York Times, 4 October 1991, A1, A11.


51. Ibid.


The documentation available for this topic is vast. We have tapped a part of it, trying to concentrate on materials already declassified. Although we and the researchers on the project had clearances which allowed us to work in files which had not yet been declassified, we concentrated on identifying and collecting materials which could be used without seeking declassification. Even with this self-imposed limitation we found far more than we could possibly use.

At the National Archives and Records Administration (NARA), we worked with five record groups: RG 128, RG 77, RG 227, RG 326, and RG 359. At the Department of Energy (DOE), we worked with records held by the Office of the Historian for the DOE Archives. We researched at Hanford, reviewing about twenty-seven cubic feet of records in the Records Holding Area (RHA) and working with open shelves in the published and collected documents in the Public Reading Room. At the Hagley Museum in Wilmington, Delaware, we worked with sixty cubic feet of Du Pont papers in Accession 1957.

In addition, several other collections were made available to us in the course of the project. We inherited some eleven linear feet of EG&G records of DP-132, covering the period 1982-84, which we turned over to the DOE Chief Historian on completion of the project. In addition, we had temporary possession of some sixty-five linear shelf feet of Argonne National Laboratory-Germantown records for the period 1985-89 when that office had served as the office support contractor to DP-132. Those records were returned to the Office of New Production Reactors when it went out of business early in 1993, and they became part of the Department of Energy Archives for ONPR. During the period 1989-91, we were invited to review the office files of the various offices of ONPR and to photocopy current documents. We gathered some ten cubic feet of documents in those searches, and that collection of ONPR documents was turned over to the DOE Chief Historian on completion of the project.

Each of these collections had its idiosyncrasies, reflected in our endnotes. In general, the provenance of NARA records could be traced with box and folder name, although not all folders had names. Records of the Department of Energy were similarly identifiable. Records in the Hagley collection are frequently best identified by the "DPW," or Du Pont-Wilmington, number, as that number frequently identified the folder within a box.

The EG&G and Argonne records of DP-132 were assigned document numbers and stored in a numerical, rather than a point-of-origin or point-of-receipt, order. The ONPR documents were organized somewhat differently depending on the office within the ONPR which had collected them, and on the rare occasion we cited such documents, we identified the office of origin with its own document designation.

While we thus reviewed well over five hundred cubic feet of documents, the number we selected for direct work on the project represented about ten cubic feet. We used about half of those, and they are cited in our citations. We have attempted to follow University of Chicago Press Manual of Style in our citations so that any interested scholar can go back to our sources for further work.

In general, separate collections were useful for separate periods. The Office of Scientific Research and Development (OSRD) and Manhattan Engineer District (MED) records in
NARA RG 77, Office of the Chief of Engineers, and RG 227, OSRD, provided the best material for the World War Two period. RG 128, Joint Committee on Atomic Energy; RG 326, Atomic Energy Commission; RG 359, Office of Science and Technology; and DOE records were strong for the AEC period 1946 through the 1960s. The RHA at Hanford was useful for the early period, the development of N reactor there, and later operation through the 1970s and 1980s. The Hagley collection provided insight and documentation for the building of Savannah River reactors as well as for operations through 1988. The EG&G and Argonne collections from DP-132 were helpful in shedding light on the political gridlock of the 1980s. Documents from ONPR and discussions with participants were useful in the chapter dealing with the efforts to select a design and contractor, 1989-92.

Since the work was performed under contract directly with ONPR until its closure, Carlisle had the opportunity to meet with executives of the office a number of times and to attend an offsite meeting at Piney Point. Through these direct observations and meetings, Carlisle witnessed the effort to establish some of the office's managerial styles firsthand. A few formal and informal oral history interviews supplemented the documentary record. In addition, newsletters, press releases, Secretary of Energy Notices, and other public documents fleshed out the unfolding story of the ONPR. For the last chapter, we had the experience, somewhat rare for historians, of writing about an institution which we could observe firsthand in our own times. Thus, some of our later methods borrowed from the techniques of journalism and the social sciences.

While the records we reviewed contained many semi-published and published reports, we have restricted our listing in the bibliography which follows to materials available in libraries rather than only in archives. Similarly, although we have reviewed and cited a number of items from newspapers, we only cite them in the endnotes rather than providing the listing here. The books, memoirs, diaries, and secondary articles and monographs are listed together in a single list by author, without reference to whether they were of a primary or secondary nature.
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